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Preface to the Second Edition
When I started writing the first edition of RF Power Amplifiers for Wireless Com-
munications, some time back in 1997, it seemed that I was roaming a largely unin-
habited landscape. For reasons still not clear to me there were few, if any, other
books dedicated to the subject of RF power amplifiers. Right at the same time, how-
ever, hundreds of engineers were being assigned projects to design PAs for wireless
communications products. It was not, therefore, especially difficult to be successful
with a book that was fortuitously at the right place and the right time.

As the original manuscript progressed both Artech and I, not to mention the
bemused reviewers, became aware that the book was developing into something of
an experiment; a not entirely premeditated attempt to write a technical book that
was readable. It even had jokes. My word, if that’s not really radical; isn’t engineer-
ing supposed to be a serious business? Well, my own experiences in the engineering
labs around the world is that engineers don’t seem to be all that serious, at least not
all of the time. Then there was the issue of equations; I happen to like symbolic anal-
ysis, but only the kind that I can understand. Once the Σ’s get into double-nesting I
tend to switch off, and I have a sneaking suspicion I’m not alone.

Well, times have changed. PA design and their high-volume manufacture have
advanced enormously, and there now seem to be thousands of engineers and tech-
nologists who know more about the subject than I do. I like to think I played a part
in getting some of them started, but it makes the current task rather more challeng-
ing than the initial carefree romp. I suppose I should just get more serious, cut the
jokes and fill many more pages with Σ’s. But that’s not my style, for better or for
worse.

Scanning the chapters, the general flow of the original book is the same. There
are several new chapters, and nearly all of the original material has been updated
and extended as appropriate. A new Chapter 4 digs a bit deeper into all of the things
that make PA devices behave differently at GHz frequencies than at audio. Some of
this analysis leads into another new chapter, Chapter 8, where I make an undis-
guised attempt to persuade RF designers that transistors do not behave as switches
anymore, and the classical “switch” modes can be approximated using more con-
ventional RF thinking on impedance and harmonic matching. I hope this sits OK
with the two potential sides of a debate which I hope to promote. I am not in any
way suggesting that the switch modes and their associated voluminous literature are
in any way wrong, but simply trying to build a more solid bridge between the real
world of GHz PA design and the elegant but idealized world where transistors are
modeled as switches. In so doing I am not claiming any kind of priority either, but
trying to persuade people to think a bit differently.

Modulation and nonlinear effects in PAs are closely interwoven, and so I have
decided to cover both in a single chapter (Chapter 9). As modulation systems get
more complicated, RF designers have a more difficult time understanding them, and

xi



the numerous excellent books that have appeared on the subject tend to cover areas
of specific interest to the PA designer rather briefly and in some cases barely at all.
With a little trepidation, therefore, I have tried to cover modulation systems from
the PA designer’s viewpoint. To do so, I place heavy reliance on actual measure-
ments and observations of signals coming out of commercial generators, rather than
delving into the challenging depths of symbolic analysis. This is something of a novel
approach to the subject, and I hope it will not get me into too much trouble.

The design of bias networks for PAs has been belatedly promoted to chapter sta-
tus, Chapter 11. The problems of maintaining stability and simultaneously minimiz-
ing supply modulation effects can cause as much difficulty for a PA designer as does
the design of the RF matching networks, and hopefully this new chapter will provide
some useful new insights for the PA practitioner. In further recognition and promo-
tion of the school of pragmatic PA design, there is a new chapter on load-pull tech-
niques, covering both passive and active methods. I am particularly indebted to
Professor Paul Tasker and his group at Cardiff University for allowing me extensive
access to their facilities, which include active harmonic load-pull and accurate mea-
surement of RF waveforms. I have always held the view that unless you are able to
measure RF voltage and current waveforms you can’t say with any certainty what
the “mode” of PA operation is, and it was my own measurements using this facility
that formed the starting point for some of the less conventional views on harmonic
matching to be found in Chapters 4 and 8.

PA linearization has become a huge subject, and several books devoted to the
subject (including my own, see bibliography) have appeared in the interim. Chapter
14 has therefore been carefully limited to an overview, as in the original edition. But
it is nevertheless intended as a bit more than an introductory overview. Its retention
is also relevant, in that several of the chapters make reference to the issues of PA
design for specific linearization environments. In an RF world ever more intruded by
digital techniques, such considerations are having a major impact on the traditional
design objectives of RF designers and will continue to do so.

Efficiency enhancement techniques, as in the first edition, are considered as a
separate subject from linearization, and Chapter 10 is a much extended and updated
treatment of this important topic. In both Chapters 10 and 14 I have finally been
forced into quoting patents as references. I have always been reluctant to enter this
minefield, as much as anything because I can only quote a few representative patents
among so many that appear to be very similar. I don’t want my selections to be
viewed as any kind of priority judgment; they are quoted entirely as bibliographic
aids, nothing more.

One of the features of this second edition is the inclusion of a CD which contains
most of the simulation files and some Excel spreadsheets that are used in the text.
The PA_waves program, which I call a “P.A. postulator” runs in Excel VBA, and is
something of a new concept and may hopefully find some uses outside the confines
of this book. In Chapter 9, I have made quite extensive use of Excel spreadsheets to
illustrate and analyze various aspects of relevant modulation systems. These files are
also included on the CD and comprise mainly a 4096 data point “representation” of
IQ streams for various flavors of IS95, IS54, EDGE, and 802.11. The 4096 restric-
tion has been selected mainly because the Excel FFT routine will only handle this
number of points. In fact, the main text uses the data primarily for drawing IQ dia-
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grams and doing some statistical analysis, particularly on efficiency in Chapter 13.
Appendix B shows how the files can be used to perform some spectral analysis, with
various models for PA nonlinearity, but this has not been used in the main text
because most readers will have access to more comprehensive CAD analysis tools
that will perform this kind of analysis more satisfactorily. But I hope this additional
feature will be found useful, especially perhaps for students who (like myself)
cannot afford to purchase the latest CAD tools.

This revision represents my own ongoing experiences as a consultant in the
RFPA field. I would like to make a special acknowledgment to one of my clients,
Filtronic (UK) and in particular the chairman of Filtronic, Professor David Rhodes,
for many stimulating discussions on the subject over the last three years. In particu-
lar, these discussions have had an important impact on much of the material pre-
sented in Chapters 4 and 8. I am also indebted to Richard Ranson for his
contributions to these discussions and Chris Potter (Cambridge RF) for much
enlightenment on digital modulation techniques and test methods.

Steve C. Cripps
Somerset, England

May 2006
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C H A P T E R 1

Introduction

1.1 Introduction

A logical starting point for a book on RF power amplifier design would be to define
what a power amplifier (PA) actually is. A technical definition might be an amplifier
which is designed to deliver the maximum power output for a given selection of
active device. Such a definition is useful in that it emphasizes that many of the tech-
niques described in this book will be of interest to “small signal” amplifier design-
ers. For example, the problem of obtaining low noise performance and also
maximum dynamic range from an amplifier used in the front end of a receiver could
be considered to be a PA design problem, and the techniques described in Chapter 2
would be applicable.

But in practice, by a “PA,” we really mean an amplifier that can do damage to
something. We are talking about a world of uncharacteristically high excitement in
the RF lab, where attenuators and terminations get hot, and the life expectancy of
expensive test equipment is greatly reduced. This means we are talking about RF
outputs anywhere from the 1 watt level upwards. Above this level, we start to “feel”
our amplifier RF output, even when safely dissipated in an attenuator. PAs are
amplifiers whose outputs either directly or indirectly make an impact on the human
sensory system.

Pyrotechnics notwithstanding, many power amplifier designs are simple exten-
sions or modifications of linear designs. In the first place it will therefore pay to look
at amplifiers in general, and to recall some of the classical results of linear RF ampli-
fier theory. PAs do however usually operate with the active device displaying some, or
maybe gross, nonlinear behavior, and we run straight into the problems of nonlinear
modeling and characterization. This is a big subject and has been the focus of hun-
dreds of papers and several books in recent years. The focus in this book is the devel-
opment of useful, practical a priori design methods, and we will focus on developing
such methods using some very basic models, which will be used throughout this book.
These models will be introduced in Sections 1.3 and 1.4 of this chapter, where the
important distinction between weak and strong nonlinear behavior will be defined.

One of the principal differences between linear RF amplifier design and PA
design is that for optimum power, the output of the device is not presented with the
impedance required for a linear conjugate match. This causes much consternation
and has been the subject of an extended debate about the meaning and nature of
conjugate matching. It is therefore necessary to swallow this apparently unpalatable
result as early as possible (Section 1.6), before going on to give it more extended
interpretation and analysis in Chapter 2.
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1.2 Linear RF Amplifier Theory

The basic results of matched two-port linear RF amplifiers were derived originally
by Mason [1] and Rollett [2], although most microwave engineers first encounter
these results in a famous application note (“AN-95”) written by Bodway under the
old Hewlett Packard label and still available from Agilent [3]. There are also many
books on basic RF design techniques which cover this material in greater detail [4].

The key results can be illustrated by examining the schematic shown in
Figure 1.1. A transistor is represented as a two-port s-parameter matrix. The input
and output impedance, or reflection coefficient, presented to the transistor, can be
adjusted using conceptual tuning devices; since these tuners are realized using pas-
sive circuitry (e.g., transmission lines and shunt capacitive slugs or stubs), the reflec-
tion coefficients ΓS and ΓL at the input and output device reference planes are
restricted to the range of 0 < |ΓS, L| < 1 in magnitude.

The use of tuners as a necessary means for obtaining useful gain from a micro-
wave device is often an immediate source of puzzlement for “analog” electronic
designers who have learned their trade at much lower frequencies. Much the same
could also be said for the statutory microwave assumption of 50Ω terminations in
Figure 1.1. This, more than anything else, is the target for much factionalism between
the microwave and analog camps. At microwave frequencies, active devices will typi-
cally give little useful gain due to the domination of their parasitic reactances. Much
attention needs to be paid to resonating these out in order that useful voltage levels
can be established at the device active nodes. As the size and power capability of a
microwave device increases, this problem becomes more acute.

The reasons for the 50Ω standard are sound and well proven, and concern the
parasitic effects of the interconnecting wires between devices themselves, and also
between devices and test instruments. At GHz frequencies, any interconnecting wire
will have a significant electrical length in comparison to a wavelength at the applica-
tion frequency, so that “connections” can no longer be assumed to display the same
voltage at each end. Thus the interconnections have to be regarded as part of the cir-
cuit design, and some form of physical uniformity needs to be introduced. Uniform
transmission lines, in their various physical forms, provide a solution to this require-
ment, and the selection of a standard characteristic impedance is necessary. It is a
matter of the fundamental physical constants in our universe that transmission lines
which have characteristic impedances below about 20Ω, and above about 100Ω, are
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difficult to manufacture. Very low, or very high, characteristic impedance transmis-
sion lines have either very narrow or very wide spacing of the two conductors. Just
about anywhere in between these limits would therefore be an acceptable choice,
and in the pre–World War II pioneering days of microwave engineering, both 40Ω
and 80Ω were used. It was the emergence of a microwave test equipment industry
that really sealed the 50Ω standard, with companies such as General Radio and
Hewlett Packard then calling most of the shots. For better or for worse, the micro-
wave world revolves around the 50Ω standard, and there seems no end in sight.
Take a transistor, match its input and output to 50Ω, and, presto, you are a micro-
wave designer. But there are some hazards on the way, which largely stem from the
fact transistors are not entirely unilateral; there is reverse, as well as forward,
transmission.

Returning to Figure 1.1, much of the complexity of the behavior of this system
is characterized by the relative magnitude of the reverse transmission parameter s12;
however, a more concise parameter emerges after some extensive analysis, and this
is called k, or Rollett’s stability factor. The key equations are quite straightforward,
and represent the change in the input reflection s11 to ′s11 , due to the output plane
being presented with the output load reflection ΓL:

Input match:

′ = +
⋅ ⋅

− ⋅
s s

s s

s
L

L
11 11

21 12

221

Γ
Γ

(1.1)

Output match:

′ = +
⋅ ⋅

− ⋅
s s

s s

s
S

S
22 22

21 12

111

Γ
Γ

(1.2)

So for a conjugate match, one can set

′ =s L22 Γ * and ′ =s S11 Γ *

giving two equations which, in principle, can be solved for ΓS and ΓL.
It should now be noted that in general, this solution always exists; however,

there is an additional constraint that the magnitudes of ΓS and ΓL must be less than
unity for the solution to be realizable using passive external circuitry. This is where
the k-factor makes its appearance. After some lengthy but admirable manipulations
of complex algebra, Rollett et al. showed that the 0 < |ΓS, L| < 1 condition corre-
sponds to a parameter known as the “k-factor” being greater than unity, where

k
s s D

s s
=

− − +
⋅ ⋅

1

2
11

2

22

2 2

21 12

and

D s s s s= ⋅ − ⋅11 22 12 21
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So in practical terms, if k > 1 the device will never display an input or output
reflection coefficient magnitude which is greater than unity, no matter what passive
matching may be placed at its input or output. This condition therefore makes an
additional statement about the stability of the device. Unfortunately, formulating
the problem as a 2-port introduces some restrictions which are not general enough
for some applications, and there has been an ongoing quest in the literature to find a
“best and final” set of conditions for absolute stability under all conditions [5, 6].
But the simple k > 1 condition is undoubtedly a good practical guideline to follow.

It should not, however, be stretched too far. In the world of PA design, one is
often struggling to obtain adequate signal gain, as well as extracting optimum
power from a device. This is an inevitable consequence of cost-driven designs; large
periphery transistors have lower gain and one is usually constrained to use the low-
est cost technology. We will see later how, when the signal gain drops below 10 dB,
the extra RF drive power required will often cancel out any efficiency advantage that
had been carefully designed. The upshot of this is that one is often looking for an
optimum situation where the k-factor is greater than unity, but not too much
greater. Devices with high k-factors also tend to have low gain, and some extra gain
can be retrieved by allowing positive feedback around the device, while keeping the
k-factor above unity. This trick is often used, albeit sometimes inadvertently, by the
microwave ECM and mm-wave amplifier community; and was a mainstay of the
pre–World War II tube radio industry, “reaction” controls and all.

If k > 1, expressions can be found in the literature for the conjugate match and
corresponding “maximum available gain” (MAG). These expressions are well
known and are not repeated here [3, 4]. But there are a few ramifications which are
worth noting:

1. Any device which has a k-factor greater than, but not much greater than,
unity displays a more aggressive gain/match characteristic than a theoretical
unilateral device. In particular, the final MAG may be considerably higher,
in a nearly matched condition, than a simple voltage standing wave ratio
(VSWR) mismatch calculation would indicate. For example, such a device
displaying a 10 dB return loss may show more than the calculated 0.7 dB
increase in gain when finally matched to −20 dB return loss.

2. Circuit losses can play havoc with the k-factor, and especially the frequency
where it crosses unity. In practice, devices can be safely used some way below
the unity k-factor point if the k-factor is based on fully de-embedded
s-parameter measurements.

3. The circuit environment in which a transistor is placed can modify
significantly its effective s-parameters, and especially the critical reverse
transmission parameter, s12. This is probably the main cause of unexpected,
or unsimulatable, stability problems.

4. k-factor analysis, as presented here in its classical form, is only applicable to a
single stage amplifier. In a multistage environment, the condition 0 < |ΓS, L| < 1
no longer applies, because the input and/or output planes of an intermediate
stage are terminated with active networks. So taking a multistage amplifier as
a single two-port and analyzing its k-factor is a necessary, but by no means
sufficient, condition for overall stability. This problem is often bypassed in
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multistage RF amplifier designs by the use of some form of isolation between
stages, although multistage stability analysis and design strategies have been
published [7].

1.3 Weakly Nonlinear Effects: Power and Volterra Series

The possibility, or reality, of nonlinear effects in linear amplifiers are usually first
introduced in the form of a power series expression, as shown in Figure 1.2.

The amplifier symbol here represents a transistor with its associated input and
output matching circuitry, and the lower case voltages are the small RF signal varia-
tions about the transistor operating point. The amplifier output consists of an infi-
nite series of nonlinear products which are added on to the linear gain represented
by the first term:

v a v a v a v a vo i i i i= + + + +1 2
2

3
3

4
4 K (etc.) (1.3)

This “power series” is trotted out in many elementary textbooks as a general-
ized formulation for nonlinear behavior; yet it clearly has limitations. Most notably,
there is no allowance for the timing of the various output components. We know,
for sure, that even if the contents of the amplifier icon in Figure 1.2 were a passive
R-C network, the output voltage would show both amplitude and time, or phase,
changes from the input signal. A much stronger formulation of the power series,
called the Volterra series, includes phase effects.1 The power series is, nevertheless,
useful for characterizing the behavior of nonlinear products in a small operation
zone in the immediate vicinity of the DC operating point. This usefulness is limited,
additionally, by the problem that the an coefficients are very sensitive to changes in
the input and output tuning, and also the bias levels at input and output.

Such a formulation, with some enhancements, is useful for analyzing the
“weakly nonlinear” properties of an amplifier or device. Weak nonlinearities may,
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Figure 1.2 Weakly nonlinear device, and power series.

1. The Volterra series in this book is regarded as a power series with complex coefficients; however, the formu-
lation is much more general than this.



for example, be intermodulation distortion at levels lower than, say −30 dBc.2 Such
low level nonlinearities are very difficult to predict using device models based on I-V
curve-fitted equations, and direct measurement of the parameters in the power series
is one step toward obtaining a method of predicting low level, or weakly, nonlinear
effects. This approach, using the stronger Volterra series formulation, has been pur-
sued in depth by Maas [8] and should be of much interest to the designer of receiver
components, where low level products down to −100 dBc will still be of importance
in system specification and performance.

Generally speaking, PAs operating at or beyond the 1 dB compression point
require more careful treatment, since the nonlinearities become “strong” and arise
through the cutoff and clipping behavior of the transistor. Beware, especially, of
analyses which truncate the power series to include only second- and third-order
effects. The third-order nonlinearity is, undoubtedly, an important contributor to
compression and saturation effects in small signal amplifiers, but in PAs the fifth-
and seventh-degree terms become significant as the 1 dB compression point is
approached and can dominate at higher drive levels.

1.4 Strongly Nonlinear Effects

Strongly nonlinear effects refer to the distortion of the signal waveform which is
caused by the limiting behavior of the transistor. This is best illustrated by a simple
idealized field effect transistor (FET) transfer characteristic, shown in Figure 1.3.
The drain current exhibits cutoff, or pinchoff, when the channel is completely closed
by the gate-source voltage, and reaches a maximum, or open-channel, condition
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where further increase of gate-source voltage results in little or no further increase in
drain current. The characteristic shown in Figure 1.3 is highly idealized, both in the
abruptness of the onset of both limiting conditions, and also in the perfect linearity
of the intermediate region. This is what we will term an ideal strongly nonlinear
model, and despite its rather conspicuous ideality, is widely used in textbooks to
derive formulae for PA power and efficiency.

A more realistic model for the transfer characteristic of a FET is shown in the
dotted curve of Figure 1.3. Here we see a more gradual cutoff, with the
transconductance “fading” as the final cutoff point is reached, and a similarly grad-
ual approach to the open channel condition. It is instructive to attempt to model this
curve mathematically, since one quickly sees the difference between strong and
weak nonlinear effects, and experiences the difficulty of satisfying both with the
same model.

The fading transconductance is very typical of many kinds of FET and often
represents approximately square-law behavior. The limiting characteristic, in turn,
can be recognized as a third-order effect. So an equation of the form

I g g V g V g Vd g g g= + ⋅ + ⋅ + ⋅0 1 2
2

3
3 (1.4)

will have some of the desired characteristics. If the gate voltage between cutoff and
saturation is normalized to a range of 0 to 1, it can be shown that a suitable equa-
tion is

I V Vd g g= + ⋅ − ⋅3 22 3 (1.5)

Note that this equation is not a power series as such; it is an attempt to model
the transistor transfer characteristic over a full operating range. The apparent
absence of a linear term is disconcerting but will be explained shortly. This, in fact,
is the equation plotted in the dotted curve of Figure 1.3, between the cutoff and sat-
uration points. Outside this range, the simple third degree equation does not show
the hard saturation and cutoff behavior and any simulator has to be made aware of
this. To model these strongly nonlinear regions, many more higher order terms
would need to be added to (1.4). An alternative, of course, is to impose the hard-sat-
uration and full-cutoff conditions on to the weakly nonlinear model, with suitable
“if” statements. The result of this is shown in Figure 1.4. This is easy enough to
implement when using a computer to draw the curves and compute the equations,
but represents a departure from simple analytical techniques. We will nevertheless
use the resulting “strong-weak” model from time to time in this book, to bring
greater reality to the overly idealized, but analytically tractable, ideal strongly non-
linear model of Figure 1.3.

It is also instructive to close the loop here with the discussion on weakly nonlin-
ear effects, by taking the characteristic of (1.5) and computing the power series coef-
ficients at a selected bias point.

Substituting ( )V V v tg b S= + in (1.4) gives:
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So, by comparing the coefficients of vS

n(t) in (1.6) with the original power series
formulation in (1.3), we obtain:

( )
( )
( )

a V V

a V

a

b b

b

1
2

2

3

6 6

3 6

2

= −

= −

= −

Several useful and more general observations can be made on these expressions
for the an power series coefficients:

1. The “small signal gain”, a1, is a fairly strong function of the DC bias point,
Vb.

2. The second degree nonlinearity, a2, crosses zero and changes sign, giving a
“null” at Vb 0.5. So at this bias point, there would be no second order
products. In higher degree systems, such as would represent a more accurate
model for a real device, these nulls can occur for all degrees of nonlinearity.
Such null points, or “sweet spots,” are commonly observed in real devices.
They are manifestations of the simple geometric properties of curves and
inflexion points, and in this sense do not need to be explained in physical
terms.

3. The third degree nonlinearity, a3, is constant due to the selection of only a
third order power series. In practice it would be more variable with bias
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point, but the negative sign shows that limiting action will occur and serves
to model the saturation of the device as hard saturation is approached.

1.5 Nonlinear Device Models for CAD

In order to devise a comprehensive model for a device, it is clearly necessary to char-
acterize both the weak and strong nonlinear behavior. Unfortunately, each of these
nonlinearity traits, in a particular device, arises from quite different aspects of the
device physics. This poses a challenge to the device modeler, not to mention the end
user, since final solutions still seem to be elusive. Unfortunately, the PA designer is
much more sensitive to some of the shortcomings of widely used CAD models than
designers of many other kinds of RF devices. This would seem to be equally true for
RF power bipolar junction transistors (BJTs) and metal oxide semiconductor field
effect transistors (MOSFETs) as it is for the more recent metal semiconductor FET
(MESFET) and heterojunction bipolar transistor (HBT) devices, although the latter
seem to catch most of the attention in technical journals and symposia.

Attempts to model devices for CAD applications fall into three general
categories:

• Physical models, where the device physics and fabrication geometries are
modeled from the “bottom-up”;

• Equivalent circuit models, where the device physics is translated into analo-
gous circuit elements;

• Behavioral models, where an essentially abstract set of equations is fitted to
the measured three-terminal DC characteristics.

Generally speaking, most CAD device models for RF applications use the sec-
ond category, with some additional help from either the first or the third. The BJT
modeling community has, historically, used the physical (“bottom-up”) model
path, while the available FET models have more of the “top-down” flavor. This is
probably explained by differences in the physical operation of the two devices. The
physical process of a field effect device, even in its most simplified formulation,
presents an immediately intractable problem of electostatics, in determining the
exact profile of the depletion region. Conversely, and ironically, the more esoteric
quantum mechanics of BJTs and semiconductor junctions leads to tractable
mathemetical expressions for their I-V characteristics, which still form the basis of
most BJT models used in today’s advanced CAD packages. Most models used in
commercial CAD simulators end up in the form of an equivalent circuit, with many
linear elements and a number of nonlinear ones. These elements in some cases have
physical counterparts, but in many cases are there because it has been determined
empirically that they are needed to get a better fit to measured data. One of the big-
gest outstanding issues with these models is that elements may have “coupled” val-
ues, due to their empirical, rather than physical, basis. This makes yield and process
variations difficult to simulate, since any physical process variation may require
several, or even in some cases all, of the equivalent circuit elements to be changed.
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The third category, behavioral modeling, has received more attention recently.
There was a time when it was thought that it would never be possible to formulate a
mathematical function that would describe the behavior of a nonlinear device
entirely in terms of its terminal voltages and currents. There appear however to be
some recent developments in behavioral modeling that could have a major impact
on modeling techniques in the future [9].

The central issue in modeling an RF power transistor is “scaling.” Almost
always, the detailed modeling is done on a much smaller sample device than the
device being used. Such models may be quite accurate. Designers of analog ICs and
receiver components at higher frequencies typically have models they use confi-
dently and which generate products with acceptable, or even impeccable, measured
performance when compared to simulated results. The power amplifier designer has
to take this small cell and scale it by tens, or even hundreds, in order to “build” a
power transistor. This scaling is not, unfortunately, a simple set of electrical nodal
connections, which can be handled easily enough on a modern circuit simulator. The
large periphery device will display a range of secondary phenomena, which may
have been quite negligible in the model cell. Nonuniform thermal effects, for exam-
ple, can play havoc with the customary assumptions made about equal currents and
voltages across an array of “identical” circuit elements. The typically very low
impedances obtained by multiple parallel connections can also cause other effects to
come into play that would normally be neglected: current spreading at bondwire
contacts, electro-acoustic coupling in the semiconductor crystal, mutual coupling
between bondwires, and many more.

Perhaps the most insidious aspect of the inadequacy of scaled-up RF power tran-
sistor models is the difficulty of putting model and device through simple compara-
tive tests. Even a basic I-V measurement can pose serious difficulties for an RF
power transistor. Most laboratory I-V curve tracers work at speeds which are sev-
eral orders of magnitude slower than the RF signal for which the model is required
and can be slow enough that transient junction heating effects, which will not occur
to any significant extent during an RF cycle, intrude into the measurement. This
assumes that the curve tracer is even capable of supplying several amps of current in
the first place and that the voltage and current sensors have been thoroughly cor-
rected for voltage drops. An additional problem frequently arises in the form of
oscillation. Low frequency stability can be a serious problem with large periphery
RF transistors and more often than not will show itself at some point on the I-V
characteristic, either as “kinks” or more dramatically as chaotic-attractor spirals.
Unfortunately, the oscillation remedies which will be discussed later in this book, for
amplifier designs, are less effective for I-V curvetracing, since the inevitable inclu-
sion of high value decoupling capacitors at the device terminals modifies the I-V
curves. “Looping” I-V characteristics can sometimes be inherent device behavior,
but they can also be caused by fixture decoupling circuitry.

Accurate I-V curves are difficult to obtain for RF power transistors; this has led
many to develop custom-built test rigs, usually incorporating a pulsed measurement
scheme [10]. An alternative approach is to build a curvetracer that sweeps the
through the I-V characteristics at an RF speed [11]. Both approaches pose challeng-
ing problems of fast, accurate voltage and current sensing. Usually the I-V data from
these setups look quite different from those obtained using a conventional low fre-
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quency curvetracer and asks important questions about any curvefitting efforts
based on simple DC I-V measurements. This “dispersion” between DC and RF I-V
trajectories has been thoroughly researched for microwave GaAs MESFETs, but it
seems to have attracted little attention in the lower RF power transistor world of Si
BJT and MOSFET. There may be some physical reasoning to suggest that this effect
would be less troublesome in a bipolar device, but it would certainly seem prudent
to have a closer look.

The measurement problems for RF power transistors are not limited to I-V
curves. The RF impedances are typically so low, compared to a 50 ohm reference,
that even simple linear s-parameter measurement is fraught with calibration prob-
lems. Once again, the standard, and dubious, way around this is to measure much
smaller cells and scale up. Alternatively, prematching networks can be placed close
to the large transistor die to transform the impedances up to a more measurable
range, but this poses equally challenging calibration problems in de-embedding the
matching networks. More and more, one is driven to the conclusion that the best
way of deriving accurate models for RF power transistors is to build amplifiers,
even nonoptimized ones, and fit the combined circuit and device models to the
measured results.

The literature on these subjects is extensive, and outside the scope of this book.
References [12–16] provide a starter bibliography, but the research continues, and
papers on modeling still occupy multiple sessions in major international conferences.
Undoubtedly, some individual groups of workers with the time and the facilities
have managed to get on top of most of the modeling issues for the successful simula-
tion of specific PA products, but their full results are not always available to the gen-
eral public for use in commercially available CAD products. Although the GaAs
RFIC foundry customer may be able to access good CAD models for the process in
question, packaged RF power transistors seem to be poorly represented in commer-
cial model databases. One is thus faced with having to make best use of what is avail-
able, and this can mean deriving your own models using generic templates. It is
undoubtedly this unsatisfactory situation that causes many workers in the field to
resort to older, traditional cut-and-try methods. It is hoped to show in this book that
CAD tools do have much utility in RF power amplifier design and to encourage the
use of both older and newer design methods in a complementary manner.

1.6 Conjugate Match

The concept of conjugate match has already been used in Section 1.2, and would
seem to require no further explanation. A generator, as shown in Figure 1.5, deliv-
ers maximum power into an external load when the load resistance is set equal to
the real part of the generator impedance, assuming also that any reactive compo-
nent has been resonated out. Such an elementary result would seem unnecessary to
revisit, but there is in fact a trap which has to be carefully avoided if the ideal gener-
ator is replaced by a real-world device, and especially if it happens to be the output
current generator of a transistor.

The simple proof, whereby the generator is shown to deliver maximum power
to the variable load resistance, takes no account of the possibility that the generator
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will have physical limits, both in terms of the current it can supply, and (especially)
the voltage it can sustain across its terminals. Take, for example, a case where the
current generator can supply a maximum limiting current of 1 Amp, and has an out-
put resistance of 100 ohms. Applying the conjugate match theorem, a load of 100
ohms would be selected for maximum power transfer. But the voltage appearing
across the generator terminals would be 50V. If the current generator were the out-
put of a transistor, it is very likely that this would exceed the voltage rating of the
device. There is an additional restriction in that the transistor voltage swing is
limited by the available DC supply.

To an outside observer, only able to observe the power (but not the voltage or
current waveforms) in the load resistor, the device would therefore show limiting
action at a current considerably lower than its physical maximum of Imax (see Figure
1.5). This is clearly an undesirable situation; the transistor is not being used to its full
capacity, or “efficacy.” In order to utilize the maximum current and voltage swing
of the transistor, a lower value of load resistance would need to be selected; the value
is commonly referred to as the “loadline” match, Ropt, and in its simplest form would
be simply the ratio

R V Iopt = max max

where it has been assumed that Rgen Ropt; if Rgen is taken into account, it would be
necessary to solve the equation:

R R

R R

V

I
gen opt

gen opt

⋅
+

= max

max

The two results discussed in this section, conjugate match and loadline match,
are both elementary results of electronics. Yet when encountered together in the RF
environment they appear to many as contradictory. Discussions on this “contradic-
tion,” and possible ways to resolve it, have been popular subjects in the correspon-
dence sections of some trade and hobbyist journals. The key issue appears to be the
statement of the problem. The basic conjugate match theorem only applies in a com-
pletely unrestricted case where currents and voltages at the generator terminals are
unbounded by physical constraints. The loadline match is a real-world compromise,
which is necessary to extract the maximum power from RF transistors and at the
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same time keep the RF voltage swing within specified limits and/or the available DC
supply.

The controversy, nevertheless, continues. It is frequently asserted, for example,
that a transistor which has a loadline match, rather than a conjugate match, will
cause reflections and VSWR problems in a system to which it is connected. This is
only a half-truth, however, in the sense that if the PA is presented with an appropri-
ate load, it will operate perfectly well regardless of how the load environment is
configured in the system context. The flip side of the coin is that whatever compo-
nent the PA output connects into will very likely be experiencing an input termina-
tion which is different from its specified condition. The question then arises, and
here we come perhaps to the core of the issue: what output impedance does a PA
present to the subsequent device in the chain? As explained above, the reason for the
loadline match is to accommodate the maximum permissible current and voltage
swings at the transistor output. This says nothing about the impedance of the
device, which can be assumed to remain approximately constant throughout the
linear range.

A device which operates in Class A, with no excursions into the clipping or cut-
off regimes, will essentially present something close to its small signal output imped-
ance, represented by the S22 parameter, to the external world. In such conditions, the
PA will more or less follow the rules of linear cascading, traceable back to
Thevenin’s theorem. But once a device starts to operate in any significantly nonlin-
ear fashion, even for only a small portion of each RF cycle, the whole concept of
output impedance starts to break down, due to the fact the waveforms are no longer
sinusoidal. For example, in Chapter 3 we will introduce “reduced conduction
angle,” or Class AB, operation. In these very common modes for PA design and
implementation, the input RF voltage swings the device into a region where it is
completely cut off and draws no current. In such a condition, by definition the
device must now present an open circuit to the outside world. In such an amplifier
the instantaneous output impedance takes on the form of a switching characteristic,
as shown in Figure 1.6. Thevenin did not consider such a device when formulating
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his law and would surely be concerned if he knew the firebrand zeal with which elec-
trical engineering undergraduates have his law rammed down their throats. There is
a large class of situations in practical electronics where Thevenin’s theorem is,
simply, inapplicable.

One is tempted to recall the words of Nobel Prize–winning physicist Richard
Feynman on a similar topic, that of the use of complex impedances in electrical
engineering3:

…the quantity R+jωL+1/jωC is a complex number and is used so much in electrical
engineering that it has a name: it is called the complex impedance, Z. Thus we can
write V=ZI. The reason [electrical engineers] like to do this is that they learned
something when they were young: V=RI for resistances, when they only knew about
resistances and DC. Now they have become more educated and have AC circuits, so
they want the equations to look the same. Thus they write V=ZI, the only difference
being the resistance is replaced by a more complicated thing, a complex quantity…

But Feynman was offended, it seems, only by the relatively minor extension of
Ohm’s law to include reactive impedance under sinusoidal excitation. He must
surely then be quite horrified at the much bigger stretch which is asked by those who
seek to represent a palpably nonlinear device such as depicted in Figure 1.6 using
Thevenin’s theorem. Such idealized symbolism seems certainly to have much of the
same elements, in its attempt to extend elementary rules learned when young,
beyond the point where they are useful. We learn to call the Thevenin conductance
the “output conductance” of the device. Even though it is a behavioral, rather than a
physical, element, we seem to develop a relationship with this entity which, over the
years, metamorphoses from conceptual to physical. A device such as that shown in
Figure 1.6 simply has to be measured under whatever external environment it is
expected to experience, and perhaps then a more global model for its behavior can
be determined, but such a model will not be a simple Thevenin equivalent.

An engineer has limited time, and probably also attention span, to deal with
such matters of philosophy and semantics. Highly nonlinear PA output stages are
usually interfaced with the outside world through the use of an isolator or a bal-
anced configuration (see Chapter 13), which are simple and effective ways of dealing
with this problem.

1.7 RF Power Device Technology

In the beginning, there was silicon (Si), and along came Gallium Arsenide (GaAs). Si
was cheap, GaAs was expensive, but above 2 GHz GaAs soon hijacked the micro-
wave world. This happened initially in low noise receiving applications. Somehow,
despite some serious material and reliability issues, which took a decade or two to
solve, high power GaAs, up to tens of watts, became available as well. The new mil-
lennium saw things get more complicated. The low cost requirements of high vol-
ume consumer products in the wireless communications sector demanded cheaper
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semiconductor technologies, and silicon started on a comeback trail. High power,
driven by cellular basestation requirements at 830 MHz and 2 GHz, was an easy
target for a new Si technology, which could not compete with GaAs in high GHz
military and satellite communications applications but could give comparable per-
formance at 2 GHz at lower cost. This technology, pioneered by Motorola, was a
derivative of the long established RF MOS (Metal Oxide Semiconductor) process,
and termed laterally diffused metal oxide silicon, or LDMOS. LDMOS has become
the default choice for any high power PA application below 2 GHz and has essen-
tially annihilated the RF power Si bipolar industry, other than a few small pockets
that still manufacture such devices for specialist applications and long-term supply
contracts.

GaAs technology has meanwhile taken on an unpredicted role in the form of a
bipolar device, known as the heterojunction bipolar transistor (HBT), which has
become the default technology for low power mobile handset PAs. This has been
another unexpected development, based on at least two decades’ worth of reliability-
plagued research into HBTs. The mobile application favors a device which requires
only a single supply voltage and which can be completely shut off. This made the
HBT a “must-have” technology, although its diffusion into other higher power
applications remains slow.

The most recent development in GHz RF power technology is the emergence of
high bandgap semiconductors, from the research labs to commercial availability.
Although Silicon Carbide (SiC) has long been the most widely touted candidate, it has
been overtaken by the new wonder-material of the 00’s, Gallium Nitride (GaN). The
key property such technology brings to the RF power party is high voltage operation.
GaN devices capable of running at 100 volts are becoming available, which can offer
as much as five times the peripheral power density, at impedance levels which are an
order of magnitude higher than their GaAs counterparts. Although the most logical
application for such technology, and the source of much of the development funding,
is broadband military electronic counter measures (ECM), the burgeoning power
requirements of third generation (3G) mobile communications systems are making
GaN look more attractive as the months go by. As a minimum, it seems that projec-
tions for a vacuum electronics renaissance4 may have been a little off target.
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C H A P T E R 2

Linear Power Amplifier Design

This chapter will show how some of the concepts in Chapter 1 can be further devel-
oped into a simple but complete strategy for the design of linear RF power amplifi-
ers. Essentially, a linear power amplifier can be designed using the same basic
matching principles used for small signal designs, but with a power-matched output
which will not appear to be conjugately matched. In some respects, power amplifier
design becomes an analogous process to low noise amplifier (LNA) design, where in
order to achieve the best possible noise performance from the device being used, its
input will need to be presented with a reflection coefficient which will differ signifi-
cantly from the conjugate match of the input impedance. In the linear PA case, the
device has to be presented with a power match on the output in order to extract the
maximum power from the device in question.

In older times, the exact value of the power match impedance at RF and micro-
wave frequencies was regarded as something which could only be measured experi-
mentally. Much like noise match data, this was something which designers had to
measure for themselves, or was (preferably) available from the device manufac-
turer. Thus the art and science of “load-pull” was founded, and remains with us to
this day, in the form of not inexpensive but very powerful computer-controlled
measurement systems. This chapter introduces load-pull techniques and their appli-
cation in linear PA design. Actual load-pull systems and more advanced harmonic
load-pull techniques will be discussed further in Chapter 12. The main theme in this
chapter is to show that there is a simple underlying theory which can do a fairly
decent job of predicting the experimentally generated load-pull data for Class A
type amplifiers, as defined in the next section.

2.1 Class A Amplifiers and Linear Amplifiers

It is widely assumed that the two terms “Class A” and “Linear” are almost synony-
mous, certainly as far as RF power amplifiers are concerned. In fact, Class A ampli-
fiers are often by no means linear, and highly linear amplifiers are not necessarily, or
even frequently, of the Class A type.

Class A is easy to define in its classical manner. Figure 2.1 recalls the ideal
“strongly nonlinear” device transfer characteristic from Chapter 1 (Figure 1.3).
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Such a device is assumed to be perfectly linear in the region between cutoff and satu-
ration. If an amplifier is constructed using the exact mid-point of the linear range as
the bias point, perfectly linear operation will result, providing the RF drive signal
never exceeds the boundary values. If the RF drive signal is perfectly sinusoidal, then
the output current will also be sinusoidal with no harmonic content. This is a classi-
cal Class A amplifier.

The amplifier of Figure 2.1 is clearly also a linear amplifier, provided the drive
signal does not exceed the stated limits. So in this ideal case, a Class A amplifier will
be linear for this limited range of drive. In practice, of course, the linear region will
contain weak nonlinearities, as discussed in Section 1.3 and indicated in Figure 2.1.
The “weakness” of these nonlinearities will become less evident as the signal drive
level is increased; clearly in order to make a Class A power amplifier, it is necessary
to swing the device through the increasingly nonlinear perturbations of the transfer
characteristic in order to reach the hard-clipping limits. In this case, the current in
the output generator will have a significant harmonic content. In practice, the out-
put current generator will be working into a reactive matching network which trans-
forms the 50 ohm environment to the required load resistance value. Such networks
are typically low-pass, and the harmonics generated by the transconductive
nonlinearities will be greatly attenuated. This gives such an amplifier an unfairly
“clean” image, which fades somewhat when a modulated signal is substituted, and
quite high levels of spectral spreading or intermodulation are typically seen. As will
be discussed in more detail in Chapter 9, the distortion processes that generate har-
monics will also cause spectral distortion of an amplitude-modulated signal. Class A
amplifiers are, in general, “cleaner” than the Class AB amplifiers, which will be
introduced in Chapter 3, which make deliberate use of the strongly nonlinear
regions of the device characteristic in pursuit of higher efficiency.
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2.2 Gain Match and Power Match

Figure 2.2 shows the power transfer characteristic of a Class A amplifier with two
different output matching conditions. The solid line shows the response for an
amplifier which has been conjugately matched at much lower drive levels. The two
points A and B refer to the maximum linear power and the 1 dB compression
power, respectively. It has become something of a standard in the RF amplifier
community to use the 1 dB compression point as a general reference point for speci-
fying the power capability of an amplifier or an amplifying device (transistor). It
also represents a practical limit for “linear” operation. We will see in due course
that the 1 dB compression point actually represents a moderate, rather than a
weakly, nonlinear point, and in this chapter we will focus primarily on point A,
which represents the point at which nonlinear behavior (gain compression) can ini-
tially be detected.

In a typical situation, the conjugate match would yield a 1 dB compression
power significantly lower than that which can be obtained by the correct power
tuning, shown by the dashed line in Figure 2.2. At both points A and B, the device
would be delivering 2 dB lower power than the device manufacturers specifica-
tions. Unfortunately, power transistors are often the most expensive individual
components in a system, and such “wastage” of performance can be translated
directly into unnecessary cost. So the power matched condition has to be taken
seriously, despite the fact that the gain at lower signal levels (i.e., the lower
left-hand corner of Figure 2.2) may be 1 dB or so less than the conjugate matched
condition. The two curves in Figure 2.2 should be compared with the pair of lines
in Figure 1.5. The behavior has the same root cause in each case, although in the RF
world one only has the circumstantial evidence of RF power, rather than direct cur-
rent and voltage readings, to go by.
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It is important to note in Figure 2.2 that no matter which criterion is used for RF
power, the power match gives about the same 2 dB improvement. That is to say, the
maximum linear power (A, A′) increases with power tuning by about 2 dB as well as
the 1 dB compression power (B, B′). This is a typical observation, albeit a strictly
qualitative one. Across a wide range of devices and technologies, the actual differ-
ence may vary over a 0.5 to 3 or 4 dB range, but the improvement with power match
will be fairly constant over a range of gain compression.

2.3 Introduction to Load-Pull Measurements

The two power sweep measurements of Figure 2.2 indicate that there is some kind of
functional relationship between output power and output match. The logical next
step is to measure more than two data points. Such a measurement is termed a
load-pull measurement, presumably originating from analogous measurements per-
formed on RF oscillators. In its simplest form, a load-pull test setup consists of the
device under test with some form of calibrated tuning on its output. The input will
probably also be tunable, but this is mainly to boost the power gain of the device,
and the input match will typically be fixed close to a good match at each frequency.
Some kinds of RF transistor, particularly bipolar transistors, show significant
dependency between output power and input load. It is in practice quite difficult to
differentiate between true “source-pull” effects and the changes in gain caused by
input matching. Devices which show the most prominent source-pulling effects are
usually operating close to their maximum useable frequency, and this situation is
best avoided by using a higher frequency technology.

The hardware itself will be considered some more in Chapter 12, but a typical
set of load-pull data is shown in Figure 2.3. Such a set of data may take days, hours,
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or minutes to compile, depending on the degree of complexity, expense, and time
invested in the equipment. The results show closed “contours,” marking the bound-
aries of specified output power levels. For most practical purposes, the PA designer
is mainly concerned with the 1 dB and 2 dB contours, these representing levels rela-
tive to the maximum or optimum power output of the device at the test frequency.

The most obvious observation in looking at the data in Figure 2.3 is that the
constant power contours, plotted on a Smith chart, are not circles. Unlike noise and
linear mismatch (gain) circles, they resolutely refuse to display a circular profile, no
matter how carefully the equipment is calibrated. Over the years, they have been
variously compared with eggs, potatoes, and rugby balls, but they are definitely not
oranges or soccer balls. This was assumed to be a manifestation of nonlinear behav-
ior, but there was a curious twist on this that was largely unobserved; the contours
are still roughly the same shape, even if the criterion for power measurement is
shifted to the maximum linear power (i.e., points A, A′ in Figure 2.2). This leads to a
straightforward explanation for the noncircular shape of the contours, which will
be considered in detail in Section 2.5.

Load-pull data has been the mainstay of RF and (especially) microwave power
amplifier design for many years. It gives the designer a well-defined impedance
design target, on which to base the strategy for suitable matching network design. It
apparently converts an intractable nonlinear problem into one which can be
attacked and solved using linear techniques and even linear simulators. With the
recent availability of good, fast, nonlinear simulators, and slowly improving large
signal models, it could fairly be speculated that load-pull equipment may go down
the same road to nostalgic oblivion as the slide rule and the slotted line. This is cer-
tainly not evident yet. Indeed, the most stringent verification test that can be applied
to a simulator is to perform a “virtual” load-pull measurement. The results from
such comparisons (reluctantly performed, it seems, requiring substantial coopera-
tion between antagonistic parties) are at best only fair. The load-pull test seems
likely to continue to provide the basic measurements required to derive and
fine-tune nonlinear models for RF power devices.

2.4 Loadline Theory

As long ago as 1983, well before the widespread availability of nonlinear simulation
CAD tools, it was shown the most basic and elementary loadline principles could be
extended to predict load-pull contours at microwave frequencies, for a device kept
in its linear range [1]. This novel and simplistic viewpoint had a major impact on the
design of PAs at GHz frequencies. The biggest surprise was that the resulting con-
tours, plotted on a Smith chart, were areas of intersection between constant resis-
tance and constant conductance circles, displaying a “pointed” version of the
familiar flattened circles obtained from load-pull measurements. Figure 2.4 shows a
typical result, showing a direct comparison between the theoretical prediction and
actual measured data. Over the intervening years, several attempts have been made
to refine this theory, removing some of the idealizing assumptions made in the origi-
nal analysis [2]. By and large, however, the simplicity of the original technique has
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survived attempts to refine it, and it remains a very useful a priori design method to
use as a starting point for a PA design iteration.

The starting point for this analysis of an RF power amplifier is a heavily ideal-
ized device model, shown in Figure 2.5. This is an ideal strongly nonlinear
transconductive device, represented here as a voltage controlled current source
with zero output conductance and zero turn-on (or “knee”) voltage. The
transconductance is linear except for its strong nonlinearities represented by
pinchoff (for input voltages below Vt) and hard saturation at Imax. A key feature of
this analysis is that the device is never allowed to breach these limits of linear opera-
tion; in this sense the analysis is valid up to, but not beyond, the onset of gain
compression.

Figure 2.6 shows the RF circuit in which the ideal device is analyzed. The output
(drain) is AC coupled to an RF load. The DC bias is fed through a separate “choke,”
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Figure 2.5 Ideal strongly nonlinear device model. The “knee” turn-on region is neglected, and
between 0 and Imax, the output current generator is linearly controlled by the input generator.



which is assumed to have a very high reactance at the RF frequency.1 An important
detail is that although the transistor is being considered as an ideal voltage-con-
trolled current generator, the RF load may have a reactive component, but any out-
put parasitics of the transistor will be considered to be part of the external load.

Assuming that the reader is familiar with the concept of a loadline match, we
can progress immediately to look at the RF waveforms in Figure 2.6, which show
the device under conditions of sinusoidal excitation and optimum loading. The cur-
rent swings over its maximum linear range (zero to Imax), that is, with an amplitude
of Imax/2. The voltage swings over its maximum range of zero to 2Vdc, an amplitude
of Vdc. Clearly, the loadline resistor in this optimum power-matched condition has a
value of

( )R V I V Iopt dc dc dc= =max 2 (2.1)
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1. Throughout this book, I intend to overrule the grammatical tautology contained in such terms as “RF fre-
quency” and “DC current” in favor of the technical clarity these terms convey.



This is one of the most basic and elementary results of electronics, and there is
no suggestion that we are here indulging in any attempt at reinvention. We are, how-
ever, making an important assumption that currents and voltages at RF frequencies
follow the same trajectories as they do on a DC curve tracer. This issue has been the
subject of much debate [3], and has been extensively addressed by semiconductor
equipment manufacturers [4], but at this juncture we make this quasi-static assump-
tion along with the other idealizations. It is also worth noting that the peak RF volt-
age of 2Vdc arises primarily from the symmetry of the assumed sinusoidal
waveforms. An RF waveform that is symmetrical about its mean level has to rise to a
peak voltage of twice the DC supply in order to remain above zero on the downward
part of the cycle. We will see later that when the waveforms become asymmetrical
due to harmonic content, the peak voltages can be greater (or less) than 2Vdc.

Figure 2.6 shows the device in its optimally matched condition, where it will
deliver an RF power Popt, where

( )P V Iopt dc dc= ⋅ ⋅1 2

This represents a classical Class A linear amplifier, with a drain efficiency of
50%.

It is now possible to use this simple model and circuit to trace out a load-pull
contour by examining the effect of moving the resistive and reactive component of
the RF load away from the optimum value of Ropt j.0. In particular, we will deter-
mine the range of load terminations which will give a power of Popt / p, with p = 2 for
initial clarity.

Figure 2.7 shows that there are two resistive terminations that result in a maxi-
mum linear power of Popt /p, p. Ropt, and Ropt /p. In the case of the lower resistive load
Ropt /p, the device can swing over the full current range of Imax, but the corresponding
voltage swing is only 2.Vdc /p, which corresponds to an RF power output of Popt /p. In
the case of the higher resistive load p. Ropt, the drive level has to be backed off to
reduce the current swing and keep the voltage swing at the maximum linear peak
value of 2.Vdc. It can be clearly seen that the current amplitude has to be reduced by
the ratio of p, corresponding to a reduced power of Popt/ p.

We thus have two points on a load-pull contour for a power output level of Popt /
p. Figure 2.8 shows how the Ropt /p point can be extended into a continuous arc seg-
ment of constant power if some series reactance is added to the load resistance. The
key point is that while the current swing remains at its maximum permissible value,
the low voltage swing can be increased by adding series reactance, without affecting
the power. This series reactance has a maximum value Xm, whose value is such that
the series combination of Xm and Ropt /p gives a complex magnitude of Ropt. In a simi-
lar manner, Figure 2.9 shows that the p. Ropt point can be extended into another arc
segment of constant power if some shunt susceptance is added to the load conduc-
tance. In this case, the maximum voltage swing can be kept constant while the RF
current swing is increased, provided that a corresponding shunt susceptance is
added. The limiting case here is that the complex admittance magnitude of the load
is equal to 1/ Ropt ( = Gopt ).

The two arcs of constant power conveniently follow the printed Smith chart cir-
cles of constant resistance (R = Ropt /p) and constant conductance (G = 1/( p. Ropt )). It
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remains to be shown that the contour is indeed closed, and that the limiting points
of constant power, as derived, coincide at the apex of the intersection of the separate
arcs. This is the simple exercise of showing that the impedance Ropt /p + j. Xm is the
same as the admittance 1/( p. Ropt) + j. Bm, where

( ) ( )X R p B G pm opt m opt
2 2 2 2 2 21 1 1 1= − = −and

The final result, drawn for the case of p = 2 (the 3 dB power contour), is shown
in Figure 2.10. The noncircular nature of constant power contours is clearly indi-
cated. Figure 2.11 shows a family of contours, easily constructed as described, for a
range of p values which correspond to 1 dB steps. It is especially interesting to note
the small target area represented by the 1 dB contour and the much larger size of a
conventional 1 dB mismatch circle centered on Ropt (shown dotted in Figure 2.13).
This is evidence against the notion that power match is a simple manifestation of a
“large-signal” movement of s22.
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The contours shown in Figures 2.10 and 2.11 will apply at any frequency. This
comes as something of a surprise to load-pull stalwarts who are accustomed to see-
ing substantial movement of the measured contours as a function of frequency. The
key point is the choice of reference plane for impedance measurement. In this section
the reference plane has been the terminals of the transistor output current generator,
whereas in practice the closest physical point for measurement purposes lies outside
of the die and package parasitic reactances. Another way of looking at this is to rec-
ognize that the impedances represented by the contours as analyzed here are mea-
sured in absolute units of ohms, resistive and reactive. Consequently, the external
circuit can be analyzed at any frequency and plotted on the same chart as the
load-pull contours as described. If the reference plane is shifted to a point where par-
asitic reactances with specific values are included in between the current generator
and the reference point, then the contours will become frequency dependent, inas-
much as capacitors, inductances, and transmission lines have frequency-dependent
reactances. This “de-embedding” procedure is necessary to compare the theoretical
results derived in this section with actual measured data. It is, nevertheless, a very
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useful feature to be able to remove the frequency dependency of load-pull contours
by suitable choice of reference plane location. This will be illustrated in Section 2.6
as a particularly useful aid for broader bandwidth designs.

2.5 Package Effects and Refinements to Load-Pull Theory

The basic load-pull theory developed in the last section needs some extension in
order that direct comparisons with measured data can be made. Figure 2.12 defines
the problem in a typical case. The load-pull contours have been derived at plane A,
the terminals of the transistor current generator. We need to transform this result to
plane B, which might represent the output soldering tab of the packaged die. The
device output capacitance, bondwire inductance, and the package parasitics have to
be taken into account at plane B in order to present an impedance which maps onto
the original contour at plane A. This is a simple task for a linear circuit simulator,
although care is needed in applying the necessary transformations. For example,
Figure 2.12 shows the transformation at plane B where the only significant parasitic
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element is the shunt capacitance. The contour appears to rotate, or slide, around the
circle of shunt conductance, in going from plane A to plane B. But the direction is
opposite to that of an impedance transformation, due to the fact that here we are
compensating, or de-embedding, the shunt element. Clearly, the transformation will
be frequency dependent if the capacitor has a fixed value. Figure 2.13 shows the
effect, over frequency, of applying the necessary transformation to a typical
transistor and package.

Referring back to Figure 2.4, it can be seen that the theoretical contour (dotted)
has been transformed in the manner described to allow for a series bondwire and a
device output capacitance, thus appearing to topple over backwards from its origi-
nal upright position. The agreement in Figure 2.4 is good, and it is general experi-
ence that the loadline theory tends to set slightly tighter design target zones, an
acceptable situation for practical purposes.

The comment has been made that the removal of frequency dependency by
transforming the design impedance reference to plane A is unnecessarily cumber-
some, given that device and package parasitics may not be accurately known. This
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would apply particularly for narrowband designs, which are common in wireless
communication bands. A single frequency, measured load-pull data set would in
principle enable a design to be done, but then the lack of any ability to analyze the
performance of different matching networks over frequency is a serious limitation,
even for narrowband designs. It will also be shown in the design example of Section
2.7 that the theoretical load-pull contour approach enables some useful tolerancing
analysis to be done, something that a single data set would not permit. For numer-
ous reasons, it is good RF practice to have some idea of the package parasitics. Rep-
utable device vendors should be able to supply package models, and in the limit
simple package models are not difficult to derive for frequencies up to 2 GHz. One
approach is to take the s-parameters of the die by itself (which may be available as a
stand-alone product) and fit a simple package model to the packaged device data.

Although the general agreement between theory and measured data in Figure
2.4 is good, there are several refinements which are advisable in using this method
for the design of practical power amplifiers. Most notably, the calculation of the
value of Ropt needs to be re-examined. Referring back to Figure 2.6, the device RF
current is shown at a peak value of Imax at the same instant that the drain voltage is at
zero. This is clearly a direct result of the ideal turn-on, or knee, characteristic shown
in Figure 2.5. In order to sustain gate-controlled current, it is necessary to reduce the
value of the load resistor so that the drain (or collector) voltage is kept above the
appropriate knee voltage for the device being used. For BJTs, HBTs, and GaAs
FETs, a suitable value for this reduction, denoted by Vk, would be 1 volt. LDMOS
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devices would require a larger correction, although will also be running at higher
supply voltages.

Some comment is also needed on the peak current Imax, which is not a commonly
specified parameter on data sheets. It turns out that Imax is not an easy parameter to
measure directly. The best way of estimating its value is to build an optimized Class
A amplifier and observe the DC supply current. Assuming that the RF current is
sinusoidal, the value of Idc will be equal to Imax /2. Most data sheets will give a typical
Class A operating condition, including values for RF power input and output, and
DC bias, so that a representative value for Imax can be obtained. This approach is par-
ticularly useful for bipolar transistors, which compared to FETs do not have such an
easily identifiable current saturation characteristic. So the modified value for Ropt

is:

( )R V V Iopt dc k dc= − (2.2)

Some FETs, particularly MESFETs, show significant slope on their I-V charac-
teristics, corresponding to a DC output conductance. It is tempting, therefore, to
include this as a physical conductance which acts in parallel with the external load
resistor. In practice, and as can be confirmed by running nonlinear time-domain
simulations, the slope of the DC characteristics tends to be cancelled as the device
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sweeps over the loadline range of current and voltage, and the assumption of zero
AC output conductance usually gives a better approximation than the simple DC
conductance correction. This approach represents an approximation and a useful
starting point. A nonlinear simulator, with an accurate curve-fit to the whole IV
function, is the only way to obtain a more accurate answer to the precise optimum
value for Ropt, and the difference between this value and the approximate one may
often lie inside the global variation of transistor current/threshold specifications.

2.6 Drawing the Load-Pull Contours on CAD Programs

Although the simplicity of the loadline approach to PA design has found wide
appeal in the microwave amplifier community, CAD package developers have not
embraced the concept so readily. It would be a very useful addition to any linear RF
or microwave circuit analysis program to have a simple routine which plots out the
load-pull contours for a simple set of device parameter inputs, in much the same
way that noise circles are usually offered.2 Fortunately, it is a very simple matter to
trick a simple circuit analysis program into plotting the contours.

In Figure 2.10, it is clear that the two arcs of the load-pull contour could be
modeled as series and parallel LCR circuits. The values can be chosen such that over
the frequency sweep range in use for the design in question, the impedances of these
“dummy” circuits sweep precisely over the area of intersection, defining the actual
limits of each contour. Figure 2.14 shows the construction of such circuits, and
gives equations for the value of the components in terms of the required contour (in
dB) and the frequency sweep range. Obviously, the values have to be changed when
the sweep range is changed, but most CAD packages include options for defining
element values in terms of expressions involving the frequency limits and other com-
ponent values in the circuit, so this would enable the contours to be plotted essen-
tially independently of frequency sweep settings.

2.7 Class A Design Example

The basic steps for designing a Class A amplifier using the techniques developed in
the previous sections will now be illustrated using a design example. As stated at the
beginning of this chapter, the goal here is to transform a challenging nonlinear
design problem into one which can be solved using the most basic design tools. The
procedure is analogous to the classical design of a low noise amplifier, where the
input impedance transformation is based on knowledge of the optimum noise
match and derivative noise circle family. Here the output matching network is
based entirely on the loadline approach and the resulting Smith chart construction
of 1 dB load-pull contours. The input match is performed using the linear s-parame-
ters; the design is based on a power level which is on the threshold, but not beyond,
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the point of measurable gain compression, where the s-parameters still have values
close to those measured at much lower signal levels. It has already been shown that a
good power match at this point is likely to be close to the optimum for higher levels
of compression, and in any case represents a good compromise for linear
performance in the presence of variable-envelope signals.

The design is based on a typical 1-watt GaAs MESFET at a frequency of 1.9
GHz. This is a Class A design; in this respect the final design cannot be expected to
meet the efficiency requirements of a cellular handset PA but serves as an illustration
of the design principles so far discussed.

Step 1: Define target specs, select device, determine Ropt.
In this case, a transistor specified to give 29 dBm typical power at its 1 dB compres-
sion point is selected. The manufacturer’s data show that this power is obtained at a
Class A DC bias of 4.8v and 375 mA. The design frequency band is 1.75–1.85 GHz.

Allowing 1V for the turn-on of a typical GaAs MESFET, (2.2) gives

( )Ropt = −

=

48 1 0 375

101

. .

. Ω
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Step 2: Set up schematic and output matching topology to give Ropt at plane A.
Referring to Figure 2.15, it is assumed that we know the values of the transistor out-
put capacitance, and the package parasitics. The matching problem is therefore to
present an impedance of 10.1Ω at plane A, a point inside the package and the device
output capacitance. The initial matching strategy is to present the optimum imped-
ance at the midband frequency and then look at a swept frequency analysis to deter-
mine the bandwidth of specified operation. A simple low-pass section is shown,
consisting of a length of 50Ω microstrip line and a shunt capacitor. These values can
be adjusted to give a suitable mid-band match, as shown in Figure 2.16. Note that
the 1 dB contour has been plotted out as described in Section 2.6, using dummy
series and parallel resonant circuits in the analysis file.
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Looking at the broadband sweep, it can be seen that although the matching
topology is narrowband in nature, the small percentage bandwidth is satisfactory
for this particular application. Figure 2.17 shows how much greater bandwidth
could be obtained, if necessary, by using a double section matching network; the
whole band from 1.5 to 2.5 GHz shows a good power match, comfortably nestled
inside the 1 dB contour. This kind of match uses extra components and represents a
possible overkill for typical wireless communication bandwidths. Nevertheless, it is
a dramatic demonstration of the improved bandwidth of a two-section network,
and also the utility of the “Plane-A” load-pull reference plane technique. These
matching networks will be considered in more detail in Chapter 5.

The single section matching network can be realized using a length of microstrip
line and a surface mount capacitor. Typical surface mount (SMT) capacitors, even
smaller types such as 0402 and 0201, will have substantial parasitics which need to
be included in the circuit simulation at 2 GHz. In this case, a series inductance of 0.6
nH has been included. For a narrowband design of this kind, the effect of such a
series parasitic is simply to lower the original design value of capacitance from 4 pF
to an effective value of 2.7 pF. Such a simple accommodation of parasitics will cease
to be valid for wider band designs, where the solution may be to use lower parasitic
components. At this point in the design procedure it is worthwhile to take a prelimi-
nary look at component and manufacturing tolerances.
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Since this is a power amplifier, one of the most important issues is how much
the power will vary across a range of manufacturing tolerances for the two key
matching elements on the output, the capacitor and the microstrip line. Assuming
that the width of the line and the dielectric constant of the material will be held to
very tight tolerances, the capacitor value and the length of the line (represented by
its exact placement) may vary by as much as 10%. Obviously, the larger this per-
centage, the lower the cost and the higher the yield. Figure 2.18 shows the imped-
ance variation at plane A for a ±10% variation in the output matching capacitor
(Cout) and the microstrip matching section length (λ2). Although the range of imped-
ances (shaded area) still clings to the inside of the 1 dB contour in this specific exam-
ple, it shows that a better centering of the design values exists. This ability to view
the projected output power variation for both frequency and element tolerances is a
powerful, and not widely recognized, feature of this simple design technique.

Step 3: Design input match using linear (s-parameter) methods.
Having designed the optimum power match on the output side, it is now permissible
to complete the design using standard linear techniques. This results in a similar sin-
gle section lowpass input matching network, as shown in Figure 2.15. The whole
amplifier linear response can be plotted out, along with the input and output
VSWR, as shown in Figure 2.19. Note that the output VSWR measured in terms of
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Figure 2.18 Power variation due to manufacturing tolerances on output matching elements.
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Figure 2.19 Gain and return loss of 1W Class A amplifier.



the overall s22 is poor, showing around 3 dB return loss. This is due in part to
the reactive input match where k is close to unity, but is mainly due to the power
match on the output. Even if the input Q-factor was reduced using a lossy element,
the output would remain mismatched to 50 ohms. This indeed is the main difference
between the design now completed and a simple linear conjugate matched
design; the latter will give good output VSWR but maybe 2–3 dB lower maximum
power.

Step 4: Build it!
A linear simulator cannot, of course, give a sweep of the power performance. In gen-
eral, this would be the point at which the whole design would be analyzed using a
nonlinear simulator to remove the idealizations and fine-tune the design values, as a
final step in the design procedure, prior to actual board layout. Figure 2.20 shows
some measured data taken on an amplifier based on the above design. The GaAs
MESFET device is a low-cost packaged part typical of several on the market. The
power sweeps at 1.8 and 1.9 GHz show 1 dB compression of at least 29 dBm. The
power performance at 1.9 GHz seems to be somewhat better than at the 1.8 GHz
design frequency, but the performance is within expectations.

2.8 Conclusions

This chapter has shown that Class A power amplifier design can be reduced to a lin-
ear design problem through the use of loadline techniques to determine the optimum
power match. Although the material in this chapter may be considered by some to be
of an elementary and approximate nature, the basic methods described have been
used to design a wide range of RF and microwave amplifiers, from narrowband to
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broadband, from tens of milliwatts to hundreds of watts, and from low frequencies
to above 100 GHz. Those wishing to implement these methods are encouraged to
do so without being over-awed by the more advanced concepts introduced in
Chapter 3 onward.
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C H A P T E R 3

Conventional High Efficiency Amplifier
Modes

3.1 Introduction

This chapter will introduce what will be termed conventional, or reduced conduc-
tion angle, high efficiency amplifier modes. These are the familiar Class AB, Class B,
and Class C configurations.

The concept of making a more highly efficient RF amplifier by biasing the active
device to a low quiescent current and allowing the RF drive signal to swing the
device into conduction is very old, dating back to the earliest days of vacuum tubes.
For this reason, it is often considered to be an elementary subject, not worthy of
extensive discussion. In fact, we will see that there are many issues that come out of
some elementary analysis, based on ideal device models, that are of great signifi-
cance in the context of modern wireless communications systems.

Straightforward but more detailed analysis than is often presented in elementary
textbooks will show that merely reducing the conduction angle of an RF power
device is necessary, but frequently not sufficient to obtain a useful improvement in
efficiency. In general, it is necessary to increase the drive level substantially from the
Class A condition and to provide suitable impedance terminations at harmonics of
the signal frequency. Most older textbooks assume that all higher harmonics will be
shorted at the output of the PA device. This simplifies the analysis and was a much
easier condition to realize in the days of tube amplifiers. This has led to some confu-
sion regarding the kinds of matching topologies which should be used for today’s
transistor counterparts, and this subject will be discussed in more detail in Chapter 4.

Today’s wireless systems impose challenging requirements on the PA designer.
A mobile phone handset PA has to be as efficient as possible in order to conserve
battery power. Base stations also have efficiency specifications due to power and
cooling limitations. One of the most important concepts in comparing different PA
configurations is what will be termed “power utilization factor” (PUF). This term
will be defined in this chapter, but is basically the ratio of RF power delivered by a
device in a particular mode under consideration to the power it would deliver as a
simple Class A amplifier. PUF is a statement on cost efficacy, or “watts per dollar.”
There is limited use in the solid state world for a high efficiency configuration which
delivers half of the RF power that the device in question can supply in a Class A
mode. Even if the efficiency is 95%, two chips, or one chip of twice the periphery,
have to be used to meet a given output power specification. This is not just an issue
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of spending twice as much either; the larger chip will have lower RF gain and less
matching bandwidth.

Wireless systems also typically use modulation schemes that have variable enve-
lope amplitude. This subject will be considered in some depth in later chapters, but it
will be important in analyzing conventional high efficiency modes. For this reason,
the behavior of Class AB modes over a range of input power levels will be consid-
ered. This is the subject of Section 3.5 and carries one or two surprises.

3.2 Reduced Conduction Angle—Waveform Analysis

The basic process of reducing the conduction angle is illustrated in Figure 3.1. The
device is biased to a quiescent point beyond the Class A condition, toward cutoff. It
is clear that a sufficiently large amplitude of RF drive will swing the device beyond
its cutoff point Vt, on the negative portion of the RF cycle. It is also clear that in
order for the current to swing up to the idealized saturation point, Imax, the drive level
has to be increased from the Class A condition. In quantitative terms, the required
signal voltage amplitude will be

( )V Vs q= −1 (3.1)

where Vq is the normalized quiescent bias point, defined according to

V Vt o= =0 1,

Initially, it will be assumed that as the quiescent point is varied, the signal voltage
will be increased, according to (3.1), so that a peak current of Imax is maintained. It
will also be assumed, for the time being, that the device is ideally transconductive,
and that the output voltage is being maintained above zero to keep the device turned
on. Considerations of output RF loading will be considered in detail in later sections.
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So the current in the device has the familiar looking, truncated sinewave appear-
ance. The conduction angle, α, indicates the proportion of the RF cycle for which
conduction occurs. In this chapter we will elect to use a cosine function to describe
the current waveform.1 Due to the symmetry of a cosine function about zero on the
time axis, there has been some confusion about the definition of the conduction
angle. In this book, we will adopt a possibly nonstandard, but more mathematically
sound, definition that α represents the entire angle of conduction, including the
equal contributions either side of the zero time point. So the current cutoff points
are at ωt = ±α/2. We can now define the classical modes of operation, in terms of
quiescent bias point and conduction angle, as shown in Table 3.1.

Looking at the current waveform in Figure 3.1, it is quite intuitive that the mean
component, or DC supply, will decrease as the conduction angle is reduced. It is less
obvious what happens to the fundamental component, and clearly there will be har-
monics generated as well. The answers can be found by Fourier analysis of the
waveforms.

The RF current waveform can be written as:

( )i I Id q pkθ θ, −α 2 < θ α

π θ α α θ π

= + ⋅ <

= − < < − − < <

cos ;

, ;

2

0 2 2

where cos( / )α 2 = −
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I
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pk

, and I I Ipk q= −max ,
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1 2
2
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The mean current, or DC component, is given by
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and the magnitude of the nth harmonic is
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Table 3.1 Classical Reduced Conduction
Angle Modes

Mode
Bias
Point (Vq)

Quiescent
Current

Conduction
Angle

A 0.5 0.5 2π

AB 0–0.5 0–0.5 π−2π

B 0 0 π

C < 0 0 0-π

1. We will, however, still use “sinusoidal” as a generic qualitative description; consinusoidal isn’t really an
English word.



there being no quadrature components due to the selection of an even function for
the RF current waveform.

The results from the evaluation of these integrals up to n = 5 are shown in Figure
3.2, but the all-important cases of Idc and I1 are:

( ) ( )
( )

I
I

dc = ⋅
⋅ − ⋅

−
max

2

2 2 2

1 2π

α α α

α

sin cos

cos
(3.2)

( )
I

I
1 2 1 2

= ⋅ −
−

max

π

α α

α

sin
cos

(3.3)

Examining the curves of Figure 3.2 more closely, it is clear that the DC compo-
nent decreases monotonically as the conduction angle is reduced. In particular, the
class B condition, in (3.2), gives

( )I Idc Class B = max π ;

This can be compared to the Class A condition, where

( )I Idc Class A = max 2;

Furthermore, the fundamental component for the Class B condition, α = π in (3.3),
gives

( )I Il Class B = max 2;

which is, of course, the same as the fundamental component in the Class A condi-
tion. So from the viewpoint of current waveforms only, there appears to be a possi-
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bility of decreasing the DC supply power by a factor of π/2, without changing the
RF fundamental component. In other words, the efficiency should increase from 1/2
in the Class A mode, to π/4 (about 78.5%) in Class B. But before these possibilities
can be realized, the output termination and voltage waveform has to be considered.

For conduction angles lower than π, corresponding to Class C operation, the
DC component continues to drop, but the fundamental component of current also
starts to drop below its Class A level. This will result in a mixed blessing of yet
higher efficiency, but lower PUF; the fundamental power will be lower than the
Class A rating of the transistor. This will be discussed in more detail in a later
section.

The first few harmonic amplitudes are also plotted in Figure 3.2. Note that
throughout the Class AB range, and up to the midway Class B condition, the largest
harmonic, other than the fundamental, is the second. It is positive, or in-phase, with
the fundamental, and from a frequency domain viewpoint, the action of the par-
tially cutoff transistor is to generate a substantial amount of second harmonic,
which reduces the dips of the fundamental sinewave and sharpens the peaks, result-
ing in a lower mean level for approximately the same overall peak-to-peak ampli-
tude. We can note, in passing, that using the cutoff characteristic of a transistor is
not the only possible method for generating such a desirable second harmonic com-
ponent. It may be possible, for example, to tailor the frequency response of the input
matching network such that the drive voltage has some appropriate in-phase second
harmonic enhancement, assuming it is coming from another, possibly nonlinear,
amplifier driver stage. This has some interesting possibilities (see Section 3.7), since
we will see shortly that the conventional method of using the transistor cutoff char-
acteristic is rather wasteful in terms of drive power requirements. This is an espe-
cially important consideration at GHz frequencies, where power transistor gain is
usually at a premium.

The odd harmonics (Figure 3.2) can be seen to pass through zero at the Class B
point, but in AB mode, the third harmonic is certainly not negligible. In general,
however, at levels lower than about 0.1 (magnitude) there will be weakly nonlinear
components of the transconductance characteristic, which may substantially
change the overall picture in terms of linearity. But it can be noted here that a small
bias adjustment around the Class B (α = π) point can be considered as a viable
method of controlling the precise level of the third harmonic component; this will be
significant in later work on Class F amplifiers.

3.3 Output Termination

It is clear that the transistor current contains some significant harmonic compo-
nents, especially second harmonic. It is therefore a more complicated problem to
analyze and draw the resulting voltage for a given load condition. In the first
instance, the work can be greatly simplified by assuming that all harmonics are pre-
sented with a short circuit; indeed, this condition forms part of the definition of clas-
sical, or conventional, high efficiency amplifier modes. We will see that for modern
solid state designs, this assumption will be somewhat idealistic. Most older text-
books, however, make the assumption for three reasons:
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1. A harmonic short, along with an optimum resistive termination at the
fundamental, will always represent a close approach in performance to
more optimum solutions involving multiple harmonic terminations (some
of these alternative solutions will be considered in later sections and
Chapters 4 and 5).

2. A harmonic “short” was fairly easy to realize in older tube PAs, where the
loadline resistance, even for a kilowatt device, was measured in kΩ; a simple
parallel resonant circuit would do the job easily.

3. The analysis becomes trivial, due to the reduction of the output RF
waveform to a sinusoid.

We will therefore proceed with the analysis of the conventional modes using this
classical simplifying assumption, but we will need to scrutinize its implications and
ultimately modify it.

Figure 3.3 shows the circuit for further analysis. The reduced conduction angle
current waveform flows through an AC-coupled load, which consists of a funda-
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mental load resistor, and a conceptual harmonic short, indicated here by a shunt
connected parallel resonant circuit at the fundamental. All harmonics of the load
are shorted and generate no voltage, so the drain voltage is a sinewave whose mag-
nitude will be set by the load resistor value to generate the maximum permissible
voltage swing, in a similar fashion to the previous consideration of a Class A ampli-
fier. In this analysis, we will assume that the maximum voltage swing will be gener-
ated at the input drive level corresponding to a peak current of Imax. With these
assumptions, and an appropriate choice of load resistor, the power output and effi-
ciency can be calculated directly from the curves of Figure 3.2, given that the RF
output voltage at the transistor will in every case be a sinewave of amplitude Vdc.

So the RF fundamental output power is given by:

P
V Idc

1
1

2 2
= ⋅ (3.4)

where I1 is given by (3.3), and the DC supply is given by:

P V Idc dc dc= ⋅ (3.5)

where Idc is given by (3.2).
The output efficiency is defined by:

η =
P

Pdc

1 (3.6)

Unless stated otherwise, this definition of efficiency will be used in this book.
This usually offends system designers, who prefer to take account of the drive
power required, which in an RFPA is quite substantial. This leads to an alternative
definition, the so-called “Power Added Efficiency” (PAE):

PAE
P P

P
IN

dc

=
−1 (3.7)

where PIN is the RF drive power. Generally speaking, if the RF power gain is less
than 10 dB, then the drive power requirements will start to take a serious bite out of
the drain, or output, efficiency of a PA stage, and the higher the efficiency the more
serious the effect. On the other hand, a designer often has options for increasing
gain, either by narrowing bandwidth, possibly judicious application of some posi-
tive feedback, better packaging, or even use of a “hotter” technology. In this
respect, it is just as well to keep gain and output efficiency as separate entities, with
the full knowledge that at system level, or even multistage PA level, they will behave
interactively on the overall efficiency.

So the results of (3.2) to (3.6) can be plotted to show the overall variation of
output power and efficiency as a function of conduction angle. These results are
plotted out in Figure 3.4. Ideal conditions have been assumed: a perfect harmonic
short, maximum linear current swing up to Imax, and maximum voltage swing of
2.Vdc, with no knee region. Under these conditions, the optimum value of load
resistor will be:
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R V IOPT dc= 1 (3.8)

where I1 is the fundamental Fourier component of current, given by (3.3) and shown
plotted in Figure 3.2. We have already noted that the Class B condition has the same
fundamental component as Class A, provided that the drive voltage magnitude is
increased to obtain the same RF peak current value (Imax). The load resistor value for
Class B is therefore, conveniently, the same as the linear loadline value discussed
extensively in the last chapter. Theoretically, this value should be reduced somewhat
for Class AB operation: about 10% lower in the mid-AB range to allow for the small
increase in the fundamental amplitude from the Class A value. In practice, consider-
ations of weakly nonlinear effects and a more realistic knee turn-on region will mod-
ify the actual optimum by at least 10%, so the theoretical variation over the AB
region is often ignored initially.

The main features of Class AB, B, and C operation can be determined from
the curves shown in Figure 3.4, and they will be discussed in some more detail in
the following sections. But in a preemptive summary, the following points can be
made:

1. Between Class A and Class B operation, the fundamental RF output power is
approximately constant, showing a few tenths dB increase in the mid-AB
range over the Class A power output.

2. The Class B condition delivers the same power as Class A, but with a DC
supply reduced by a factor of π/2 compared to Class A, giving an ideal
efficiency of π/4.

3. The Class C condition shows an ever-increasing efficiency as the conduction
angle is reduced to low values; this is, however, accompanied by a
substantial reduction in RF output power.
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3.4 Reduced Conduction Angle Mode Analysis—FET Model

This section will further illustrate and analyze the various conventional reduced
conduction angle modes by considering some specific cases. The cases are analyzed
using an Excel spreadsheet (AB_Waves), which computes the Fourier components
of the RF current waveforms for a given set of conditions for selected conditions of
bias and input signal amplitude. Initially, idealized device characteristics are
assumed.

The program requires three input parameters, all of which are normalized
voltages:

• Vq is the input DC bias point, normalized (as throughout this book) between 0
(cutoff, threshold, or pinchoff) and 1 (saturation, or open-channel). The pro-
gram assumes an ideal strongly nonlinear transconductance model, and the
range of input voltage can exceed these limits, where cutoff or hard satura-
tion, respectively, are assumed.

• Vs is the amplitude of the input signal, assumed to be sinusoidal. In order to
obtain maximum current swing (i.e., to swing up to Imax), the value of Vsshould
be chosen such that:

V Vs q= −1

• RL is the normalized value of fundamental load resistance. This value is
selected by the user RL being normalized to the Class A loadline value of unity.

So the device current id is defined to be

( ) ( )
( )

i g
I

V V V V

V V

d m q s q s

q s

= ⋅ ⋅ + + >

= + <

max

2
0

0 0

cos , cos ,

, cos

θ θ

θ

where the transconductance gm is included only to avoid a dimensional conflict and
is assumed to have a normalized value of unity. For the purposes of this computa-
tion, the peak current Imax is also normalized to unity.

For a selected value of Vq, selections of Vs values can be made between zero and
the maximum drive level (1–Vq). The current waveform is constructed, and the DC
and fundamental components, Idc and I1 are computed. If an output harmonic short
is assumed, then the RF output power is simply

P
I R

RF
L= 1

2

2
(3.9)

which can be compared directly with the Class A power, which will have a normal-
ized value of ½. The corresponding DC supply current, Idc, can also be compared
directly with the Class A normalized value of Imax/2, or ½. Thus the efficiency at the
maximum drive level for each value of Vq can be computed relative to the Class A
condition,
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η = ⋅1
2

1I

Idc

(3.10)

which assumes that the full rail-to-rail voltage will be permitted, and the load resis-
tor will have a value

R R
I

L A= ⋅ 1

1
2

(3.11)

where RA is the Class A loadline resistor value.
When computing power and efficiency for “backed-off” signal drive levels, it is

normal to assume the load resistor remains constant, at its optimum value for the
peak power condition. Thus the power in the backed-off condition can be computed
using (3.9) and the efficiency will be given by

η ηpbo
dc

I

I

I

I
= max

dc max

max

1

1

(3.12)

where the “max” suffix refers to the respective values of Idc and I1 at the maximum
drive level. Note that the backed-off efficiency is not given by (3.10), which gives the
efficiency for the impractical case where the load resistor can be increased during
power backoff to maintain a rail-to-rail voltage swing.

Case 1: Class A

The Class A condition provides a starting point for checking the output display and
also a reference point for power and efficiency. The required inputs for the ideal
Class A condition are:

V V Rq s L= = =0 5 0 5 10. ; . ; .

and the resulting output is shown in Figure 3.5.
This display shows no surprises and corresponds to an ideal loadline-matched

linear amplifier, showing 50% output efficiency. At full drive, the power meter
shows 0 dB, indicating a PUF of unity. Other subsequent cases will measure power
relative to this condition. With the sinusoidal output voltage amplitude of Vdc, due to
the optimum selection of load resistor, the output efficiency is 50%.

Figure 3.5(b) shows the same amplifier with a drive level reduced by 3 dB. For
the present sequence, it is assumed that the input impedance of the transistor
remains constant and so a 3 dB decrease of input power corresponds to a factor of
√2 reduction in voltage swing amplitude. It is also assumed that the output load con-
ditions (and in particular, the value of load resistor) will remain constant as the
input power is varied. So in this case, the output voltage and current swing will each
be reduced by the same factor of √2. The resulting output power therefore drops by
3 dB, as expected for a linear amplifier. Note however, that the efficiency drops to
an alarming 25% value in the 3 dB backoff condition. We note here, in passing, that
the maximum voltage swing can be restored, with a corresponding increase in RF
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power and efficiency, if the load resistor is increased by a factor of √2 for
the reduced drive condition. But this would then represent a new and lower maxi-
mum linear power; the load resistor cannot simply be changed as the drive level
varies.

Case 2: Class AB

The input parameters for a mid Class AB condition are:
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Figure 3.5 Class A mode: (a) full drive, and (b) 3 dB backoff conditions.



V V Rq s L= = =0 3 0 3 0 94. ; . ; .

and the resulting output waveforms are shown in Figure 3.6. Note that the value of
RL is now reduced from the Class A loadline value, reflecting the higher fundamental
current component. The RF output shows a small increase (0.25 dB) from the Class
A condition (indicated by a shading reversal on the power meter box) and is accom-
panied by a significant reduction in DC component of the device current. This
causes a useful increase in efficiency (68%). Such beneficial effects come only at the
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Figure 3.6 Class AB operation, Iq = 0.3: (a) full drive, and (b) 3 dB backoff.



expense of drive power. The increase in Vs from 0.5 to 0.7, as compared to Class A
operation, translates ideally into about 3 dB extra drive power, which can be con-
sidered as a reduction in overall power gain from the Class A mode. If the linear
gain starts off below 10 dB, then the Power Added Efficiency (PAE) will start to
show a markedly less attractive increase.

There is an important issue in ideal Class AB operation that is often overlooked.
Figure 3.6(b) shows the effect of a 3 dB reduction in drive level, and unlike the Class
A case, the output power does not show a corresponding 3 dB drop. In other words,
this is not a linear amplifier; a signal with an amplitude-modulated envelope will be
distorted significantly at this peak power level. The reason for this is the simple
mathematical fact that in Class AB operation, the conduction angle is a function of
drive level, as well as the quiescent bias point. This may come as a surprise to PA
stalwarts who often find experimentally that Class AB can offer a useful linear
dynamic range, similar to Class A operation. This apparent conflict with practice
will be explained later (see Section 3.5), but will not in any way invalidate the
present observation.

Case 3: Class B

The input parameters for a Class B condition are:

V V Rq s L= = =0 10 10; . ; .

and the resulting waveforms are shown in Figure 3.7. The RF power has returned to
its original (Class A) value, corresponding to a PUF of unity. The DC supply is
reduced by a factor of 2/π compared to the Class A condition, resulting in an effi-
ciency of π/4, or about 78.5%; a classical result.

The downside is that in theory 6 dB more drive power is needed to achieve the
Class B conditions shown. This is a large reduction in power gain at RF and micro-
wave frequencies, where even linear gains much above 10 dB are quite a luxury. On
the one hand, it points toward the use of a higher gain device technology for the fre-
quency in use. The widespread use of GaAs HBT and PHEMT technology for PAs in
cellular phone handsets below 2 GHz is an illustration of this problem. On the other
hand, it should also be fairly stated that the BJT device fares somewhat better in
power gain reduction than the FET devices so far considered. In order to generate
the necessary current waveform, it has already been noted that nonlinearities of the
right kind on the input might be harnessed in order to reduce the heavy drive
requirements of sinusoidal signals. The BJT does this, to some extent, through the
I-V characteristic of its input diode junction, and the reduction in Class B power
gain may be as little as 2 dB. Even with FET devices, it may be possible to contrive a
way of adding some of the second harmonic, which is generated in the output, to the
input drive signal. This would also have the effect of reducing the amplitude of fun-
damental drive signal required or Class B operation. This issue will be considered in
more detail in Section 3.7.

The Class B mode shows a welcome benefit, however, in its linearity under
reduced drive conditions, as shown by the 3 dB backoff condition in Figure 3.7(b).
Due to the symmetry of the drive signal about the pinchoff level, the conduction
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angle remains constant for varying drive levels. So a 3 dB reduction in drive power
results in a corresponding 3 dB reduction in output power, and the Class B amplifier
appears to behave in a linear manner. With a fixed value of load resistor, the effi-
ciency at the 3 dB backoff condition is reduced to 55%. The output power and effi-
ciency could be increased, but at this drive level only, by increasing the load resistor
value and allowing a larger voltage swing. In fact, if the voltage swing is allowed to
increase all the way back to its maximum value (using a value of √2Ropt), the effi-
ciency will be back at 78.5%. Although this may appear impractical at first sight, it
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Figure 3.7 Class B operation, Vq = 0: (a) full drive, and (b) 3 dB PBO.



opens up some possibilities for improving efficiency over a variable signal ampli-
tude range, such as is encountered with amplitude modulated signals. This was first
recognized in a classical paper by Doherty in 1936 [1], which will be discussed in
detail in Chapter 10.

It should be noted that “linearity” is being defined here in terms of the final
sinusoidal output signal level, with the assumption that all harmonic voltages are
short-circuited. At first sight it may seem inappropriate to describe a device operat-
ing in Class B as an amplifier at all, let alone a linear one. Clearly, highly nonlinear
processes are involved internally, but the power input-output characteristic shows
linear behavior.

Case 4: Class C

The input parameters for a “mid” Class C condition are:

V V V Rq s k L= − = = =06 16 0 1 2. ; . ; ; .

and the resulting output, at maximum drive and the −3 dB condition, is shown in
Figure 3.8.

The current waveform starts to take on the appearance of a train of short pulses,
which have low DC component, but also have a lower fundamental RF component
than in the Class AB cases. Consequently, very high efficiencies can be obtained, but
at the expense of lower RF output power and very heavy input drive requirements.
The 3 dB backoff condition, Figure 3.8(b), also shows a highly nonlinear response
with a large gain expansion. One of the major problems in utilizing Class C modes is
the large negative swing of input voltage, which coincides with the drain/collector
output voltage peaks. This is precisely the worst condition for reverse breakdown in
any kind of transistor, and even small amounts of leakage current flowing at this
point of the cycle will have a detrimental effect on the efficiency. For this reason,
along with the rapidly decreasing PUF and power gain, true Class C operation has
not often been used in solid state amplification at higher RF and microwave fre-
quencies. Some renewed interest is currently apparent, mainly due to the possibility
of driving the RF power device using a digital signal. This topic will be considered
further in Chapters 7 and 10, however Figure 3.9 shows a comparison between the
theoretical power and efficiency for classical Class AB and C modes, and a concep-
tual device driven such that the current waveform is a rectangular pulse, rather than
the cap of a sinewave. Clearly, this concept appears to have useful potential.

Cases (1) through (4), and the accompanying 3 dB PBO linearity tests, give a
somewhat restricted view of the linearity characteristics of reduced conduction
angle modes. Figure 3.10 shows a more generalized set of characteristics for a repre-
sentative range of quiescent bias settings and a 20 dB input power backoff range.
These plots have been computed using the procedure defined in (3.9) through
(3.12). With an ideal FET model, the Class A (Vq = 0.5) and Class B (Vq = 0) condi-
tions give perfectly linear responses, but the intermediate Class AB settings show
substantial gain compression. Thus we see that the ideal FET model is not an opti-
mum characteristic for Class AB linearity. This is an important observation which is
usually overlooked. In practice the transconductance of the device will often show
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some gain expansion in the active region, which will tend to reduce, or in some cases
actually cancel, the gain compression caused by the reduced conduction angle pro-
cess. This subject will be considered in more detail in Chapter 4.

Figure 3.11 shows the corresponding output power versus efficiency character-
istics for the same set of quiescent bias settings. The Class A PBO shows an efficiency
which decreases in inverse proportion to the power, and the Class B case shows a
roll-off which is proportional to the square root of the power. Intermediate cases
transition between these two characteristics and most notably revert to the inverse
power law when the signal drops below the level where truncation starts.
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Figure 3.8 Class C operation, Vq = −0.6: (a) full drive, and (b) 3 dB backoff.



3.5 Reduced Conduction Angle Mode Analysis—BJT Model

The analysis of reduced conduction angle modes has thus far assumed an idealized
FET characteristic. The BJT is a very different device in physical terms but has had
much the same Class AB/C concepts applied to it, and experience seems to indicate
that similar results can be obtained. This section therefore analyzes BJT reduced
conduction angle modes in much the same spirit of idealization that was used for the
FETs.

Although the BJT is widely regarded as a current amplifier in linear IC design, it
is more appropriate to use a transconductive model for PA analysis. If the output
current in a BJT is represented by the relation
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( )i I ec
k vbe= −

max
1 (3.13)

the collector current ic will show an exponential dependency on the base-emitter
voltage vbe, as required by physical considerations. The value of k can be chosen such
that the transfer characteristic can be plotted on the same normalized input voltage
scale used in the FET analysis. This is illustrated in Figure 3.12, which shows that a
value of k = 2 makes the two characteristics look at least functionally similar.
Whereas the FET device shows a linear region after it turns on abruptly, the BJT
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device turns on more smoothly but has no such linear region. Higher values will
make the turn-on more abrupt, but will give a more nonlinear active region. Clearly,
all three k values plotted in Figure 3.12 could be the same device if the normaliza-
tion of the input voltage scale was changed appropriately.

Reduced conduction angle modes for a BJT can be examined for various cases
of quiescent bias and sinusoidal input voltage amplitude,

v V V tbe q s= + cos ω (3.14)

where as before in the FET analysis, the quiescent bias Vq and the signal amplitude
Vs are measured on a scale of zero to unity, the unity value of vbe giving the maxi-
mum permissible collector current, Imax, in accordance with (3.13).

Unfortunately, the ongoing analysis of a BJT in Class AB mode is more ques-
tionable in that some additional assumptions have to be made concerning the device
input voltage, vbe. In the case of a FET device, it has been assumed thus far that the
input impedance is essentially an open circuit, and more especially that the input
voltage is a linearly scaled version of whatever external signal is being applied. This
may not be such a good assumption in the BJT case, since the device input presents a
nonlinear resistance to the external load. Ironically, this extra nonlinear effect can
turn out to be helpful in linearizing the response (see Chapter 4 and [2]), but it does
add significant complexity, which in this initial analysis will be ignored; vbe will for
now be assumed to represent a linear scaling of the sinusoidal input signal.

Substituting the expression for vbe (3.10) into (3.9), we obtain

( ) ( )i I e e tc
k V kVq s= ⋅ =−

max
1 cos ,θ θ ω

and expanding the second exponential, this becomes
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(3.15)

So as kVs decreases below unity, the device characteristic will appear increas-
ingly linear. For kVs >1, an increasing number of higher degree terms in (3.15) take
on significant values, although for kVs = 2 it can be noted that the seventh degree
coefficient is 8/315, or about 1 percent of the fundamental component coefficient.
The value kVs = 2 is significant in the k = 2 case shown in Figure 3.12, since it repre-
sents the BJT equivalent of a Class B condition.

It would be possible to expand the cosine powers in (3.15) and obtain power
series expressions for the output current in terms of the DC, fundamental, and har-
monic components. With statutory reluctance, however, the direct computation
option will be taken here. Figure 3.13 shows the power transfer characteristics for a
selection of Vq values. As with the corresponding computation for the FET model
(Figure 3.10), it has been assumed that the output load resistor has been selected to
give a full rail-to-rail swing of voltage at the maximum drive point for each Vq set-
ting, and that all harmonic voltages are short-circuited. The corresponding PBO
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efficiency plots are shown in Figure 3.14. The quasi–Class A condition Vq = Vs = 0.5
shows reasonable, although not perfect, linearity, with a peak efficiency of about
45%. Lower quiescent settings show an increasing gain expansion characteristic at
higher drive levels. The quasi–Class B condition Vq = 0, Vs = 1 shows a peak effi-
ciency of 70%, along with about 4 dB gain expansion in the upper 6 dB power
range.

Although these results can be characterized as being generically similar to the
comparable FET computations, there are some clear distinctions. In particular, the
exponential characteristic of the BJT causes a large reduction in small-signal gain as
the quiescent bias setting is reduced, and the lower quiescent settings display a dis-
concerting amount of gain expansion. It will be shown in Chapter 4, following [2],
that if some allowance is made for the interaction of the input termination and the
nonlinear base-emitter junction impedance, much more linear responses can be
obtained. This confirms the general observation that BJTs (and especially the mod-
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ern GHz derivative, the HBT) can outperform FETs in terms of the tradeoff between
linearity and efficiency for variable envelope signals. In any event, it can be stated
that gain expansion is an easier form of linearity to correct than gain compression,
and there are numerous mechanisms in a practical design which will almost inevita-
bly cause some cancellation and nulling effects in the IM or ACP response of a Class
AB BJT PA.

3.6 Effect of I-V “Knee”

The analysis in the previous sections can now be extended to consider the effects of
a more realistic knee voltage on the above results. These effects will be very similar
for FET and BJT devices. In transistor amplifiers, the knee voltage will always be a
significant percentage of the DC supply, and in portable battery-powered PA appli-
cations the effect of the knee voltage can dominate the whole design strategy.

Figure 3.15 shows the modified ideal FET I-V characteristics, which include a
realistic turn-on region. The Vk parameter is normalized to the DC supply Vdc, and
the transistor current has the modified form:

I v g I ed g m

v

V
ds

k= ⋅ ⋅ −














−







max 1 (3.16)

where vds is the drain-source (output) voltage, also normalized to Vdc.
So when vds = Vk,

( )I v g I ed g m= ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ − −
max 1 1

and the current at the knee voltage will be reduced to about 63% of its saturated
value at higher voltages. If the value of Vk is normalized to the DC supply voltage, a
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Figure 3.15 Knee region modification to ideal I-V characteristics.



value of 0.1 will represent a realistic value for many practical cases. Such cases
would be a MESFET or BJT operating at 5v supply, or an LDMOS device having a
4v knee operating at 24v supply.

The device current is now a function of both the input and output voltages, and
prediction of the output voltage becomes a recursive problem. This difficulty can be
circumvented by specifying an output voltage swing. The current can then be com-
puted using the basic transconductance relationship multiplied by the drain voltage
dependency, as given in (3.16). The output voltage amplitude parameter, Vout, is nor-
malized to the DC supply voltage Vdc.

For a Class B amplifier, Vq = 0 ; Vs = 1.0 ; Vk = 0.1 ; Vout = 1.0.
The waveforms for the above set of conditions are shown in Figure 3.16(a). This

should be compared directly with the ideal (zero-knee) Class B condition shown in
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Figure 3.16 Class B operation with I-V knee effects included: (a) full output RF voltage swing,
and (b) swing reduced by 10%.



Figure 3.7. The striking feature is the bifurcated current waveform; this is a logical
result of having the drain voltage drop down to zero. Although the bifurcated cur-
rent pulse actually has a relatively low DC component, the RF output power is more
than 2 dB lower than the ideal case. The efficiency, however, is still holding up at
70%.

This represents a major loss of RF power and PUF. The obvious first step
toward retrieving some lost performance is to reduce the output voltage swing, so
that the current will not drop down to zero. Figure 3.16(b) shows the result for the
following set of input parameters:

V V V Vq s k out= = = =0 10 01 09; . ; . ; .

The RF output power has recovered to within 1 dB of its ideal value, and the
efficiency stays, fortuitously, at the same value. Further experimentation with the
Vout parameter shows that this is close to an optimum condition: about 1 dB less
than ideal power, and less than 10% down in ideal efficiency. (Further reduction
Vout causes the efficiency to drop for only marginal inrease in RF power.) Ironically,
or perhaps serendipitously, the resulting value for the output load resistor comes
out to be 0.98, essentially the same value predicted using the most ideal model. This
kind of result, where different idealities in simple models cancel each other’s detri-
mental effects, is by no means uncommon and is a strong argument in favor of this
kind of analysis.

3.7 Input Drive Requirements

Throughout this treatment of conventional high efficiency modes, it has been
stressed several times that they have a significant disadvantage of requiring much
higher drive levels, as much as 6 dB higher, than a linear Class A amplifier using the
same device. This is particularly troublesome at higher RF frequencies, where linear
gains of 10 dB are often a luxury, and anything better would involve much higher
cost in terms of device technology or packaging. Indeed, at frequencies higher than
10 GHz, almost all power amplifiers are of the Class A type, for this reason.

As mentioned in Section 3.3, it seems a matter of experimental fact that bipolar
transistors, and to a lesser extent FETs as well, do not display such a big difference
between Class A and Class B power gain. In some respects, the BJT is tailor-made
for Class B operation, where at zero base bias the large RF drive signal naturally
switches the forward diode on and off, and the collector current follows suit. The
key point is that the input impedance changes substantially during the RF cycle, so
that the actual increase in RF drive power required for Class B operation cannot be
simply predicted. The FET, on the other hand, is a more naturally linear amplifier,
and with a sinusoidal drive requires the cutoff characteristic to do most of the
required wave-shaping. The gate impedance will remain constant over the RF cycle,
other than some smaller effects arising from the voltage dependent depletion capaci-
tance, so the extra 6 dB of drive would appear to be inescapable and possibly repre-
sents a significant disadvantage of FETs over BJTs in these applications.

Taking the idealized results for efficiency and power gain, Figure 3.17 quanti-
fies the problem of high efficiency PA design at higher frequencies, where the avail-
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able gain can easily drop well below 10 dB. For example, a Class B PA stage giving
an output efficiency of 75% and 6 dB power gain (corresponding to a typical linear
gain of 12 dB) will display an overall efficiency of 55% when teamed up with a
driver which itself has 50% efficiency. Under these conditions, there is clearly a
tradeoff between the efficiency and gain of the PA stage. It may well be more effi-
cient, from an overall system viewpoint, to run the PA stage in a mid-AB condition
where the power gain may be 3 dB higher than in Class B; taking some typical num-
bers, a PA efficiency of 65% could be expected to have 9 dB of power gain, resulting
in a two-stage efficiency of 57%. This is hardly a significant improvement in overall
efficiency, but it demonstrates that there is little point in striving to achieve highly
efficient PA operation if the resulting power gain is significantly lower.

In a multistage amplifier chain, the drive signal to the PA stage may not be sinu-
soidal. In fact, there are some possibilities for shaping the drive signal waveform,
especially its second harmonic content, to alleviate the drive requirements for Class
AB or B operation. Figure 3.18 shows a typical, and nearly optimal, situation. If it
were possible to contrive a driver which caused a Class-B type wave shape at the PA
input, all of the conventional advantages of Class B operation could be obtained
without the disadvantage of heavy drive power. In fact, the fundamental component
of the shaped voltage drive waveform in Figure 3.18 is the same as a sinewave which
swings between the same limits as in Class A operation. So taken in isolation, this PA
stage with wave-shaped drive will display the same fundamental power gain as a
Class A stage but the efficiency of Class B. There would be additional advantages of
such an arrangement, in that the PA transistor is only operating over its linear
region, and the large negative swings of voltage have been eliminated. This, poten-
tially, would mean that the device could be operated at higher supply voltage than in
a conventional over-driven configuration.

Techniques for creating such a shaped drive signal require the generation of suf-
ficient second harmonic content, either through nonlinear operation of the driver or
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by feeding back some second harmonic from the output of the PA stage. It is even
possible that the nonlinear C-V characteristic of the input junction could be har-
nessed to do some beneficial wave shaping [3]; this will be considered further in
Chapter 4. It should be noted that an inappropriate phasing of the second harmonic
will conversely cause efficiency degradation. The desired mix of harmonics can be
further tailored by the frequency response of the interstage match. Figure 3.19 sug-
gests one such implementation. The driver stage can be operated in an “inverted”
Class B mode, where the device is biased close to its saturation region, and the nega-
tive-going RF drive swings the current down to zero for less than half of the cycle. If
the driver output load looks like a sufficiently broadband resistor, the correspond-
ing RF output voltage will take the desired form for driving a Class B PA—see
Figure 3.19(c).

Such an amplifier will have only moderate efficiency, due to the nonoptimum
current waveform. A simple estimate for the efficiency of the driver amplifier shown
in Figure 3.19 can be made as follows:

• Current waveform: Inverted half wave rectified cosinewave, peak Imax,
Fundamental component amplitude, I I1 2= max ,
DC component, ( )I Idc = − ⋅1 1 π max ;

• Voltage waveform: half wave rectified cosinewave, peak Imax (Class B
waveform)
Peak voltage, V Vpk dc= ⋅π ,
Fundamental component amplitude, V Vdc1 2= ⋅π .

So RF power at fundamental ( )= ⋅V I1 1 2
( )= ⋅ ⋅I Vdcmax π 8

DC power ( )= ⋅ − ⋅V Idc 1 1 π max

Efficiency ( ) ( )( )= −π π8 1 1
= 57.6%.
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This is an acceptable efficiency for a driver stage. Unfortunately, the input of the
PA transistor will not look like a broadband resistor, and a broadband interstage
matching network will need to be designed, which transforms the input impedance
of the PA stage to the necessary resistive load, which has been assumed in the wave-
forms of Figure 3.19. Such a network may be quite feasible, especially when the
match is only required at harmonic frequencies, rather than over a continuous
bandwidth.

As stated at the beginning of this section, this is an advanced topic worthy of fur-
ther research, and what has been presented does not constitute a complete solution.
It can however be speculated that this condition, or some diluted version of it, is one
which has been utilized a good deal more than it has been intentionally designed.
Judicious tuning of bias and interstage matching in a multistage PA often reveals a
complex behavior, seemingly with as much tradeoff between power, linearity, and
efficiency as that which is obtained through tuning of the output match. Essentially,
almost any amount of second harmonic in the drive signal to a PA stage, with the
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appropriate phasing, will reduce the apparent overdrive required to realize higher
efficiency modes, and this will undoubtedly be a factor in many practical situations.

3.8 Conclusions

This chapter has presented conventional reduced conduction angle modes with an
emphasis on quantitative analysis using idealized mathematical models. The classi-
cal A, AB, B, and C modes have been analyzed in detail, and the effects of finite knee
voltage and weakly nonlinear effects in the linear region have been quantified, both
for FET and BJT models. The effect of PA gain on overall efficiency has been exam-
ined, along with the possible tradeoffs. Finally, some possibilities for improving the
performance of multistage PAs using drive signal wave shaping have been proposed.

Most of the analysis in this chapter has adopted the conventional assumption of
shorted harmonics in the output load. This is an important issue in the practical
realization of high efficiency RF amplifiers and will be considered in more detail in
the next chapter.
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C H A P T E R 4

Class AB PAs at GHz Frequencies

4.1 Introduction

The classical PA design theory described in the last chapter is based on a number of
idealizing assumptions, both in the active and passive element models employed.
Although the nature of these idealizations was clearly defined, it is a curious fact
that expectations of a practical PA design or product are still widely based on the
classical results, regardless of deleterious effects that must come into play at GHz
frequencies. Such effects as parasitic capacitance, especially on the input of RF
power transistors, and the turn-on characteristic of the I-V device response will
surely modify the classical results in a substantial manner. Yet there has been an
endemic culture, especially pervasive in the PA customer and user community,
which has nurtured a blind spot for such matters of detail. If it’s a Class B amplifier,
the expectation for efficiency is 78.5%, right on the button, or something is wrong
with the design. So in this chapter we have rather more at stake than merely digging
deeper and working out the more detailed aspects of PA design in the real world.

The problem is complicated by the fact that Class B PAs can sometimes deliver
78% efficiency, and even a bit more, if various performance compromises are made
with power and linearity. But the manner in which this is achieved seems to have
rarely been seen in print, largely due to the difficulty for the GHz designer to
observe current and voltage waveforms, along with the widespread use of empirical
design methods. We will see that when dealing with imperfect devices and imperfect
circuits, the bread can sometimes fall butter side up; the goal here is to understand
how and why. As a starting point, we will pick up on the analysis of a practical alter-
native to the classical short-circuit Class AB harmonic termination. This will lead
into some surprisingly new theoretical territory, where the classical results for
power and efficiency can still be obtained using a harmonic impedance environment
that is far from classical but at the same time highly practical.

Nonlinearities in the device I-V characteristics, and especially the turn-on
region, are not strictly speaking effects that are limited to GHz frequency operation,
but it is frequently observed that these effects can themselves be frequency depend-
ent. The effects of the IV knee were quantified in Chapter 3. In this chapter the
effects of a nonlinear transfer characteristic will be considered, with special empha-
sis on the impact this can have on the classical linearity results. Time and again, PA
designers find a particular device which exhibits “sweet spots” in Class AB opera-
tion, where spectral distortion products drop into nulls over restricted power drive
levels. These effects can usually be attributed to the fortuitous cancellation of the
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nonlinearity of the classical Class AB current truncation mechanism and the inher-
ent nonlinearity of the device transfer characteristic.

The effects of the nonlinearity of the input impedance of the RF power transis-
tor, especially the Cgs varactor in junction FETs, is a vastly neglected area which
will be shown to have a major impact on PA design, and especially the detailed
design considerations for interstage matching between driver and PA stages.

4.2 Class AB Using a Capacitive Harmonic Termination—The Class J PA

4.2.1 Theory

For reasons which will become apparent in due course, the circuit shown in Figure
4.1 will be defined as a Class J configuration. It is the very simplest of circuit config-
urations, consisting of a device and a fundamental matching network. Although the
detailed properties of matching networks have yet to be discussed (in Chapter 5), it
is assumed that the reader is at least familiar with the basic low-pass matching net-
work which consists of a shunt capacitance and a length of transmission line. Such a
circuit has no specific harmonic termination network; the harmonic impedances
presented to the device will be a function of the matching elements (Cf, Z0, ) and
also, most significantly, the output capacitance of the device (Cds). Such a configura-
tion can be considered as an approximation to an ideal classical Class AB circuit, so
long as the device capacitance is large enough to approximate to a short circuit at the
frequencies of interest. As discussed in Chapter 5, a convenient criterion for the req-
uisite “largeness” of the device output capacitance can be estimated in terms of the
ratio of its capacitive reactance to the loadline resistance of the device at the funda-
mental frequency. It will be seen that as long as this ratio is unity or lower, near to
classical results can be expected, in terms of efficiency, power, and nearly sinusoidal
voltage waveforms.

Depending on the frequency and the device technology in use, this ratio can be
much higher than unity. Table 4.1 shows how the ratio varies widely depending on
the device technology and the frequency. Especially problematic are devices run at
low supply voltages, which includes most GaAs types. In such cases it could be
assumed that a more complicated circuit topology will be required, including for
example such elements as short-circuited stubs at harmonic frequencies. Practical
experience however seems to indicate that the situation is less well defined. In this
section, we will see that a combination of a lower capacitance value (XCds/RL > 1) and
a substantial reactive component in the fundamental load can work together to
restore the power and efficiency to values close to, or even greater than, the corre-
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sponding classical values. The corresponding voltage and current waveforms will
however be far from classical. This will have some important impact on conven-
tional thinking about the requirements of PA matching networks, and goes some
way to quantifying why such a simple circuit topology can sometimes give excellent
results in terms of power and efficiency. Such “good” results are frequently
observed, but not well explained, when using commercial load-pull systems for PA
device evaluation.

For the purposes of analysis, the circuit of Figure 4.1 can be redrawn schemati-
cally as shown in Figure 4.2. The transistor is now assumed to be a current genera-
tor, representing a Class B condition where the RF current waveform is a halfwave
rectified sinewave. Initially it will be assumed that the fundamental matching circuit
branch is a low-pass structure which blocks all harmonic components. So the tran-
sistor current IT can be defined as a halfwave rectified sinewave,

I IT = < <
= < <

max sin θ θ π

π θ π

0

0 2

and the fundamental current IF flowing in the matching branch has the form

( )I IF = +1 sin θ φ

where the magnitude I1 and the phase φ are at this point considered as independent
variables, whose values will ultimately define the various circuit elements. So the
current flowing into the shunt capacitor, Ic, is given by

I I I IC DC T F= − −

where

I
I

DC = max

π

so that the voltage developed across the capacitor, and hence also the device output
voltage Vo, is given by
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Table 4.1 Technology and Frequency Dependence of the XCds/RL Parameter

Cds (pF/mm) Vdc (V) Imax (mA/mm) RL ( mm) XCds/RL

GaAs PHEMT, 2 GHz 0.25 10 350 57 5.6

GaAs PHEMT, 10 GHz 0.25 10 350 57 1.1

Si LDMOS, 850 MHz 1 28 200 280 0.7

Si LDMOS, 2 GHz 1 28 200 280 0.3

GaAs HBT, 2 GHz 0.5 3 250 24 6.7

GaN FET, 2 GHz 0.2 40 600 133Ω 3

GaN FET, 10 GHz 0.2 40 600 133Ω 0.6
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which can be further evaluated to give
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where Voff is an arbitrary DC offset which will be assigned a value such that

( )Vo θ ≥ 0

In order to make a rational comparison with the classical (harmonic-shorted)
results, the zero-knee assumption will continue to be used, and the value of Voff of
most interest will therefore be the case where the minimum value of Vo grazes zero at
the minimum value(s) of Vo.

To obtain a value of Voff, it is necessary to determine the global minimum value
of Vo for given values of the independent variables I1 and φ This is a cumbersome
process to complete analytically, and the analysis is more conveniently continued
using direct computation. For any given choice of the independent variables I1 and
φ, the Vo function can be computed for a whole RF cycle, and the minimum point
determined. This point is then offset to zero by suitable choice of Voff, and the whole
voltage function is scaled such that the mean value is unity; this can be achieved by
suitable choice of the capacitive reactance scaling factor (1/ C).

Figure 4.3 shows voltage waveforms, for three specific choices of I1 and . The
first case, representing a higher choice for I1 (I1 = 2), resembles a sinewave, although
some low harmonic content is still evident. The other two cases (I1 = 0.7, 0.6) show
an increasingly nonsinusoidal voltage waveform, which by inspection appears to
have a higher fundamental component but also has a significant phase shift from the
current. Essentially, the reactive voltage components being generated by harmonics
flowing into the capacitor allow a higher fundamental component. By performing
the appropriate Fourier integrals on (4.2), it is possible to determine the in-phase
and quadrature components of Vo, and consequently the normalized values of fun-
damental impedance in each of the three cases (all impedances in Figure 4.3 are nor-
malized to the loadline resistance). The normalized capacitive reactance, used as a
scaling factor as described above, is also a function of the choice of I1 and , and all
of these values, with the corresponding computations of RF output power and effi-
ciency, are summarized in the table in Figure 4.3.

These three computations show some surprises. In particular, the second case,
which displays a strikingly nonsinusoidal waveform, gives the same power and effi-
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ciency as a reference Class B design using an ideal harmonic short. This despite also
showing a fundamental load which has a substantial overall reactive component
(i.e., allowing also for the reactance of Cds). Moving back to case 1, the value of the
normalized Cds reactance, XCds /RL, has moved well below unity, and as already sur-
mised this indicates operation which is getting closer to classical Class B perfor-
mance. But even in this case, it can be seen that some reactive tuning of the
fundamental has restored the efficiency to the full 78.5% value. Case 3 shows a
strongly nonsinusoidal voltage waveform, with high second harmonic content, and
a much higher value of XCds /RL.

Assuming that the Cds value in this analysis represents the device output capaci-
tance, the XCds /RL parameter clearly has important physical significance. It is inde-
pendent of device peripheral scaling, and is in essence a performance index for a
particular device technology. It is therefore useful to consider XCds /RL as a depend-
ent variable, by plotting it as the x-axis value, as shown in Figure 4.4. As the values
of the input variables, I1 and φ, are varied over a wide range, the corresponding val-
ues of efficiency and XCds /RL are plotted out. Each point on the swept curves repre-
sents a particular solution of (4.2), using a value of Voff such that the voltage
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minimum grazes zero. The points of special interest are those which represent the
maximum possible efficiency solution for a given value of XCds /RL; these points have
been joined up to give the heavy line in Figure 4.4. A remarkable conclusion emerges
from this plot: the efficiency and power can be maintained at their classical Class B
values for values of XCds /RL up to about 2.5. Above this value, the power and effi-
ciency which can be obtained without voltage clipping drops sharply. The key to
obtaining the maximum efficiency lies in the reactive tuning of the fundamental; the
waveform at the critical point is in fact case 2 in Figure 4.3. There is however a price
that has to be paid for obtaining maximum efficiency in cases where the XCds /RL

value is substantially greater than unity, in the form of an increased peak voltage
compared to the sinusoidal case.

Figure 4.4 refers specifically to the zero bias case, where the quiescent current
parameter Iq = 0. Figure 4.5 shows a set of solutions for (4.2) for a deep Class AB
case, Iq = 0.1. Clearly, the useable range for XCds/RL is substantially increased, as the
second harmonic current component is reduced. Further computation enables an
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approximate optimum condition to be identified, where a setting of Iq = 0.2 still
enables 70% efficiency to be obtained at an XCds /RL value of 5.

All of the possible solutions to (4.1), which are summarized in Figures 4.4 and
4.5, appear to represent modes of PA operation that are not covered by standard
mode classifications. The key features are a fundamental load with a substantial
reactive component and reactive harmonic terminations that can be physically real-
ized using the device output capacitance. The generic term “Class J” is proposed to
categorize such PA operation.1

4.2.2 Practicalities

The above analysis opens up some interesting new possibilities for high efficiency
Class AB PA design. The traditional view that harmonic short-circuits are a necessity
to obtain the classical results would appear to be usefully compromised. In particu-
lar, the possibilities for broader band design are worth further investigation. It is
however necessary to revisit some idealizations which were still in place. As with any
PA analysis, the use of a realistic device IV characteristic, including the knee turn-on
region, will have a substantial impact on the results for power and efficiency. Addi-
tionally, and as has already been noted, a typical single section low-pass matching
network may not completely block second harmonic current. The impact of the IV
knee can be considered in much the same way as for the classical Class AB, and
indeed in most PA textbook treatments, the DC supply voltage has to be increased so
that the voltage minimum is pulled safely out of the turn-on region. This strategy
keeps the conclusions intact, the only change being an increase in the DC supply,
which has an impact on output efficiency represented by the expression

η ηknee
dc knee

dc
ideal

V V

V
=

−

so that if Vknee is about 10% of Vdc, the impact on all efficiency results will be a factor
of 0.9, or a reduction from 75% to 67.5%. But this is the same impact that the IV
knee will have on any configuration. The matching issue is however more specific to
the present analysis and merits quantitative treatment.

We return therefore to the physical schematic shown in Figure 4.1, which shows
the device matched by a length of transmission line and a shunt capacitor. One of
the key aspects of this whole section is to recognize the widespread use of such a
physical topology, both in final PA board layouts and load-pull characterization
systems. Unfortunately, despite the apparent simplicity of this circuit, analytical
expressions for impedance at the device plane are cumbersome, and direct computa-
tion will be used. Figure 4.6 shows a typical case, where the fundamental matching
elements have been designed to match a device having a loadline resistance of 5Ω.
Following the design strategy outlined in Section 4.2.1, the fundamental load has an
almost equal reactive component, in order to obtain maximum efficiency for a rela-
tively high value of XCds/RL, approximately 4 in this case (note that the ratio is
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defined using the XCds value at the fundamental). It can be seen that the fundamental
matching network places an inductive component in parallel with the Cds capacitor
at the second harmonic frequency of 4 GHz, effectively increasing its shunt
reactance value from the unmodified reactive value which was assumed in the
analysis; the discrepancy in this particular case is a factor of about 1.5.

So the assumption that the fundamental matching network blocks higher har-
monic currents is somewhat approximate in this case, although such an assumption
is frequently made in analyzing problems of this nature.2 In defense of the approxi-
mation, it should be noted that the present example uses a high value of XCds/RL;
designs using values closer to unity will show less discrepancy. The discrepancy can
be further reduced if the practical implementation of the circuit is considered in
more detail. At higher frequencies, and even at 2 GHz for higher power devices, the
shunt tuning capacitor Cf will probably be realized using an open circuit stub. This
would apply especially if the circuit is considered to be a representation of a typical
load-pull test bench, where stubs, or low impedance tuning “slugs,” are commonly
used to implement the shunt tuning element. Figure 4.7 shows this practical realiza-
tion, using a 25Ω SCSS to implement the tuning capacitor, and the circuit now
shows a harmonic impedance environment much closer to the idealized analysis. It
is important to note that the use of a tuning stub is not just fortuitously providing the
required second harmonic termination; the fundamental matching network branch
is actually presenting a high second harmonic impedance at the device plane, so that
the harmonic impedance is dominated by the Cds capacitor.
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2. See, for example, the switch mode Class E analysis in Chapter 7.



The comparison between the matching circuit topologies shown in Figures 4.6
and 4.7 demonstrates an important general principle which has much wider impli-
cations for PA design than the specific example under consideration. Basically, the
choice of matching topology can have an important impact on the PA performance,
even if various alternatives achieve the same matching function at the fundamental.

It is at this point worth revisiting the purpose of the analysis in this section. The
question should now be asked, is it not the case that most of the above analysis
becomes superfluous if a classical design approach is used, and a physical harmonic
short circuit is included in the matching network? The real issue here is what exact
form does such a network have? The simple quarter-wave SCSS is in itself an
approximation to an ideal solution; it has a bandwidth limitation which can
approach severe proportions in applications requiring more than a few percent
bandwidth, and in any case does not perform its short-circuit function at odd har-
monics. Even harmonics above the second will also likely see a reactive termination
due to dispersion effects in the SCSS and parasitic reactances associated with its
short circuit termination. The SCSS bandwidth issue is illustrated in Figure 4.8,
where it can be seen that even moderate bandwidths require the use of a stub whose
characteristic impedance is inconveniently low. The values of SCSS characteristic
impedance have been normalized to the loadline resistance RL and in most practical
RFPA designs RL will have a value less than 10Ω, and in many cases will be closer to
1Ω. The use of a shunt capacitor of moderate value (Figure 4.8 shows a value corre-
sponding to XCds /RL = 2) starts to look like a better all-around solution for Class AB
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harmonic termination. The reactance sign reversal of the SCSS above resonance is
especially troublesome, given the analysis in the last section.

So we head further towards a radical conclusion; there may be many practical
applications where the best solution for harmonic termination requirements in Class
AB PA design is to persuade the transistor manufacturers to emplace additional out-
put capacitance on their devices. This would apply particularly in applications
where a device is being used at a frequency much lower than its upper frequency
limit, for example most GaAs devices below 4 GHz, and Silicon LDMOS devices
below 1 GHz. The MMIC designer, of course, has freedom to include such a capaci-
tor in the design, but this option is not available when using higher power packaged
discrete power transistors. The immediate objection to such a strategy is typically
stated as an increase in output matching Q-factor and a corresponding reduction in
the bandwidth of the fundamental match. Figure 4.9 however shows that the Q-
factor impact will typically be quite small for XCds/RL values greater than about 2.
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The widespread use of load-pull measurements as the basis for PA design seems
to have defined a pragmatic approach to matching network design that has no place
for a physically distinct harmonic termination. It is therefore suspected that a high
proportion of such designs do in fact use the theoretical “Class J” modes of PA oper-
ation described in this section. The inability to observe current and voltage wave-
forms creates something of a smokescreen, which in turn engenders a false sense of
confidence that classical Class AB operation is being obtained, based on the power
and efficiency numbers being measured. Class J may have been an unrecognized
workhorse for the RFPA designer. In Chapter 5, a CAD design example will further
illustrate Class J operation. Chapter 8 will pick up the theme of Class J, extending
the concept to qualify it as a potentially high efficiency mode which crosses paths
with widely publicized assertions about the realization of Class E operation at GHz
frequencies.

4.3 Nonlinear Device Characteristics

The classical PA theory in Chapter 3 assumes that the device transfer characteristic
is perfectly linear beyond the threshold point. This is an intuitive assumption for
idealizing a FET characteristic but, as further shown in Chapter 3, is fundamentally
unacceptable for a bipolar device. In considering the necessary nonlinearity of a BJT
transfer characteristic, it was shown that very satisfactory Class AB PAs can be
designed, even from the viewpoint of linearity. This section therefore considers the
impact of nonlinearities in the device characteristic, with particular emphasis on
FET devices. This subject has been considered in more detail in another book by this
author [1] and the present section will only summarize the results of this previous
treatment.

As a starting point, we consider the ideal transconductive device characteristic,
shown in Figure 4.10. The key elements of such a characteristic are an abrupt cutoff
and a linear active region, both of which will represent a substantial idealization for
any practical device. The ideality of a completely linear active region is intuitively
obvious; however, it is important to recognize that an ideally abrupt device turn-on
is equally and importantly a very idealized concept. If the quiescent bias point is
set close to the turn-on, or threshold, point, it will always be possible to reduce the
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signal drive level such that the range of deviation around this point will no longer
display abrupt behavior. In other words, there will always be a magnified scale
of voltage and current where the threshold point becomes continuous rather
than abrupt. If the device is being used to amplify a communications signal with
zero-envelope amplitude crossing points, there will be a range of low-level
envelope amplitudes where this nonideal behavior becomes an important
source of nonlinearity. Interestingly, however, it is a form of nonlinearity which can
in some circumstances act in a way that neutralizes the fundamental nonlinearity of
a classical Class AB amplifier. Thus nonideal transfer characteristics are not neces-
sarily detrimental to the ideal Class AB behavior described in Chapter 3, and
just like the Class J amplifier have been widely used without being widely recog-
nized. It is this aspect of the device transfer characteristics that forms the focus of
this section.

A simple example of the possibilities that nonabrupt, nonlinear device transfer
characteristic can offer is a square-law device, shown in Figure 4.11. It is a straight-
forward matter [1] to show that for any selection of quiescent bias point, other than
the actual threshold point itself, such a device will exhibit higher efficiency than a
Class A linear device, provided the operation is kept inside the square-law region.
Furthermore, such an amplifier will not have the undesirable odd degree distortion
processes that cause intermodulation distortion. The optimum point is the quies-
cent level of 25%, where the device will give the same output power as a Class A
device having an ideal linear transconductance, but with an efficiency of 66.7%.
Figure 4.11 shows the two transfer characteristics so far considered in this section.
It is tempting to speculate whether the abrupt characteristic represents some form
of limiting case to a set of increasingly sharp characteristics which share the same
properties of linear operation and increasing efficiency. Some more extensive anal-
ysis [1] shows that this is indeed the case, and a set of such characteristics is shown
in Figure 4.12.

The characteristics of Figure 4.12 are generated using truncated polynomial
series which contain only even degree terms, yet retain overall features which repre-
sent realizable characteristics of real devices. The two extreme cases are basically
undesirable goals for the device fabrication process definition; the square-law device
has lower efficiency, and the abrupt device is fundamentally unrealizable. But the
intermediate cases would appear to be the kind of targets for RF power transistor
characteristics of which device technologists should be aware. The general folklore
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that “sloppy” turn-on characteristics should be avoided, and that transfer charac-
teristics beyond the threshold region should be as linear as possible, may be intuitive
but appears to be seriously flawed. Figure 4.13 shows how the nonlinearity in the
transfer characteristic shown in Figure 4.12(b) is able to “engineer” a current wave-
form that has most of the advantages of an abruptly truncated deep Class AB wave-
form, but without the troublesome odd degree nonlinearities that conventional
Class AB produces. As noted in Chapter 3 and [1], such a characteristic can in
principle be obtained more easily using a bipolar device than a FET.

Unfortunately, until such time as these concepts are tested out, the PA designer
has to deal with devices that have sharper turn-on characteristics which display
“weakly expansive” behavior, as shown in Figure 4.14. Such a device shows a soft
threshold, a region of small signal gain expansion where the transconductance
increases with output current, then a saturation region. It is instructive to consider
the impact of such device characteristics on the classical results for Class AB PA effi-
ciency and linearity, in particular the conduction angle plots shown in Chapter 3.
The device characteristic of Figure 4.14 was introduced in Chapter 1 when defining
strong and weak nonlinearities. The transfer function was generated using the
expression
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Figure 4.13 Current waveform resulting from nonlinear transconductance characteristic shown in
Figure 4.12, case (b).
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Figure 4.12 Even degree transfer characteristics (see text and [1]). Intermediate cases: (a) uses
second and fourth degree nonlinearity and can potentially deliver 70% efficiency, and (b) uses
even degrees up to the eighth and can deliver 74% efficiency.



and the resulting modified efficiency and linearity curves as a function of conduction
angle are shown in Figures 4.15 and 4.16. Figure 4.15 shows that the impact on
peak efficiency is quite small, whereas the gain characteristics shown in Figure 4.16
show significant changes from the classical curves (also shown). Most notably, the
modified device characteristics cause the Class A mode to become significantly non-
linear, and low quiescent bias settings, in the region of 10%, now show quite linear
behavior over a wide range of input drive levels. This is due primarily to the expan-
sive square-law characteristic in the turn-on region compensating for the compres-
sive effect of Class AB truncation of the current waveform.

Such fortuitous linearization of deep Class AB modes can be observed over cer-
tain critical bias ranges in many RF power transistor types. These effects should
always be treated with caution, inasmuch as their repeatability over different pro-
cess runs, sometimes over many projected years of production schedules, must be
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maintained. There are also other mechanisms which can affect the linearity and gen-
eral performance characteristics of an RFPA and are associated with the voltage
dependency of the capacitive parasitics in the device. This is the next topic for con-
sideration, especially given its increasing impact at higher frequencies.

4.4 Nonlinear Capacitance Effects in RF Power Devices

4.4.1 Introduction

One of the principal issues that differentiates low frequency, or analog, circuit
design from RF, or microwave, design, is the greatly increased intrusion of parasitic
reactance effects, both in the device and the circuit elements. In this section, we will
consider the three main capacitive parasitics in any RF power transistor: input, out-
put, and feedback. Particular emphasis will be given to the effects of a voltage-
dependent input capacitance; in the case of a FET device, the gate to source capaci-
tance, Cgs. It will be seen that for any PA design above 1 GHz, and even at lower fre-
quencies in higher power designs, the distorting effects of the input varactor can
have a major impact on the conclusions and expectations which come from classical
analysis. This will frequently mandate that the input matching network needs just
the same careful attention to harmonic terminations as is widely observed for the
output. This is a much neglected area in modern PA design and has clearly impor-
tant implications for the design of interstage matching networks.

4.4.2 Nonlinear Capacitors—Characterization and Analysis

The analysis of the nonlinear properties of voltage-dependent capacitors has a long
history, reaching something of a zenith in the 1960s when varactor multipliers were
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the only means of generating significant power levels at GHz frequencies using solid
state components [2]. Both theory and practice support the generalization that non-
linear capacitors, or varactors, are a good deal more difficult to deal with than the
more well-behaved resistive nonlinear elements to which many textbook authors
safely confine their nonlinear analysis. “Quirky” is an appropriate term for
varactors, given that a simple L-C-R series combination, which incorporates a
varactor as the capacitive element, can display chaotic behavior under some condi-
tions [3]. Cozy theoretical axioms, such as the stipulation that only higher harmon-
ics can be generated in a nonlinear device, are typically blown away with varactors,
which can be observed to show “period multiplication,” or frequency division,
effects.

The first important issue is to establish a basis for characterizing and simulating
varactor effects in a microwave device. It is important to understand these basics
when using CAD simulation tools to predict the effects of varactors in RFPA
designs. In particular, the very definition of capacitance is frequently, and fiendishly,
changed by device physicists from the fundamental high-school physics definition

C
Q

V
=

to a differential form,

C
dQ

dV
=

Most semiconductor physics books adopt the differential form without even as
much as commenting about the deviation from fundamental electrostatics that it
represents. The actual reason for the change would appear to be the likely measure-
ment method, which will almost certainly be some form of AC impedance character-
ization. In the RF range, the appropriate small signal impedance of the device in
question will be measured over a wide frequency range for a variety of bias voltages.
The assumption is then made that the “smallness” of the excitation allows the
extraction of an equivalent circuit which contains fixed element values, whose volt-
age dependency can then be determined by repeating the model extraction process
for the various bias settings. Small signal AC measurements of this kind will yield
capacitor values that represent the differential capacitance, which is the slope of the
voltage-charge characteristic at the respective bias setting. The validity of this pro-
cess depends critically on the assumption that the impedance measurements are
indeed performed at suitably low RF excitation levels.

The realization that bias-dependent s-parameter nonlinear models characterize
the differential capacitance has important implications in the actual circuit analysis
formulation. The instantaneous current in any capacitor, i(t), is given by

( ) ( )
i t

q t

t
=

∂

∂

and since (at least in our youth) q = Cv, it would seem reasonable to write
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where now C is itself a function of v and cannot be taken out of the derivative
bracket. Not so, however, if C is defined to be the differential form; then
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a result which would appear to ignore the fact that C is a variable and not a con-
stant. It is the change of definition of capacitance to the derivative form which
makes (4.2) correct, despite still looking shaky to the well-drilled calculus student.

Unfortunately, not all circuit simulators are in agreement about this change of
definition, and some care needs to be exercised. In the RF domain, it is unlikely that
capacitance could be measured in absolute terms, and some form of impedance
measurement is the only practical path. But a more general application could be
imagined, where the capacitance change is caused by physical movement, and
would be characterized using the changes in mechanical dimensions. For this reason
a general purpose CAD engine such as SPICE has to be told how to deal with a non-
linear capacitor of the differential type. This can be done using a subcircuit, as
shown in Figure 4.17. The nonlinear function which describes the (differential)
capacitance variation with voltage,

( )C f V=

is used to define a voltage generator in a subcircuit, whose output voltage is equal to
the voltage integral of the capacitance,

( ) ( )F V f V dV= ∫
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Figure 4.17 Procedure for simulating nonlinear capacitance using dependent voltage and current
generators.



and whose dependent nodes are the nodes to which the nonlinear capacitor is con-
nected. An ammeter measures the current flowing into a fixed linear capacitor,
which is connected across the subcircuit voltage generator. This current is propor-
tional to the required nonlinear capacitor current, since

( )I C
dV
dt

C
dF
dV

dV
dt

C C V
dV
dtC lin lin lin= = =

which can be forced to flow between the two nodes in the actual circuit using a cur-
rent dependent current source.

The above procedure is recommended for any nonlinear capacitor model in
SPICE, since the resident element library models either use absolute capacitance or
create convergence problems when used for high fractional capacitance changes [4].
Harmonic balance programs which have been specifically aimed at microwave
applications appear to handle the analysis correctly, but some caution is still
advised. Unfortunately, experience seems to show that the inclusion of one or sev-
eral nonlinear capacitors in a circuit greatly increases convergence problems.

4.4.3 Input Varactor Effects on Class AB PAs

A quick taste of what can happen to an intended Class AB PA design when the device
input is a varactor, rather than a fixed capacitor, can be obtained using a circuit and
device model which have been carefully chosen to be representative, but analytically
tractable. Such tractability, unfortunately, is a short-lived luxury in this zone. Figure
4.18 shows a considerable simplification of the device input, where the input generator
is assumed to have a sufficiently high impedance that it can be modeled as a sinusoidal
current source, and the input varactor has a hyperbolic C-V characteristic, given by

( )C v
C

v
V

o
m

=

−
















1

0

Such a characteristic has some general features that are quite typical of
reverse-biased microwave diodes; most notably a “punch-through” region where
the capacitance is asymptotic to its lowest value, Co, and a fairly steep region of
increasing capacitance, which will ultimately be limited by the diode becoming for-
ward biased and other physical factors. The value of m will vary substantially from
one device type to another, and is usually quoted somewhere in the 0.5 < m < 1
range. Assuming, as will now always be the case, that the capacitance characteristic
refers to differential capacitance, we can write
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assuming for analytical convenience that m = 1.
Integrating both sides gives
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(4.3)

This voltage is plotted in Figure 4.19 for various values of the parameter
I

V C
o

oω 0

.

Although simplifications have been made in order to reach these results for the
input varactor voltage, the results are quite instructive. The important observation
is that the device input voltage is significantly distorted from its original sinusoidal
form. If this varactor was the Cgs of a device, biased to operate in a deep Class AB
mode, the varactor distortion of the voltage would oppose the intended reduction in
conduction angle that would occur if the voltage remained sinusoidal, as is always
assumed in classical analysis. Furthermore, it is clear that the voltage distortion
appearing across the Cgs capacitor will cause some significant changes in the har-
monic components of the resulting transconductive output current. This merits
some further investigation, in order to obtain a more quantitative picture of how
serious these potential effects are in specific, or typical, cases of RFPAs.3

The first step is to use a more familiar-looking voltage generator, along with a
generator internal resistance. It is also helpful to find a C-V function which does not
have a discontinuity. C-V profiles will change substantially from one device type to
another, even within the same general technology; this is the problem with simula-
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Figure 4.19 Response of varactor to sinusoidal current excitation.

3. It should be noted that some RF power device types do not use reverse biased junctions, for example, all
forms of MOS technology, including LDMOS.



tions of specific cases, and the major advantage of symbolic analysis wherever it is
possible. A suitable function [5] is

( )C v C C
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1 2

1 2where

(4.4)

The basic function is asymptotic to −1 for negative v, and to +1 for positive v, so
Co is an offset which must be greater than Cv. The scaling and offset parameters Cv,
k1 and k2 can be used to place the steepest part of the C-V characteristic at a suitable
voltage, and to adjust the steepness itself. Figure 4.20 shows this function plotted
with Co = 0.5 pF, Cv = 1 pF, k1 = 2, k2 = 1V, and can be considered representative up
to the junction turn-on in the region of v = 1; the key difference from the hyperbolic
function is the removal of the physically impossible discontinuity at v = Vo, which
will cause simulation problems.

Figure 4.21 shows a representative circuit for analyzing the effects of an RF
power transistor having an input varactor characteristic. It is now necessary to be
more specific about the input model of the device, in particular the scaling factor on
the capacitance and the associated series resistance. The plateau capacitance has
been set at 2.5 pF, and the series resistance to 5Ω. These values would correspond,
for example, to a GaAs FET device having an Imax in the 200–400 mA range. The
matching elements have initially been set to give a conjugate match at 2 GHz,
assuming the varactor is at its plateau value.

Figure 4.22 shows the varactor voltage waveforms using the capacitor Cfund to
tune the fundamental matching, with the open circuit stub inactive. This response
shows broadly similar characteristics to the current source response shown in Figure
4.19, and will clearly have an important effect on attempts to use the quiescent bias
setting of the device to control the output conduction angle. The simulation does
however assume that the input generator presents a broadband 50Ω source at all fre-
quencies, an assumption likely to be invalid in practical circuits. Figure 4.23 shows
how the response can change dramatically as the impedance environment is moved
around from the somewhat ideal case shown in Figure 4.22. Although the element
values were adjusted empirically to obtain this response, it should be noted that this
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procedure closely replicates the kind of tuning which is frequently done on PA cir-
cuits to optimize their performance, either using a load-pull system or by physical
modification of board level components. The asymmetrical nature of this response
has some potential use, and will be revisited in Chapter 8.

It is clear from a brief inspection of these simulations that the input varactor can
have a major impact on the current wave shaping that is fundamental to Class AB
PA operation. Unfortunately, with so many assumptions about the varactor charac-
teristic itself, the scaling levels, and the frequency, it is not worthwhile to engage in a
lengthy simulation exercise on a particular set of choices for these values. The key
point is to recognize that the input tuning of a PA device can have as much of an
impact on power, efficiency, and linearity as the actual quiescent bias point setting,
and can easily override the intended effects of a classical Class AB design.

It has been suggested that a harmonic short circuit, placed as close to the device
input as possible, can restore the input voltage to the intended classical sinewave.
Although this may appear to be an analogous strategy for removing harmonics to
that which is mandatory at the output of a Class AB PA, the actual requirements at
the input are quite different. The harmonics generated by the varactor can in princi-
ple be manipulated to give better performance than reverting to sinusoidal excita-
tion. There is an additional issue, which is that a simple quarter-wave SCSS will
only short even harmonics. Figure 4.24 shows the effect of such an SCSS on the
waveforms of Figure 4.22, where the SCSS is placed at the closest accessible point
external to the device, which is the input of the gate resistance. Clearly, in this par-
ticular case, it would seem that the distortion was mainly even harmonic in nature,
and the varactor voltage has reverted to an approximately sinusoidal form, whose
amplitude and phase vary with the matching element values.

It would be reasonable to regard the transformation from Figure 4.23 to Figure
4.24 as a strong recommendation that input harmonic shorts should always be used
in order to nullify the nonlinear effects on the device input. Experience, however,
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leads us up an enticing but hazardous alternative path. Tuning both the fundamental
and the harmonic impedance environment on the input of many PA designs can have
beneficial effects on power, efficiency, and linearity. As demonstrated in Figure
4.23, even if there is no specific harmonic tuning network, the act of tuning the fun-
damental will almost certainly change the harmonic environment as well. Not only
will the fundamental tuning change the harmonic impedances, the choice of
matching topology will also have a strong effect.

All of these effects are at work whenever a PA device is tuned on a test bench. In
principle, and as we have just seen, the effects should be predictable using CAD
models and simulators. The problem of analysis is however complicated and chal-
lenging, but possibly worth pursuing. For example, it may be possible to define a
varactor characteristic which more readily enhances the efficiency performance, in
much the same way some nonlinear transconductance characteristics were devel-
oped in Section 4.3. What seems to be lacking in this area at present is any form of
design strategy, other than essentially trial-and-error approaches on the computer
screen or the test bench. The above simulations still represent significant simplifica-
tions to the simulation of a full PA circuit. In particular, there is the effect of the feed-
back capacitance, which will have a similar varactor characteristic to the much
larger input varactor. There has been a long tradition among PA theorists to assume
their active devices can be approximated to be unilateral, but in practice the feed-
back effects will provide another source for wave shaping on the input. Indeed it can
be argued that both input and feedback capacitance have to be considered together
in any realistic model.

Although, it can be fairly assumed that a CAD simulator will take account of all
these nonlinearities as long as they are included in the device model, PA designers
are frequently frustrated by convergence problems and resort to more empirical
techniques such as load-pull. Output load-pull techniques are familiar enough for
evaluating output matching in PAs, but the addition of input harmonic load-pull
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tuning is an additional expense and inconvenience that makes heavier demands on
the operator, be it human or computer.

4.5 Conclusions

This chapter has identified various effects which come into play when designing PAs
in the GHz region and which not only modify the results, but should also change
expectations about the results. In particular, the classical implementation of a har-
monic short circuit at the output of a PA in the GHz region requires some radical
rethinking from the ubiquitous but now impractical SCSS. Nonlinear effects in the
device characteristics, both the transfer characteristic and the nonlinear parasitic
capacitances, become important considerations at GHz frequencies, but their
effects can in some cases be harnessed to good purpose.
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C H A P T E R 5

Practical Design of Linear RF Power
Amplifiers

This chapter will take the theoretical, and somewhat idealized, results and design
equations of the last chapter and develop these into practical designs. The main
focus, therefore, will be on the derivation and analysis of matching circuit networks
and configurations which are suitable for matching the fundamental and also pro-
vide the necessary harmonic terminations. Having established a suitable topology
and network element values, only then will designs be put to the test using a
nonlinear simulator.

A logical starting point is a survey of matching techniques for higher frequency
applications. The wireless communications bands represent a transition region
between the lower frequencies, where the matching process is largely dominated by
magnetically coupled devices, and the microwave bands, where almost all matching
is done using transmission lines. With the availability of good quality miniature pas-
sive components, the wireless communication bands allow the use of hybrid match-
ing techniques, incorporating both lumped elements and transmission lines.
Although the bandwidths required are generally much lower than in ECM and
Satcom applications, it will be shown that awareness of some of the broader band
techniques can pay dividends, since generally speaking a broader band match will
be more robust in a high volume production environment.

In order to put designs to the test using a simulator, it is necessary to develop a
suitable model for the device. Following up on comments made in Chapter 1 (Sec-
tion 1.3) concerning the lack of good models for commercially available devices, the
process by which a useable model can be derived using simple data-sheet parame-
ters will be illustrated in Section 5.5. Such models cannot necessarily be expected to
predict the final performance accurately, in absolute terms, but can be invaluable in
evaluating circuit topologies and their sensitivities to component tolerances. This
will be demonstrated in Section 5.6, where several configurations of a Class B
circuit are designed and analyzed.

The key requirement, stressed in the last chapter, for a short circuit termination
at all harmonics, poses the main design challenge when designing these kinds of
amplifiers. Although simple solutions can be found in the form of resonant trans-
mission line stubs, it will be seen that in many cases this is either inconvenient, in
terms of board or chip space, or works optimally over too small of a bandwidth.
Alternatives must therefore be considered, and this has often resulted in make-do
solutions where simple “pi” networks, which primarily serve to match the funda-
mental, are also utilized in a harmonic termination role. Empirical design methods,
coupled with results from load-pull measurements, often demonstrate that quite
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acceptable results can be achieved without the additional complexity and
band-limiting effects of harmonic resonators.

It is therefore appropriate to consider, in a quantitative fashion, the detrimental
effects of imperfect, but more convenient, matching topologies. This forms the main
subject for Sections 5.7 and 5.8, and connects at this point with the Class J discus-
sion and analysis in Chapter 4. It will be shown that the use of a simple capacitive
harmonic termination, with a load impedance readjusted to be somewhat reactive,
can give very satisfactory results without the use of narrowband resonators. The
Class J approach therefore lends itself to designs requiring broader bandwidth, and
this will be illustrated with CAD design examples for both a GaAs FET and an HBT.

5.1 Low-Pass Matching Networks

Figure 5.1 illustrates the basic matching problem. A terminating resistance RO (typi-
cally, but not necessarily, a 50Ω interface) has to be transformed to a different, usu-
ally resistive impedance RT. Since we are dealing with RF power transistors, it will be
assumed that usually RT RO. This problem represents a fairly simple specific case in
the very generalized theory of matching filter synthesis, a classical example of a pri-
ori RF design. Such methods are still widely used when the required matching band-
width extends to an octave or more, however for wireless applications a simplified
approach is usually more appropriate.

Indeed, the most widely used solution is shown in Figure 5.2(a). It is usually
described as a single section low-pass network, and consists of a capacitive
reactance shunting the (higher) load resistance, along with a series resonant induc-
tive reactance. At higher frequencies, the series section would be realized using a
short length of moderate to high impedance (often just a 50Ω) transmission line, and
the shunt capacitance would be a discrete capacitor, or an open or short-circuited
stub, of (preferably) lower characteristic impedance and suitable length. This net-
work could be fairly described as the “Occam’s Razor” of high frequency design.
Notwithstanding the extensive technical literature on matching network design, it is
still surprising what can be achieved with this simplest of solutions.

The design of such a network in distributed form [Figure 5.2(b)] is standard fare
in any introductory RF design class, although the basic lumped element form is
equally important in lower frequency RF applications. The bandwidth of such a
matching network is a strong function of the transforming ratio m RO/RT, becom-
ing quite narrow when this reaches into double digits which is quite common in
RFPA design. The bandwidth itself should be subject to careful definition when
defining PA matching networks; Figure 2.11 shows that a simple definition based,
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say, on a 2:1 VSWR mismatch could be quite misleading for maintaining power per-
formance within acceptable limits. In assessing the bandwidth of a particular
matching network for power matching applications, the 0.5 dB load-pull contour
boundary, using the equations derived in Chapter 2, should be used rather than the
corresponding 0.5 dB mismatch, or 2:1 VSWR circle.

Simple lowpass networks are so widely used in narrowband RF design that it is
worth deriving the design equations. These equations are a rather poor relation of a
much grander general theory [1], but have important and frequent practical uses.

At plane A, the impedance is
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Figure 5.2 Basic RF matching networks: (a) lumped element low-pass, (b) distributed low-pass,
and (c) lumped element high-pass.



X R mL T= ⋅ −1 (5.2)

For example, a network to match 50Ω down to 1Ω, at a center frequency of 1.9
GHz, would require the following element values:

Shunt capacitance:

Shunt capacitance (fr

m

Xc

=
=
50

50 7 Ω

( )
om 5.1)

Shunt capacitance: pF GHzC = 11 7 1 9. .

Series inductance: (from 5.2)

Series inductance

XL = 7Ω

( )nH 1.9 GHzL = 0 59.

A few points are worth noting here. The value of series inductance (0.6 nH) is
quite small, by any standards, and may exceed the typical inductance of a transistor
package. Also, the 12 pF capacitance represents an additional realization problem,
in that a standard surface mount component will have sufficient series inductance to
make a substantial impact on the nominal capacitor value. Not only that, but the
Q-factor of the capacitor will need to be carefully considered if significant power
losses are to be avoided. In this case, for example, if the capacitor has a specified
Q-factor of 50, it will have an equivalent parallel resistance of Q/ωC, or 2500/7
(taking Xc = 50/7), about 360Ω. It might be thought at first that such a high value
could be neglected in comparison to the 50Ω termination, but in fact a simple calcu-
lation shows that it represents a power loss of about 1 dB. This not only represents a
substantial loss of expected performance, but also a possible fire hazard in higher
power applications.

Figure 5.3 shows a plot of the frequency response of this matching circuit, for a
set of values of transforming ratio m. This plot uses a standard mismatch transmis-
sion loss format, where the assumption is that the useful bandwidth is defined by the
2:1 VSWR points, which correspond to a transmission loss of about 0.5 dB (shown
dotted). On this basis, the network designed for a 50:1 transformation shows a 9%
bandwidth. Figure 5.4 shows a plot based on a load-pull model, as described in
Chapter 2. In order to generate this plot, the general formulation for load pull con-
tours derived in Chapter 2 is used to convert a load impedance into an RF power
measured relative to the optimum power with a termination of Ropt (=1Ω in this
case). It can be seen that using this criterion, the 50:1 transformation network band-
width is reduced to about 5% if the 0.5 dB contour is used as defining the useable
range. (Note that in Figure 5.4, the mismatch curves have break points, due to the
discontinuous nature of the load-pull contours.) Such a bandwidth would appear to
be marginal, even for wireless communication bands, and this can, in principle, be
resolved by using more matching sections.

The design of multisection matching networks has been well covered in the liter-
ature, and is now available in more user-friendly (and, unfortunately, user-ignorant)
CAD formats. It is, however, quite easy to determine the approximate values of
more complex networks by multiple application of (5.1) and (5.2). The matching
problem is broken into two smaller steps by matching first to an intermediate value
of resistance, and then using a second network to transform to the final value. A use-
ful rule of thumb is that the terminating and intermediate impedances should be in a
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harmonic sequence. In this example, if the intermediate resistance is Rm, then the
matching impedance Rt and the termination Ro will be related according to:
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1 1 1 1
R R R RO M M T

⋅ = ⋅ (5.3)

giving the more familiar looking relationship,

R R RM M O
2 = ⋅

so in the example, RM = 7.1Ω.
The element values and matching trajectories of the resulting two-section net-

work are shown in Figure 5.5, and the frequency response is shown (for the m = 50
case only) in Figure 5.6. The values of the elements in the individual networks have
to be slightly modified from those given by (5.1) and (5.2) in order to obtain the best
compromise between bandwidth and in-band mismatch; this can be seen on the tra-
jectory plots, where the first matching section overshoots the Rm target at the
midband point FM, so that the higher frequencies are past resonance; this is then
compensated out by the second network. The process, as described, results in an
approximation to a synthesized equal ripple Chebychev response. Generally speak-
ing, the greater the overshoot of the Rm target, the wider the overall bandwidth, but
the greater the in-band mismatch.

Such networks can be synthesized exactly using low-pass prototypes and appro-
priate transformations [1], although the process of transforming a Chebychev
low-pass prototype into a low-pass, rather than a band-pass, final topology is not
such a straightforward process. For the narrower bandwidths encountered in wire-
less communcations, the above approximate technique, coupled with some final
optimization on a linear simulator, will usually yield the same result in a fraction of
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the time. Needless to say, the same answers can also be obtained by typing the
required matching parameters into a CAD synthesis program. Each approach will
give element values close to those shown in Figure 5.5. The two-section frequency
response is clearly much broader in bandwidth, as shown in Figure 5.6. However
the element values pose even greater realization problems than in the single section
case. One has to conclude that matching down to 1 ohm at these frequencies is a
marginal affair, especially in a PC board environment. If impedances get this low,
chip and wire hybrid techniques probably have to be used to realize the necessary
element values.

A typical practical application for this matching problem is illustrated in Figure
5.7. The design parameters would be typical for a high power LDMOS type device
which is specified as giving 25W RF output in a Class A or AB mode, with a DC sup-
ply voltage of 28V. The corresponding DC current would be about 2A, correspond-
ing to a drain efficiency of 45%. Using the loadline approach for Class A design
developed in Chapter 2, and allowing a knee voltage of 3V (for a typical LDMOS
device), the loadline resistance is (28–3)/2, or 12.5Ω. Note that this is hardly the
low, unmatchable impedance with which these kinds of transistor are frequently
discredited. Unfortunately, this kind of device will have a typical output capacitance
of around 25 pF. Taking a convenient value of 23 pF, a simple application of (5.1)
reveals that the real part of the loadline impedance measured outside the 23 pF
capacitor is just about 1Ω at 1.9 GHz. (Ro = 12.5, Xc 3.64, Rt = 0.98Ω.) So the
“unmatchability” of RF power transistors is really more a function of their output
capacitance than the loadline impedance itself. This causes some consternation
when applying the loadline technique to large RF power transistors such as this;
designers often have a hard time reconciling the simple loadline values with mea-
sured load-pull parameters measured outside the package. It is, however, a simple
consequence of the increasing effect of the output capacitance at higher frequencies,
and the measurement plane issue discussed in Section 2.5.
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This is of little comfort to the circuit designer, who still has to match to 1 ohm,
although we will see in due course that the output capacitance can take on a more
positive role in harmonic termination effects. The almost impossible-looking ele-
ment values shown for the two-section matching network in Figure 5.7 can actually
be realized quite accurately in chip-and-wire form, shown also in Figure 5.7. The
two-section matching network designed above can be used directly, but an addi-
tional series inductor (L1A 0.08 nH) is required to complete the step-down lowpass
transforming section mandated by the transistor output capacitance. The 0.21 nH
series inductor is made up of several equal parallel bondwires running symmetrically
from different parallel cells of the transistor, and the large shunt capacitor (C1) will
be a custom-made piece of metalized ceramic, whose dimensions match up with the
transistor footprint. The spacing of the transistor and the capacitor, and the exact
profile of the wire bonds have to be carefully controlled, preferably with automated
equipment. The ceramic material has to be carefully chosen, in order to have an
acceptable Q factor and practical physical dimensions. In more extreme cases, not
only do the capacitor dimensions have to be customized, but even the ceramic mate-
rial itself has to be specially mixed.
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As shown in Figure 5.7, the first chip-and-wire matching section needs to be
placed inside the transistor package, and so the designer only has to supply the sec-
ond section, which will appear to have a more moderate matching requirement
(about 7Ω in this case). In this manner, the designer, or user, is largely oblivious of
the manufacturing nightmare which lies safely concealed inside a typical high power
RF transistor package. The increasing volume demands of the wireless communica-
tions industry has however addressed this issue impressively, and such assembly can
now be performed with great precision and repeatability using automated
machines. This in turn has changed the climate for the designer who can now look
to using multiple section networks without the traditional fear of manufacturing
and tolerance problems.

In many cases, the RF designer will be dealing with less extreme matching prob-
lems. The simple matching networks so far considered can have both fully and par-
tially distributed forms. Usually, the shunt capacitor will be realized as a lumped
element component, and the series inductor as a microstrip transmission line.
High-pass versions can also be implemented; the same formulae can be used, inter-
changing the capacitive and inductive reactances. Figure 5.2(c) shows the configu-
ration, and the values for a 1Ω to 50Ω transformation will be:

L

C

=
=

0 59

117

.

.

nH

pF

These are the same values as in the low-pass circuit but with a different configu-
ration. In practice, the additional matching compensation required due to the out-
put capacitance of the transistor will cause there to be a significant difference
between low-pass and high-pass element values. This high-pass network has the
same properties in terms of in-band performance as the low-pass counterpart, but is
not generally as favored in RF design. One problem is that the orientation of the
inductor and capacitor in the high-pass configuration cannot be realized physically
without additional series elements, although the real reason may be the relative ease
with which a low-pass network can be adjusted or “tweaked” by moving a shunt
capacitor along a length of microstrip line.

An interesting variant of the basic two-element low-pass matching network is
the “Pi” form, shown in Figure 5.8. In its generalized asymmetrical form this net-
work is quite relevant to PA stage matching, because there will always be some out-
put capacitance associated with a transistor output. As we have already seen, this
can have a major impact on the matching network design. The design equation for
the symmetrical form is also of interest, due to its similarity to a transmission line
transformer:
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R R X X X XT o L C⋅ = = =2 where

so in the above example, RT = 1, Ro = 50, X = 7.07Ω giving at 1.9 GHz, L = 0.59 nH,
C = 11.85 pF.

These values are very similar to the single two-element section; the additional
placement of a 7Ω capacitive reactance in shunt with the 1Ω impedance level at this
point only requires a minor retuning of the existing elements. The symmetrical net-
work replicates the action of a quarter-wave transmission line more closely, over an
extended bandwidth, than the asymmetrical two-section network, and it also forms
a basis for making hybrid structures on high dielectric material, which can simulate
the effect of very low impedance transmission lines.

5.2 Transmission Line Matching

An important alternative matching technique is the quarter-wave matching trans-
former. In its simplest form, illustrated in Figure 5.9(a), a quarter wavelength trans-
mission line of characteristic impedance ZT is placed between the terminating
impedance R0, and the required match RT. Transmission line theory gives the
well-known result:

Z R RT O T
2 = ⋅ (5.4)

As with the lumped element match, the bandwidth will be a strong function of
transformation ratio, and for high ratios multiple sections can be used. For the 50:1
transformation example in the last section, the quarter-wave has slightly higher
bandwidth (12%) but requires an uncomfortably low characteristic impedance of
7.1Ω. Such a low impedance would require very thin dielectric board, or a very wide
line width, which would no longer necessarily behave as a simple one-dimensional
TEM transmission line. Up to 2 GHz, the larger physical size of a quarter-wave sec-
tion usually means that a lumped element approach is preferred. There are some
important caveats, however, to consider in making this judgment. The transmission
line can be etched into the board pattern, and would require no additional compo-
nent placement; the Q-factor requirements of an equivalent lumped element net-
work may incur substantial extra component cost; larger RF power transistors
require a wide physical interface with the circuit board, which is conveniently pro-
vided by a low impedance transmission line. The main disadvantage, which is physi-
cal size, can be alleviated by using higher dielectric constant materials and
transmission line configurations, although this may impact the cost.

As with the lumped element matching networks, broader bandwidth can be
obtained by the use of multiple sections. The intermediate impedances are selected in
the same way as for the multisection lumped element networks (5.3). More precise
synthesis methods are also available for this type of matching network [2], but as
with the lumped element approach, the simple design equations given here are suffi-
cient to put a design within the range of a linear optimizer. The problem is that the
first section will have a substantially lower characteristic impedance [see Figure
5.9(b)] than the single section transformer and thus presents even greater realization
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problems. Such networks consume a fair amount of space and are not used much in
active RF matching design, especially with the availability of higher quality
capacitors.

There is a further logical extension to the multiple quarter-wave transformer,
which is the tapered transmission line [see Figure 5.9(c)]. If several quarter-wave
sections are cascaded, the steps in line width at the junctions become quite small,
and can be smoothed out to give a line whose impedance transitions gradually from
one termination impedance to the other. This tends to have the general effect of
removing the band-pass characteristic at the high frequency end, while increasing
the frequency of the low end roll-off. The long, slow, impedance taper many wave-
lengths long represents a physically inconvenient but quite admirable method of
achieving very wide bandwidth impedance transformation. There has been much
published analysis on this class of transmission line [3], but their applications have
been largely limited to very specialized applications, such as fast pulse transmission.
It falls into a general class of older microwave engineering tricks which are worth an
occasional revisit.

Transmission lines have certain properties that cannot be replicated using
lumped element networks. The ability to match two complex impedances with a
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single transmission line of prescribed length and characteristic impedance is one
example [4]. The “transparency” of a half-wavelength line, regardless of its charac-
teristic impedance, is another useful property. This property will be utilized in Chap-
ter 12 in formulating a passive harmonic load-pull tuner.

Transmission line elements can, conversely, be used to simulate the effects of
lumped element networks. At higher microwave frequencies, it is common practice to
design a matching network using a prototype lumped element structure, and then
translate it into distributed form. Shunt capacitors become open circuit shunt stubs
(OCSS), shunt inductors become short circuit shunt stubs (SCSS), and series
inductors, more restrictively, can be replaced by short lengths of series high imped-
ance line. Series capacitors pose a problem at higher microwave frequencies in that
they do not have a simple distributed equivalent. They are generally avoided as
matching elements altogether due to parasitic and tolerancing issues. Chip capacitors
are used for the larger values required for DC blocks, but have to be carefully mod-
eled, since they are quite often being used well above their self- resonant frequencies.

In portable wireless communications applications, transmission line structures
are in general avoided, mainly due to board space (e.g., in handsets) and the extra
cost of board material with suitable dielectric properties. There is an additional
problem concerning the need to maintain a free area around an RF distributed ele-
ment to avoid coupling effects; this also can lead to layout problems in densely
packed boards. Although these considerations may be less critical in high power,
higher “ticket” products such as basestation PAs , it will be assumed in this chapter
that nondistributed, or partially distributed, networks will be required in some
applications.

The Smith chart was, and still is, the universal tool of the RF designer for match-
ing network design. Although the quantitative part has been largely taken over by the
computer, it still remains a good tool for visualizing the action of a multiple element
matching network, with or without transmission lines. The use of a polar reflection
diagram to perform transmission line calculations actually predates Smith’s chart;
the unique contribution of Smith was to lay a grid of resistance and reactance (and/or
conductance and admittance) on top of the polar reflection plot, giving the world a
universal impedance calculation and visualization device. Due to the fact that the
chart is still widely regarded as a transmission line calculator, Figure 5.10 is included
here to show the basic impedance trajectories of all four lumped element types
(series/shunt L,C) and a general (nonnormalized) transmission line from any point.

The transmission line trajectories are probably less familiar, other than the ZO

RO case. The lumped element trajectories define a boundary, inside which any
impedance can be matched to the original starting impedance using a prescribed
length of transmission line of suitable characteristic impedance. This is worth noting
in higher power applications, where lumped element Q-factors can seriously
degrade the performance of a conventional matching network.

5.3 Shorting the Harmonics

The matching networks discussed in the previous sections will be used primarily to
match the fundamental load impedance, ROPT, as defined in Chapter 3, to the 50Ω
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termination, or to the input of the next stage in the case of a driver. The need for a
short circuit at harmonic frequencies is an additional requirement that will initially
be realized using a separate network. Ideally, this network will not interact with the
fundamental matching circuit; in practice some readjustment may be necessary. It is
important to note that, as shown in Figure 3.2, the most important harmonic to deal
with is the second; in fact in an ideal Class B device the odd harmonics will be zero.
Even when operating in deep Class AB mode, it will be seen in Chapter 6 that some
odd harmonic voltage components can be quite beneficial and probably need not be
completely shorted.

The classical method, as described in Chapter 3, was to use a high-Q parallel
resonant circuit on the output of a tube amplifier. The capacitor value was chosen
such that its reactance at harmonic frequencies was many times lower than the fun-
damental loadline resistance. This was not a difficult task when the loadline was
maybe 10 kΩ. In the case of a transistor, the capacitor value quickly reaches
unrealizable levels. For example, at 1.9 GHz, the 25W LDMOS device shown in
Figure 5.7, a shunt reactance 10 times lower than the 12.5Ω loadline resistance
would correspond to a shunt capacitor value of 67 pF, which would require to be
shunt resonated at the fundamental by an inductance of 0.1 nH. These values really
are across the dividing line of realizability at this frequency, although it will be
shown later (Section 5.8) that a more modest shunt capacitance at the transistor
output can still give useful performance.

The simplest solution for a second harmonic short is a quarter-wave short-
circuited stub (SCSS) at the fundamental frequency. This has the advantage of being
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an open circuit at the fundamental, and presents a short circuit at successive even
harmonics. Figure 5.11 shows that the stub can additionally provide a convenient
bias insertion point, if the RF short is made using a suitable bypass capacitor. Such
an arrangement is certainly practical in some cases, but there are two problems. One
concerns the bandwidth of the stub resonator, and the other is a more general issue
concerning the placement of the harmonic short. The bandwidth is a fairly strong
function of the characteristic impedance, Zo, of the stub; the bandwidth over which
it appears as an acceptable approximation to a short improves as Zo is reduced, as
shown in Figure 5.12. Conveniently narrow microstrip widths, such as 70–100Ω
can be meandered around to reduce board space, but exhibit narrow bandwidths
which are too small for some practical PA applications.

Placement of the resonator causes additional problems. Figure 5.13 shows a typi-
cal schematic for a transistor with a matching network and a harmonic resonator.
The harmonic short needs to be connected to the output of the device, defined by its
internal current generator terminals; typically, as with the matching network, the
closest accessible point for a packaged device will be the tab of the package. Depend-
ing on the value of the package reactance, this may have a serious de-tuning effect on
the resonator, and may make the harmonic short difficult to realize at the correct
point. Unless the package reactance is quite low compared to the series-inductive
matching element, the detuning effect cannot be simply eliminated by adjusting the
stub length. One simple remedy would be for the manufacturer to provide a separate,
isolated, pinout from the main drain (or collector) tab for the purposes of providing
the necessary short circuit. Most of the lower cost devices available for handset PA
applications have multiple output pinouts which are adapted for this use.

Unfortunately, the situation is less promising for users of higher power RF tran-
sistors, which usually have one large tab. If there is internal matching as well, as
described in the previous section, the transistor output becomes a truly distant and
inaccessible point for the user. In these applications, the final network is often
arrived at by making load-pull measurements, with the general intent of letting the
harmonics take care of themselves. This scenario will be considered in a more quan-
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titative fashion in Section 5.8; it turns out that in many cases, the output capacitance
can provide a built-in solution to the harmonic termination problem. This has an
ironic twist, in that a transistor technology with a much higher MAG (and hence,
usually, lower parasitic capacitance) may not perform in PA circuits at lower fre-
quencies as well as a device using a lower gain process, unless more specific
harmonic termination is provided.

5.4 A Generic MESFET

We are now in a position to design and simulate a high efficiency amplifier. The first
step is to select a suitable transistor, and for most of the design examples in this
book a generic MESFET is used. The term “MESFET” is chosen deliberately to be
generic, and is intended to be representative of the various RF and microwave FET
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Figure 5.12 Reactance of short-circuit quarter-wave stub at second harmonic frequency. Dimen-
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Figure 5.13 Quarter-wave SCSS placement problem for packaged device.



processes that are currently used. This model can be used to simulate Si and GaAs
discrete devices available from several manufacturers in low cost packages; with
some minor changes to the parameter values it can also be representative of numer-
ous GaAs MMIC foundry processes. These devices would be used primarily in lower
voltage applications, but the general design principles are equally applicable to
higher voltage and higher power technologies such as LDMOS and newer high
bandgap devices such as gallium nitride (GaN) and silicon carbide (SiC). In general,
the same simulation files can be used with these alternative processes by simple scal-
ing of voltages, currents, and suitable adjustments to the parasitic capacitor values.
A simulation representing BJT applications will be presented in Section 5.9.

Figure 5.14 shows the PSpice generated I-V characteristics, and the list of model
parameters. For illustration purposes, and for maximum compatibility with differ-
ent implementations, the Statz model (“B” device, Level=2, [5]) is used. In this par-
ticular case, the device in question does not come supplied with Spice model. Such is
frequently the case in RFPA design. There is usually enough basic information on a
data sheet, however, to build up a useful model. The following procedure was fol-
lowed in this case:

1. Set the VT parameter to the device pinchoff.
2. With the alpha and lambda parameters at default values (2, 0.3) adjust the

beta parameter to give the specified Idss (for Vds and Vg 0). (Data sheets
normally specify Idss, not Imax.)

3. Sweep the I-V charactersitics and adjust b, alpha, lambda to get the best fit.
The alpha parameter mainly controls the knee voltage, lambda controls the
slope, and b controls the “tail” of the Ids/Vgs characteristic.
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4. Some readjustment of beta may be necessary, especially after setting lambda
to a nondefault value.

5. The parasitic elements CDS, CGD, CDS, RG, RD, RS can be identified
from a linear model, which is usually available either in the data sheet or
from the manufacturer. Spice assumes these to be zero bias values, so these
may need some final adjustment in the next step (6). Most implementations
of Spice have built-in equations which characterize the voltage dependency
of the junction capacitances, and these can be unrepresentative when dealing
with the large voltage swings encountered in power amplifiers. A simple and
recommended initial remedy is to neutralize the voltage variations, either by
using external linear elements or by setting internal program defaults.

6. Run a simulation of the device, with 50Ω terminations, over a broadband
linear sweep, and compare the forward gain (Mag s21) and the reverse gain
(Mag s12) with the data sheet s-parameters. Final adjustments can be made
to match up s12 (primarily by varying CDG) and s21 (primarily by varying
lambda and CGS).

This procedure gives a useful but approximate model, and can be applied
equally easily to any kind of FET device type. There is usually a problem getting a
close fit to both the DC and RF gain parameters, especially if Spice routines are
available to compare s11 and s22. In particular, it is frequently found necessary to
change beta, or Vt, in order to get a good agreement on s21, which for an RF design is
usually judged to have more importance. This problem has triggered a major expen-
diture of effort over the last few years, in attempts to explain the problem and to
generate a grand unified model (“GUM”) which works for both DC and RF accu-
rately. But useful results can be obtained with the approximate model described
here.

5.5 A 2W Class B Design for 850 MHz

A design for a Class B amplifier will now be attempted, assuming a supply voltage of
5v.

Step 1: Establish Imax , Ropt (Effective peak current, fundamental load impedance).
From the results of Chapter 3, the optimum load for Class B operation is the same as
the linear loadline impedance, and can be approximated by

( ) ( )R V V Iopt dc k= − max 2

So a value for Imax needs to be obtained from the I-V plot shown in Figure 5.14;
this is not as easy to define on a real device as was assumed in the idealized models;
the key point is that we have to assume that for any realistic design, the peak RF cur-
rent will coincide with low output voltage. This will tend to make the effective satu-
ration characteristic much harder than appears on an I-V plot; 2.5A will be used for
this example, this being the current at 0.5v Vds, +0.5v Vgs.
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So ( )Ropt = − =5 05 125 36. . . Ω

Clearly, this value is an approximation based on the fact that there will be a
compromise between how far the voltage swings into the knee region, and the desire
to use the maximum possible current swing for good PUF. It is therefore instructive
to run a few basic simulations with a simple load resistor and harmonic “tank” cir-
cuit, in order to observe this tradeoff in a more quantitative manner. Figure 5.15
shows the simple schematic used for this simulation.1 The parallel resonator across
the load resistor has unrealisitic values for practical realization, but is a simple and
convenient way of simulating a harmonic short. It should be noted in Figure 5.13
that in practice a large DC block would normally be required to prevent the shunt
resonator inductance from shorting out the DC supply. When dealing with RF loads
as low as a few Ohms, the value of this capacitor has to be correspondingly high.
One of the features of Spice is that a DC voltage source is treated as an RF short, so
that in the simulation the series DC blocking capacitor can be eliminated by return-
ing the RF ground connections to the DC supply point, saving some computing time.
Fortunately, the more practical configurations considered in due course have no
need for the DC block, or can incorporate it at a higher impedance level. A simple
input match has also been included in the simulation. This low-pass network trans-
forms the 50Ω termination down to a lower value, increasing the voltage swing at
the transistor gate. It should be noted that in setting values for the amplitude of the
sinusoidal input generator, the voltage swing at the gate itself is of most relevance in
setting the mode of operation and drive level; these two voltages will have an
approximately linear relationship until strong compression occurs.

Figure 5.16(a) shows a set of current waveforms for different values of RF load
resistance, for Class B bias and maximum (unsaturating) RF input drive. Higher val-
ues of RL cause deeply bifurcated current pulses, as predicted in Chapter 3, while
lower RL values cause higher peak currents and a lower voltage swing. The resulting
tradeoffs in power and efficiency are shown in Figure 5.16(b). It can be seen that the
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Figure 5.15 Circuit for class B amplifier simulation.

1. The file for all of the simulations in this example (ABFD.cir) can be found on the accompanying CD-ROM.



bifurcated current waveform produces higher efficiency but at relatively lower out-
put power. This is consistent with the idealized waveforms which were analyzed in
Chapter 3. The lower RL values show higher power but lower efficiency, due to the
reduced voltage swing. This general performance trait can often be observed in
practice, and is largely a function of the mathematics of a bifurcated current pulse.

The lower RL values will also display more linear input-output characteristics
up to a higher power level. The final choice of RL will depend on the application; for
a constant envelope signal the higher efficiency will be more attractive but for the
more usual situations where the input signal has amplitude modulation, a lower RL

value would be selected for linearity and PUF, with an inevitable loss in efficiency.
In this design we will settle on a compromise value of RL = 4Ω; this is an important
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Figure 5.16 Load resistor selection, Class B design: (a) device voltage and current waveforms,
and (b) power/efficiency tradeoff due to current bifurcation.



baseline design parameter for this device which will be used repeatedly in several
simulations in other chapters.

Step 2: Design the fundamental matching network.
A simple low-pass matching network can be designed using (5.1) and (5.2); however
an adjustment has to be made for the output capacitance, which in this case is taken
to be the small signal capacitance CDS (Figure 5.17). As explained in Section 5.1, this
output capacitance effectively forms a second lowpass network, which unfortu-
nately transforms the impedance the wrong way initially. Although in this particular
example, the output capaitance of 2.5 pF has an almost negligible reactance at the
design frequency of 850 MHz, the process will be followed through because in
higher power designs the impact of the transistor capacitance can be much greater.
We will also see, later in this chapter, that supplementing the output capacitance can
be a convenient and effective way of providing an acceptable harmonic termination.

The reactance of CDS, XCDS is 1000/(2.π.).(0.85).2.5) = 75Ω.
From (5.1), the desired impedance of 4Ω at plane “A” is transformed down to

( )( )4 1 4 75 3 99
2+ = . Ω

So we can safely ignore the transforming effect of CDS in this example and move
on to design the matching network:

The reactance of the shunt capacitor, XCLP, is given, from (5.2) by:

( )XCLP = =50 115 147
0 5

. .
. Ω

So

( ) ( )( )C

C

LP

LP

= ⋅ ⋅

=

1000 147 085 2

127

. .

.

π

pF

The reactance of the series inductor, XLLP, is given from (5.2) by:
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Figure 5.17 Class B amplifier schematic: low-pass match and harmonic short.



( )XLLP = ⋅ =4 11 5 136
0 5

. .
. Ω

So the series inductor LLP = =136 2 0 85 2 5. / ( ).( . ) .π nH.

Step 3: Add a suitable harmonic trap; readjust fundamental match (if necessary).
The circuit will initially be evaluated using the ideal parallel resonant tank circuit
used in Step 1 above. More practical harmonic traps will then be evaluated and
compared. So the only adjustment initially is to absorb the CDS into the calculated
value for the parallel resonant capacitor.

Step 4: Run simulation.
The drain current and voltage waveforms are shown in Figure 5.18. These results
should be compared directly with the RL = 4Ω case in Figure 5.16. The results are
very similar due to the near-ideal nature of the harmonic trap.

Step 5: Use a more realizable harmonic trap.
The simplest realizable harmonic trap is a quarter-wave SCSS at the fundamental
frequency. In the spirit of realizability, the characteristic impedance needs to be on
the higher side so that it can be meandered into a small space; 50Ω is chosen ini-
tially. It is also assumed that the stub can be physically located at the output of the
transistor; this means having a package with very low series inductance, or with
some form of separate pin access as already discussed. For applications such as this,
below 1 GHz, some of the better package designs may have sufficiently low induc-
tance for this simple arrangement to work satisfactorily. Figure 5.19 shows the
result of rerunning the previous simulation with all other parameters unchanged.
Comparing these waveforms, and power/efficiency calculations with Figure 5.18, it
can be seen that there is a significant difference now, mainly due to the presence of
odd harmonics in the voltage waveform. The stub, of course, is an open circuit and
performs no function at odd harmonics. But the differences are surprisingly posi-
tive; the bifurcation of the current pulse has gone, due partly to a slightly lower
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Figure 5.18 Device voltage and current waveforms: low-pass matching section and idealized har-
monic trap (see Figure 5.17).



peak-to-peak voltage swing, but simultaneously the fundamental power has
increased by about 0.5 dB compared to the ideal tank circuit, with a corresponding
increase in efficiency to 78.5%.

This improved performance represents a fortuitous discovery of the possible
beneficial effects of retaining odd harmonic components in the output voltage wave-
form of a power amplifier. The squaring effect of the odd harmonics gives a voltage
waveform with lower peak to peak swing and a similar or slightly increased funda-
mental component. The matching network element values could, in fact, be now
modified to present a higher value of RL. These issues will be treated in a more for-
mal way in Chapter 6, under the headings of Class F and Class FD modes. In princi-
ple, this technique can raise the efficiency up to about 90% if some power reduction
can be tolerated.

Step 6: Frequency sweep.
Figure 5.20 shows the result of sweeping the circuit of Figures 5.18 and 5.19 over a
modest bandwidth centered on the design frequency. The satisfactory performance
obtained at the design frequency can be seen to roll off quite fast, which can be
attributed to the narrow resonance of the 50Ω stub. The bandwidth could be signifi-
cantly improved by lowering the Z0 of the stub, but such lower values present layout
problems due to their rapidly increasing line width.

5.6 The Pi Section Power Matching Network

The simulations in Section 5.5 resulted in a viable Class B design whose bandwidth
was restricted by the quarter-wave harmonic trap. Unfortunately, low impedance
transmission lines are difficult to realize, so an alternative solution for harmonic ter-
mination would still be desirable. Such an alternative presents itself in a serendipi-
tous manner when attempting to design high efficiency amplifiers using devices with
high output capacitance; a large capacitance will provide a low reactance to higher
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Figure 5.19 Device current and voltage waveforms: ideal harmonic trap replaced by 50Ω quarter-
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harmonics while being resonated out at the fundamental. This turns out to be an
irony of the highest order, in that more exotic, high GHz device technologies used at
lower frequencies in the UHF or low microwave range may give disappointing
results in PA circuits unless special provisions are made for harmonic termination.
Lower frequency devices, with higher parasitic capacitances will often deliver
higher efficiency in circuits which lack such provision. This has some important
implications for load-pull characterization as well as amplifier circuit design.

So we return to reconsider the pi-section match, shown in Figure 5.21. In princi-
ple, it will always be possible to make the input (drain or collector) capacitance
indefinitely large so that the harmonics will be terminated with a very low
reactance. The remaining low-pass section can then resonate out the input capaci-
tance and provide the necessary transformation at the fundamental. The central
issue becomes how large does CDS have to be in order to be realizable and at the same
time have enough effect as a quasi-harmonic short. There is, of course, the addi-
tional issue of the extra impedance transformation required due to the larger
capacitance.

These issues will be treated in a quantitative manner shortly, but as an initial
attempt the network in Section 5.5 will be reconfigured with a much larger input
capacitance; a value corresponding to a reactance of j.RL at the fundamental will
be initially selected. The rationale for this selection is as follows: the capacitive
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Figure 5.20 Frequency performance, λ/4 SCSS harmonic trap (Z0 = 50Ω).

Figure 5.21 Pi-section power match and harmonic trap (850 MHz).



reactance at the second harmonic is half of the fundamental value; in a Class B cir-
cuit, the second harmonic component of current is just under half of the fundamen-
tal component; the resulting (undesirable) second harmonic voltage will be
(approximately) 90° out of phase with the fundamental. These factors all contribute
to reducing the undesirable voltage component to about one fifth of the fundamen-
tal amplitude.

Once again, (5.1) and (5.2) can be used to design the network (Figure 5.21).
First, the desired final RL value of 4Ω is transformed downwards, now much more
substantially, by the larger shunt capacitor. The transformation, m, is given by:

( )( )m = + =4 1 1 2
2

So here is the downside of the large drain capacitance; instead of matching the
fundamental to 4Ω, the target has now dropped by a factor of 2, to 2Ω. The 2Ω
impedance has to be brought to resonance by part of the series inductor which fol-
lows it; this value is given by (5.2):

( )X mL = ⋅ − =2 1 2
0 5. Ω

giving a series inductance LLP1 of 2/(2.π.0.85) = 0.37 nH.
This is a very low value, lower than any package inductance. Fortunately, it can

be absorbed into the inductance LLP which forms the lowpass transforming network;
this can now be designed using a value of m = 25:

( )XLLP = ⋅ =2 24 98
0 5.

. Ω

So LLP 2 1 8= . nH

This value can now be added to the 0.37 nH required to resonate the CDS capaci-
tor, giving a final value of 2.2 nH for the series inductance. The matching shunt
capacitor, CLP can be determined using m = 25 in (5.1):

( )XC = =50 24 102
0 5.

. Ω

So CLP = 183. pF

Finally, the actual value of CDS will be 1000/(4.2π.0.85) = 47 pF. This is still an
uncomfortably large value for this frequency, which could not be realized using a
simple surface mount component. It could, however, be integrated onto the chip
itself or a high frequency capacitor chip could placed inside the package. (Note that
a lower frequency MOS or an LDMOS device would provide a substantial amount
of this capacitance in situ, with no additional elements.)

Figure 5.22 shows the simulation results; these can be compared directly with
Figure 5.20. The midband performance is somewhat lackluster in comparison to the
SCSS circuit (Figure 5.20) due to the relative absence of odd harmonics which will be
essentially shorted by the large output capacitor. But there is some improvement in
performance variation versus frequency, for a configuration that will be much more
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convenient to realize in practice. The question now arises, for the pi network, as to
whether the intuitive value of CDS used in this example (−jRL) represents the best
compromise between realizability and performance. This question is now addressed
in a more quantitative manner.

5.7 Pi Section Analysis for PA Design

The schematic diagram of Figure 5.23 shows an ideal reduced conduction angle
mode amplifier, with pi-section matching network. The intent is to select a value of
CDS that satisfies the following requirements, as nearly as possible:

1. The value shall be larger than the intrinsic transistor output capacitance.
2. The capacitive reactance shall be low enough to reduce the second harmonic

of voltage at the transistor output to levels where negligible degradation of
power and efficiency (compared to an ideal short) are obtained.

3. The value should be realizable, as a minimum using on-chip or off-chip
(hybrid style) capacitors.

4. The reactance shall be high enough such that the downward impedance
transformation of RL, as measured at the transistor current generator
(plane “A”), still results in an impedance level that can be matched over
the required bandwidth using realizable element values.

This list clearly contains several contradictory requirements, and a quantitative
analysis is needed in order to examine the tradeoff carefully in specific cases. The
general analysis of the nonlinear problem represented in Figure 5.23 is quite cum-
bersome, and in the usual spirit of a priori design methodology, some simplifying
assumptions will be made:
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Figure 5.22 Simulated PA frequency performance, Pi network (XCDS = –jRL=4Ω).



1. The pi section will always be designed such that the fundamental impedance
presented at plane A will be resistive and equal to the appropriate value of RL

for the selected mode of operation.

2. The only additional harmonic considered will be the second. This is justified
for the following reasons:
(a) All odd harmonics are much lower level than the second in AB to B
operation (see Figure 3.2) and the capacitive reactance is proportionately
lower at higher harmonic frequencies.

(b) Higher even harmonics are much lower than the second, and the
capacitive reactance is proportionately lower.

3. The low-pass matching section will be assumed to have a high Q factor,
and thus presents a relatively high reactive impedance in shunt with the
CDS capacitor. The second harmonic impedance will therefore be well
approximated by the reactance of CDS alone.
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With these assumptions, the analysis becomes quite straightforward. The fun-
damental component of current I1, given by (3.3) sees a termination of RL only, and
so a fundamental sinusoidal voltage component of amplitude

V I RL1 1= ⋅ (5.5)

will be developed at the transistor output. The second harmonic component will
have an amplitude given, based on the above assumptions, by

V I XCDS2 2 2= ⋅ (5.6)

where XCDS is the reactance of the CDS capacitor at the fundamental; the factor of 2
accounts for the frequency of the second harmonic. The second harmonic voltage
will, of course, be 90° out of phase with the fundamental.

Initially, it is clear that as I2 is reduced by moving to lighter AB modes of opera-
tion, the overall effect of the second harmonic will, in any case, be reduced. Assum-
ing that Class B operation then represents the worst practical condition, Figure 5.23
shows the effect on the voltage waveform as XCDS is increased from the ideal short
circuit to take on values which are normalized to the fundamental load resistance RL

(note that the normalization of XCDS is performed at the fundamental).
The modified voltage waveform appears to increase the original (ideal)

sinewave peak value in a symmetrical fashion. So the RF voltage swing is trying to
drop below zero, which will cause a collapse of the current at a point close (but no
longer coincident with) the current peaks. Clearly, the current can no longer be sus-
tained and any one of three actions2 can be taken to accommodate the increased
voltage swing:

1. Reduce the value of RL.
2. Reduce the drive level to reduce I1.
3. Increase the supply voltage.

All three actions will have a detrimental effect on efficiency. (3) will maintain
the RF power output, but is excluded here because in PA applications the DC supply
is often an important specified design goal, and may in any case be limited by tran-
sistor breakdown considerations. Reducing the drive level, (2), will also increase the
conduction angle, which complicates the conclusions on efficiency. The analysis
will proceed, therefore, on the assumption (1) that the fundamental voltage swing
must be reduced, through adjustment to RL, to accommodate the increase in
peak-to-peak swing caused by the second harmonic.

To determine the necessary reduction in the value of RL for a known value of V2,
it is necessary to find the peak value of the voltage function
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2. It turns out that there is another possible action, which is to introduce a reactive component in the funda-
mental match. This was discussed in Chapter 4 (Class J) and will be further considered in a later section of
this chapter. The Class J approach does, however, still involve an increase in voltage swing which differenti-
ates it from the three choices considered here.



( ) ( ) ( )v vθ θ θ= + ⋅cos sin2 2 (5.7)

where v2 is the second harmonic voltage amplitude normalized to the fundamental.
The functional dependency of the peak-to-peak value of v(θ) on v2 is surprisingly
cumbersome if derived analytically and is more easily obtained by direct numerical
computation, as shown in Figure 5.24. Once a representative value for this peak
voltage, vpk, is obtained, it is a straightforward matter to determine a revised value of
RL, RL2, which will be required to remove the peak negative voltage swing:

R
v

RL
pk

L2

1=








 ⋅ (5.8)

So the maximum unsaturated power, P2, will be reduced from the “ideal” power
(i.e., with v2 = 0, corresponding to ideal harmonic short) P1, according to:

P

P vpk

2

1

1=








 (5.9)

since the assumption has been made that the drive level, and current waveform, will
be maintained the same as in the ideal case.3 Also, by the same assumption, the DC
components of current and voltage will be the same as the ideal case, so (5.9) repre-
sents a corresponding reduction in efficiency due to the presence of second harmonic
in the voltage waveform.
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responding reduction in power (and efficiency) is shown dotted.

3. Note that the reactive component of voltage, v2, is also scaled by the same factor as v1 in this formulation.
This has been accounted for in computing the values of XCDS in Figure 5.25.



The results of (5.5) through (5.9) can now be combined into an overall design
guide chart, shown in Figure 5.25. The key issues addressed in this chart are as
follows:

1. For a chosen class of operation (AB-B), how much degradation in power and
efficiency will be observed for a given value of device output capacitance
(drain-source, collector-emitter), if voltage clipping is to be avoided.

2. If the degradation is unacceptable (e.g., for high Ft transistors with
negligibly small output capacitances), how much larger can this
capacitance be made (using on-chip or off-chip-in-package supplementary
capacitors) without an unacceptable downward transformation of the
external load, RL.

So for each class of operation (for clarity, six conditions are shown; others can
be easily interpolated), the two sets of curves in Figure 5.25 show power and corre-
sponding efficiency degradation. The fundamental load transformation is also plot-
ted against the capacitive reactance, which is normalized to the ideal load resistance
at the fundamental frequency.

Two examples, which have already been used in this text, will serve as useful
indications of the significance of this chart. First, returning to the current design
example in Sections 5.5 and 5.6, the device was determined to have the following
parameters:

RL = 4Ω

XCDS = 75Ω
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noting that the XCDS reactance is defined to be the fundamental frequency reactance.
It can be seen that the normalized value of (75/4) = 18.75 is actually beyond the

range of the plot of Figure 5.25, indicating a major degradation in performance. So
the intuitive value for XCDS which was taken in Section 5.6, corresponding to a nor-
malized value of unity on the chart, can be seen to give an efficiency of 74%, as com-
pared to an ideal case of 78.5% (note that the Spice simulation gave 71% in this
case; see Figure 5.22). But as shown on the impedance curve, this corresponds to a
factor of 0.5 step-down transformation of the required fundamental match, as
viewed outside the device. This is probably around the best compromise for this par-
ticular case, but there are few designers around who are eager to place a 47 pF
capacitor across the output of a “spendy” microwave device. Indeed, there is an
additional consideration of bandwidth, which may drive the designer to a less
aggressive point on the chart. A normalized value of 2, for example, for the capaci-
tive reactance would result in an expected efficiency of 64%, corresponding to a
power reduction of 0.9 dB. The corresponding capacitor value (23 pF) would be
more palatable at this frequency, and would have much less impact on the band-
width available from a simple single section matching network.

Different applications draw different conclusions. A typical set of parameters
was considered in Section 5.1 for a higher power device, of the LDMOS type, also
considered earlier:

RL = 12 5. Ω (based on 28v supply at 2A)

CDS = 23 pF

XCDS (1.9 GHz) = 3.6Ω

so in this case, the intrinsic capacitance of the device itself puts us at a normalized
value of about 0.3 on the abscissa in Figure 5.25, giving almost undegraded effi-
ciency at the expense of an impedance transformation factor of 0.1. So some devices,
despite being lower in gain at the frequency in use, can sometimes come with a
built-in harmonic trap.4

The curves in Figure 5.25 are interesting in that they seem to display a
well-defined pivotal point at a reactive value of just over twice the load resistance.
Above this point, reducing the conduction angle beyond a light class AB condition can
result in degraded efficiency, and for a reactance equal, approximately, to this value,
virtually no improvement in efficiency will be observed over a wide range of conduc-
tion angle (bias) settings. This is a situation, one suspects, that has frustrated many
would-be PA practitioners over the years; despite what the elementary textbooks say,
the device efficiency seems insensitive to the quiescent bias point. The remedy is sim-
ple enough, although not always accessible in the case of a packaged device.

The key issue about using a shunt capacitor as a harmonic trap is that it is
always there, to a greater or lesser degree. Even if the intrinsic capacitance has to be
supplemented, this can often be done conveniently on-chip. External stubs have the
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4. The output capacitance of LDMOS devices seems to be decreasing with time; current process generations
may show a factor of at least 2 lower values of CDS/watt.



advantage that they do not perturb the fundamental impedance at their resonant
frequency, but can be awkward to realize when the device is packaged, especially if
there are internal matching elements. The assumption that the Q-factor of the
low-pass matching section is high enough that the second harmonic impedance at
plane “A” can be approximated by just the shunt reactance of CDS, becomes ques-
tionable when the impedance transformation ratio has lower values. Figure 5.26
shows a plot of the actual impedance at the second harmonic, versus this idealized
assumption, for a range of m values. It can be seen that, in general, for higher values
of transformation ratios the assumption is justified. Additionally, lower m values
represent situations where much lower relative values of XCDS are more realizable.
So these guidelines form a very useful starting point for optimizing a design using a
nonlinear simulator.

The assumptions used in this section to obtain design guidelines are approxi-
mate. The performance chart shown in Figure 5.25 is intended only as a guideline,
and an illustration of some important but not well-known issues in higher efficiency
PA design. The performance degradations shown by the curves in Figure 5.25 could
be reduced by various means, in particular by tolerating a small amount of voltage
clipping at the high end of the input drive power range, corresponding to the peak
envelope power (PEP) of the input signal. Another approach, possibly widely used
but not recognized, is the Class J concept described in Chapter 4, whereby the extra
peak-to-peak voltage swing caused by a second harmonic voltage component (Fig-
ure 5.23) is phase-shifted to remove the baseline zero-crossings, at the expense of
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higher voltage peaks. This chapter includes a Class J design example (Section 5.8)
using the same generic MESFET device, to illustrate this particular tradeoff. The
Class J approach in no way invalidates the underlying assumptions in the derivation
of the curves in Figure 5.25, which represent a strict adherence to a predefined
allowable peak voltage limit.

5.8 Class J Design Example

The results and conclusions in the previous section were obtained using some simpli-
fying assumptions in order to come up with some general guidelines as to the range
of capacitance values that are required to take on the role of an approximate har-
monic short. It was assumed all along that the device would still be operated in clas-
sical Class AB mode, with a resistive fundamental termination. Chapter 4
introduced the concept of Class J design, where the output capacitance is used to
provide a specific reactive termination at the second harmonic, in order to generate a
nonsinusoidal waveform with a substantial second harmonic component. It would
seem appropriate therefore to use the Class AB simulation and device model devel-
oped earlier in this chapter to explore the possibilities of Class J operation.

In order to set some objectives, and obtain useful approximate component val-
ues, the PA_Waves “postulator” will be used.5 Figure 5.27 shows the PA_Waves
screen set up for a typical Class J design. The knee voltage parameter Vk has been set
to a median value of 0.1, approximately representing a device with a 1V knee volt-
age running off a 5V supply (note that the normalized Vk parameter represents the
voltage at which the current reaches 67% of its saturated value). An in-phase com-
ponent of second harmonic has been added to the fundamental voltage, giving it a
triangular shape and raising the minimum level. This in turn enables the voltage
waveform to be scaled up, relative to the DC supply voltage, as shown in Figure
5.27. The key Class J design maneuver is to shift the phasing of the voltage and cur-
rent waveforms, without changing their shape, such that the second harmonic volt-
age and current components are in phase quadrature. This has been achieved in
Figure 5.27 by empirical adjustment to the phase angle settings of V1 and V2, where
the V2 angle is always changed by twice the amount of the V1 angle. The result
shown in Figure 5.27 represents a realizable design with power and efficiency higher
than that which could be obtained using conventional Class B (shorted harmonics)
operation.

The PA_Waves computations for the various impedances can now be un-nor-
malized for a specific device and operating frequency. It has already been established
that the loadline design value of this device is around 4Ω, and since the PA_Waves
impedance calculations are already normalized to the loadline resistance, they can
be directly scaled from the displayed values for a specific design. So in this case, the
key design impedances are:

• Fundamental: 4 · (1.2 + j1.1);
• Second harmonic: 4 · (–j1.25).
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The second harmonic reactance leads directly to a shunt capacitance value, 18.7
pF. This uses the approximation in Section 5.7, that the low-pass topology of the
fundamental match will cause the enhanced device output capacitance to dominate
the second harmonic impedance. The resulting output asymmetrical pi-section net-
work design is shown in Figure 5.29, and an impedance plot for the first four har-
monics is shown in Figure 5.28.

Figure 5.29 shows the MWO simulation file which incorporates this network,
and Figure 5.30 shows the computed voltage and current waveforms at the maxi-
mum selected drive level. These waveforms are remarkably similar to the
PA_Waves postulation and represent a power of 34.8 dBm and an output efficiency
of 79.7%. The swept power performance of this design is shown in Figure 5.31,
where it can be seen that the waveforms represent a fairly well saturated condition.
Nevertheless, the swept response is remarkably linear up to a 1 dB compression
point of 34 dBm output, where the efficiency is still 71%.

The enhanced output capacitor value of 20 pF is very significant. On the chart
shown in Figure 5.25, the normalized XCDS/RL ratio for this value at 850 MHz comes
out to be 2.3. Thus for Class AB operation, with no second harmonic voltage com-
ponent and no voltage clipping, the chart indicates a much lower efficiency value for
linear operation, only just higher than 50%. This design example therefore further
emphasizes the importance of the Class J concept, but the tradeoff issue is a higher
peak voltage. In designs such as this one which use a device having a very low out-
put capacitance, some extra capacitance needs to be added, but a device such as an
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LDMOS FET would have maybe 5–10 times higher capacitance per watt of power
compared to a GaAs MESFET (or PHEMT) and could be potentially designed to
work well in the Class J mode. As commented in Chapter 4, in the usual absence of
any direct waveform probing at GHz frequencies, the probability of fortuitous
Class J operation is quite high, especially when load-pull techniques are used (see
Chapter 12).

5.9 HBT Design Example

Having been a research curiosity for more than a decade, the Heterojunction Bipolar
Transistor (HBT) underwent a major promotion into front-line commercial RFIC
design during the 1990s. The benefits of single supply operation, and the possibili-
ties of using many of the circuit techniques employed in analog IC design helped to
propel the technology into mainstream use. From a PA viewpoint, the advantage of
a single supply was paramount, as was the gradual realization that smaller physical
geometries could be used for a given RF power output than comparable GaAs FET
or Si MOSFET implementations. What seems to have been largely missed is that the
bipolar transistor quite probably makes a better, more linear Class AB PA. The basis
for this speculation has been presented in a previous book [6], and summarized in
the present Chapter 4.

This previous analysis will not be repeated here, but the key conclusion is that
unlike a FET PA design, the gain linearity and efficiency will both be a sensitive func-
tion of the input termination. It is additionally clear, and well established, that in
order to make a BJT work at all in a Class AB mode, it will be necessary to provide a
suitable path for the desired harmonic current components flowing in the base-
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emitter junction. Just as with the output harmonic path, the resident parasitic capac-
itance may, or may not, do part of the necessary job. Additionally, the source imped-
ance presented to the base-emitter junction, primarily but not exclusively at the
fundamental, will have a very sensitive effect on the gain linearity in Class AB mode.
This will be in stark contrast to a FET device, where excluding nonlinear varactor
effects, the input match mainly determines the PA gain.

These design issues, along with the underlying analysis, will be illustrated here
by a specific simulation of a typical HBT PA. Since the main application for
HBT PAs is in the mobile handset industry, a Gummel-Poon model has been scaled
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to represent a typical GaAs or InGaP HBT with a collector current of 800 mA,
giving a device capable of just under 1 Watt peak RF output at 2 GHz using a 5V
supply.6

In order to illustrate some of the input matching effects, the circuit shown in
Figure 5.32 will be simulated first. Given the success of the previous Class J design,
the output match has been developed along much the same lines, using an esti-
mated loadline resistance of 10Ω. The input match initially consists of a broadband
resistive source, whose resistance can be varied (note that Microwave Office has
the useful ability to vary the characteristic impedance of a port termination). This
does not represent a realizable, or practical, configuration at microwave frequen-
cies. It does, however, represent an empirical adjustment that was much used in the
days of discrete, highly linear BJT audio amplifiers. Following this ancient trail,
Figure 5.33 shows several power sweeps for the amplifier for three different values
of this source resistance. The interesting aspect of these curves is that careful
inspection shows that best linearity does not trade inversely with efficiency, but
rather with gain.

Clearly, the source impedance plays a big part in determining the final tradeoff
between gain, gain linearity, and efficiency. This appears to be such a sensitive
dependency that many PA designers may not fully trust the CAD analysis, and wish
to perform some empirical characterization for a specific device, using an input
load-pull tuner. Here we select the RS = 1.5Ω case as representing a satisfactory
compromise. The task of transforming this input circuit into a practical configura-
tion is not, at the outset, quite as simple as designing a transforming network from
RS up to 50Ω. Such a network, if designed using the conventional and convenient
low-pass section, will not present the same impedance at the harmonic frequencies
as does the simulated broadband termination. On the other hand, the value of RS is
sufficiently low in this case that a simple even harmonic short using a quarter-wave
SCSS seems worth a try. This modified input match is shown in the final full simula-
tion file shown in Figure 5.34, and the swept power amplifier performance is sum-
marized in Figure 5.35. The gain characteristic shows some gain expansion at
backed-off drive levels, which crosses into gain compression at higher levels. This
particular gain signature can be very beneficial when dealing with modulated sig-
nals, and will be discussed further in Chapter 9.

It should be noted that the base bias has been defined using a DC voltage
source. This may appear to be a departure from conventional small-signal BJT
biasing techniques, which use current bias, derived using a potential divider on the
base and a source resistor. Such biasing is only suitable for small signal, Class A
designs, and it can be readily observed using the simulation that the PA perfor-
mance is highly sensitive to the series impedance of the bias supply. This sensitivity
somewhat mirrors the same sensitivity on the output, and needs careful consider-
ation in modulated signal environments. Just like the output bias, this impedance
should be as low as possible, but this may conflict with low frequency stability
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6. Most handset PAs are required to operate from even lower supply rails, maybe as low as 2.5V. This requires
some extra large geometry scaling and involves some deviations from standard design techniques due to
extensive operation in the device knee region. For clarity in the demonstration of BJT PA design for wider
applications, a somewhat higher voltage is used here.
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requirements (see Chapter 11). Great care has to be taken due to the sensitivity to
small changes in voltage and temperature, and the more substantial current drain
from the base bias supply. In practice, some form of control circuitry will be
required in order to keep the bias setting stable with temperature, and to handle
device-to-device parameter variations. It is common practice to use a form of cur-
rent mirror (see Chapter 11), both in RFIC designs and in larger discrete BJT power
devices, to define a stable bias point.

5.10 Conclusions

This chapter has taken the basic, somewhat idealized concepts of Chapter 3 to
develop a practical, a priori method for designing reduced conduction angle high
efficiency amplifiers. Techniques for impedance matching and low reactance har-
monic terminations have been analyzed quantitatively. Some surprising results have
been obtained in regards to the role played by RF transistor output capacitance.
Notwithstanding the inconvenience of the low impedance transformation this can
cause, the beneficial effect on harmonic termination may lead designers to add more
output capacitance in some cases, especially when dealing with a “hot” technology
at the frequency of interest.

It has also been observed that odd order harmonics can enhance power and effi-
ciency performance, an issue that will be taken up again in more specific terms in
Chapter 6 under the “Class F” heading. The Class J concepts developed theoreti-
cally in Chapter 4 have been shown to pan out very well in two CAD design exam-
ples, using both FET and HBT device models.
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C H A P T E R 6

Overdriven PAs and the Class F Mode

6.1 Introduction

In the power amplifier modes so far considered, the RF current and voltage swings
have been carefully constrained to keep inside the strongly nonlinear boundaries;
the device currents have not been allowed to exceed their saturation points, and the
voltages have not been allowed to clip or distort in any way. This has been quite
deliberate, and design rules have been based upon the presumption that either form
of limiting action would be undesirable. This is a reasonable assumption when the
application in question is a modern wireless communications system; linearity is
usually a critical specification which has to be met, regardless of the possibilities for
higher power and efficiency which may incur more strongly nonlinear behavior.
Depending on the modulation system, and the specific application for the PA in the
system, there are actually many situations in which linearity, especially amplitude
linearity, can be traded for efficiency and RF power output. These applications
range from single channel, constant envelope systems such as those using FSK and
GMSK which can tolerate high levels of amplitude distortion, through to intermedi-
ate cases such as QPSK and DQPSK systems which can tolerate significant amounts
of amplitude distortion, within the constraints of spectral mask regulations.

This chapter considers the behavior of conventional Class A, AB, and B modes
in “overdrive” condition. It will be seen that two distinct effects of overdrive require
separate consideration; the saturation of device current when heavily driven at the
input can result in higher RF power but typically produces little improvement in
efficiency other than for low conduction angles. A more interesting scenario is the
deliberate use of voltage clipping, which can give significant efficiency improve-
ment. Although voltage clipping inevitably introduces undesirable odd degree dis-
tortion effects, it will be shown that there can be a useful tradeoff between efficiency
enhancement and linearity which can be utilized in low or intermediate envelope
amplitude applications.

In the course of this discussion and analysis, two new modes, Class F and Class
D, will make their appearance. Although each of these has a concise definition, in
terms of cognizant RF voltage and current waveforms, they both represent specific
and idealized conditions which can only ever be approximated in practice. Indeed,
there exists a substantial literature describing circuit configurations [1, 2] which
strive to realize the benefits that the basic mathematical definitions appear to offer.
This has lead to some confusion about what really constitutes a Class F or a Class D
amplifier, and the policy adopted in this chapter, and the rest of the book, is to use
the terms generically rather than specifically. By “Class F,” therefore, we refer to a
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continuum of possibilities where the voltage waveform at the output of the active
device is gradually transformed, by some means or other, from a sinewave to a
squarewave.

Initially, a simple Class A amplifier will be analyzed under conditions of current
and voltage overdrive. This will illustrate the differences between the two kinds of
overdrive and establish some methods for simplified analysis. Then the Class F and
Class D conditions will be defined and analyzed, followed by some more specific
analysis on reduced conduction angle modes under voltage clipped conditions.
These kinds of amplifiers will be seen to approximate closely to Class F operation
and can approach the desirable Class D mode under extreme conditions of overdrive
and clipping.

One ongoing theme which will emerge in this chapter is that the benefits of
“rail-to-rail” voltage swings are less attractive for real devices than ideal switches;
driving a device into a voltage clipping regime usually brings the benefit of higher
efficiency but almost always at the expense of lower peak current swing, and conse-
quently lower RF power. This means that the ideal, zero-voltage knee assumption
which has been used extensively so far to analyze amplifiers in their linear, or
weakly linear, regions, has to be used with much greater caution in predicting the
power-efficiency performance of overdriven, or limiting amplifiers. Indeed, in most
cases it will be necessary to include a more realistic model for the knee region, such
as that introduced in Chapter 3, in order to obtain meaningful information about
the efficiency/linearity/power tradeoffs which are of paramount concern in wireless
communication applications.

Some of the methods used in this chapter to analyze overdriven power amplifiers
are novel and involve some innovative approximation. This is done within the ongo-
ing principles of a priori design; clearly, with modern CAD tools any individual case
can be analyzed in detail and with greater precision than that given by simplified
theoretical analysis based on conspicuously approximate methods. The key issue is
that the analysis techniques yield a broader insight into the circuit and device inter-
action effects, enabling design tradeoffs and circuit topologies to be selected as a pre-
liminary step in the full design process.

6.2 Overdriven Class A Amplifier

The starting point for this discussion of overdrive and clipping effects is the basic,
loadline matched, Class A amplifier. Initially, all of the idealizations used to analyze
this circuit as a linear amplifier will be used; the device will have an ideal strongly
nonlinear transconductance characteristic (as shown by the solid line in Figure 1.3),
and a zero knee voltage. It should be noted straightaway that this analysis may
appear to be deviating along a path which separates FETs from BJTs; a bipolar
device would not be expected to have such a sharply defined current-limiting charac-
teristic. In fact, the analysis still has relevance for BJTs since the forward biasing of
the base junction can cause apparent current limiting due to the fixed impedance
level of the input RF source. In any event, this divergence will not apply for most of
the subsequent analyses in this chapter, which consider voltage, rather than current,
limiting.
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Figure 6.1 shows a set of waveforms for input voltage drive, output current, and
voltage. As before, we assume the device to be ideally transconductive so that the
current iD is, conveniently, still a directly dependent function of input voltage, vGS. As
the drive level exceeds the maximum linear swing, a symmetrically clipped current
waveform is generated; the lower cutoff is familiar and similar to a Class AB situa-
tion, but the upper limiting action is due to the idealization of the saturation charac-
teristic. Note however that the bias point is still at the Class A position, midway
between saturation and cutoff; this is not a Class AB amplifier.

The voltage waveform poses an immediate problem; just as with reduced con-
duction angle modes, the strongly nonlinear action of the device has generated a
waveform with strong harmonic content, and the voltage waveform will be a func-
tion of the harmonic impedances, as well as the current waveform itself. Not only
that, but the resulting voltage will have a recursive effect back on the original cur-
rent waveform, if it drops below the knee voltage. This is a highly interactive and
surprisingly complicated problem to solve analytically, and throughout this chapter
it will be necessary to accept some idealizations and approximations. The first such
case we consider is that of a broadband resistive termination, and that is the termi-
nation assumed in Figure 6.1, for the purposes of drawing the voltage waveform.
The resistor is assumed to have the same loadline value that would be designed for
optimum Class A operation. Such a termination is, in principle, realizable at higher
RF frequencies. At lower frequencies, where broadband transformers are frequently
used, it would also be a realistic impedance model.

Assuming an ideal, zero voltage knee characteristic, it is clear that the voltage
will clip at twice the rail (supply) level if the load resistor has the ideal linear loadline
value, as discussed in Chapter 2. So the voltage waveform is a simple Ohm’s Law
scaling of the current waveform, the negative sense being due to the direction of cur-
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rent flow specified for the active device; the load behaves as a sink and the device
behaves as a generator.

In order to determine the power and efficiency characteristics of this amplifier, it
is necessary to obtain expressions for the fundamental component of current flow-
ing in the resistor. It is of course assumed that the only RF energy of interest is the
fundamental; the harmonic energy being dissipated in the load resistor will be fil-
tered out by subsequent circuitry. Figure 6.2 shows the mathematical formulation
used to perform the necessary Fourier analysis of a symmetrically clipped cosine
wave. It is important in this analysis to keep track of the linear current amplitude,
Ilin, which represents the amplitude of the undistorted current cosine wave which
would result if the device remained completely linear. This will be used as a refer-
ence level for calculating the gain compression. The first part of the analysis is to
determine the fundamental component of a cosine wave, amplitude Ilin, clipped at
the prescribed level of Imax, which is a characteristic of the device. We define a clip-
ping angle, α, such that clipping occurs for a total conduction angle of 2α, and α is
given by

( )I I Idc lin+ ⋅ =cos α max

so that

( )cos α =
⋅

I

I lin

max

2
(6.1)

(assuming that Idc = Imax/2 for Class A bias).
The clipped cosine wave of current is therefore defined by
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This is clearly an even function and so the fundamental RF component will be
given by
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This expression can be checked by confirming that when α 0, I1 = (1/2 . Imax,
corresponding to the maximum linear power condition. The extreme case of α =
π/2, where the clipping extends over a half cycle, producing a squarewave, needs
some more subtle reasoning to reach the expected value for I1 of Imax.(2/π . [One has
to avoid dividing through by zero, in the form of cos α. In fact, the bracketed expres-
sion has a limiting value of unity when α = π/2; this can be proved by setting α (π/2)
−δ and letting δ tend to zero.]

So for a given value of Ilin, where Ilin > Imax/2, a value for α can be determined
from (6.1), and a value for the fundamental component of current can then be deter-
mined from (6.3). The ratio Ilin /I1 corresponds to the current amplitude compres-
sion, which can be simply squared to obtain the power gain compression. So a
power gain plot can be generated, centered around the maximum linear condition,
where Ilin Imax/2. For lower levels of Ilin, the device will follow a linear characteristic,
and for higher levels, the power, gain compression, and efficiency can be examined.
If the maximum linear power, Plin, is defined to be

P
I

Rlin
L

=
⋅
max
2

8

then the fundamental RF power is given by

P
I

Rrf
L

=
⋅

1
2

2

so the RF output power can be plotted for a range of Ilin values which can be related
to the drive power, and the resulting values of I1 can be related to the maximum lin-
ear output power, as shown in Figure 6.3. The efficiency can also be plotted, assum-
ing that the value is 50% at the maximum linear power point, and subsequently the
DC power remains the same, due to the symmetry of the waveforms in Figure 6.1.
So any increase in RF output above the clipping level will result in a corresponding
increase in efficiency.

The power curve in Figure 6.3 will look familiar to anyone who has measured
the compression characteristic of an RF amplifier. The key point is that the RF
power does not clip as sharply as the voltage and current waveforms; the fundamen-
tal component of a clipped sinewave is significantly higher than the amplitude rep-
resented by the clipping level. For example, in the power transfer curve shown in
Figure 6.3,1 dB more RF power can be obtained than the linear power, at the
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expense of 1 dB compression; in other words, the amplifier has to be driven 2 dB
harder in order to extract 1 dB more output power. This so-called “1 dB compres-
sion point” has become almost synonymous with the maximum linear power in
some technical circles, and this can be misleading. In particular, it can be seen that at
the 1 dB compression point more RF output power is being obtained for no increase
in DC consumption, representing an efficiency of about 63%. So Class A amplifiers,
driven to the 1 dB compression point, can show similar efficiency to a Class AB
amplifier. As the device is driven still harder, 71% efficiency can be obtained at the 3
dB compression point, however the efficiency curve is asymptotic to a value of
(8/π2), or about 81%. This represents the limiting case of squarewaves for both cur-
rent and voltage, which although converting DC energy to RF energy at 100% effi-
ciency generates substantial amounts of energy at odd harmonics and is therefore of
limited value as an RF device (see Chapter 7).

Returning to more modest levels of overdrive, it is clear that both power gain
and linearity are being seriously compromised to obtain higher efficiencies. It should
be noted however that the power gain is also compromised in reduced conduction
angle modes, and in applications which have low sensitivity to amplitude distortion,
an overdriven Class A amplifier may represent a better compromise between power,
power gain, and efficiency. It should also be fairly pointed out that the assumption
of a broadband resistive termination will not represent the harmonic terminations of
a typical narrowband matching network. In practice the power transfer and com-
pression characteristics shown in Figure 6.3 are nevertheless quite representative of
tuned Class A amplifiers (compare, for example, with a typical measured
characteristic using a tuned load shown in Figure 2.2).

The above analysis has assumed that the primary overdriving mechanism is the
input drive; the current waveform has a symmetrically clipped characteristic due to
the strongly nonlinear features in the transfer characteristic. The RF load resistor
was selected such that the RF voltage still remains just equal to the available swing
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Figure 6.3 Class A amplifier Pin-Pout characteristic (solid) and efficiency (dashed), showing
power and efficiency increase in overdrive conditions.



set by the DC supply rail. In practice, such an overdrive technique can cause signifi-
cant additional nonlinear behavior, in particular AM-PM effects, whereby the input
elements of the transistor, both resistive and reactive, start to show drive depend-
ency and alter the phase of the amplifier gain from its linear value. Nevertheless,
overdrive has been shown to increase RF power and efficiency, and takes the PUF
well above unity for a Class A device. It is therefore logical to ask whether equiva-
lent improvements can be obtained by overdriving amplifiers operating in reduced
conduction angles modes, from Class AB through to Class B. This will be
considered in the next section.

6.3 Overdriven Class AB Amplifier

The same approximations and idealizations will be assumed, both for the reduced
conduction angle modes as discussed in Chapter 3, and the overdrive conditions in
the previous section. This means that the knee will still be ideal, and the transfer
characteristic of the transistor will have a sharp saturation and cutoff characteristic.
In all cases, the full harmonic short will be assumed as for classical reduced conduc-
tion angle analysis, and the load resistor will always be selected so that the maxi-
mum voltage swing does not exceed the limits set by the rail voltage. The
possibilities offered by voltage clipping are substantial, and will be considered
separately in later sections of this chapter.

Figure 6.4 shows the formulation for analyzing a reduced conduction angle
mode current waveform with provision included for overdrive into the saturated
region. The key aspect is that the quiescent bias point remains the same as for “lin-
ear,” or unclipped, operation (shown dashed in Figure 6.4) and is used to define the
nominal conduction angle. As the input drive level is increased, the current pulse
starts to flatten, and the effective conduction angle in the overdrive condition
changes from the nominal value. For this analysis, it is assumed that the load resis-
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tor will be set to give an output sinusoidal voltage swing of amplitude Vdc, at the
highest level of drive; this is consistent with allowing only the current, and not the
voltage, to clip. The transfer characteristic of the device is defined as

( ) ( ) ( )
( )
( )

i q v v

v

v

D G G

G

G

= < <

= <

= >

θ θ

θ

θ

, ;

,

,

0 1

0 0

1 1

so that the input voltage is normalized such that vG(θ) = 0 at the cutoff point, and
vG(θ) = 1 at the saturation point. The output current, iD(θ) , is normalized as a ratio to
the device saturation current Imax, so that iD(θ) = 1 at the saturation point.

The input voltage V v vG Q S( ) . cosθ θ= + , where vQ is the quiescent bias setting
which determines the mode of operation and the nominal conduction angle, and vS is
the amplitude of the sinusoidal input signal; the input drive power is assumed to be
proportional to (vS)

2.
The nominal conduction angle, β, is given by

cos β =
−

v

v
Q

Q 1
(6.4)

noting, as in Chapter 3, that conduction physically occurs for a duration of 2α, so
that, for example, β = π for the Class A condition, where vQ =1/2, and β = π/2 for the
Class B condition, where vQ = 0.

The signal amplitude for maximum “linear,” or unclipped operation is

v v vS LIN Q= = −1

so that vLIN represents the usual level of drive considered for “classical” operation
with a specified conduction angle β. (Unfortunately, as shown in Chapter 3, opera-
tion at drive amplitudes below vLIN may not be linear, due to the dependence of con-
duction angle on drive level in the AB regime; vLIN simply represents the level at
which clipping of the current pulse begins.)

It can be seen clearly in Figure 6.4, that when vS > vLIN, the actual conduction
angle changes from the nominal value given in (6.4). This new value, γ, is given by

( )cos γ = −
v

v
Q

S

(6.5)

combining this with the expression for the nominal conduction angle, β, in (6.4),
gives

( )
( )
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γ

β
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−
=
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Q
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S

(6.6)
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so that in the overdrive condition, where vS > vLIN, γ will be a lower angle than β in
the Class AB region (π< β < π/2), but in the Class C region, the overdriven conduc-
tion angle will be higher.

The clipping angle, α, is given by

( )cos α =
−1 v

v
Q

S

(6.7)

So the device output current is defined by

( )
( ) ( )
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(6.8)

Expressions for the DC and fundamental component of iD(θ) are therefore

( )( )I
I

d v v ddc Q S= ⋅ ⋅ + + ⋅ ⋅
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(recognizing that iD(θ) is an even function, so the integral need only be evaluated for
a half cycle and the result doubled).

( )( )I
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As before, since the final results will be in the form of data plots, these integrals
will be left in their present form for direct computation.

All the time, it has been assumed that the voltage swing for the selected over-
drive condition will be a cosinewave, peak amplitude Vdc. So the RF power can be
written as

P
V I

RF
dc=

⋅ 1

2

and the DC supply power as

P V IDC dc dc= ⋅

so the output efficiency is

η = 1
2

1I

Idc

These results are plotted out in Figure 6.5. In order to compare the results for
overdriven modes with the conventional results shown in Chapter 3 (Figure 3.4), a
similar format has been used, although the scale for relative power has been magni-
fied. The efficiency, and power relative to the Class A condition, are shown as a
function of nominal conduction angle. Plots are shown for successive amounts of
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overdrive (2, 4, 6 dB), where it should be noted that the actual amount of drive
power still varies according to the nominal conduction angle; the overdrive is mea-
sured relative to the normal drive power for unclipped current at each point.

Several general observations can be made looking at the plots in Figure 6.5.
First, it shows that significant improvements in power and efficiency only occur
simultaneously for the lightest Class AB and Class A cases; once the conduction
angle reaches Class B conditions, a modest increase in power is offset by a reduction
in efficiency from the nominal 78.5% value. Shorter conduction angles, into the
Class C region, show a quite dramatic increase in power from the nominal values,
but closer scrutiny shows that this is really a manifestation of the increase in effective
conduction angle, γ, as shown in (6.6) above; the power increase is accompanied by
a corresponding decrease in efficiency from the unsaturated (0 dB drive) case.

These modest power increases, coupled with low or even negative efficiency
improvement, can be attributed to the mathematical properties of the flat-topped
current pulses. Such a waveform has a higher fundamental component than its equal
amplitude, unclipped counterpart, but has a higher DC component. So when cou-
pled with a sinusoidal voltage waveform, the flat-topped current pulse dissipates
more power as heat in the transistor. It might perhaps be thought that a more opti-
mum situation would be to allow clipping both on the current and voltage peaks, as
was the case for the overdriven Class A example discussed in the previous section.
This would ensure that less heat would be dissipated during the clipped current
peaks, but unfortunately causes substantial RF harmonic power to be generated.
This case is not considered further here, beyond the Class A analysis in Section 6.2,
due to its additional practical limitations in the harmonic matching requirements. It
should be noted, however, that for the Class A case (see Figure 6.3), the power and
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efficiency increases are slightly higher than for the shorted harmonic analysis
represented in Figure 6.5.

It has to be concluded that the classical reduced conduction angle amplifier,
with shorted harmonics, is not well suited for efficient exploitation of the possibili-
ties offered by overdrive. As we discovered in Chapter 4, it so happens that this is
not in any case an optimum arrangement for a low impedance solid state device.
The use of an even harmonic short, such as a short-circuited quarter-wave stub, sig-
nificantly changes the way an overdriven device behaves, and this is the next subject
for consideration.

6.4 Class F: Introduction and Theory

This section will serve as an introduction to an important aspect of all RF power
amplifier engineering; the replacement of a sinusoidal output voltage at the device
output with a flatter, squarer periodic waveform. This can provide important bene-
fits in both power and efficiency, both of which can be effectively traded for linear-
ity. Initially we will consider the problem from a purely mathematical viewpoint;
practical methods for realizing the benefits will follow in later sections.

Figure 6.6 shows a sinewave, with prescribed amounts of third harmonic added.1

It is clear that the effect of adding some in-phase third harmonic is basically to reduce
the peak-to-peak swing of the composite waveform; in other words, the peak-to-peak
swing is lower than the amplitude of the fundamental component. This can be
expressed mathematically, assuming already that we are discussing RF voltages, as
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Figure 6.6 Third harmonic “squaring” effect on sinusoidal waveform.

1. In order to comply with analyses in several references quoted in this section, sinusoidal, rather than
cosinusoidal, waves will be used.



( ) ( ) ( )v V Vθ θ θ= ⋅ − ⋅1 3 3cos cos (6.11)

It is fairly easy to prove that for values of V3 such that

V

V
3

1

1
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<

there is still a single peak, whose magnitude is given by

( )V V Vpk = −1 3

It is well known that for values of V3 higher than (V1/9), the waveform starts to
overshoot and has a double peak. It might be assumed (and it is a common miscon-
ception) that the onset of overshoot would represent a global minimum in the peak
amplitude of the waveform, but in fact the twin-peak value, for yet higher values of
V3, continues to decrease up to the point where

V

V
3

1

1
6

=

at which point the peak value reaches its global minimum, given by

V Vpk = ⋅3
2 1

In general, any value of V3 between zero and V1/2.5 (approx) will give a peak
voltage which is lower than the original V1 amplitude by a factor of , where has a

possible minimum value of
3

2
. This is shown in Figure 6.7.

The key issue is that if the peak voltage has a maximum permissible amplitude
swing of Vmax, then the presence of a third harmonic component allows the funda-
mental component amplitude to be increased from

V V1 = max

to a higher value given by

V
V

1 = max

κ
(6.12)

This corresponds directly to an increase in fundamental power, given by the fac-
tor −1 ; since the fundamental current, and the DC supply, are assumed to be unaf-
fected by the generation of a small amount of third harmonic voltage. So in the

optimum case, the fundamental power increases by a factor of
2

3
, or about 0.6 dB.

But if the DC supply is unaffected, this translates directly into an efficiency increase;

in the case of a Class B amplifier, the efficiency would increase to
π

4
2

3
⋅ , or 90.7%.
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It is relevant to consider also the maximally flat case, where V3/ V1 = 1/9.
In this case, = 8/9. So the RF power increase is 9/8, or about 0.5 dB. The corre-

sponding efficiency, assuming Class B input conditions and current waveform,
would be 88.4%. Such an amplifier, having a half-wave rectified sinewave for its RF
current, and a maximally flat third harmonically enhanced sinewave for its RF volt-
age, has been termed a Class F amplifier, and is illustrated in Figure 6.8. It is fair to
ask whether the Class F label should more specifically be applied to the optimum
minimum case, giving a double-peaked voltage and 91% efficiency, although this
could be regarded as an academic detail. It may appear that the maximally flat case
is more practically realizable [1–3], but this impression will change when the device
knee effects are fully included, as will be seen in later sections. As stressed in the
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introduction to this chapter, the Class F label is of relatively recent origin and its pre-
cise definition is not as universally accepted as the venerable Class A, AB, B, and C
terminology. But the underlying principles which the Class F term addresses are of
wide significance and practical importance.

At this point, nothing has been said about the manner in which the third har-
monic voltage component might be generated. It is clear that if the current is a pre-
cise, mathematical, halfwave rectified sinewave, that it contains no third harmonics.
This causes some consternation regarding how the third harmonic voltage can be
generated. But the waveforms as they stand present no mathematical contradictions,
provided it is acknowledged that the RF load has to present an infinitely high imped-
ance to the third harmonic; the mathematics has no problem with the concept that a
transistor can be a harmonic voltage generator. This issue has become something of
a cause célèbre in RFPA design, and will be considered in more depth in Section 6.6.

Clearly, the squaring-up process can be continued, by adding higher degree odd
harmonic components. With multiple additional odd harmonic components, exact
analysis of the waveforms, and in particular the identification of the optimum power
and efficiency conditions, becomes rapidly more cumbersome. For example, taking
the most important extension for practical purposes, the addition of a fifth har-
monic component to the voltage waveform, the voltage can be expressed in the form

( )V

V
V V V

dc

θ
θ θ θ= + + + +1 3 51 3 5sin sin sin K etc. (6.13)

which can be conveniently normalized to the DC supply, giving

( )v v v vθ θ θ θ= − − − +1 3 51 3 5sin sin sin K etc. (6.14)

where the negative signs have been introduced to indicate the required inverted volt-
age wave when a positive half-wave rectified current wave is assumed..

Some empirical number-crunching with the vn coefficients yields the middle
waveform shown in Figure 6.9, which has a higher fundamental component, v1, than
the equivalent case using only third harmonic (also shown). Once again, similar
experimentation reveals that the optimum (maximum v1 component) case is not the
maximally flat waveform, but one which shows an overshooting ripple characteris-
tic, with symmetrically placed maxima and minima. On this empirical basis, it might
be surmised that the optimum case will be the condition where the upper maxima
and lower minima are symmetrically spaced, π/4 apart. Knowledge of the location
of the maxima and minima then allows a straightforward determination of the har-
monic voltage coefficients vn, using the relations v( ) = 0 and ′ =v ( )θ 0 at the mini-
mum points. Such a surmise can be extended to the next higher case, which includes
a seventh harmonic component, shown also in Figure 6.9, where the minima are
spaced π/5 apart. Actual mathematical proof that these intuitive results are correct is
challenging, and probably intractable, if approached in a conventional manner.
Although the actual difference in efficiency between the various optimum case can-
didates is minimal for practical purposes, this particular issue has been the root
cause of an extended debate among PA theorists. Recently, a remarkable piece of
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reasoning by Rhodes [4] appears to have solved the problem, and gives a general-
ized solution by recognizing the singular property of the optimum case solutions. So
we may now formally state that for a voltage having the general form

( ) ( )V V qq
q

q m

θ θ= − −−
=

=

∑1 2 12 1
1

sin (6.15)

and having the constraint that V( ) > 0, the set of zeros, r , of v( ) which correspond
to the maximum allowable value of the fundamental coefficient v1 are given by

θ
π

r

r

m
r m=

+
=

1
1, to (6.16)

So for the case which includes third and fifth harmonics, the maxima and min-
ima occur at conduction angles spaced symmetrically by π/4, as originally sus-
pected. The key to understanding the singular nature of this solution is to evaluate
the v3 and v5 coefficients. Substituting the first two (assumed) zero points, 1 = π/4, 2

= π/2, into v( ) = 0 (6.14), we obtain two relationships between the three voltage
coefficients v1, v2, v3:
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giving

2 1 3 5= − +v v v (6.17)
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giving

1 1 3 5= + −v v v (6.18)

Examining (6.17) and (6.18), there is something very unexpected; we can elimi-
nate both v3 and v5 in one step, by adding the two equations, leading directly to a
value for v1. Thus we do not need to incur a third relationship by consideration of
the derivative function zeros in order to find the maximum permissible value of v1.
This is a mathematical hallmark of a singular condition, and justifies the selection of
the π/4 minima spacing as the optimum condition. Demonstrating that this feature
continues in a general case where the minimum points are assumed to be located as
defined in (6.16) forms the basis for a general proof [4].

So the optimum v1 value in the fifth harmonic case is given by

V1

1 2
2

= +

which based on previous considerations will cause an increase in efficiency by the
same factor (the normalized v1 value) above the sinusoidal Class B case, so

η
π= ⋅ +
4

1 2
2

or about 94.8%. Table 6.1 summarizes the harmonic coefficients and efficiencies for
cases up to and including the seventh harmonic.

The limiting case, as the harmonic number tends to infinity, is a voltage
squarewave. Even without writing down the expressions for fundamental voltage
and current, it is clear that this is an ideal RF power amplifier. The current and volt-
age never have simultaneous nonzero values, and the only harmonic at which power
is generated is the fundamental; the current contains only even harmonics, and the
voltage contains only odd harmonics.

Using the properties of a squarewave, the fundamental component of voltage,
V1, is given by
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Table 6.1 Optimum Voltage Waveforms for m = 1 to 4

m v1 v3 v5 v7 P (dB)

1 1 — — — 0 78.5

2 1.155 0.1925 — — 0.625 90.7

3 1.207 0.2807 0.073 — 0.82 94.8

4 1.231 0.3265 0.123 0.0359 0.90 96.7



V Vdc1

4= ⋅
π

and κ
π

=
4

, so the RF power is increased from the classical Class B amplifier having a

sinusoidal voltage waveform, by 4/π, or about 1 dB.
This has become known as a Class D amplifier in RF applications and has its

origins in lower frequency switching circuits used for DC to DC conversion (see
Chapter 7). Clearly, at higher RF frequencies, finite switching speed will reduce the
efficiency from the theoretical 100% value.2

The analysis in this section has continued to assume an ideal device model, for
consistency with the previous analysis of Class AB amplifiers. In particular, the
assumption of zero knee voltage needs to be reconsidered, particularly in view of the
fact that the Class F voltage waveform spends a higher proportion of the RF cycle at
a low value than for a Class AB type sinusoidal voltage. As will be shown in a later
section, consideration of a more realistic model for the transistor knee region has a
bigger impact on the power and efficiency of a Class F amplifier than for a Class AB
device (as considered already in Chapter 5).

6.5 Class F in Practice

It so happens that we have already built a Class F amplifier. In Chapter 5, it was
determined that the Class B amplifier design using a quarter-wave SCSS as a har-
monic trap seemed to give better performance than the ideal, and unrealizable, high
Q “tank” resonator. Recalling that simulation, shown in Figure 5.19(b), the voltage
waveform already appears to have a distinctly square appearance. This is a simple
and direct consequence of the even harmonic short, coupled with the clamping
effect which takes place in the knee region of the transistor; an asymmetrical voltage
clamp has been transformed into a symmetrical voltage limiter through the action
of the even harmonic short. Although somewhat serendipitous in their sudden
appearance, it appears that the odd degree voltage components have presented
themselves without a whole lot of a priori design effort.

It seems, however, that explanations for the apparent spontaneous appearance
of odd voltage harmonics in Class F power amplifiers do not satisfy most circuit
design engineers, who do not like the idea that the required harmonic content arises
in what appears to be a serendipitous manner, and more importantly appears not to
respond to any direct a priori design procedure. This is mainly due to the deeply
entrenched belief that a transistor is a transconductive, dependent current genera-
tor, so that the current waveform is entirely a function of the input signal. This is not
an unreasonable viewpoint, given that so many books, including this one, fre-
quently use this unilateral dependency as a convenient simplification for enabling
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2. It is important to note that the Class D term is also used to describe a pulsewidth modulating amplification
scheme, much used at audio frequencies; this technique has in turn been proposed at RF and is known as
Class S.



analytical treatment. This approximation remains intact so long as the voltage
swing keeps clear of the knee region. But the “Great Class F Puzzle” quickly evapo-
rates when a more realistic device model is used, in particular with respect to the
strong additional dependency of device current on output voltage, when the voltage
enters the knee region. This is illustrated in Figure 6.10.

Figure 6.10(a) shows an ideal Class B current waveform, which results from an
ideal transconductive device, biased at its threshold point. The current waveform
contains no odd harmonics and remains ideally half-sinusoidal regardless of the out-
put voltage. Such a device does pose some deeper questions about how odd harmon-
ics of voltage could possibly be generated. It is a fact that the laws of electrical circuit
analysis fall short of providing an explanation, or a solution, to the problem, and
wider physical principles have to be invoked. But the device shown in Figure 6.10(b)
essentially removes such problems and indicates that in the real world excursions
into deeper philosophy are not required. The action of the device knee region is to
clip the peaks of the current wave, thus generating substantial amounts of third har-
monic. In practice, it is unlikely that the odd harmonic components of the device
current will ever be at the vanishingly small levels that are represented by an ideal
half-wave rectified sinewave.

The intractability of the ideal case using circuit theory alone, and its resolution
when a more realistic device model is used, can be further illustrated by considering
a comparable problem from mechanical engineering. Figure 6.11 shows a beam sup-
ported by three wires of equal length. In an ideal case, it can be stipulated that the
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beam is rigid, and the wires are of identical length and have zero elastic modulus. If
the tensions in the three wires are T1, T2, T3, the laws of statics tell us only that

and

and

W T T T

T T

= + +
=

1 2 3

1 3

so that the values of the individual tensions cannot be resolved. Mechanical engi-
neers call it a redundant structure for this reason.

Thus the ideal case is intractable using the laws of statics alone. But in practice
the wires will never be identical. If unequal lengths, along with finite elastic proper-
ties of the wires and the beam are included in the analysis, then the system becomes
fully tractable. The tension in each wire is given by

T xn n= λ.

where λ is the elastic modulus and xn is the corresponding wire extension. So for
example if the beam is assumed to be rigid and the three extensions are equal, the
tensions in the wires must be equal, and given by

T T T x1 1 3= = = λ

So the question of what happens in the original ideal case of zero wire extension
can now be deduced by extrapolation: if the beam remains completely rigid then the
symmetrical geometry of the system forces the wire extensions to be equal, leading
to equal tensions in the three wires. It seems acceptable to assume that this equality
will be preserved as the elastic modulus of the wires tends to infinity, hence a solu-
tion to the stipulated ideal problem can be obtained. Mechanical engineers do not
appear to worry themselves about the fact that in the limiting case the equations
effectively state that the tensions in each wire are expressed as the product of zero
extension and infinite elastic modulus;

0
3

× ∞ = W

They do, however, have the great advantage of devoting their lives to solving
problems where the various parameters can be seen, felt, and measured. An entity
such as elastic modulus is created to characterize real materials, not idealized arti-
facts such as inextensible wires. The RF designer should, perhaps, occasionally
apply the same rationalization about the concept of impedance.

So in practice, as the RF voltage swing across any transistor is driven into the
knee region, odd harmonics will be generated, and the odd harmonic impedance ter-
minations provided by the external circuit will cause odd harmonics of voltage to be
generated in the familiar manner. The problem of designing a network to give cer-
tain prescribed odd harmonic components is however less straightforward than the
loadline matching approach which serves well for the fundamental components. In
the case of the third harmonic, final values of the current and voltage components
are reached by a more complex interactive process. It is appropriate to state this
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interactive process in a mathematical form, in order to determine the possibilities of
establishing a design procedure.

The current waveform shown in Figure 6.10(b) can be expressed mathemati-
cally as a dependency on two variables, the input voltage vin, and the output voltage
vo:

i I v e v vd in

v

v
in t

o

k= −










 >

=

−

max 1

0

.....

...........................v vin t<

(6.19)

where as before, vk represents the normalized knee voltage parameter, and vin is nor-
malized to have value between 0 and 1, representing the range from the threshold to
the Imax current saturation level.

If the output matching network presents a resistive impedance R3 to the device at
the third harmonic, and we assume that the fundamental load is resistive, then Ohm’s
Law can be imposed on the third harmonic components of current and voltage:
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where id( ) is itself a function involving vo(θ), as given in (6.19).
In principle the relationship (6.20), along with a similar relationship for the fun-

damental components, does lead to unique values of the third harmonic components
of id and vo, for a given drive level vin, and the harmonic terminations R1 and R3. From
a design viewpoint, therefore, we need to establish an a priori methodology for
determining the values for R1 and R3 which will give the desired Class F voltage
waveform at a prescribed drive level. But the relationships such as that of (6.20) dis-
courage a direct analytical approach.

The harmonic analysis can be dragged back into the analytically tractable
regime by using a simpler function for the knee region characteristic. Looking again
at Figure 6.10(b), it is clear that the voltage waveform is at a low level for most of the
duration of the current pulse. This enables a radical simplification of the device I-V
characteristic to a linear function

i k I v v v v v

v v v
d scl o in o k in

in o k

= ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ < < >
= < >

max , ,

, ,

0 0

0 0
(6.21)

Using a carefully selected value for the scaling parameter kscl, this approximation
will allow some instructive analysis to be done on the problem, but will only be a
representative model for certain extreme cases3 of practical PA devices and operat-
ing conditions; one such case would be a handset PA device operating off a very low
supply voltage.

Using the classical definition of Class F as only including fundamental and third
harmonics in the voltage waveform, the output voltage vo can be written in the form
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3. This approximation will work well for smaller conduction angles.



V V V Vo dc= − −1 3 3sin sinθ θ (6.22)

and (6.19) can be recast to incorporate the simplified knee characteristic and the
first few Fourier components of the current waveform, giving
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(6.23)

It is now possible to extract expressions which relate the harmonic voltage and
current components. In particular, the third harmonic relationship is
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where the voltage coefficients have been normalized to Vdc.
So, for example, at the maximum drive level represented by vin = 1, and normal-

izing Imax to be unity,
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This is a remarkable result, which shows that the relative third harmonic volt-
age component has a very weak dependency on the value of R3, for any values of R3

which are significantly larger than π; this is not a high value, given that the normal-
ized Class A loadline impedance has a value of 2 in this formulation. The third har-
monic component has an asymptotic value of 4

15, which is somewhat higher than the
ideal value of 1

6. This result would appear to be a much-sought analytical justifica-
tion of the folklore notion that odd harmonics should be presented with an open cir-
cuit for best efficiency performance. But there is further quantification in this result,
which gives some valuable insight on how high the impedance has to be in practice.

A similar process could be used to extract the fundamental components from
(6.23), resulting in a design value for R1, although as already commented, the much
larger fundamental component can usually be satisfactorily approximated using
just the transconductive component in (6.19).

The above analysis has given some useful indications on the possibility of estab-
lishing an a priori design method for Class F operation. The results have however
been obtained using a model of marginal validity for many applications. The same
procedure can be followed, but without the convenience of analytical tractability,
for the more realistic exponential knee characteristic. Starting again with a voltage
waveform defined as in (6.22), and a current waveform defined using the exponen-
tial knee characteristic (6.19), prescribed values for V1,V3, allow the current wave-
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form to be determined for a given input magnitude, vin. This waveform can be
harmonically analyzed, leading to values for R1 and R3.

Figure 6.12 shows the resulting normalized values of R3, plotted as a function of
the fundamental voltage component v1 for the case of v3 = 0.2; the Class B case, v3 = 0
is also plotted for comparison. From the previous analysis in this chapter, a
zero-knee approximation gives optimum values for a Class F design as v1 = 1.15, v3 =
0.2 (see Table 6.1), whereby the efficiency would be 90.7%. Here we are taking
account of a more realistic approximation to the knee characteristic, which not only
reduces the optimum efficiency, but takes a toll on the RF power at the higher effi-
ciency points, as also shown in the plots for V3 = 0.2 in Figure 6.12. This tradeoff
between power and efficiency due to knee modulation effects has been encountered
in basic class AB designs in Chapters 3 and 4. In this case a good compromise would
appear to correspond to a V1 (abscissa) value of 1.0, which gives an efficiency of
77% and a relative power of −0.9 dB. But the key feature in Figure 6.12 is the plot of
R3 values, which shows a very steep characteristic. It can be seen that a wide range of
R3 values, selected on the vertical axis, intersect with this curve over a very narrow
range of V1 values; from this observation it appears that the R3 value required to
obtain the stipulated Class F performance is remarkably noncritical. Indeed, so long
as the R3 value is reasonably larger than the loadline resistance, Class F operation
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Figure 6.12 Class F amplifier analysis using realistic knee model, showing weak dependency on
R3 value (Class B performance shown for comparison).

Table 6.2 PA_Waves Class F Analysis

V1 V3

Rel.
Power
(dB) (%)R1 R3

0.95 0.2 −0.8 74 1.1 35.3

1.0 0.2 −0.9 77 1.2 11.9

1.05 0.2 −1.3 80 1.46 5.26



can be expected at the high end of the drive range. These observations are therefore
quite consistent with the previous analysis using a more idealized knee characteris-
tic. Table 6.2 illustrates this conclusion (R1, R3 values normalized to ideal Class A
loadline resistance), using values obtained using PA_Waves (Vk = 0.1; see Appendix
A and Chapter 8 for further information on using PA_Waves).

Although these results may appear to be reasonably consistent with the folklore
assertion that open-circuiting the odd harmonics gives Class F operation, it appears
also to suggest that some useful benefits can be obtained by using a more controlled
value as a design goal. Some discussion on suitable Class F matching networks will
be given in Section 6.7, but it should be noted in passing that there are practical dif-
ficulties associated with the provision of a prescribed resistive impedance at the
third harmonic. In practice it turns out to be much easier to design a network which
has an open-circuited, or highly reactive, termination at higher harmonics. This is
due primarily to the unknown nature of the termination environment that a PA
product will be given in its final application. It is a common mistake to assume that
a PA will behave the same way in its final impedance environment, as in the con-
trolled lab test bench conditions, where it is usually only ever tested using broad-
band 50Ω attenuators. So networks which have been designed with the assumption
that the 50Ω environment extends to harmonic frequencies may not perform as
expected in the final application. This is also an issue with designs based on
harmonic load-pull measurements, as will be discussed in Chapter 12.

6.6 The Clipping Model for the Class F Mode—Class FD

The last section considered the practical implementation of a “classical” Class F
mode, whereby the fundamental voltage component can be increased by a factor of
about 15% due to the auxiliary presence of a small third harmonic component.
Such a design will still fall into the generic category of “quasi-linear,” and can be
used for amplitude modulated signals. This section considers a different category of
Class F amplifier, where the output voltage is allowed to clip much more heavily,
incurring higher harmonic content, heavy gain compression, and very high effi-
ciency in practical circuits.

The conventional definitions of Class F and Class D leave something of a practi-
cal void between the simplest case of a slightly flattened sinewave using just 3rd har-
monic, and the ideal case, in RF terms, of a perfect squarewave. There is also an
assumption in the analysis method, which assumes that the waveforms will be “syn-
thesized” in the frequency domain. There is an alternative formulation which
avoids both of these issues, allowing a continuum of cases to be considered, and
which does not rely on waveform synthesis in the frequency domain. Indeed, the
formulation, shown in Figure 6.13, has already been encountered in Section 6.2,
where an overdriven Class A amplifier was analyzed. Rather than adding odd har-
monic components to a sinewave and performing the necessary scaling to achieve
the prescribed maximum peak swing, the sinewave amplitude can be simply
increased, and symmetrical clipping assumed. Once again, this analysis is essentially
mathematical; we are not at this point assuming (and have yet to justify) that an
actual circuit would clip symmetrically in this fashion. So using (6.3), with a clip-
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ping region extending for a total angle of 2 , the fundamental component can be
expressed as

V
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noting that in (6.3) a factor of 2 needs to be introduced, since Vmax is defined as an
amplitude of allowable symmetrical swing, corresponding to the DC supply level,
Vdc (Imax in (6.3) is a peak-to-peak value), so that
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(6.25)

Clearly, represents the maximum unclipped condition, and the bracketed
expression has a value of (4/π), so that V1 Vmax. In the extreme squarewave case of α
= π/2, as discussed in Section 5.2, the bracketed expression has a limiting value of
unity, giving the expected value for κ of π/4.

It is now possible to obtain a quantitative plot which relates the degree of
squareness, represented by the value of the clipping angle, α, to the potential
increase in RF power; the power increase translating directly into efficiency increase
in this case, for an unchanged fundamental current. Such a plot, essentially a graphi-
cal representation of (6.25), is shown in Figure 6.14. Clearly, the waveforms for the
clipped sinewaves are not identical to the harmonically synthesized cases initially
considered, but they are certainly close enough for analysis purposes, as shown in
Figure 6.15 for the Class F case, which can be seen to correspond very closely to a
clipped sinewave with α = 45°.

This method for representing the “squareness” of a waveform was introduced as
a purely mathematical concept. It does, however, suggest a possible method of actu-
ally realizing such waveforms in practice; it may be possible to make a Class F
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amplifier by allowing the sinusoidal voltage to clip. Figure 6.16 shows a possible
circuit. The key elements are the SCSS even harmonic short, and a fundamental load
resistance whose value is now made deliberately higher than the loadline values pre-
scribed hitherto. In the first instance, it will be assumed that the fundamental load is
connected to the device through a high Q series resonator, so that the device is pre-
sented with an open circuit at higher odd harmonics (this means that, for the time
being, the output capacitance of the transistor will be ignored). For simplicity, it will
be assumed that the device is biased and driven as for Class B operation; so that the
current waveform, assuming a nonzero output voltage, will be a halfwave rectified
cosinewave, with peak current Imax. Based on the previous discussion, the first pass
at predicting the voltage waveform is to draw a sinewave, whose amplitude is equal
to the fundamental component of current, Imax/2, multiplied by the load resistance
RL. This sinewave is now assumed to clip at the zero and 2.Vdc levels. As discussed
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above, the even harmonic short-circuit forces the upper clipping to mirror the actual
physical clipping which occurs in the knee region. Such a set of waveforms could be
used as an approximation, but actually contains a serious numerical discrepancy;
the fundamental component of the clipped voltage waveform does not equal the
amplitude of the unclipped sinewave from which it was geometrically derived. This
means that the current, based on the fundamental voltage component and the load
resistor, will be lower than that based on the original current determined using the
transconductance. This situation can only be resolved by adopting a more realistic
model for the knee characteristic which takes account of the fact that the current
itself is modified by the voltage waveform in the knee region. In fact, it becomes
more appropriate to reverse the problem around, and to assume that the clipped
rail-to-rail voltage is the main driving force in the circuit, rather than the
transconductance of the device.

Unfortunately, although the principles of operation seem simple enough here,
the interactive nature of the currents and voltages do, unfortunately, extend simple
symbolic analysis beyond reasonable limits. Once again, however, some simple
assumptions and approximations can be applied and the resulting analysis shows
some value for a priori design. The following paragraph outlines such an analysis,
which has been included for those who wish to pursue it in more depth for them-
selves; the details need not be absorbed by those who wish to examine the results,
which are summarized in Figures 6.18 and 6.19.

Figure 6.17 shows a plausible strategy for analyzing a Class B stage under volt-
age clipped conditions. The clipping level is assumed to be at some level which is
slightly lower than the amplitude represented by the DC supply level, 2Vdc−Vz, where
Vz has yet to be determined. The device is assumed to have a simple knee model, of
the form:

I
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V
I V V

I V V
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k
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sat ds k

= ⋅ < <

= >

,

,

0

where Isat is the normal transconductive output current assuming no knee effects.
The analysis proceeds as follows:
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1. Determine the transconductive output current swing, ignoring the clipping
effects of the DC supply levels; this is the usual simple transconductive
function with selected values of quiescent bias and signal amplitude levels.

2. Using Fourier analysis, determine the fundamental component of the current
waveform in (1).

3. From the fundamental amplitude determined in (2), and the selected value of
load resistor, RL, determine the ideal, unclipped, sinusoidal output voltage
swing, V1.

4. Apply symmetrical clipping, initially at clipping levels approximated by

( )V V V V Vdc clp clp dc k± = −,

5. Determine a first approximation to the clipping angle, α, using the relation
[from (6.1), noting that Vdc is an amplitude, not a peak-to-peak value]

( )cos α =
V

V
clp

1

6. Determine the fundamental component of the clipped sinewave, using [from
(6.3)]

V Vclp1

4 2 2
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7. Determine a value for the fundamental component of current, I1:

I
V
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1=
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This value for I1 will be smaller than the value calculated in (2) above,
because in (2) no account was taken that the output voltage will be within
the knee region.

8. Using the knee equation (6.19), determine a value for Vds, (=Vz) which
scales the original value of I1 (in 2) to be equal to I1 (in 7). This value, Vz,
gives a much better approximation to the actual clipping level, Vclp:

V V Vclp dc z= −

At this point, an iteration could be performed to further refine the value for Vclp.
Clearly, the value of Vclp has increased from the original estimate of Vdc Vk (since Vz

< Vk ) and so the voltage swing has a slightly higher value than that which the origi-
nal estimate in (4,5,6) above, was based. So the procedure represented by steps (4)
through (7) could be repeated. However, assuming that Vk Vdc, this is possibly an
unjustifiable complication, given the spirit of simplicity which this analysis pursues.

The current pulse itself will now have a modified shape. Fortunately, we have a
value for the fundamental component, which enables RF power to be calculated, but
the DC level poses more of a problem. Once again, it would be quite possible to
recompute the current waveform, based on the original transconductance relation-
ship with the additional modulation of the now known output voltage swing, using
the knee relationship in (6.19). This could then be used as a further iteration on the
exact clipping level. But again, in the spirit of simplicity, it will be assumed that the
current pulse is sufficiently short that the output voltage will be at its lower, clipped,
level, for most of the duration of the current flow; this means that the current scaling
caused by the knee voltage function can be applied to the DC level, as well as the
fundamental component. This assumption would appear to be justifiable for Class B
and shorter conduction angles, but less so for moderate conduction angles encoun-
tered in Class AB operation. In practice, the approximation is quite serviceable even
in these more moderate cases.

The above analysis procedure enables a quantitative analysis of a reduced con-
duction mode amplifier which can be driven into the voltage clipping regime (it is
assumed that the current is kept within its unclipped, or nonsaturated, region). In
particular, a detailed quantitative study can be made of the tradeoffs between
power, efficiency, and gain compression.

Figure 6.18 shows a preliminary set of simple power transfer plots, using the
analysis technique outlined above. A normalized knee voltage (expressed as a ratio
to the DC supply) of 0.1 has been used for these plots; this is representative of quite a
range of applications, but would have to be increased for very low voltage portable
PA designs. The key parameter is the value of the load resistor, RL. As usual in this
book for this kind of analysis, the load resistor value is normalized such that a value
of unity corresponds to a simple idealized linear loadline match, ROPT for the device
in question, so that

R
V

IOPT
dc=

⋅
=

2
1

max

in the ideal linear case. The power, as usual, is normalized to the linear power,
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The curve for RL = 1 shows a nearly linear characteristic, with efficiency in the
lower 70s and about 0.5 dB lower power than the reference linear power Plin. A
lower value of RL (0.667) gives lower power and lower efficiency, but good linear-
ity; this is the regime where the maximum drive level is limited by saturation of the
device current.

Higher values of RL are more interesting. Although gain compression quickly
enters the picture, substantially higher efficiencies are possible for quite small trade-
offs in output power. Figure 6.19 shows in more dramatic form the critical effect of
RL in determining a suitable tradeoff between power, efficiency, and linearity. The
magnified scales are quite justifiable; PA economics and thermal management are
frequently sensitive to power variations measured in tenths of dBs and a few per-
centage points of efficiency.4 This power-efficiency cartouche may look somewhat
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Figure 6.18 Clipped Class F analysis: (a) power transfer characteristics, and (b) efficiency, for
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familiar to users of load-pull or even more basic tuning methods to explore the vari-
ations in power and efficiency of practical power amplifiers. Both experimental
measurement and CAD simulation confirm the general appearance of this plot and
imply that the assumptions made to derive it here are generally justified.

In order to test the general form of the characteristics of voltage clipped amplifi-
ers designed using the approximate methods used in this section, the Spice circuit file
used earlier in this chapter, can be used to plot some points, as shown in Figure 6.20.
The dashed line in Figure 6.19 represents actual simulated points using this simula-
tion, which uses a full nonlinear device model and realistic values for parasitics such
as output and feedback capacitance. Other than a small offset of well under 10%,
the simulated data can be seen to agree very well with the simplified theory. A set of
Spice simulated voltage and current waveforms from one of the data points (RL= 6Ω,
η = 86%) is shown in Figure 6.21. It is clear that this is starting to approach a Class
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D–like appearance, the voltage waveform looking considerably more square than a
simple 3rd harmonically enhanced Class F waveform. There seems to be a case here
for introducing a new nomenclature, “Class FD,” which like its Class AB counter-
part recognizes a continuum of useful cases between specific extremes.

The results in this section have assumed that a suitably high impedance termina-
tion can be provided at several higher odd degree harmonics. The design example
illustrates the feasibility of generating voltage waveforms that do actually approach
Class D squareness. This is however critically dependent on the use of a device at a
frequency where its output capacitance represents a very large shunt reactance.
Such a situation does have some real-world occurrence, particularly in mobile hand-
set PAs which often use GaAs PHEMT or HBT technology even for the 830 MHz
cellular band. In general, however, for higher power and higher frequency applica-
tions, it is necessary to reexamine Class F design using a device with more signifi-
cant parasitic reactance. This will follow in Section 6.8.

6.7 PA_Waves

The PA_Waves program was introduced in Chapter 4 as a useful way of quantifying
certain aspects of PA operation, especially including device knee effects. A general
description of the program, loading and running it, is given in Appendix A. Specific
files, which are set up to reproduce the figures in this section, are also included on
the CD-ROM which accompanies this book.

Figure 6.22 shows a set of classical Class F waveforms, with an ideal Class B
current wave and a voltage wave which shows a normalized third harmonic voltage
set to be 1/6. The voltage waveform has been scaled up by a factor of 1.155, as
described in Section 6.4 (see Table 6.1), in order to fill the available swing limits of
zero to twice the DC supply, even harmonics being assumed to be shorted. The effi-
ciency shows the theoretical optimum value of 90.7%, but the key issue now is the
inclusion of a realistic knee characteristic. As with the Class AB analysis in Chapter
3, this has a dramatic effect on the classical results, and unfortunately it is these that
always seem to form the basis of expectations. Resetting the Vk parameter in
PA_Waves to a more realistic value of 0.1, a very different picture emerges. Just as
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in the Class AB analysis, the voltage swing has to be reduced, or the DC supply
increased, in order to prevent the current from developing deep notches which have
a devastating effect on the RF power. Figure 6.23 shows that an increase in the third
harmonic component from its mathematically optimum value of 1/6 can also help to
recover the peak current, and hence the RF power. But the power and the efficiency
(−1 dB, 82%) remain well below the values obtained using idealized analysis.

6.8 Class F Simulations

Two distinct subspecies of the Class F mode were identified in Sections 6.5 and 6.6.
The heavily clipped version, described as Class FD in Section 6.6, is an ultra-high
efficiency mode which requires the device to remain heavily saturated. It thus has
limited applications, particularly in the communications area. It would, for exam-
ple, be a candidate for use in a “LINC” system, as described in Chapter 10. The
analysis in Section 6.5 however indicates the possibility that the benefits of a
squared-up voltage waveform may be useful in a quasi-linear application. This sec-
tion illustrates these options using a CAD simulator.5

Using the simulation from Chapter 5 (Figure 5.15) as a starting point, we will
use some of the results from the analysis in Section 6.5 in order to obtain a clearer
picture of how the odd harmonic components of voltage respond to the various
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Figure 6.22 PA_Waves analysis of optimum Class F condition, zero knee assumption.

5. The circuit simulator used for the examples in this section is Microwave Office, from Applied Wave
Research, Inc., sales@mwoffice.com. The files are included in the CD-ROM which accompanies this book.



impedance terminations. Figure 6.24 shows the circuit which will be used for the
present simulations. For comparison with other simulations in this book, the 850
MHz frequency, and the same MESFET device model, have been retained. One
important difference has been incorporated for Class F simulations; the device out-
put capacitance has been increased in value to 20 pF. This is a more representative
value for higher power PA designs in the UHF and low GHz range, the XCds/RL ratio
being a factor of about 2 at 850 MHz. The simulations in this section will therefore
be more representative of device technologies such as LDMOS in this frequency
range. This capacitance value will be seen to have a critical impact on the practical-
ity of Class F designs, particularly with respect to bandwidth.

At this frequency, a GaAs MESFET device gain is such that some form of lossy
match is necessary on the input to maintain stability. This is the function of the
input 10Ω resistor and allows for a simple low-pass input matching network. Note
that the device input capacitance (Cgs) is brought outside the model block in the
form of a linear circuit element. The voltage dependence of this capacitor can play a
significant role in the design of high efficiency RF amplifiers (see Chapter 8), but for
clarity this effect will be ignored in the present simulation. The use of an external Cgs

capacitor element also allows the device drain current to be displayed using a source
current meter.

The output matching consists of four sub-networks:

• The device output capacitance, now a substantially low shunt reactance at the
fundamental, and lower still at harmonic frequencies;

• An ideal but realizable even harmonic short, in the form of a λ/4 SCSS;
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Figure 6.23 PA_Waves analysis: Class F parameters adjusted for realistic device knee model.
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• A low-pass fundamental matching network, which transforms the 50Ω termi-
nation down to the region of 5Ω at the fundamental, and simultaneously reso-
nates out all of the other reactive components;

• A third harmonic network which consists of an OCSS resonator and a shunt
series LCR branch.

The third harmonic termination is configured to give a variable resistive load
which is essentially invisible at the fundamental, and other harmonic frequencies.
The open-circuited stub essentially resonates out the device output capacitance so
that the third harmonic impedance is primarily defined by the shunt LCR network.

It is already apparent that the simplistic folklore notion of “open-circuiting the
odd harmonics” becomes quite a challenge to implement when the device in ques-
tion has a large output capacitance, and the frequency is heading into the GHz
region. Although the network described here appears to do the necessary job (see
Figure 6.25) at the third harmonic, higher odd harmonics will be short-circuited by
the output capacitance. This is consistent with classical Class F theory and defini-
tion, which stipulates that only third harmonic is present in the voltage waveform.
The absence of higher odd harmonics does however severely limit the use of Class
FD modes, as described in Section 6.6. Initially, the simulation is run using a gate
bias setting in deep Class AB (−2.35v) and a drive level which runs the device into a
substantially voltage-clipped condition. The resulting voltage and current wave-
forms are shown in Figure 6.26. An immediate observation is the modification of
the current waveform due to the knee effect. In order to prevent the current from
collapsing at low values of output voltage, the presence of a third harmonic compo-
nent has the additional benefit of boosting the current waveform at its midpoint,
much as predicted by the PA_Waves analysis in the last section (see Figure 6.23).
This consideration can somewhat override the conventional calculations on the
optimum value for the third harmonic voltage component in the Class F mode. Fou-
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rier analysis of the voltage waveform here shows a normalized value around 0.25 as
compared to the theoretical optimum of 0.167 (1/6) obtained in Section 6.7.

Table 6.3 shows some results from varying the third harmonic termination resis-
tor. These results show remarkable insensitivity to this value, as predicted by the
analysis in Section 6.5.

The results in Table 6.3 indicate a significant departure from conventional
thinking on Class F PA design. Rather than presenting the third harmonic with a
nebulous “open circuit,” it appears that a resistive impedance which approaches the
fundamental load resistance, even to within a factor of two, does a satisfactory job.
Indeed the lower limit is mainly defined by the impact on efficiency. For the 10Ω
case in Table 6.3, the third harmonic power dissipated in the third harmonic resis-
tance will be a factor of (0.2252)/2 times the power developed at the fundamental,
assuming a fundamental load of 5Ω. This is a nearly significant fraction (0.025), and
causes an efficiency degradation of about 2% in this case.

The above results show high efficiency and acceptable power from a device of
this size. They do not however give any indication of gain compression and linearity
at the simulated point. A first step in evaluating the usefulness of this design for lin-
ear applications is to sweep the input power over a representative range, as shown in
Figure 6.27. The power sweep shows that although there is a good range of linear
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Figure 6.26 Class F simulation (using schematic and values shown in Figure 6.24). RF power out-
put = 34.8 dBm, output efficiency = 82%.

Table 6.3 Effect of Varying Third Harmonic
Termination Resistance

Third Harmonic
Resistance V1 V3 V3/V1 Pout PAE

10Ω 5.55 1.25 0.225 34.7 79.5

50Ω 5.6 1.4 0.25 34.8 80.1

500Ω 5.6 1.45 0.26 34.8 81.2



performance at backed-off drive levels, the power and efficiency performance
shown in Figure 6.26 (Pin = 25 dBm) represented a heavily compressed condition.
Nevertheless, the efficiency at the 1 dB compression point (about 20.5 dBm drive
level) still shows an efficiency of about 78%, and the linearity at lower drive levels
could be expected to give acceptable spectral distortion performance in many
applications.

It is useful to use the simulation to explore the effect of varying two critical
design parameters, the quiescent bias setting and the fundamental load. Figure 6.28
and 6.29 show swept power and efficiency using lower, and higher, values of funda-
mental load. The lower load value (3Ω) causes a reduction in power gain, with
higher P1dB, but degraded efficiency. A higher load value (7.5Ω) causes heavy satura-
tion at lower drive levels and lower saturated power. This latter condition repre-
sents an attempt to replicate Class FD operation, but unlike the curve shown in
Figure 6.19 the efficiency does not show much sign of increasing in the clipping
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Figure 6.28 Swept output power variation with fundamental load.



region. As already noted, this can be largely explained by the short-circuiting of
higher odd harmonics by the device output capacitance.

Figure 6.30 shows the gain linearity as a function of quiescent bias at the median
5Ω load value. The gain characteristics are similar to those seen in Class AB amplifi-
ers in the backed-off power regions, with gain expansion in deeper Class AB and
gain compression in mid Class AB. Although there appears to be a good compromise
setting, in practice there will be other considerations for obtaining best linearity with
a modulated signal. AM-PM effects and the dynamic thermal characteristics of the
device will significantly affect the spectral distortion. These effects will be further
discussed in Chapter 9.

The simulation results appear to show that Class F has some important advan-
tages which are realizable in practical circuits. The one remaining issue with the
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present design is bandwidth. The device output capacitance was chosen deliberately
high in order to illustrate a serious limitation of Class F operation in practice. Figure
6.31 shows the power and efficiency performance over a modest bandwidth around
the design frequency, and it is clear that the bandwidth over which reasonably con-
stant performance can be expected in this case is only a few percent. Not only that,
but the actual design values for the circuit elements will show themselves to be quite
critical and may require individual adjustment in production. This situation will
improve rapidly as the device output capacitance is reduced. The quantification of
output capacitance used in this book, the dimensionless ratio XCds/RL, will need to
have a value significantly higher than the factor of 2 used in this example. This in
turn implies that even at 850 MHz, and certainly at higher GHz frequencies, a more
exotic device technology such as Gallium Arsenide or Gallium Nitride is required in
order to make Class F work effectively.6

6.9 Conclusions

The discussion and analysis of overdrive effects in this chapter have shown that con-
siderable scope exists for trading power, or PUF, against efficiency, but this inevita-
bly leads to higher gain compression and reduced linearity for a given power level.
Results based on simple theoretical reasoning, backed up by full CAD simulations,
have shown the real possibility of reaching efficiencies above 80% with actual prac-
tical circuits. This is attractive enough, in terms of heat management and battery
lifetime, that it cannot be easily dismissed even when linearity is a critical issue. As
will be commented in Chapter 7, where highly nonlinear switching amplifiers will
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6. Although this design example uses a GaAs MESFET device model, the output capacitance was increased by
nearly an order of magnitude in order to demonstrate the sensitivity of this parameter in Class F circuits.



be discussed, techniques such as envelope restoration and outphasing provide a pos-
sible way around the linearity issue for amplitude modulated systems.

The key to realizing higher efficiencies, or even ensuring that the best compro-
mise has been obtained in a given design, is familiar enough at this juncture; careful
selection of RF load resistance and appropriate harmonic termination. But even at
lower GHz frequencies, the use of the more exotic device technologies such as Gal-
lium Arsenide and Gallium Nitride will be necessary to achieve efficiencies in the
80% region.
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C H A P T E R 7

Switching Mode Amplifiers for RF
Applications

7.1 Introduction

This chapter will consider the possibilities offered to the RFPA designer by switch-
ing mode circuits. Circuits of this kind have been used for many years in DC to DC
converter applications and undoubtedly offer some possibilities for higher fre-
quency use. This applies especially in the broader interpretation of “RF”; high
power applications in the MHz and tens of MHz frequency ranges have certainly
benefited from infusions of techniques and practice from the switching power
converter industry.

But at GHz frequencies there remains a stubborn and irrefutable central issue,
which is that RF power transistors at these frequencies cannot realistically be mod-
eled as simple switching elements. At these frequencies, and in any currently avail-
able power transistor technology, the device will not sweep through its linear region
fast enough to behave like a switch, and the behavior in the linear region must be
included in the circuit simulation, just as it is when simulating conventional PA cir-
cuits. For these reasons, RF designers most frequently move on and dismiss switch-
ing modes as being unrealizable for higher frequency applications. In fact, although
the problem of “slow” switching speed can never be fully resolved at higher RF fre-
quencies, it appears that it can sometimes be judiciously out-maneuvered and that
useful RF applications do exist. This can lead to some useful applications in the
“gray” area, when a very high frequency technology is being used at a low relative
frequency; a GaAs PHEMT or HBT below 2 GHz would be such an example.

Probably the most well-known, and certainly most widely touted, switching
mode for RF applications is the Class E mode. Although in its most basic and origi-
nal form, a Class E device needs to have the same unreachable switching properties
as any other switching mode application, there appear to be derivatives of the classi-
cal switch-mode Class E PA which allow for slower switching but still appear to be
distinct from conventional PA modes. This metamorphosis is an important topic
and has been given a chapter to itself, Chapter 8; the present chapter will focus
mainly on the classical switching modes which can be used quite effectively below
1000 MHz.

The chapter starts by considering a simple switching device with a broadband
resistive load, and then considers the effect of tuning the load. Such an amplifier,
even with an ideal switching element, has surprisingly little to offer the RF designer
in comparison to the Class B or Class F modes considered in the previous chapters,
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but serves as a useful introduction to the subject. The Class D amplifier is considered
next. In its ideal switching mode form, a “perfect” RF amplifier is created, with a
halfwave rectified sinewave of current and a squarewave of voltage. This produces
maximum possible fundamental RF power at 100% efficiency, but is difficult to
realize at higher RF frequencies.

The bulk of the chapter considers the classical Class E switching mode in some
detail. As a lead in to the following chapter, a simple design example illustrates how
in the “gray area,” at 800 MHz and using a GaAs MESFET device, a Class E ampli-
fier can be realized which uses a design procedure based almost entirely on the
results from the classical analysis.

Switching mode power amplifiers, without qualification, are highly nonlinear
devices. This reality leads to further rejection by the wireless communications indus-
try, on the basis that variable envelope signals cannot be passed without hopeless
levels of distortion. It should however be borne in mind that the same rejection could
equally be applied to a Class C amplifier, but such amplifiers were at one time com-
monly used in AM and SSB broadcasting. In order to overcome the distortion prob-
lem, techniques such as envelope restoration and outphasing were developed, and
will be described in Chapter 10.

7.2 A Simple Switching Amplifier

Figure 7.1 shows the schematic diagram for a simple switching mode amplifier. The
key element is the switch, which in this analysis will be considered as ideal. By
“ideal” it means that the switch is either completely on (short circuit) or completely
off (open circuit) and can switch between these two states instantaneously. Another
key aspect of the idealization is that the timing of switch opening and closure is con-
trolled by the input signal; the “conduction angle” is assumed to be discretionary in
the analysis. In practice, such control of the switch conduction angle will be
achieved by varying the drive level and bias point at the input of a transistor. This
will usually mean that the device will be heavily overdriven in comparison to normal
linear operation, and it is almost inevitable that the overall gain will be many dBs
lower than a conventional linear amplifier. In any event, it will not be possible to
estimate the power gain of such a circuit, without more detailed knowledge of the
specific device and the drive arrangements. Useful expressions can, however, be
derived for the output power and efficiency.
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Figure 7.1 shows a circuit which has some familiar features; a DC-blocked RF
load resistor and a choked DC supply. The current and voltage waveforms are
quite trivial in the symmetrical case where the switching duty cycle is 50%, and
Figure 7.2 shows a more general case with a conduction angle 2α, corresponding to
the switch closure period. The maximum current in the switch is now controlled
entirely by the supply voltage and the RF load resistor, and the voltage toggles
between zero and Vpk, where Vpk will be a function of the conduction angle α and
the supply voltage Vdc. Before analyzing the waveforms in more detail, it is clear
that this circuit converts DC energy to RF energy at 100% efficiency; at no point in
the RF cycle is there a nonzero voltage and current simultaneously, so no energy is
wasted as heat in the switch. This is sometimes interpreted erroneously as a perfect
and final solution to RF power generation. In fact, this particular switching mode
amplifier has some undesirable characteristics in that substantial energy is gener-
ated at harmonic frequencies, and the maximum fundamental efficiency is only just
over 80%.

It is assumed that the DC supply voltage remains constant as the conduction
angle α is varied; this will result in an asymmetrical voltage waveform whose peak
value will be proportionately greater or less than twice the supply voltage as α is
varied above or below π/2 This circuit can now be analyzed for power and effi-
ciency as a function of conduction angle. With a simple broadband resistive load,
the relationship between the peak voltage Vpk and the DC supply voltage Vdc is given
by the mean value integral,
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The voltage waveform can therefore be considered to be an alternating voltage
with zero mean value if it is offset by Vdc. So the peak-to-peak current swing will be

I V Rpk pk L
= (7.2)

It should be noted here that an ideal switch differs from a real device in the
important respect that the peak current is entirely a function of the DC supply and
the load resistor RL; this resistor can be arbitrarily reduced in value to give any
desired amount of RF power. This analysis will therefore consider primarily the
power and efficiency for a given value of Ipk, which can then be used as a rational
equivalent for comparison to a transistor having a maximum, or saturated, current,
Imax, equal to Ipk.

Mean value considerations for the current waveform give, by simple inspection

I Idc pk= ⋅α

π
(7.3)

The fundamental even Fourier coefficient of current, I1, is given by
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Similarly, the fundamental Fourier coefficient for the voltage waveform is
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Combining equations (7.1) through (7.5), the RF power, Prf, can be expressed in
terms of the DC supply terms, Vdc and Idc:
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So that the output efficiency, η, is given by
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So in the symmetrical squarewave case, the efficiency is (8/π2), about 81%. Fig-
ure 7.3 shows a plot of efficiency versus conduction angle. The RF efficiency peaks
at the symmetrical case of α = π/2, corresponding to the generation of a maximum
proportion of RF energy at the fundamental. Figure 7.3 also shows the RF output
power at the fundamental and at the second and third harmonics. These power
curves are calibrated relative to the RF power from a Class A linear amplifier having
the same peak RF current (i.e., Imax = Ipk). Substituting for Idc in (7.3), the expression
for fundamental RF output power (7.6) becomes:
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and defining the linear power, Plin, as
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the relative power is
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This function is also plotted in Figure 7.3. The striking feature of the fundamen-
tal power curve is the peak which occurs at a conduction angle of about 113° (α =
0.63π). This peak represents an RF power which is 2.7 dB higher than a Class A
amplifier having the same peak RF current and DC supply voltage. Although the
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formulation used does allow for much higher peaks of voltage than in the compara-
ble Class A case, this condition nevertheless represents a theoretically feasible ampli-
fier. The peak power shown in Figure 7.3 could be regarded as something of a global
maximum for RF power obtainable from any kind of device using a stipulated DC
supply.

The efficiency curve, shown dashed in Figure 7.3, represents something of a dis-
appointment; despite having a device which dissipates no heat, the efficiency peaks
at about 81%, corresponding to the symmetrical squarewave condition. The prob-
lem, as shown by the harmonic power plots, is that power is being wasted in har-
monic generation and the next step is to eliminate this using a resonator.

7.3 A Tuned Switching Amplifier

Other than the possibility for frequency multiplication, the harmonic energy indi-
cated in Figure 7.3 is undesirable, and can be most easily removed by placing a har-
monic short across the load, as shown in Figure 7.4. This is now more familiar
territory, since the voltage waveform will now assume a sinusoidal form, as shown
in Figure 7.5. This makes analysis quite straightforward. In this analysis it will again
be convenient to relate the current waveforms to a specific peak value, Ipk, in order to
compare the results with that of a conventional reduced conduction mode amplifier
having the same maximum peak RF current.

The relationships for current are the same as in (7.3) and (7.4),
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The sinusoidal voltage gives the simple relationship

V Vdc1 =

so the fundamental RF power is
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giving an output efficiency

( )
η

α

α
=

sin
(7.11)

The relative power can be determined, as before, by expressing P1, in (7.10), in
terms of the peak current Ipk, using the relationship of (7.3):

( )
P I Vpk dc1 = ⋅ ⋅

sin α

π

so the ratio of fundamental RF power to Plin is

( )P

P
I V P

I V

lin
pk dc lin

pk dc1
4

4
= ⋅ ⋅

⋅
=

⋅









sin α

π
(7.12)

The efficiency (7.11) and relative power (7.12) are plotted as a function of con-
duction angle in Figure 7.6. As would be expected from the analysis of a Class C
amplifier, as the switched current pulse gets very short, the efficiency increases to
high values, but there is a corresponding reduction in relative RF power. The peak
in RF power occurs at a conduction angle of π/2, and the corresponding RF power is
(4/π) times the linear equivalent, or about 1 dB higher. But the efficiency at this
point is a rather modest 63% (2/π). Probably the most significant positive feature of
the ideal switch performance in this circuit is the efficiency of about 87% at the
point where the relative power crosses unity on the left side, but this still falls short
of the Class F results presented in Chapter 6.
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The results of the last two sections show that an ideal switch does not, by itself,
give any instantaneous improvements in the efficiency of more conventional high
efficiency circuits, and alternative configurations have to be sought in order to make
best use of a switching device. Two such configurations will now be considered, the
Class D and Class E modes.

7.4 The Class D Switching Amplifier

Figure 7.7 shows a schematic diagram for a switching mode amplifier in which a
series resonant circuit is connected across a two-way switch arrangement, whereby
the LCR resonator is switched between a bypassed DC voltage generator and
ground for alternate half cycles. It is assumed that the repetition cycle matches the
resonant frequency of the LCR circuit and that the Q factor is high.

Figure 7.8 shows the waveforms resulting from such a circuit. The key issue is
that the current in the LCR branch is constrained to remain sinusoidal, with no DC
offset, due to the inertia effect of the resonator and the DC blocking of the series
capacitor. The result is that switch “A” conducts a positive half sinewave, and
switch “B” conducts a negative half sinewave, which add together to form the neces-
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sary full sinewave of current in the LCR branch. Since the switch voltage waveform
is a squarewave, it is clear that no power is being dissipated in the switch and that no
harmonic energy is being generated; the half sinewaves of current flowing in each
switch half-cycle contain no odd harmonics.

The analysis is therefore quite straightforward. The peak current, Ipk, is given by

I Ipk dc= ⋅ π

The fundamental RF current flowing round the LCR branch, I1, is simply

I
Ipk

1 2
=

The fundamental component of RF voltage appearing across the LCR branch is

V Vdc1

2= ⋅
π

due to the the fact that the voltage appearing across the LCR branch is a squarewave
of peak value Vdc. Once again, with ideal switches, the peak current, and conse-
quently the power, can be made arbitrarily high by suitable reduction in the value of
RL. The RF power can be expressed in terms of Ipk, and Vdc, from these relations:
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⋅

π

and the DC supply power is

P V I
V I

dc dc dc
dc pk= ⋅ =

⋅

π

Clearly, the efficiency is 100%. The relative power, compared to a Class A
device having the same Ipk and Vdc, is

P

P

V I

V I
rf

lin

dc pk

dc pk

=
⋅

⋅
⋅

=
π π

4 4
, about 1 dB

This switching version of a Class D amplifier has one significant difference from
the RF version discussed in Chapter 5. In the switching version described here, the
peak-to-peak voltage swing is equal to the DC supply voltage, and the peak-to-peak
RF current is twice the peak current of each individual switching device. The switch-
ing action in some respects produces a similar overall effect to having a pair of
devices in a push pull configuration. But the overall issue is realizability. The “A”
switch is a high-side (ungrounded) device, which poses problems at higher frequen-
cies both in terms of parasitic reactance and drive requirements. Such amplifiers
have been reported at low RF frequencies, in the 10 MHz region [1], and offer some
attractive possibilities for achieving high power and high efficiency without generat-
ing excessive voltage swing. But the possibilities for higher power microwave
applications seem marginal with present technology.

7.4 Class E—Introduction

The Class E mode has been vigorously touted by its inventors [2–5] for over 30
years, to a frequently ambivalent microwave community. It has also, for most of
that time, been patented, and the expiry of the patent [U.S. 3,919,656, 1975] has
resulted in some renewed interest in the possibilities it offers [6, 7]. The next few sec-
tions introduce the Class E mode in its classical form, and the possibilities for higher
RF derivatives are considered further in Chapter 8.

The previous sections in this chapter have already highlighted the difficulty of
harnessing an ideal switch in a productive manner. Indeed, the results in Section 7.2
indicate that the sharp, rectangular pulses of current can be as much a hindrance in
obtaining higher efficiency as they are beneficial. The Class E mode in some ways
represents a halfway house between the analog world of conventional reduced con-
duction angle mode amplifiers and the digital world of ideal switches. Although
most easily introduced as a switching type of amplifier, it will become apparent that
the waveforms are distinctly analog in appearance, and can be approximately sup-
ported by a device with a slower switching characteristic which includes a linear
region.
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Furthermore, simulations and verification tests on actual amplifiers seem to
support the view that Class E does truly represent an alternative to conventional
reduced conduction angle operation, giving higher efficiency without the circuit
complexity of more advanced Class F designs. Direct comparison is troublesome, in
that Class F can, as has been demonstrated in Chapter 6, achieve very high efficien-
cies, but show substantially reduced power output under optimum efficiency opera-
tion. Class E has its own disadvantage in terms of peak voltage levels, and the PUF
has to be traded against this limitation. But the final judgment may be that Class E
appears to be easier to realize in practice using solid state transistors than a short
conduction angle Class C design.

As stated in the introduction to this chapter, a Class E amplifier is unquestion-
ably nonlinear, in the sense that variations in input power amplitude will not be
reproduced at the output in any acceptable form. This also applies to a Class C
amplifier, and techniques have been available for many decades to remodulate the
output. For reasons that are not entirely clear, these techniques have fallen into dis-
use somewhere along the road of transition from vacuum tubes to solid state
devices. One possible reason for this change of emphasis from remodulation to lin-
ear, or quasi-linear, RF amplification may be that there has never been a reliable
method of achieving efficiencies in the 90% region using solid state devices, such as
were quite normally obtained from simple tube amplifier designs, and as can still
be found even in amateur radio literature. Another reason is the virtual disappear-
ance of amplitude-only modulation systems. As will be discussed in Chapter 10,
although most remodulation techniques can be adapted to preserve phase modula-
tion, this will usually incur more system complexity. The Class E mode may just
represent a possibility for achieving high enough efficiencies from solid state
devices that envelope restoration and outphasing may become mainstream tech-
niques once again.

7.5 Class E—Simplified Analysis

The analysis presented in this section is idealized, and assumes initially that the
active device can be represented as a switch. This results in analytical expressions
for the device waveforms. Thirty years ago it was conventional practice to pursue
the analysis in symbolic form, in order to relate the external component values to
the stipulated waveform parameters. This process can be followed, for example, in
a classical analysis published by Raab [3]. Many authors have taken this basic anal-
ysis further, allowing for device and circuit parasitics, although the particular issue
of transmogrifying a switch into an otherwise staple transconductive transistor
seems to have been vigorously avoided. The continuation of the Class E theme in
Chapter 8 of this book offers an alternative path to practical realization at GHz fre-
quencies, in particular making the important transition from a switching device to a
conventional transistor which operates in a linear transconductive mode above its
threshold point. By way of introduction, however, we will stick to convention and
analyze the Class E circuit using an ideal switch as the active element. As with the
analysis of Class AB waveforms in Chapter 3, the symbolic analysis will be curtailed
at strategic points, where direct computation enables a clearer path to the required
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goal of a quantitative design strategy.1 Figure 7.9 shows the basic elements of a Class
E circuit. An ideal switch is shunted by a capacitor Cp; the value of Cp will be seen to
be an important part of the RF network and at GHz frequencies is usually neither
small enough to be a device parasitic nor large enough to be a harmonic short. The
RF matching network consists additionally of a series resonant circuit, which incor-
porates the final RF load resistor. It is assumed in this analysis that this resistor will
probably be the input impedance of an additional matching section which trans-
forms the required value up to a 50 ohm interface. As usual, the DC is supplied
through a high reactance choke whose value is such that no variations of current can
be supported within the timeframe of an RF cycle. Similarly, the Q-factor of the
resonator is assumed to be high enough that the “flywheel” effect forces a sinusoidal
current to flow in the LCR branch.

As before, it is assumed that conditions on the input can be controlled such that
the open and closure timing of the switch during an RF cycle can be arbitrarily pre-
determined, and are effectively independent variables in the problem.

Looking now at the branch currents in Figure 7.9, it can be seen that two
“immovable” currents combine to flow into the switch-capacitor combination; the
DC supply current, Idc, and the sinusoidal “flywheel” current in the LCR branch, Irf .
cos t.

So the current flowing into the switch-capacitor combination is an offset cosine
wave of current,

( ) ( ) ( )i I I trf dcθ θ θ ω= ⋅ + = ⋅cos (7.13)

where the values of Irf and Idc have yet to be determined. An important normalization
is now defined, writing (7.13) in the form

( ) ( )( )i I mdcθ θ= ⋅ +1 cos (7.14)
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1. For better or for worse, lengthy symbolic analysis is not the flavor of the 00’s. The foregoing analysis is a sig-
nificant consolidation from that presented in the first edition of this book, and enables direct computation
for expressions which cannot be further simplified using the symbolic approach [9].
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Figure 7.9 Basic Class E amplifier schematic.



where

m
I

I
rf

dc

= (7.15)

Figure 7.10(a) shows the offset cosine wave of current i(θ) and also shows the
positions selected for switch opening and closure. The switch will be closed for the
duration of the interval between the positive-moving zero crossing of i(θ), −α1, and
an arbitrarily selected angle α2 during the positive portion of i(θ). Clearly, when the
switch is closed, i(θ) will flow entirely through the switch, and when the switch is
opened, i(θ) will flow entirely into the capacitor. This is the definitive aspect of ideal
Class E operation. The “conduction angle” can be defined as the sum of α1 and α2,

φ α α= +1 2 (7.16)

The current waveforms for switch and capacitor can therefore be easily drawn,
and are shown in Figure 7.10(b, c). As already noted, the key effect is the instanta-
neous transfer of current from switch to capacitor at the point of switch opening,
but note that when the switch closes, it does so at a zero-crossing point in i( ). This
condition is assumed to be the optimum one for the purposes of this analysis,
although a more general analysis would need to consider the effect of an impulsive
current which will flow into (or out of) the capacitor at the instant of switch closure
when this timing condition is not met [3, 8].

The current waveform in the switch bears some resemblance to a Class C ampli-
fier, with the important difference that it is asymmetrical, having a slow rise and a
very fast, ideally instantaneous, fall. The peak switch current, Ipk, will be

( )I I I I mpk rf dc dc= + = +1 (7.17)
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and as before, will correspond to the Imax of the transistor, which will ultimately have
to approximate the switching function.

This is a Class E amplifier; all that remains is to integrate the capacitor current
to obtain the RF voltage waveform, and to relate the dependent variables Idc, m, α1,
α2, to the independent, or input, variables , Vdc, ω, and Ipk, relationships that will
lead to values for the circuit elements. The first step in this process is to trim the list
of dependent variables. The first zero crossing of i( ) gives the relation

( )I mdc 1 01+ =cos α

where

cos α1

1= −
m

(7.18)

There is a second relationship between m and the three conduction angle param-
eters, which is obtained by integrating the “on” current in the switch and equating
the result to Idc,

( )I
m d Idc

dc2

2

π
1+ θ θ

−α

α

1

cos =∫ (7.19)

This integral can be evaluated to give a relationship between α1, α2, and m, and
also using (7.5) simplifies to

( )
sin

sin
cos

α
π φ φ

φ1 = + −
−

2
1m

and noting again that cos α1

1
= −

m
(from (7.18)), a direct dependency of m on the

conduction angle φ can be established,

1
2

1

2

2+ + −
−







 =π φ φ

φ

sin
cos

m (7.20)

Thus the specification of the single input design parameter leads directly to
unique values for m, α1, and α2, which in turn lead directly to computable expres-
sions for all of the voltages and currents, and their harmonic components, in terms
of the single normalizing parameter Idc. This would appear to represent a consider-
able simplification in the solution of this problem [9], compared to previous pub-
lished attempts by various authors, this one included.

A further relationship can be obtained by integrating the switch current and
equating this to Idc,

( )I I m ddc dc= +
−
∫

1
2

1
1

2

π
θ θ

α

α

cos
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so that

( ) ( )α α α α π1 2 2 1 2+ + + =m sin sin (7.21)

The switch/capacitor voltage waveform, vC(θ), is given by:

( ) ( )

[ ]

v
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C
m d

I
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m m

C
dc

P

dc

P
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α θ α

2
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1

1 2

,

,

(7.22)

This voltage is shown in Figure 7.11. The voltage waveform integrates up from
zero, starting at the point the switch opens ( = 2) and the entire current i(θ) instan-
taneously transfers from the switch to the capacitor. A peak voltage is reached at the
point where the capacitor current crosses zero (θ = γ) and in the optimum case being
analyzed here, the voltage will reach zero again at the precise moment the switch
closes again ( = 2π−α1).

2

Looking now at the current and voltage waveforms at the switch, several impor-
tant comments can be made:

1. The relationships (7.15) through (7.22) completely define the current and
voltage waveforms, in terms of the selected conduction angle , and two
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2. As already noted, this does not exclude the possibility of cases where the switch closes with a nonzero volt-
age across it; such cases will show an impulsive spike of current at the closure point.
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Figure 7.11 Class E RF waveforms: (a) switch current, (b) shunt capacitor current, and (c)
switch/shunt capacitor voltage.



normalization parameters, Idc and (1/ Cp), which will be set to unity for the
ongoing analysis and then scaled to match specific designs at a later stage.

2. At no time in the cycle do current and voltage coexist at nonzero values. This
implies 100% efficient conversion of DC to RF energy.

3. The only dissipative element in the circuit is the load resistor, and this is only
visible to the switch at the fundamental (switching) frequency. This implies
that the only energy being dissipated is at the fundamental frequency.

4. The voltage waveform is nonsinusoidal and asymmetric. This implies a
mean DC level that will be lower than half of the peak value.

Item (2) above is, of course, a direct consequence of having an ideal switch ele-
ment. But taken with item (3), the important conclusion is reached that this is a
100% efficient system for converting DC to fundamental, sinusoidal, RF energy,
regardless of the actual value of conduction angle, φ, which is selected.

There is an observation to make on the reasoning presented thus far. Looking at
Figure 7.11, it is clear that we have created a highly nonlinear system, with
nonsinusoidal waveforms and an attendant galaxy of harmonic components. The
normal reaction of the RF engineer to such a situation is to jump immediately into
the frequency domain and start to analyze the necessary harmonic impedances. In
fact, it will be seen that in the present analysis the only frequency domain analysis
will be to determine the fundamental components of the voltage and current wave-
forms; the system is effectively solved in the time domain. The harmonic impedances
do not play any direct part in the analysis and remain as unseen elements in the prob-
lem; the network topology itself automatically provides the harmonic terminations
and we do not need to determine their values. This is not just a matter of analytical
philosophy. There is a very real advantage here that we have a network which does
the whole job, and not a truncated approximation to the job which we use in design-
ing class AB or B type amplifiers. This is a potential benefit of the Class E concept,
especially at lower frequencies where harmonic generation is not as inhibited by
device parasitics.

It only remains to determine the fundamental and DC components of the
switch/capacitor voltage. The in-phase fundamental component of the capacitor
(and switch) voltage is required to determine a value for the RF power and the load
resistor, RL. By “in-phase,” we mean that the required voltage is in phase with the
original current which was stipulated in the LCR branch, mIdccos . The voltage
component in-phase with this current is given by

( )V
I

C
v dci

dc

P
C= ⋅ ⋅ ⋅

−

∫ω π
θ θ θ

α

π α

cos
2

12

which, using (7.22), becomes

( ) ( ){ }V
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C
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P

= + − +
−
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sin sin cos2 2

2
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Direct evaluation of the definite integral gives the expression
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which using the relationship in (7.21) can be somewhat compressed to the form
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There will also be a quadrature component of vc(θ), given by
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which evaluates to
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and through multiple applications of (7.21) and (7.18) compresses down to
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The mean voltage component of vc( ) represents the design value for the exter-
nal DC supply and is given by
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which, following a similar but more straightforward manipulation process than in
the previous two cases, becomes
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which bears a striking resemblance to the in-phase fundamental voltage component
Vci in (7.23); these two expressions [(7.23) and (7.25)] confirm that the RF power,
noting that the fundamental component of current was originally defined to be mIdc

cos ,

( )P
I V

rf
dc ci= −

⋅
2
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is identically equal to the DC power,

P I Vdc dc dc= ⋅

the negative sign indicating that the device is generating, rather than dissipating, RF
power.

Returning to (7.24), a nonzero value of Vcq may appear to be in conflict with the
original stipulation of a cosine current wave. In fact, this merely represents a
requirement for a reactive impedance component in the series LCR branch, the LC
circuit elements having thus far been assumed to be resonant at the excitation fre-
quency . This can be identified in physical terms as a need to retune the LC resona-
tor to allow for the periodic switching-in of the parallel capacitance Cp. This point
can be further clarified, and some useful relationships derived prior to evaluation of
the circuit element values, by considering the circuit shown in Figure 7.12.

This circuit shows a current generator, Icos t, supplying a circuit loop which
consists of series inductive element XL, a resistive element RL, and a shunt element of
essentially unknown impedance, but whose terminal voltage is known. This circuit
can be analyzed at the fundamental frequency using linear circuit theory, but we will
revert to time expressions for the various voltages and currents in order to avoid
some traps which accompany the use of the ubiquitous engineering “j” artifice for
representing reactive impedances. If the voltage across the shunt element is written
in the form

v V t V tsh s c= +sin cosω ω

then the loop equation can be written

( )V t V t I R t X ts c L Lsin cos cos sinω ω ω ω+ + − =0

assuming the convention that inductive reactance, L, is positive, and capacitive
reactance is −1/ C. Thus, by comparing coefficients of sine and cosine components,

R
V

I
X

V

IL
c

L
s= − =, (7.26)

These expressions can now be applied directly to the Class E analysis, substitut-
ing Vci, Vcq, and m.Idc for Vc, Vs, and I, respectively, to determine the element values in
terms of the normalizing parameters Idc and 1/ Cp.
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The analysis of a Class E amplifier using an ideal switch is complete. For a given
conduction angle the above expressions allow direct computation of all the depend-
ent parameters in a Class E design which will initially be in normalized form, with Idc

and the capacitive reactance 1/ Cp being set to unity. The outstanding issue, from a
design viewpoint, concerns the selection of the conduction angle, . As discussed
above, the efficiency of a Class E amplifier will always be 100%, regardless of the
value of . In contrast the RF power, as measured by the PUF, is a rather strong
function of , as shown in Figure 7.13. This shows the power, normalized as the
PUF, plotted as a function of . We will define the PUF in this case to be the ratio of
the Class E power to the same device operating with optimum Class A conditions,
and with the same supply voltage. It would seem that higher values of can give
PUF factors well in excess of unity, or 0 dB, but there is an important factor which
enters into the reckoning and requires a more careful compromise in the selection of

. This factor is the peak voltage Vpk, which is determined by setting = 0 in (7.22),
giving

( ) ( ){ }V
I

C
mpk

dc

p

= + − + −
ωπ

α α α α1 2 1 2sin sin (7.27)

which is also plotted in Figure 7.13, as a ratio to the DC supply Vdc.

Figure 7.13 shows that although smaller values of give values of Vpk/Vdc that
are only slightly higher than the conventional factor of 2, as φ increases to give a
PUF of unity, the peak voltage ratio increases toward a factor of 3, and for PUF val-
ues significantly higher than unity the peak voltage ratio climbs still higher. This is a
significant downside issue for Class E operation, especially given the way in which
the PUF has been defined; it could be argued that a more logical PUF definition
would use the peak voltage, rather than the supply voltage, to compare the Class A
and Class E powers. Clearly, in a given case it is possible to reduce the DC supply to
an appropriate level to take account of the higher peak voltage. But this further
reduces the available power, in comparison to a more conventional mode which has
a peak voltage ratio close to 2 and would not require a lowering of the supply volt-
age. But there are cases when the supply voltage may be much lower, for other rea-
sons, such as in mobile handset applications. In these cases, it is quite common to
use a transistor technology having significantly higher breakdown than actually
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required, based on the battery voltage available. Based on the plots shown in Figure
7.13, it would appear that the useful range of for normal applications is restricted
to a value around 110°, plus or minus maybe about 30°, depending on whether pri-
ority is given to minimizing peak voltage or PUF.

7.6 Class E—Design Example3

Figures 7.13 and 7.14 plot all of the elements in a normalized Class E design, and the
design process becomes somewhat analogous to the use of normalized charts for fil-
ter design. A design example will now be considered, illustrating the use and the nec-
essary de-normalization of the final component values. Then the big step must be
taken to replace the ideal switch element with a real device. In this example, the
device will be the same GaAs MESFET used in previous design examples in the pre-
vious two chapters, so direct comparisons can be made. A full circuit simulation will
show that most of the features predicted by the analysis can be realized, despite the
nonideal nature of the device. Actual measured data on a test amplifier based on the
same design will then be shown.

The first issue is to select an appropriate value for Imax, and a little foresight is
needed in this case, since the device is to be forced into the role of a switch. It will be
seen that this requires a lowering of the effective value of Imax of a given device, in
order to serve as a suitable design value for Ipk in the above equations. This involves a
certain amount of trial and error using a nonlinear simulator. In the case in question,
the device had a working value of about 2.5A for Class A thru B design purposes,
and for Class E applications, a value of Ipk = 1.0A will be taken. This may seem a big
step down in current, and is indeed a foretaste of the penalties involved in making
RF power transistors behave like fast switches. But it should be recalled from
the results and discussions in previous chapters that pushing for rail-to-rail voltage
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Figure 7.14 Normalized Class E design parameters.

3. A spreadsheet which shows this design process in this section in detail is available on the CD-ROM:
ClassE_Waves.



swings in order to obtain higher efficiencies inevitably results in much reduced peak
RF currents, even for conventional reduced conduction angle modes. There are ben-
efits which will in some cases outweigh this singular drawback.

Using Figure 7.13, a value for of 125° is selected for the conduction angle.
This value aims to achieve the highest PUF (just under 0 dB), but keeps the peak
voltage below a 3:1 factor on the DC supply (2.74). Figure 7.14 gives the following
values for the four normalized parameters, Vdc, Ipk, RL, XL:

Vdc = 1.36, Ipk = 4.28, RL = 0.252, XL = 0.533

The values for Vdc and Ipk require scaling to the design values of 4.8V and 1.0A,
respectively. This means that all the impedance elements have to be scaled by a fac-
tor of

48
136

1
428

151
.

. .
.÷ =

giving RL = 3.81Ω, XL = (+)8.05Ω.
There is additionally the reactance of Cp which has been normalized to unity in

the design charts and must now be scaled by the same factor, giving

1
151

ωCP

= .

so for a design frequency of 850 MHz, Cp has a value of 12.4 pF; the series reactance
XL will be an inductance of 8.05/(2 × π × 0.85) = 1.5 nH.

In order to comply with the initial assumptions, a resonator at the design fre-
quency needs to be placed in series with the series RL/XL combination. At this stage,
these are not uniquely determined, and it is only necessary to select a reasonable
value of Q, say 10, which gives an inductance of

ω ⋅ = =X LS S40 7 5, .or nH

So the series resonant capacitor has a value of CS = 4.7 pF.
At this point, it would normally be necessary to design an additional matching

network to transform the 3.8Ω load resistor up to 50Ω at the fundamental fre-
quency. The design of this network will be done as the next step, but it is instructive
to simulate the circuit in its present form (Figure 7.15). The simulated waveforms
for transistor output current and voltage are shown in Figure 7.16.4 Qualitatively,
the waveforms show a remarkable similarity to the idealized Class E plots in Figures
7.10 and 7.11. The current has the characteristic asymmetrical appearance, and the
voltage has the predicted triangular form. The RF power is 1.05W, or 30.23 dBm;
this is as much as 3 dB lower than some of the results using the same device model in
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4. See CD for a Microwave Office file listing, Fig_7_16.emp; note that in the simulation the input transistor
parasitic elements are shown as external elements in order to avoid Cgs varactor effects.



earlier chapters. But the efficiency is a borderline-spectacular 87%; this number
being achieved using the ideal switch analysis element values, with no further
adjustment.

In order to achieve the necessary switching action from the device, it has been
biased close to its pinchoff point (Vg = −2.3, for Vt = −2.5), and the drive level has
been set at a point which gives sufficient power gain (approximately 14 dB) to elimi-
nate PAE issues. It can be seen that there is a small spike of current prior to the main
conduction. In switching terms, this corresponds to a condition where the “switch”
closes at a point of nonzero voltage. When using a transistor, this condition becomes
less well defined, and although some minor adjustments in the circuit values can
essentially eliminate the spike, it seems that better compromises between power and
efficiency can be obtained with a small spike component in the device current. It is
an allowable diversion at this point to adjust some of the elements to optimize the
performance, given that the element values were based on an ideal switch. Figure
7.17 shows the waveforms which result from small changes in the shunt capacitor
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Figure 7.15 Class E amplifier design, frequency 850 MHz. φ = 125°, Ipk = 1A, Vdc = 4.8v, XL = 1.5
nH, (at 850 MHz), Cp = 12.4 pF, RL = 3.8Ω, Cs = 4.7 pF, Ls = 7.5 nH.
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Figure 7.16 Voltage and current waveforms for simulated circuit shown in Figure 7.15; output
power = 30.2 dBm, efficiency = 87% (see file CLE_FIG_7_16 on CD-ROM).



and the series inductor output elements. This has resulted in a significant improve-
ment in power, at similar efficiency, 31.7 dBm at 87%.5 The output capacitance
clearly has a sensitive effect on the power and efficiency tradeoff, but also has a big
impact on the peak voltage. This will be considered in more detail when a final prac-
tical circuit has been developed.

The final step in the design process can now be taken, which is to transform the
load resistor up to 50Ω. This can be done using the same matching process
described in Chapter 5. The series R-C part of the resonator can be transformed to a
parallel R-C, where the shunt resistor is specified to be 50Ω.

Using (5.1), and referring to Figure 7.18, the transformation ratio n will be
50/3.8 = 13.15. So the value of shunt capacitance is given by

X
n

CPI PI=
−

= =50

1
14 3 13 1. , .Ω so pF at 850 MHz

From (5.2), the series resonating inductance, XS will now have a different value
given by

X n LS S= ⋅ − = =4 1 13 3 2 5. , .Ω so nH at 850 MHz

The mistuning element, XL, will be unaffected by this transformation, so the
final circuit is shown in Figure 7.18. The simulation shows very similar perfor-
mance to the original plots in Figure 7.16 despite a significant lowering in the Q fac-
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Figure 7.17 Voltage and current waveforms for simulated circuit shown in Figure 7.15; element
values modified to: XL = 1.2 nH, Cp = 13 pF, output power = 31.7 dBm, efficiency = 87%.

5. It has also removed a disconcerting negative spike of device current in the original simulation, which coin-
cides with a small negative excursion of output voltage. Depending on the device, and/or the quality of the
model being used, this reverse-channel conduction region may, or may not, be physically realizable, and is
best avoided in simulations.



tor of the resonance, which is incurred as a result of incorporating the impedance
transformation.

A closer scrutiny of the voltage and current waveforms shown in Figure 7.19
gives some qualitative indication of how the transistor can be tricked into generating
a similar set of waveforms compared to that of an ideal switch. The key is a small
ramp of voltage in the knee region, which delays the full turn-on of the device,
despite being in the conduction half cycle of gate voltage. This ramp gives the cur-
rent pulse, which would otherwise be a half wave rectified sinewave of much greater
peak amplitude (shown dashed), an asymmetrical appearance as required by the
Class E equations. Thus the action of a switch can be approximated, but with a sub-
stantial penalty in peak current swing. So the main action of a Class E amplifier
takes place within, and is indeed critically dependent on, the knee region of the I-V
characteristic; the turn-on is largely implemented by the I-V knee characteristic, and
the turn-off is more conventionally implemented by using the transconductive
pinchoff. This is a subtle point which partially explains the widespread belief that
Class E cannot be made to work at GHz frequencies due to the slow and symmetri-
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Figure 7.18 Class E design showing modification of output network to incorporate a 3.8Ω to
50Ω impedance transformation at the fundamental frequency (see file CLE_FIG_7_18 on
CD-ROM).
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Figure 7.19 Class E quasi-switching action: (a) magnified drain-source voltage, showing ramp-up
in the knee region; and (b) drain current, showing modulating effect of drain-source voltage;
dashed trace is current under same bias and drive conditions but with RF voltage maintained
above knee levels.



cal transconductive switching characteristics of RF power transistors. This point
has been much emphasized by Sokal [2], albeit at times to unreceptive listeners and
readers.

The original estimate for Ipk was based on some prior knowledge of the above
considerations, and the simulation does show a peak current around this value.
Some attempt to obtain a higher peak current, by scaling the design parameters can
be attempted, but true class E operation will be compromised at higher Ipk values
due to the slower “quasi-switching” speed. In fact, it is instructive simply to vary the
value of CP. around its design value. The results, shown in Figure 7.20, show a
broad tradeoff between power and efficiency, with a promising plateau of efficiency
values close to 90%. It appears that a slightly lower value of CP, in this design,
would yield almost 1 dB higher power for a minimal loss in efficiency of one or two
percentage points. As the value of CP departs more substantially away from the
design value, the amplifier behavior departs from true Class E operation but shows
a more favorable, and certainly comparable, power-efficiency tradeoff to the Class
F results for the same transistor (shown in Chapter 6, Figure 6.19).

Figure 7.20 demonstrates the importance of the shunt capacitor value. Once
again, as in Chapter 5, we find that this element has a strong effect on the PA char-
acteristics, and yet it is an element that is rarely adjusted, and often inaccessible in
practice. Its value in most of the sweep in Figure 7.20 is much higher than the tran-
sistor output capacitance, and so it is necessary to enhance the transistor output
capacitance, preferably with an on-chip element, or as a minimum, a low induc-
tance chip placed right next to the transistor die. This is an unpopular technique for
RF designers, not to mention technologists who strive to minimize transistor
parasitics in order to increase their high frequency performance. As with the har-
monic stubs considered in Chapter 5, the placement issue can become a serious
problem when using large packaged transistors, and is probably a leading cause of
failure in Class E designs at higher frequencies. It should also be fairly stated that a
typical load-pull tuner is unlikely to be able to simulate the combined effects of a
prescribed shunt capacitor and tunable load resistor simultaneously; the shunt
capacitor needs to be supplied, and then the tuner can do a much more productive
job of varying the load impedance.
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Figure 7.21 shows some measured data from an amplifier constructed using the
design parameters in Figure 7.18, with CP about 11 pF. Power and efficiency are
both plotted on linear scales to illustrate the possibility for using the supply voltage
to generate, or restore, amplitude modulation. The efficiency can be seen to hold up
remarkably well over a very wide range of supply voltage, although the power is sig-
nificantly lower than the simulated level.

7.7 Conclusions

The previous sections have shown that Class E is a viable and potentially useful
mode of RF power amplification. Simple design equations have been shown to yield
useful circuit element values which can be verified in practice. Theoretical efficien-
cies of around 90% can be achieved, albeit with an RF output power as much as 3
dB lower than that obtainable from the same device in a conventional Class AB con-
figuration. Class E amplifiers are highly nonlinear, but offer possibilities for
envelope restoration techniques.
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On the downside, peak voltages can be as high as three times the DC supply if
the power shortfall is to be kept within reasonable limits. A device with a given
breakdown voltage can usually be operated in Class AB at a supply voltage half of
this level. If a Class E design requires the voltage to be dropped to one third of the
breakdown level, it is only fair to take account of this in the PUF calculation, as dis-
cussed (but not implemented in Figure 7.13) in Section 7.5. There is also the issue of
power gain. If a typical Class E amplifier is running at 3–5 dB lower power gain, due
to the overdrive requirements on the input, than a comparable linear amplifier, the
upper frequency limit will be lower for a given technology. Generally speaking,
12–13 dB of linear gain would be required from a given device in order to stand a
chance of useful Class E operation; however, the same can be said of conventional
high efficiency modes with shorter conduction angles.

The really critical advantage of the Class E amplifier is efficiency, and with the
possibility of reaching into the 90% range, the advantages of low heat generation
offer some novel concepts in packaging, modulation, and power combining. As a
minimum, it is a technique which deserves closer scrutiny for higher frequency
applications. Throughout this chapter, little consideration has been given to the
harmonic content of the voltage and current waveforms. Clearly, the central issue in
implementing a Class E design at GHz frequencies is whether the higher harmonics
can be sustained, and what the effects of truncating them may be. This, in essence,
forms the main subject for the following chapter.
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C H A P T E R 8

Switching PA Modes at GHz Frequencies

8.1 Introduction

Chapter 7 presented the theory of switch mode PAs in much the same way that
Chapter 3 presented Class AB modes; the analysis in both cases was loaded with
numerous idealizing assumptions, particularly with regard to the device itself.
Chapter 4 set out to reinterpret the idealized Class AB analysis in the context of
GHz frequency operation. This chapter sets out to perform the same task with
switching modes, and as such has the same relationship with Chapter 7 that Chap-
ter 4 has with Chapter 3. Focusing particularly on the Class E mode, we will attempt
to reinterpret classical and widely quoted theory, which is based on ideal low fre-
quency models, in the context of GHz frequency applications.

The Class E situation is if anything more extreme than that described in Chapter
4, which referred to Class AB modes. Basically, RF power transistors are not
switches at GHz frequencies, even if a finite “on” resistance is included in the switch
model. The assertion that RF power transistors can be considered to operate as
switches, “sort-of, some-of-the-time, if-you-get-things-right,” has to be regarded as
questionable at best, and in any case inappropriate, given that accurate nonlinear
models are now available for CAD design. The dogmatic faction of the
switch-model believers can even go to the extent of jettisoning the detailed nonlin-
ear model that they, or others, use for any other kind of design using the same
device, and substituting a simple switch in its place.

Even at this early stage of the chapter, the Class E community will be calling a
time-out. The switch model, they are saying, is used to provide an a priori design
approach, from which circuit topology and element values can be determined, then
more detailed design optimization can be done using CAD tools and models. Fair
enough; this is entirely consistent with the design philosophy promoted in this book.
Unfortunately, however, lengthy papers still appear in the literature that use only
switch models and do not appear to address the next step of demonstrating the same
results using a real transistor model. It seems that there is still some space left in the
subject, in terms of understanding what is really going on in a Class E PA circuit
when “real” transistors are used. In particular, the frequency domain approach to
circuit design needs to be brought into play at some point. One of the basic princi-
ples, or assumptions, of GHz frequency PA design is that only the first few harmon-
ics matter, and the matching topologies can be designed around this simplification.
The problem many GHz designers have with the classical Class E analysis is that it is
performed in the time domain, and does not recognize that at higher frequencies the
higher harmonic behavior will be truncated, giving slower rise and fall times which
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can degrade the performance down to that observed using more conventional PA
modes.

Another perspective on the problem at hand can be obtained by consideration of
efficiency. A classical, ideal switching device can be designed into a multitude of cir-
cuit configurations which deliver 100% efficiency. This is as much an artifact of the
idealized device model, rather than the result of any particular ingenuity in the cir-
cuit design. In practice, of course, finite switching speeds and resistive losses will
reduce the observed efficiency, and numbers in the literature have ranged anywhere
from mid-nineties down to some more lowly numbers in the 60% region. But we
have seen in Chapter 3 that a classical Class C design can give efficiencies in the
mid-eighties, while incurring comparable limitations imposed by considerations of
drive level, breakdown, and declining RF power output. An efficiency of 85% is not
the exclusive sovereign territory of the Class E mode, although there seems to be a
widespread misconception that this is so. Furthermore, some of the reasons given in
Chapter 3 for the relatively low use of Class C in solid state microwave PAs, such as
reduced power efficacy, high voltage swings, and high drive levels are also encoun-
tered in alleged Class E designs. Class E seems to have enjoyed something of an
exempt status as far as these considerations are concerned.

This chapter does not set out to discredit the Class E mode, or those who have
promoted it. At lower frequencies, which can now realistically be defined to be
below 1 GHz, device technology is available that can be used to approximate classi-
cal switch-mode Class E operation quite closely. This has already been demon-
strated in the last chapter, using a nonlinear device model at 850 MHz and not a
switch substitute. The goal is to reinterpret and redefine a high efficiency PA mode
that has most of the attributes of classical Class E, but can be designed using more
familiar microwave frequency domain methods. In comparison to the vast litany of
papers on switch mode RFPA analysis this is a relatively unexplored area, although
was notably visited by Raab [1].

8.2 Ignoring the Obvious: Breaking the 100% Barrier

Figure 8.1 shows a very familiar waveform. It is the classical current waveform of a
Class B amplifier, a half-wave rectified sinewave. This waveform has some very
interesting properties. Its fundamental RF component is equal to the amplitude of a
sinewave having the same peak-to-peak limits, but its DC component lies at the
Imax /π position. It is these two figures that lead directly to the π/4 efficiency of a Class
B amplifier, with the assumption that the voltage is sinusoidal, and in antiphase with
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the current. Moving from a sinusoidal current to a halfwave rectified sinewave has
yielded an impressive efficiency increase of a π/2 factor.

We have seen in Chapter 6 that various tricks can be played with the voltage
waveform in order to further increase the efficiency; “squaring up” the voltage can
ultimately enable us to approach the 100% efficiency level. But are we not missing
an important opportunity here, even perhaps ignoring the obvious? Why not engi-
neer an amplifier with the current and voltage waveforms shown in Figure 8.2?
Now we can leverage the π/2 efficiency factor twice over, giving a final efficiency
value of

η
π π π= ⋅ ⋅ =1

2 2 2 8

2

a number not just greater than unity, but quite substantially so (123%).
So of course something’s wrong, and let it be clearly stated that the waveforms

of Figure 8.2 are not realizable using a passive output termination; in particular they
represent power absorption by the active device at even harmonics. It is nevertheless
a very interesting and significant result, and will be used as a starting point to back
into something more realizable and useful.

It is interesting to consider the actual amount of RF power such an amplifier
requires, mainly at the second harmonic. The in-phase components of second har-
monic current and voltage have levels of

I
I

V
Vdc

2 2

2

3

2

3
= =max

π
,

giving a total second harmonic power absorption of

P
I Vdc

2

2

9
= max

π

whereas the fundamental power output is
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P
I Vdc

1 8
= max π

and the DC supply is

P
I V

dc
dc= max

π

confirming the output efficiency as π2/8. The ratio of second harmonic input power
to fundamental RF output power is

P

P
2

1
2

16

9
=

π

about 18% of the fundamental power, or −7.5 dB. This second harmonic power
could conceivably be supplied to the device output, and the power required to gener-
ate it could be regarded in the same light as the fundamental drive power required in
any RF amplifier stage. But even a fundamental drive power requirement at this level
would be regarded as marginal for a practical RFPA, due to its degrading effect on
the overall efficiency. In this case the need to include an additional frequency dou-
bling function would appear immediately to rule this out as a practical approach,
although some related work at lower frequencies has been reported [2].

Returning to the waveforms of Figure 8.2, there is a more pragmatic strategy
which can remove the second harmonic problem, albeit at a cost. Figure 8.3 shows
the same waveforms, but with the current and voltage shifted with respect to each
other by 45°, as measured at the fundamental frequency. The mutual phase shift will
therefore be 90° at the second harmonic, which means that the waveforms can be
realized using a reactive second harmonic termination. This has some appeal, since
if the phase shift is done in the appropriate direction, the impedance termination at
the second harmonic will be capacitive, and could potentially absorb the device
output capacitance.
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Unfortunately, this has an immediate impact on the fundamental RF power out-
put and efficiency, both of which now have an additional factor of cos(45°):

P
I Vdc

1
8 2

= max π

η
π 2

=
8 2

, about 87%

This is still an attractive number, but there are some loose ends. The 45° funda-
mental phase shift will cause a 180° rotation of the fourth harmonic phase, implying
a resistive termination, and the eighth harmonic will be back at square one, showing
a power absorption. This problem is however about two orders of magnitude
smaller than the original second harmonic issue, and can reasonably be ignored.
The key conclusion in this section is that the use of substantially reactive fundamen-
tal load terminations can have some important uses in RFPA design, a fact that has
not been widely recognized. The Class J PA results in Chapter 4 showed one aspect
of this, and the following sections in this chapter will develop some important
results for high efficiency PA modes which use the waveforms of Figure 8.2 as a
starting point.

8.3 Waveform Engineering

There has, it seems, been a long tradition of designing RFPAs in a “back-to-front”
manner, whereby the desired current and voltage waveforms are defined using
essentially mathematical representation, and from these waveforms the circuit, and
even in some cases the device, characteristics are deduced. In this section we con-
tinue that tradition, under the heading of “waveform engineering,” which has been
coined by other workers in the PA field [3].

The waveforms shown in Figure 8.2 demonstrate that there are hazards in this
approach. We have already established that these waveforms represent power
absorption at even harmonics, and as such do not represent a realizable target for a
practical design. Another issue concerns the assumption, frequently used by PA the-
orists, that the output voltage can drop to zero without causing any modulation of
the assumed current. This “knee effect” has already been discussed in some detail in
connection with its impact on the classical results for Class A and Class AB amplifi-
ers (Chapter 3). Basically, any waveforms or formulae obtained in a PA analysis
using the zero-knee assumption will require the DC supply voltage to be increased
by a suitable “knee factor” in order to represent a realizable result. This factor may
in many cases be about 10%, but it is the variation from one device type to another,
along with varying supply voltage requirements in different applications, that jus-
tify the ongoing use of the more universal zero-knee assumption.

In this chapter, the knee region will take on a new role. Rather than being a
practical nuisance-factor that we would prefer to be without, it becomes an instru-
ment by which we can modify, or engineer, the current waveforms to different
shapes than those defined by the input transconductance relationship. It may not be
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the best tool for doing the required job, but it’s a tool that comes conveniently
built-in to any RF power transistor. There is another such tool, which can be used
for similar purposes, and was discussed in some quantitative detail in Chapter 4: the
nonlinear input capacitance. Unfortunately, this is a much more tricky tool to use.
Its effects will vary more widely from one device type to another than the more easily
quantified effects of the knee region. It will however emerge as an important player
in bridging the technical and intellectual gap that exists between the classical
descriptions of PA switching modes at lower frequencies, and their apparent
ongoing utility in the GHz frequency range.

Returning to the waveforms of Figure 8.3, it is necessary to postulate a voltage
waveform that has more realizable characteristics in high frequency applications;
basically the sharp transitions need to be rounded off. Figure 8.4 shows some useful
candidates, where an increasing second harmonic component has been added to the
fundamental. The restriction of the voltage waveform to contain only fundamental
and second harmonics is a justifiable assumption in higher frequency PA circuits,
where very often the active device will have an output capacitance that will behave
as a near-short at higher harmonics.

The device output voltage therefore has the form

( )v V v vdcθ θ θ= − +1 2 2sin cos (8.1)

which can conveniently be normalized such that Vdc = 1.

Figure 8.4 shows two cases of values for v2, v 2

1
3

= and v 2

1
2

= .

The first of these cases is the familiar maximally flat case, which can be derived
from the raised sine squared function,

( )v = +1
4

1
2

sin θ

and shows that for a v2 value of 0.25 the DC value can be reduced to ¾ from its unity
value when the voltage is a sine wave. Such a reduction in Vdc, while the fundamental
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amplitude is kept constant, represents a potential efficiency increase (efficiency fac-
tor); a 4/3 factor in this case. Figure 8.4(b) shows the same function scaled up in
magnitude by a factor of 4/3 in order that the waveform reaches zero for the same
unity Vdc value. Figure 8.4(a) shows that if some baseline ripple can be tolerated, the
second harmonic amplitude can be increased to a higher value with a corresponding
benefit in the efficiency factor. For a v2 value

v2

1
2

=

the v1 value can be increased by a factor of 2, with an equal increase in the effi-
ciency factor, bringing the efficiency (70.7%) closer to the ideal Class B value.

This efficiency enhancement through the addition of a second harmonic compo-
nent is analogous to the Class F process using a third harmonic component,
described in Chapter 6. The reason the second harmonic case is less frequently con-
sidered is the phasing problem discussed in Section 8.2, and also the increase in peak
voltage, clearly indicated in Figure 8.4. Once again, it has to be said that although
the peak voltage may be a reliability issue in some applications, this has been
another area where the “exempt status” of Class E seems to have worked in its
favor. Class AB PA designers religiously divide the device breakdown voltage by a
factor of two in order to obtain the maximum allowable DC supply. Only in the
Class E zone, it seems, do we hear debates on how avalanche breakdown time con-
stants maybe allow higher peak RF swings to be tolerable. We will see, however,
that second harmonic voltage enhancement will play an important part in explain-
ing the action of quasi-switching mode PAs at GHz frequencies. In truth, given that
direct observation of RF waveforms is not readily possible at GHz frequencies, it is
very likely that many RFPAs have nonsinusoidal voltage waveforms with peak volt-
ages higher than 2Vdc.

As in the third harmonic case, there is an issue worth solving formally at this
point, which is the identification of the optimum case where the fundamental passes
through its maximum enhanced value in the presence of the second harmonic com-
ponent. Just as in the Class F case analyzed in Chapter 6, Rhodes [4, 5] has solved
this problem by recognizing the properties of a singular condition when v1 reaches
its maximum value. Recalling (8.1),

( )v V v vdcθ θ θ= − +1 2 2sin cos

and

( )′ = − −v v vθ θ θ1 22 2cos sin (8.2)

Imposing the additional condition v( )θ >= 0, for all , we seek a value of , z,
such that v z( )θ = 0 and ′ =v z( )θ 0, but additionally the coefficient of v2 in (8.1) van-
ishes, indicating a singular condition.

By inspection, θ
π

=
3
4

will fulfill the necessary conditions, giving
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v Vdc1 2=

and

v Vdc2 2=

Hence the second waveform shown in Figure 8.4 represents the maximum value
of v1, and the corresponding efficiency enhancement factor of 2 is the maximum
value of this property for second harmonic enhancement.1

Thus the waveforms of Figure 8.3 can be redrawn using the newly derived volt-
age function with the optimum value for v2, Figure 8.5. Allowing for the phasing fac-
tor of 45°, the efficiency of such an amplifier would be

η
π π= =1

2 2
1

2
2

4

a slightly disappointing result, based on the original starting point of 123% in the
previous section.

The key issue with the waveforms in Figure 8.5 is the increased overlap between
nonzero current and voltage, which has been caused by the rounding-off of the volt-
age waveform. In order to obtain higher efficiency, it is now necessary to start engi-
neering the current waveform as well. The goal in this exercise will be to create a
waveform that has a fundamental component in antiphase with the fundamental
voltage component, but a second harmonic component that is in quadrature with
the second harmonic voltage. Ideally, there will be no need to introduce a global dif-
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1. This result, which is limited here to include only second harmonic, can be extended to yield analytical expres-
sions for the general case of multiple harmonics, as presented in [4]. The results for the specific cases of just
second, or just third, harmonic enhancement, and numerical results for more generalized cases, have been
presented by various authors; see [6].
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Figure 8.5 A fully realizable set of amplifier voltage and current waveforms, using second
harmonic enhancement on the voltage; efficiency is back down to π/4.



ferential phase shift between voltage and current in order to achieve the second
harmonic quadrature condition.

In order to understand this requirement more fully, Figure 8.6 summarizes the
magnitudes and phases of the various components of current, in the simple half
wave rectified sinewave case. With no differential phaseshift between the current
and voltage waveforms, the fundamental components of current and voltage are in
antiphase, but the second harmonics are in-phase. As the differential phasing is
increased from zero (the independent variable on the abscissa in Figure 8.6), a point
is reached where the second harmonics of current and voltage are in phase quadra-
ture. At this point, however, the antiphase component of the current has reduced by
a factor of 0.707 (cos 45°), and so the overall benefit of second harmonic voltage
enhancement is precisely cancelled out.

It is a worthwhile effort, therefore, to seek a current waveform that requires a
lower differential phaseshift to achieve the required second harmonic quadrature
condition. Intuitively, this would appear to be possible by introducing some asym-
metry about the vertical π/2 axis in the basic Class B waveform. Three such candi-
dates will now be considered:

(a) Linear knee-clipped function;

(b) Smoothed Class E function;

(c) Harmonically modified input function.

Function (a) will give some quantitative insight on the expectations for power
and efficiency when the knee region is used to modify the current waveform, (b) will
enable a quantitative assessment of the effect of finite switching speed in a GHz fre-
quency Class E amplifier, and (c) introduces the potential for waveshaping the cur-
rent using intentional input signal distortion.

The clipping action of the output voltage while inside the knee region can be
approximated to a simple linear scaling function, and thus the function
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Figure 8.6 Analysis of Class B current waveform with phase offset.
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is of interest as a possible waveshaping implementation using a sloped voltage char-
acteristic in the knee region, as shown in Figure 8.7. It will be shown in the next sec-
tion how such a slope can be generated by introducing a small phase offset in the
second harmonic voltage component.

As indicated in Figure 8.7, if the current waveform is engineered using the knee
effect, the peak current will be substantially lower than the Imax of the device. This is a
matter of considerable impact in the practical realization of switch mode PAs at
higher frequencies. It is appropriate therefore to consider the specific Fourier com-
ponents of the function (8.3). The fundamental components are
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or very nearly one-half, as compared to the original Class B waveform. This reduc-
tion is somewhat mitigated by a more favorable second harmonic phase relation-
ship. The DC component,

I ddc = =∫
1

2

1
22

0π
θ θ θ

π

π

sin

is exactly half of the Class B value, a result that with the luxury of hindsight is not
too surprising.

The second harmonic components, given by
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Figure 8.7 Use of the knee clipping region to engineer a suitable current waveform (solid line)
from an input sinusoidal excitation (dotted).
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show a phase angle relative to the voltage reference which is already some way
toward the required quadrature value, the actual angle being

φ
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−tan (8.4)

or about 40°. Thus a reference fundamental differential phase shift of only 25° is
required to allow the use of the √2 second harmonic voltage enhancement factor.2

This produces much less power-factor degradation to the fundamental power than
the full 45° phase shift required for the symmetrical Class B waveform. Some care is
needed in the actual computation of this fundamental power in cases where the
original current waveform has both sine and cosine components. The safest
approach is to recompute the Fourier integral for the sinusoidal component, replac-
ing the original current waveform i( ) with i( ), and putting = 2/2, so

( ) ( )I
I

ds1 2 2 2
2

2

2 2
2

2

= − −
+

∫max

π
θ φ θ φ θ θ

φ

π φ

sin sin

this being the new antiphase current component that multiplies with the enhanced
fundamental voltage component, which in turn can now have an amplitude up to
the limiting normalized value of Vdc√2. This gives a fundamental power of

P
V I

rf
dc s= ⋅

2

2 2
1 (8.5)

Putting 2 equal to the critical value obtained in (8.4) above, the fundamental
power comes out to be 2.6 dB lower than the Class B baseline value, with an effi-
ciency of 87%. It should be noted that this relative power comparison is now inap-
propriate unless the knee effect is taken into account also for the Class B case.

Nevertheless, the use of the knee effect to perform the current waveshaping will
be quite detrimental to power, and this is usually a feature in attempts to realize
Class E designs in this manner. Unfortunately, reported Class E results often omit to
give the comparable power that could be obtained from the cognizant device using a
conventional quasi-linear Class A or AB mode. More detailed modeling of the knee
voltage, and the use of a nonzeroing voltage, can give a somewhat better tradeoff in
power and efficiency. This will be covered in Sections 8.4 and 8.5.

Moving to the second candidate (b) function, a set of Class E “look-alike”
waveforms can be defined by the function
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2. The additional 50° required at the second harmonic, divided by 2 to obtain the referenced fundamental
value.
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As shown in Figure 8.8, this function consists of a sine function up to the angle
α, with the argument scaled such that from zero to α the rising half of a sine wave
has been completed. From α to π, the function is the falling half of a cosine wave,
with corresponding scaling and offset of the argument in order that zero is always
reached at = . Thus the choice of the α parameter adjusts the time duration of the
falling edge; the extreme case of α = π/2 gives a Class B rectified sinewave, and α = π
gives an abrupt Class E switching waveform. Intermediate values of α, such as those
plotted in Figure 8.8, represent realizable waveforms whose analysis will give useful
and quantitative insight on the impact of a finite switching speed in RF applications.

Figure 8.9 shows a plot of various waveform properties as a function of the
parameter α. The parameter effectively defines the sharpness of the switch-off
characteristic, which becomes instantaneous when = . As would be expected, the
phase angle ( 2) of the second harmonic moves back towards the in-phase value of
the Class B waveform as is reduced from π to π/2. Figure 8.9 plots the resulting
power and efficiency for each value, assuming that the appropriate phase offset is
introduced and that the full √2 voltage enhancement factor is used, using the steps
defined in case (a) above. It should be noted, however, that for the present purposes,
the baseline zero-knee assumption is being used to compute the power and effi-
ciency. Looking at Figures 8.8 and 8.9, it is a matter of judgment as to how, and how
much, the switching speed should be reduced to represent a practical case. The
median value of α = 140°, for example, would appear to be a fairly benign attempt to
replicate a fast switch, yet it can still potentially deliver an efficiency of 85%. Given
that the power and efficiency are almost flat between values of 160° and 180°, these
results could be interpreted as a quantitative demonstration, perhaps a vindication,
that the Class E switch mode waveforms still work quite well even when the ideal
switching transients are significantly smoothed out.

Actual implementation of these waveforms will have to be achieved using the
two current waveshaping tools that are available: input varactor effects and IV knee
clipping. This function is interesting in its obvious relationship to classical Class E
waveforms, its quantification of the switching speed debate for Class E implementa-
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Figure 8.8 Smoothed Class E current waveforms.



tion, and pointers to the kinds of waveform properties that are required for highest
efficiency and practicality. Physical realization will, however, have to incorporate
the knee region to some extent, and this will reduce the power and efficiency from
the zero-knee values plotted in Figure 8.9. This will be addressed further in Section
8.4.

Given the potential power problems associated with I-V knee waveshaping,
there is motivation to examine the alternative of input distortion. In principle, if
currents such as those shown in Figure 8.8 can be engineered by the generation of a
suitable input voltage, the full Imax of the device can still be used. Unfortunately, it is
not so straightforward to model this waveshaping process as is the case with the IV
knee characteristic. We have to make a general assumption that the input varactor
generates harmonics, and that circuit elements will allow suitable amplitude scaling
and phasing to generate specific waveforms. It is also convenient to assume an ideal
transconductive device, so that the focus is on the specification and generation of a
suitable input voltage waveform.

For waveshaping on the input, the voltage function

( )v v vg θ θ θ θ= + +sin sin sin2 32 3 (8.7)

is of interest, since it can in principle be generated by adding suitably phased har-
monic input voltage components. These components can be generated by the
nonlinearity of the input varactor, with suitable harmonic tuning, or even by inject-
ing harmonic components on the input drive signal. If this function is then truncated
above the zero voltage point, due to the rectification action of the Class B bias set-
ting, the resulting waveform (assuming the transconductance gm to be linear and
unity value)

( ) ( )i g v vmθ θ θ θ θ π= + + < ≤

=

sin sin sin .......

...........
2 32 3 0

0 ......................................π θ π< ≤ 2
(8.8)
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Figure 8.9 Smoothed Class E waveform properties; power and efficiency values assume appropri-
ate φ2 value and maximum second harmonic voltage enhancement factor (see text).



can have the required properties for efficiency enhancement by suitable choice of the
v2 and v3 parameters. Three examples are shown in Figure 8.10, representing a range
of magnitude for the v3 component. The v3 = 0 case (a) is of interest due to the rela-
tively straightforward implementation, requiring only second harmonic generation
in the input circuit. The intermediate v3 value (b) represents a closer approximation
to the Class E functions shown in Figure 8.8, and the third case (c) shows that the
introduction of a larger third harmonic component significantly increases the scope
for waveform engineering. The twin-peaked characteristic caused by higher v3values
fits well with the basic requirements of an optimally engineered current waveform,
having a high quadrature second harmonic component and a higher antiphase fun-
damental than in the other functions considered so far.

Figure 8.11 shows a plot of the properties of this function, over a full range of
relevant values for the v2 and v3 parameters. Once again, these values have been
computed using the procedure defined in case (a). It is important to note that the
almost spectacular properties of the function for higher values of v3 raise some issues
with the underlying assumption that there will be no significant third harmonic
component of voltage. There are also questions on the likelihood that such wave-
forms can be generated by the sole action of the input varactor.

With these reservations duly noted, Figure 8.12 shows the voltage and current
waveform for such a postulated amplifier, using the (c) waveform in Figure 8.10.
Only 8° differential phase shift has to be used in this case in order to obtain the
quadrature second harmonic condition for current and voltage. This amplifier
would deliver 0.5 dB higher power than the baseline zero-knee Class B condition,
and an output efficiency of 92%. Although similar numbers have been encountered
before, in connection with an ideal Class F PA, this new mode appears to represent a
more realizable harmonic impedance environment. The second harmonic has a sub-
stantial capacitive termination, which may be absorbed by the device parasitic out-
put capacitance, and the third harmonic may only require a little extra help to
appear as a short circuit termination. The fundamental termination will have a sub-
stantial reactive component. This is in contrast to a Class F design, which requires a
rather demanding open circuit termination at the third harmonic and a short circuit
at the second. The waveforms of Figure 8.12 are a good example of the general prin-
ciple that useful PAs can be postulated that do not fall into any of the established, or
“named,” modes. Protagonists from the school of “inverted Class F” would proba-
bly claim ownership on this example, although the waveforms shown here represent
a more generalized interpretation of this classification than is usually understood. It
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Figure 8.10 Plots of the truncated positive segments of the function i( ) = sin +v2sin2 + v3sin3
v3 = 0, v2 = −0.5; (b) v3 = 0.15, v2 =−0.3; (c) v3 = 0.5, v2 = −0.15 (plots have been normalized to

give equal peak values).



would appear that for any stipulated restriction on harmonic content, optimum cur-
rent and voltage waveforms can be identified which display similar performance,
and that the optimum performance is essentially a function of the number of utilized
harmonics, a concept proposed by Raab [1]. In the present examples, it should how-
ever be noted that higher harmonics are allowed in the current waveforms, since the
transconductive truncation action of an RF transistor can generate such harmonics,
for example, when a 40 GHz device is being used in the low GHz region.

Lower values of v3, such as the (b) case in Figures 8.10 and 8.11, still give useful
potential performance tradeoffs and represent more likely candidates for practical
realization. It should be emphasized that the power and efficiency plots in both Fig-
ures 8.9 and 8.11 assume an ideal second harmonic-enhanced voltage waveform,
having normalized components V1 = √2, V2 = 1

2 , Vdc = 1 with no knee effects (as

shown also in Figure 8.12). As will be seen in the next section, the inclusion of a
realistic model for the IV knee will degrade these ideal results.
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It is appropriate to conclude this section with a brief summary, to confirm the
motivations for the detailed waveform function analysis that it has presented. Tak-
ing an ideal Class B PA as a starting point:

• The addition of a substantial second harmonic voltage component allows the
fundamental component of voltage to be increased by a factor of up to √2, giv-
ing the potential for power increase of 1.5 dB, and an increase in efficiency by
the same √2 factor.

• This benefit cannot be used in a practical PA design unless the phase of the sec-
ond harmonic current component is in phase quadrature with the second har-
monic voltage component; a symmetrical Class AB/B/C current waveform has
no second harmonic quadrature component and requires further engineering.

• A simple 45° differential phaseshift between the current and voltage wave-
forms of a Class AB/B/C amplifier will neutralize the 1.5 dB benefit given by
the second harmonic voltage component.

• Modification of the current waveform can reduce the differential phaseshift
required to enable full use of the second harmonic enhancement factor.

• Some plausible waveform candidates have been defined, which enable a useful
compromise between enhanced efficiency (i.e., over 80%) and minimum fun-
damental power reduction.

• Optimum waveforms display considerable asymmetry, which will be a com-
mon occurrence in practice due to the effects of the IV knee and/or nonlinear
effects in the device input circuit.

• Asymmetry in the RF current is a feature which is absent in most of the litera-
ture on RF power amplifier analysis, Class E being a notable exception.

8.4 PA_Waves

This section attempts to take the waveform engineering results from Section 8.3 and
use them to postulate realizable PA designs. In order to assist this task, a computing
tool has been created, and will be known as a “power amplifier postulator.” This
tool, known as “PA_waves” is available on the CD-ROM which accompanies this
book. It is normal practice in the CAD design world to take an active device model
and surround it with specific circuit elements. The CAD engine will then take a spec-
ified excitation, and perform the task of solving the network equations, for a range
of stipulated harmonics of the excitation signal, to determine the final steady state
response of the system. When the device in question is displaying nonlinear behav-
ior, the task of the underlying software becomes increasingly challenging, and itera-
tive processes have to be used to seek the solutions. Convergence problems are
frequently encountered, and improvements on the available techniques have been
the focus of much research effort over the last decade or so.

The task of the “postulator” is much simpler, but complementary and poten-
tially useful in determining the circuit topology that should be used. The designer
stipulates the device excitation and output voltage waveforms, from which the pro-
gram determines the device current which is compatible with the I-V characteristics.
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The I-V model includes the knee region, an important feature of the program. Then
the postulator determines the circuit impedances which support the stipulated
waveforms. The key aspect of using a postulator is to ensure that the circuit ele-
ments can be realized using physical components. In particular, negative resistance
components have to be discarded as unrealizable. In fairness, it should be admitted
that the PA_waves postulator can only handle a unilateral device. But even the inter-
action of a unilateral three-terminal nonlinear device with a circuit is a surprisingly
difficult problem to solve. The postulation approach, as a minimum, takes the anal-
ysis of PA circuits one level higher than is possible using conventional mathematical
methods, in terms of reducing the idealizing assumptions that are often made in
order to make the problem analytically tractable. One such idealizing assumption
that is frequently made is to ignore the effects of the knee, or device turn-on, region.
The present analysis will show how important these effects can be.

Some more practical details on the installation and running of the PA_waves
program are given in Appendix A. To save space, the present sequence of waveform
computations will not reproduce the full PA_waves screen each time, but all of the
required input parameters will be given with each figure. The CD-ROM also con-
tains specific Excel files as set up for some of the individual figures. Figure 8.13
shows the entire screen for the starting point, which is a Class B PA using a device
with a realistic model for the IV knee region. As explained in Appendix A, the cur-
rent is normalized such that Imax = 1, and voltage has arbitrary units, where usually
either the DC level (Vdc), or the fundamental amplitude (V1), will be set to unity, at
the user’s discretion. An important initial setting is the IV knee parameter Vk. As in
the analysis in Chapter 3, the turn-on region is modeled using the relationship
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so that when the output voltage is at Vk, the current has a scaling factor of ( )1
1

−
e

, or

about 0.63. The knee scaling factor will be 90% for ( )V Vo k = 0.23, so that for a
device having a 90% turn-on at 1 Volt, a unity setting for Vdc would correspond to
just under 4.5V. This setting is intermediate in terms of most practical PA applica-
tions; a single cell battery powered mobile PA would imply a somewhat higher
value, and higher voltage applications would indicate a lower value.

In Figure 8.13, the input settings (Ibias = 0, Isig = 1) correspond to the normal-
ized values for reduced conduction angle modes used elsewhere in this book. With
the fundamental voltage component (V1) and the dc supply (Vdc) set to unity, the
current waveform shows the half wave rectified sinewave form, modulated by a
deep notch as the output voltage touches zero. As described in Chapter 3, a reason-
able first step is to reduce the output voltage swing by a normalized factor of 0.1, in
order to restore some of the current peak. This condition, shown in reduced format
in Figure 8.14, will be taken as the baseline for efficiency and power using “conven-
tional” PA techniques. It is important, however, to note that the numbers for power
and efficiency (−1.4 dB, 68%) are substantially lower than the values frequently
quoted (0 dB, 78.5%) and which come out of idealized analysis which ignores the
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clipping effect of the knee region. For convenience, the relative power, in dB, that
PA_waves computes in each case refers to the power relative to the ideal Class B
case, at the same Vdc setting, but with Vknee = 0. (This can be checked by setting
the Vk parameter to zero.)

The next step is to observe the effect of a second harmonic component of volt-
age. Starting with values V1 = 1.0, V2 = 0.25, at a 0° phase angle, the modified
waveforms are shown in Figure 8.15. The immediate benefit of the second harmonic
can be seen; the voltage minimum increases and the current clipping is reduced. The
real part of the second harmonic external impedance is however negative, shown in
the second harmonic vector plot as in-phase voltage and current components.3

Before taking the necessary action to remove this unrealizable component, the effi-
ciency can be improved by increasing the voltage swing, using the second harmonic
benefit. This can be implemented on PA_waves either by scaling up V1 and V2, or
more conveniently, reducing the Vdc value. The relative power computation in
PA_waves uses the current Vdc value to establish the baseline power from which the
relative power is computed, so the adjustment of Vdc provides a convenient way of
scaling the RF waveforms. Vknee should, in principle, also be readjusted to main-
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the values of the external impedances.



tain the same ratio with Vdc; however, in the following set of examples, Vknee is
kept constant. As already commented, the actual setting of Vdc is dependent on spe-
cific device technology being used, and as such its precise setting is a matter of judg-
ment in specific cases.

Figure 8.16 shows the effect of reducing the minimum voltage in this manner.
For the values indicated, the voltage minimum corresponds to the 0.1 value origi-
nally set in the starting-point Class B computation. The voltage waveform now dips
into the knee region, and the current shows appropriate clipping. Clearly, the effi-
ciency has increased, but the values are still of little practical significance due to the
negative resistance component in the output load termination.

We now take a critical step. The voltage waveform can be phase-shifted in order
to remove the negative external resistance at the fundamental; this is shown in Fig-
ure 8.17. Note that the fundamental phase has been increased by 34°, and to main-
tain the same waveform the corresponding second harmonic phase is increased by
twice this amount, 64°. The waveforms of Figure 8.17 represent an important mile-
stone in this sequence, since possibilities for waveshaping the current become evi-
dent. The IV knee function is causing some significant modulation on the current
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waveform, making it become asymmetrical. Referring back to the functions ana-
lyzed in Section 8.3, it will be recalled that such asymmetry will usually cause a
reduction in the phaseshift which is required to remove the negative resistance com-
ponent in the fundamental load. This is shown in the PA_waves parameter values
used to obtain the waveforms of Figure 8.17; the required fundamental phaseshift is
reduced from the expected 45° to 34°, with a corresponding advantage in relative
power and efficiency. An efficiency of 69%, however, is no real improvement over
the knee-modulated Class B starting point.

There are two critical parameters which can be adjusted in order to increase the
potency of the knee waveshaping action. Referring back to Figure 8.7, and the com-
ments on the function defined in (8.3), a sloped voltage in the knee region can be
used to increase the modulation of the current in the required manner. This can be
implemented by introducing an offset, optimally only a few degrees, in the relative
phasing of the fundamental and second harmonic voltage components. This phase
offset will also interact with the chosen V2 magnitude value, in determining the Vdc
setting required to keep the voltage above zero.4 The second critical parameter is the
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4. PA_waves analyses are invalid if the Vz parameter is negative, corresponding to a zero-crossing voltage.



Vmin value, which has an important effect on the power-efficiency tradeoff. Figure
8.18 shows the result of changing these two parameters. The voltage-current phase
offset can now be reduced to 22.5°, the value used to obtain the Figure 8.18 wave-
forms. The efficiency has increased to 79%, a high value when a realistic model is
being used for the knee region. Allowing the voltage to reach almost a zero value
(0.02) takes a significant toll on the final fundamental RF power, about 1 dB less
than the baseline Class B starting point. Such a tradeoff is inevitable in dealing with
ultra-high efficiency modes, using realistic device models which have nonzero
turn-on voltages.

All of the parameters described can be adjusted further, to obtain a surprising
range of PA performance. Higher efficiencies can be obtained, but at the expense of
output power. Figure 8.19 shows a condition close to the efficiency high point, for
Class B bias settings. An efficiency of 87%, despite a simultaneous power reduction
of over 3 dB from the baseline value, represents a milestone result and completion of
the main goal of this chapter. The waveforms shown in Figure 8.19 have clear simi-
larities to the waveforms seen in papers describing Class E PAs using a switch model
for the active device. We have shown that a similar result can be obtained, according
to the theory developed in this chapter, by terminating a device with a fundamen-
tal load having a substantial reactive component (specific values are given by
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PA_waves) and a second harmonic termination consisting of a specific reactance,
which can conveniently be capacitive. The only idealizing assumption that may
cause some issues in a practical implementation would be the absence of higher volt-
age harmonic components, however these will be at a low level in many practical
situations, and their effects may not necessarily be detrimental.

Many more conditions can be obtained using PA_waves settings, which give the
necessary quadrature conditions for the second harmonic. Independent variables
which have not so far been explored are the knee voltage, Vk, the input bias settings
(Ibias, Isig), the second harmonic voltage components (V2mag, ang at V1ang =
180°), and the minimum voltage (Vmin, itself a function of V2mag and V2ang set-
tings). A useful summary of a wide range of realizable conditions is shown in Figure
8.20, for the Class B bias settings (Ibias = 0, Isig = 1). Here the considerable sensitiv-
ity of Vk and Vmin can be seen. A set of conventional Class B results (V2mag = 0),
for the same range of Vmin and Vk values, is also plotted for comparison.

Clearly, efficiencies in the upper eighties are possible, but at substantially
reduced power. The devil’s advocate might look at these results and ask, why
bother? The conventional Class B plots show up quite well alongside the new
results, despite not being able to yield efficiencies in the 85% regime. The simple
twofold answer is:
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• Conventional Class B results are not usually achievable in practice, due to the
requirement for a perfect harmonic short at all harmonics.

• The second harmonic enhanced results represent closer approximations to
what real PA circuits do, using typical realizable matching networks.

Corresponding to a set of contours such as those shown in Figure 8.20, there is
an overlay of fundamental impedance and second harmonic reactance values. A
given circuit topology can only “visit” restricted areas of the power-efficiency plane.
The value of the postulation approach is that impedances are specified, and suitable
topology can be devised, to reach the desired region of the plane.

The higher efficiency cases clearly show that the use of the near-zeroing voltage
to waveshape the current extracts a heavy premium on power, due to the clipped
peak current values. In Section 8.3, it was suggested that a possible way around this
problem would be to do the waveshaping on the input, either using the input
varactor nonlinearity, or by physically adding suitable harmonic components to the
PA drive signal. The function described in (8.5) and (8.6) is appropriate in that it can
in principle be generated by simple addition of a suitably phased second harmonic
component to the input voltage drive signal. Expectations for power, however,
should include recognition that the fundamental component is 2 dB lower than a
Class B waveform having the same peak value (Figure 8.13). Since the basic idea is to
eliminate voltage clipping, it will be necessary to increase the voltage minimum level
to a higher point in the knee region, or even just outside of it.

PA_waves can implement such a drive signal through the input parameters I2
and I3, which have been set to zero thus far. For example, the middle case (b) in Fig-
ure 8.10 can be implemented by setting I2 = 0.3 and I3 = 0.15 (the negative sign of
the I2 component is taken care of internally by PA_waves). The Isig setting also has
to be adjusted in order to obtain unity Imax, Isig = 0.89 in this case. Figure 8.21 shows
the PA_waves spreadsheet for the particular case of Vk = 0.05, Vmin = 0.025, which
indicates a relative power of –2.1 dB and an efficiency of 86.9%.

Figure 8.22 shows a summary plot, using the same parameter ranges as Figure
8.20, but using the modified current waveform. It is immediately apparent, compar-
ing Figures 8.20 and 8.22, that significant benefits in power and efficiency have been
realized, over a wide range of conditions. Most notably, the comparison in Figure
8.22 between the Vk = 0.05 contours and the corresponding Class B plot show dra-
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matic improvement in efficiency, for almost the same power levels. Clearly, input
waveform engineering can play an important part in improving power and effi-
ciency, and deserves more attention in PA design.

8.5 Implementation and Simulation

This section will show, through a specific design example, how the postulated PA
examples in the last section can be transformed into actual designs. The process is
an approximate one, in terms of getting exact duplication of circuit elements and
waveforms. But the benefit of using a “postulator” as part of the design process will
become clearer, due to its role in enabling the designer to specify the right circuit
topology in the first place, before the process of simulation and optimization begins.

The example will be based on the PA_waves result shown in Figure 8.19, and
applied to the same GaAs MESFET device used for Class AB and Class F simula-
tions in previous chapters. A design frequency of 850 MHz will also be used for
comparison with previous results. The PA_waves postulation gives the following
impedances, normalized to the device loadline resistance:
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• Fundamental: 2.58 + j1.1;
• Second harmonic: −j2.3.

The loadline resistance for this device has previously been obtained; for a supply
voltage of 5V and an Imax of approximately 3.5A, the loadline value can be taken to
be 3Ω. So the normalized values above are multiplied by this RL value, giving
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We now convert the Z2 reactance into an equivalent capacitance value at the sec-
ond harmonic, which gives a value of 13.5 pF. This happens to be much larger than
the Cds of the device in question, but it should be noted that at higher frequencies the
required capacitance value will converge toward the device Cds, reaching the same
value at approximately 5 GHz in this case. Figure 8.23(a) shows a suitable network
for a narrowband implementation. It is a familiar network, consisting of a low-pass
matching section with a capacitive input. Initially, the input capacitor would be set
to a value which increases the device Cds up to the design value of 13.5 pF, and the
low-pass matching section would be designed to perform the necessary fundamental
impedance transformation (see Chapter 5 for details on low-pass matching network
design). Some adjustments can then be made to obtain a reasonably close realization
of the required impedance values, as shown in Figure 8.23(b).

Using the same Spice simulation file, with suitably modified circuit elements, as
used in the Class AB simulations in Chapters 4 and 5, the waveforms shown in Fig-
ure 8.24 result, with an RF output power of 34.1 dBm and an efficiency of 87%. The
power should be compared with the zero-knee Class A baseline power for this
device, which is 5 × 1.75/2 = 4.375, or 36.4 dBm. So the RF output power is 2.3 dB
below the baseline value, with an efficiency of 87%, comparing remarkably well
with the PA_waves prediction. The waveforms also compare quite well; the current
waveform in PA_waves has some higher frequency ripples, but the fundamental and
second harmonic components are close to the simulated values. The voltage wave-
forms are remarkably similar. Agreement this close cannot always be expected, but
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the design process appears to be considerably streamlined through the use of the
postulator.

8.6 Conclusions

It would be reasonable to summarize the results and analyses of this chapter as
follows:

• Class E switching mode analysis is correct and has not been questioned.
• The Class E mode can be implemented at GHz frequencies.
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Figure 8.23 (a) Circuit topology, and (b) frequency response for design example based on Figure
8.19 postulation.
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Figure 8.24 Spice simulation using GaAs MESFET and output network in Figure 8.23 (RF power =
34.1 dBm, DC current = 588 mA, efficiency = 87%).



• Class E designs at GHz frequencies do not have instantaneous switching tran-
sients, but this does not necessarily cause significant performance degradation
from the ideal classical analysis.

These conclusions make two assumptions, however. The first is that we have a
clear, unimpeachable definition of what a Class E amplifier really is; the second is
that a reduction of efficiency from 100% down to 85% is “not significant.”

Taking the efficiency issue first; the problem with the 85% number is that it rep-
resents a value which can be achieved, certainly in theory and quite frequently in
practice, using different approaches to the design and mode of operation (e.g., Class
C or Class F). So the realization of efficiency performance in this region is certainly
not an indication of the mode of operation. As far as mode definitions are con-
cerned, this is usually done using voltage and current waveforms. Unfortunately, at
GHz frequencies, these waveforms are rarely measured directly, although can of
course be observed on a simulator. The definitions of Class A, AB, B, C are univer-
sally agreed in terms of voltage sinewaves and truncated current sinewaves. Class D
is also universal, other than some confusion caused by use of the term to represent a
pulsewidth modulator in audio amplification circles. A precise Class F definition has
been the subject of some debate, but only concerning the number of odd harmonics,
and their respective amplitudes, that are added to the voltage waveform [6]. The
Class E mode however seems to be missing such a widespread agreement in terms of
an unimpeachable set of waveforms. Clearly, most papers and books on the subject
(including this one, Chapter 7) reproduce the waveforms which come directly out of
an ideal switch mode analysis. These waveforms could be physically drawn using
the following procedure:

• Take a sinewave of current, and give it a positive DC offset;
• Pick a point in the positive region and make a vertical cut down to the zero

axis;
• The portion of positive current from where it crosses the zero axis to the left of

the cut, up to the cut itself, is the Class E device current waveform;
• Perform a time integral on the current between the right side of the cut and the

previously mentioned zero-crossing point;
• Add a suitable DC voltage offset such that the waveform does not cross zero;

this is the Class E device voltage.

The sticky issue is whether after doing all of this, we allow an additional step
where everything gets “smoothed”; is this then still Class E? This in effect has been
the main issue behind the analysis presented in this chapter. It has been shown that if
the waveforms are smoothed, they can be generated in a different way, both physi-
cally and conceptually:

• Take a half-wave rectified sinewave of current, and put in some asymmetry
about the central vertical axis;

• Take a voltage sinewave, add some in-phase second harmonic;
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• Introduce a small phase offset between first and second harmonic components
to generate a sloping baseline to the voltage waveform;

• Introduce some differential phase between voltage and current.

The first definition requires a switch to do the “cutting,” and the second defini-
tion has been shown to be readily achievable using just about any kind of RF power
transistor, so long as the voltage dips into the device knee region and the fundamen-
tal load has a substantial reactive component.

There has been a questionable absorption of the harmonic-limited definition
into the original, more specific, switch mode Class E categorization. But as already
suggested in Chapter 4, there is also an argument in favor of recognizing that second
harmonic voltage enhancement is a more general technique in PA design and
should, like Class F, be given a classification such as Class J.

No doubt, the debate will continue.
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C H A P T E R 9

Nonlinear Effects in RF Power Amplifiers

9.1 Introduction

Throughout the last few chapters, it has been taken for granted that any
nonlinearity in the transfer characteristic of a power amplifier constitutes a problem
of some kind, but so far no attempts have been made to quantify the problem. It has
also been noted that the impact of nonlinearity is strongly dependent on the actual
application, most specifically the modulation system in use, coupled with the rele-
vant regulatory specifications. This chapter attempts to quantify the effects of a
nonlinear power transfer characteristic, specifically the spectral distortion that is an
inevitable consequence of PA nonlinearity.

In previous chapters, it was shown that a power transfer characteristic could
often be derived for a particular amplifier type or mode, given reasonable assump-
tions about the RF load and harmonic terminations. Such transfer curves were
derived using simplified models, and could also be derived using CAD simulation.
Clearly, in cases where the modulation system simply varies the amplitude of a CW
carrier (“Amplitude Modulation,” or “AM”), it would seem to be a logical exten-
sion, or application, of these power transfer characteristics to map the input ampli-
tude variations onto the output plane. The resulting distorted waveform can then be
analyzed for its frequency components, which constitute the spectral distortion
caused by the amplitude nonlinearity of the amplifier. This is the principal strategy
used in this chapter, and it will be shown that much useful information about the
spectral distortion characteristics can be derived in this manner.

Surprisingly, for many years this has not been the traditional method for quanti-
fying nonlinear effects in RF amplifiers. For too long, it seems, misguided efforts
have been based on the extrapolation of a power series formulation into regions of
strong nonlinearity where the validity of this approach becomes highly question-
able. This is not to denigrate the usefulness of power series and (especially) Volterra
series analysis for these applications [1]. The issue is how many polynomial terms
are required in a specific case to model the PA characteristic to the required degree
of precision. The focus here is on amplifiers operating at their highest possible effi-
ciencies, which means that the model has to be able to handle substantial amounts
of gain compression, and the corresponding AM-PM nonlinearity as well. Having
derived a suitable model for the PA characteristic, the methods of “envelope simula-
tion” are used, as a means of predicting the spectral and modulation distortion
under specific signal conditions. The general theory which underpins envelope sim-
ulation methods has been around for several decades [2, 3], but has only started to
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gain wider popularity in recent years, following the implementation of more com-
plex digital modulation techniques. This chapter provides an introduction to the
possibilities offered by envelope simulation methods, with the assumption that those
who wish to pursue it in greater depth will avail themselves of a commercially avail-
able CAD package, or adopt the computational procedure described by Kenney and
Leke [4]. For those who wish to do neither, this chapter, along with Appendix B,
introduces a means by which envelope time domain and spectral analysis can be per-
formed using a number of Excel files which are to be found on the accompanying
CD-ROM. This approach has its uses, particularly in exploring the effects of
user-specified PA characteristics.

Any amplifier, when driven into a strongly nonlinear condition, will exhibit
phase as well as amplitude distortion. This is usually characterized in terms of “AM
to PM” conversion, and represents a change in the phase of the transfer characteris-
tic as the drive level is increased towards and beyond the compression point. Gener-
ally speaking, it will be seen that AM-PM in typical solid state amplifiers is a
significant, but rarely a dominant, effect. The usefulness and validity of results
which ignore AM to PM is therefore substantial. Indeed, the commonest manifesta-
tion of AM to PM effects is an irritating (and sometimes exasperating) asymmetrical
slewing of the intermodulation or spectral regrowth display. The precise cause of
this effect is key to understanding and quantifying the importance of AM-PM effects
in individual cases, and it will be discussed analytically.

The techniques of nonlinear envelope simulation will initially be demonstrated
using a sinusoidally modulated RF carrier, which will be compared directly with a
more traditional two-tone formulation based on the “Intercept Point” concept.
The envelope simulation technique will then be extended to include AM to PM
effects, and more complicated amplitude modulation characteristics, which will
include some simplified quantitative evaluation of different peak-to-average ratio
schemes.

There follows, in Section 9.7, an introduction to digital modulation systems.
This section is not intended to be a treatise on a subject which has been extensively
covered in numerous books (see bibliography), but rather a need-to-know guide for
the PA designer. In particular, the role of baseband filtering in converting con-
stant-amplitude PSK and QPSK signals into variable envelope excitations which
have both AM and PM will be discussed. Although a fully rigorous analysis of the
distortion effects of a nonlinear amplifier on digitally modulated RF signals is
beyond the scope of the present book, some general guidelines, based on the analysis
techniques presented in the earlier sections, can be derived in terms of the spectral
distortion levels to be expected. In fact, these general guidelines will indicate that in
most cases the spectral distortion effects in most higher efficiency PAs will be unac-
ceptable, other than in strictly constant envelope applications; detailed or more rig-
orous analysis is simply not required to draw this unpalatable conclusion.

The question is, then, can anything be done to leverage the promising efficiency
predictions of the previous chapters in variable envelope applications. The answer is
that it can, in the form of linearization and efficiency enhancement techniques,
which form the subject of Chapters 10 and 14. In some respects, this chapter poses
the problems caused by PA nonlinearity and attempts to quantify them, but the
potential answers lie in the techniques discussed in Chapters 10 and 14.
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9.2 Two-Carrier Power Series Analysis

As already commented in the introduction, two-carrier analysis, based on a power
or Volterra series, represents the traditional approach to analyzing nonlinear effects
in RF amplifiers. As a first step, it is necessary to review, or revisit the technique. It is
assumed that most readers will have encountered it in some form already, and some
of the more detailed trigonometric manipulation has been omitted. A relevant set of
trigonometric formulae are given in Table 9.1 to assist in following the analysis in
this and subsequent sections.

We assume a weakly nonlinear amplifier, whose output and input voltage can
be related using the standard power series formulation discussed in Chapter 1:

v a v a v a v a v a vo i i i i i= + + + + +1 2
2

3
3

4
4

5
5 K (9.1)

where vi , vo are small, time varying quantities representing the RF input and output
signals. For the time being, the an coefficients are taken to be scalar quantities which
characterize the amplifier and are determined experimentally. Generally speaking,
one set of coefficients will only apply for a single frequency and a fixed set of biasing
and tuning conditions.

We now substitute for an input signal consisting of two, equal amplitude,
in-band RFC signals, whose spacing is much smaller than either RF frequency.

( ) ( ) ( )v t v t v ti = +cos cosω ω1 2 (9.2)

So the output voltage is
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Table 9.1 Trigonometric Relationships
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(9.3)

Each line, above, of (9.3), represents a “degree” of signal distortion. Each degree
of distortion generates a number of distortion products, which have either the same
or lower “orders.” For example, the second degree term produces second order
products at frequencies 2ω1, 2ω2, ω1 ± ω2; the fourth degree term produces fourth
order products at 4ω1, 4ω2, 2ω1 ± 2ω2, 3ω1 ± ω2, but also produces second order
products at 2ω1, 2ω2, ω1 ± ω2. Generally speaking, the even order distortion terms
will be well out of band and are of less concern than the odd order distortion prod-
ucts. Table 9.2 shows the results of expanding out (9.3) to include all of the distor-
tion products up to and including the fifth degree.
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Table 9.2 Two-Carrier Distortion Products, Up to Fifth
Degree (Expansion of (9.3))

a1.v a2.v
2 a3.v

3 a4.v
4 a5. v

5

1 (DC) 1 9/4

ω1 1 9/4 25/4

ω2 1 9/4 25/4

2 1 1/2 2

2 2
1/2 2

ω1 ± ω2
1 3

2ω1 ± ω2
3/4 25/8

2ω2 ± ω1
3/4 25/8

3ω1 1/4 25/16

3ω2 1/4 25/16

2ω1 ± 2ω2
3/4

3ω2 ± ω1
1/2

3ω1 ± ω2
1/2

4ω1 1/8

4ω2 1/8

3ω1 ± 2ω2
5/8

3ω2 ± 2ω1
5/8

4ω1 ± ω2
5/16

4ω2 ± ω1
5/16

5ω1 1/16

5ω2 1/16



The products of most interest, in terms of their possible detrimental effects, are
the intermodulation (IM) products. The third order products, at frequencies 2 2 −

1 and 2 1 2, which come primarily from the third degree term and have ampli-
tudes a3.v

3.(3/4) also have components which come from higher odd degree terms in
the power series expansion. Thus the fifth degree terms, the highest included here,
not only contribute close-to-carrier fifth order intermodulation products (at fre-
quencies 3 2 − 2 1 and 3 1 − 2 2 and amplitudes a5.v

5.(5/8)) but add a contribution
to the third order intermodulation products (amplitude a5.v

5.(25/8)). These higher
degree contributions can be ignored when operating well below the compression
level, but can become the dominant contributors in the compression and saturation
regimes. A typical spectrum is shown in diagrammatic form in Figure 9.1. The
intermodulation sidebands appear either side of each carrier, at a frequency spac-
ing equal to that of the two input carriers.

This analysis assumes two separate carriers with fixed spacing. In practice, such
a signal will usually be the result of the amplitude modulation of a single carrier. As
will be shown in Section 9.3, the two-carrier signal would be the spectrum from a
double sideband suppressed carrier AM system, with a single, fixed frequency modu-
lating “tone.”1 In practice, even a simple AM transmitter of this kind would have a
modulation band that would randomly fill a prescribed bandwidth either side of the
carrier frequency. Older radio textbooks would normally show this as a typical
audio, or speech, bandlimited frequency zone (Figure 9.2) but in more modern digital
systems the baseband tends to exhibit a more clinical appearance, as indicated in Fig-
ure 9.3. The key point to note is that the intermodulation bands stretch out to three
times the original modulation band limits, in the case of the third order distortion
products, and five times these limits for fifth order, as shown in both Figures 9.2 and
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Figure 9.1 Two-carrier intermodulation spectrum.

1. The reason for the extensive use of a “two-carrier” test is that it is much easier to generate two cw RF sig-
nals than it is to modulate a single carrier. In practice the modulation process would generate nonlinear
spectral components that would interfere with measurements on the device under test.



9.3. So the spectrum resulting from nonlinear amplification has a stepped appearance,
with each step corresponding to a higher order of distortion. These steps have more
recently become known as “spectral regrowth” sidebands, although there is nothing
at all recent about the nature of the phenomenon. The spectral region of most concern
in a regulated communications band is the third order step, which is the one that lies
closest to the main signal. This is usually known, logically enough, as the “adjacent
channel,” and a specification of much importance is the integrated power which lies
inside this channel, known as the adjacent channel power, or ACP. Exact definition of
the ACP band will differ between modulation systems and the corresponding regula-
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Figure 9.2 Analog amplitude modulation spectrum.
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Figure 9.3 Intermodulation spectrum for a typical band-limited digitally modulated signal.



tory specifications, but the logical limit would be a frequency offset of three times the
bandwidth of the undistorted signal.

Note also in Figures 9.2 and 9.3 that a portion of each distortion band lies
within the original bandlimits of the undistorted signal. This is not a problem as far
as measurement is concerned, because the distortion levels can be measured where
they emerge from the main spectral zone. But the in-band “aliasing” of the distor-
tion products and the main signal do constitute a system problem when it comes to
demodulating the received signal and retrieving the information from it. Spectral
regrowth, or intermodulation distortion, is often considered to be solely a problem
of adjacent channel interference, due to the fact that PA linearity is usually also
specified in terms of demodulation error rates.

Returning to the results of Table 9.2, intercept point (IP) is a concept used
extensively by receiver designers, whose components operate well below the physi-
cal compression point. It represents the intersection between the extrapolated 1:1
slope of fundamental gain, and the 3:1 slope of the third order IM products, as indi-
cated in Figure 9.4. If both extrapolations are done from well inside the linear
region, and ideal third degree nonlinearity applies, the intercept point (“IP3”)
becomes a useful single-point specification from which IM levels can be easily calcu-
lated at different signal levels. It is nevertheless a highly conceptual point which can
never be reached in practice, and even well below the intercept point the actual mea-
sured IM3 data points can wander substantially from the extrapolated 3:1 line at
higher power levels, as indicated in Figure 9.4. These deviations from the assumed
straight-line plot are caused by higher degrees of nonlinearity, and are most evident
in the higher power regions, which are of most interest for a PA user. Thus intercept
point is of limited use in PA design and specification, despite still being held in high
esteem by receiver designers.
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Figure 9.4 Single-carrier power transfer and two-carrier IM3 power amplifier characteristic (solid
circles represent typical measured data).



One well-known derivative of the intercept point concept is a relationship
between the third order intercept point, IP3, and the 1 dB compression point, P1 dB.
This “proof” assumes that the power series can be approximated to include terms
only up to the third degree. In this case, the intercept point plot will indeed be a
straight line having a 3:1 slope, and the gain compression will be solely caused by
third order effects.

If we first consider an amplifier driven with a sinusoidal signal which causes a
gain compression of 1 dB, then the fundamental output voltage is given, from (9.1),
as

v a v t a v t a v toc ic ic ic= ⋅ ⋅ + ⋅ ⋅ + ⋅ ⋅1 2
2 2

3
3 3cos cos cosω ω ω

From Table 9.1, we recall that

( )cos cos cos3 3 3θ =
1

4
θ θ+

so that the output voltage amplitude at the fundamental frequency is

v a v a voc ic ic= ⋅ + ⋅ ⋅1 3
33

4

With no compression or nonlinear terms, the output voltage amplitude would
be simply a1.vic; if this is reduced in power by a factor of 1 dB, the output voltage will
become

v a voc ic= ⋅ ⋅ −
1

0 0510 .

so combining the two expressions for vic gives

a v a v a vic ic ic1
0 05

1 3
310

3
4

⋅ ⋅ = ⋅ + ⋅ ⋅− . (9.4)

It is clear from (9.4) that the sign of a3 must be negative for gain compression to
occur. So at this point for clarity, a negative sign will be introduced for a3, and (9.4)
rearranged to give

( )
v

a

aic
2 1

0 05

3

4 1 10

3
=

⋅ ⋅ −

⋅

− .

(9.5)

Equation (9.5) gives a value for the input amplitude of a sinusoidal signal which
causes 1 dB gain compression, in terms of the two power series coefficients, a1 and
a3. It should be emphasized again that higher order terms in the power series have
been ignored.

We now consider the same amplifier, having the same bias and tuning condi-
tions, but with a two-carrier signal applied to its input, both signals having equal
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amplitude. The amplitude of each carrier, vip3, at the third order intercept point will,
by definition, be given by

a v a vip ip1 3 3 3
33

4
⋅ = ⋅ ⋅

using Table 9.2 to determine the amplitude of each third order intermodulation
product. Note that the definition of third order intercept point, by convention,
relates the amplitude of a single intermodulation carrier to the amplitude of a single
input carrier. Rearranging this expression gives a relationship between the input
third order intercept signal amplitude and the two power series coefficients:

v
a

aip3
2 1

3

4

3
=

⋅
⋅

(9.6)

and combining (9.5) and (9.6),

v

v
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ic

3

2
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1 10









 =

− − .
(9.7)

which evaluates to a ratio of 9.2, or about 9.6 dB.
So the input third order intercept point is about 10 dB higher than the cw, or

single tone, 1 dB compression point. This will be equivalent to 13 dB difference if
the total output power is used to represent the two-carrier case. It should also be
noted that if the reference parameter is taken as input power, then 1 dB allowance
has to be made for the gain compression. So, for example, if an amplifier has a mea-
sured cw output 1 dB compression point of +30 dBm, the two-carrier intercept point
would be expected to be at +40 dBm output for each carrier, or 43 dBm total power
output. Of course, a 1 watt amplifier will never actually deliver 20 watts; herein lies
the weakness of the concept. But if it is assumed that as the power is backed off from
this point the third order products fall at a rate of 3 dB for every dB of output power
reduction, or 2 dBc per dB of backoff, it is easy to calculate the IM3 level at any
specified power level.

As rules of thumb go, this relationship has its uses. Indeed, so long as the inter-
cept point is used to extrapolate well down into the linear region, it can frequently
give answers, in terms of IM3 levels, that are within a few dB of measured values,
for a unit that may have only been specified originally in terms of its 1 dB compres-
sion point. But the perils, not to mention lost revenues, in assuming that IM specs
can be met on the basis of a P1dB spec alone, are only too well known in the merchant
microwave amplifier community. The need to include fifth, and higher odd degree,
terms as the compression point is approached has already been stressed. Other devi-
ations from the simple rule occur in multistage amplifiers where several intermedi-
ate stages may generate additional contributions to the intermodulation products.
These additional components have a strong tendency to be in phase with the IM
products generated in the output stage, and can alter the final IM result quite
significantly.
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Some other relationships can be proved using a similar approach. One of partic-
ular interest in this chapter, and for variable envelope PA analysis in general, is the
1 dB compression point of a two-carrier signal. This is simple enough to derive. If
the 1 dB compression amplitude of each carrier is vic2, then using Table 9.2, the
amplitude of either fundamental carrier will be

v a v a voc ic ic2 1 2 3 2
39

4
= ⋅ − ⋅

so that the two-tone 1 dB compression point is given by

( )
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(9.8)

and by comparison with (9.6), the ratio between the single-carrier and two-carrier
signal amplitudes for 1 dB compression is

v

v
ic

ic

1

2

2

3






 = (9.9)

This corresponds to a power ratio of about 5 dB, but it should be noted that the
ratio in (9.8) compares the individual carrier amplitudes. So if the comparison is
made in terms of total average signal power, the two-carrier compression point is 2
dB lower than the single carrier case.

This result is subject to all of the same caveats as discussed above for the 1 dB
compression—IP3 relationship. It does, nevertheless, provide a sobering introduc-
tion to the subject of distortion effects with variable envelope signals. Here we have
a simple, but quite relevant case of a signal which consists of two carriers, closely
spaced and equal in amplitude, but which require a mean power backoff of 2 dB in
order to reach the same compression level of a cw signal having the same undis-
torted mean power level. This should not be too much of a surprise, since clearly the
two-carrier signal will display amplitude reinforcement beats having an instanta-
neous peak power 3 dB higher than the average level. But given the unsatisfactory
nature of the approximations in reaching this result, it would seem logical at this
point to look at distortion from a time domain, or “envelope” viewpoint.

9.3 Two-Carrier Envelope Analysis

The analysis presented in Section 9.2 clearly has limitations, mainly due to the exclu-
sion of higher degree terms in the power series, which become important as the com-
pression point is reached. The analysis so far has essentially been done entirely in the
frequency domain. It therefore pays to look at the same problem in the time domain
to get a more direct intuitive feel for what happens to an amplifier when driven with
a variable envelope signal. Starting once again with the two-carrier signal,

( ) ( ) ( )v t v t v ts = ⋅ + ⋅cos cosω ω1 2 (9.10)
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this can be rearranged, using Table 9.1 again as trigonometric guidance, in the form

( )v t vs = ⋅ ⋅
−
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2
2 2

1 2 1 2cos cos
ω ω ω ω

(9.11)

If we now define ω
ω ω

ω
ω ω

=
+

=
−1 2 1 2

2 2
; m , (9.11) can be written as

( )v t v t ts m= ⋅ ⋅ ⋅2 cos cosω ω (9.12)

This is now recognizable as a double sideband, suppressed carrier, amplitude
modulated signal, having a carrier frequency of ω and a sinusoidal baseband modu-
lating signal of frequency m. In order to generate such a radio signal it is necessary
for the modulating signal cos mt to reverse the phase of the RF carrier by 180° at
each zero crossing, that is to say the modulation is “case-sensitive” to the sign of the
modulating function, cos mt. This phase reversal is not really visible when the
resulting envelope of the signal is drawn as in Figure 9.5. Drawing envelopes of this
kind presents a challenge to the printer; inasmuch as it is not possible to resolve the
individual RF cycles, the phase variations cannot be indicated either. It is therefore
conventional to construct lines which connect all the RF peaks, much as the signal
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Figure 9.5 Two-carrier signal envelope.



would appear on an oscilloscope using a peak detector. This is somewhat unsatisfac-
tory, since these lines do not appear on the real signal, and the detector is unable to
detect the phase reversals each half cycle of the modulation envelope.

It is therefore important to remember that a magnified section of such a plot
would reveal the much faster, fine-grain, RF waveform. This is indicated in Figure
9.5 at two places on the modulation cycle. It should also be noted that, conversely,
such magnified time samples show an RF sinewave with no perceptible
cycle-to-cycle amplitude or phase variation. It is a fundamental assumption in enve-
lope analysis that the modulation frequency is sufficiently slow compared to the RF
variations that the conditions at any instant can be considered to be quasi-static, and
can be determined from a static, cw measurement at the same input power. In most
present day wireless communications systems, this is usually still a reasonable
assumption. Essentially, the amplifier has to have sufficient bandwidth that the per-
formance characteristics do not change over the bandwidth of the modulated signal.
This is almost certainly true for single channel applications, although multichannel,
spread spectrum signals may start to show the first signs of violation on this basic
assumption.

Some important power relationships need to be established for the waveform in
Figure 9.5. It is clear that the RF signal sweeps between an amplitude of zero and a
peak voltage amplitude of 2v, twice the amplitude of each original carrier in the
two-tone representation. So the peak envelope power (PEP) is given by

P
v

vpk = 





=2

2
2

2
2 (9.13)

assuming, for convenience, a 1Ω resistive load.
In this particular case, the mean power can be most easily determined using the

two-carrier representation of (9.10). Each carrier has a power given by

P
v
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and the total power is the sum of individual carrier powers, so in this case the overall
mean power Pm is given by
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(9.14)

A very important parameter in envelope analysis, and PA analysis in particular,
is the ratio of Ppk to Pm, the “peak-to-average” power ratio, or “PAR,” which in this
case is clearly a factor of 2, corresponding to 3 dB. Note also that a constant ampli-
tude cw signal having the same power as the two-carrier signal under discussion,
would have a voltage amplitude vcw, given by

v vcw = ⋅ 2
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In some cases, where the modulated signal does not lend itself to mathematical
spectral analysis quite so readily, it will be necessary to find the mean power by
direct integration of the square of the RMS RF amplitude over a complete modula-
tion cycle,

( ){ }P f w t v dtm m

m

= ⋅∫
ω

π

π

ω
m

2
1
2

0

2

2
(9.15)

where the signal is defined as

( ) ( )v t v f t ts m= ⋅ ⋅ω ωcos (9.16)

and the modulating function f(ωmt) is a scalar function with a periodicity of m.
We are now in a position to examine the effect of a nonlinear amplifier on the

variable envelope signal shown in Figure 9.4. Clearly, if the mean power level of the
variable envelope signal is set to be equal to the conventional, single-carrier 1 dB
compression power, the peaks of the envelope will incur much greater than 1 dB of
compression, and will saturate the amplifier for a significant portion of the modula-
tion cycle. On the other hand, for an equal portion of the modulation cycle the sig-
nal will be well down in the linear region and incur no distortion at all. One might
therefore speculate that the damage might equal itself out. Unfortunately, the power
series analysis in Section 9.2 has already given us warning not to be so optimistic.

In order to analyze this problem quantitatively, a typical Pin-Pout amplifier char-
acteristic is needed. For the purposes of this chapter, it will be convenient to model
the characteristic using an abstract describing function, rather than to base the PA
characteristic on a nonlinear simulation at component level. Such a characteristic
can then be fitted, either to the RF simulated data, or to actual measured points. Fig-
ure 9.6 shows a suitable function. In this case, the “softness” of the compression
characteristic can be varied by choosing two tangible parameters, PCOMP and PSAT.
PCOMP represents the difference (in dB) between the 1 dB compression point and the
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Figure 9.6 Amplifier gain compression model.



maximum linear power point, and PSAT represents the difference between the satu-
rated power point and the maximum linear power point. The amplifier is assumed
to be perfectly linear below the linear power point, PLIN. The characteristic up to PLIN

is a straight line of the form

y x=

where y and x represent linear points on equal dB scales.
Above the PLIN point the characteristic takes the form

y x a x n= − ⋅

With some simple algebraic manipulation, it is possible to determine the peak
value of this function, which is set to represent the specified value of PSAT. Above this
value, the characteristic is defined to be ideally flat, or saturated. This gives one rela-
tion between the parameters a and n, and the other relationship can be determined
using the 1 dB compression point. The resulting equations relating a and n cannot be
solved analytically, but a simple numerical computer routine quickly yields the
required pair of parameters. Figure 9.6 shows a set of typical compression character-
istics for three devices having the same values for PSAT. For convenience, the analysis
will be normalized such that the linear power gain of the amplifier is unity, and the
average cw power corresponding to PLIN is 0 dBm.

The signal waveform of Figure 9.5 and the amplifier compression characteristics
of Figure 9.6 can now be combined to show the effect of the amplifier amplitude
nonlinearity on the shape of the signal envelope. This is shown in Figure 9.7.
Clearly, since the envelope has a peak-to-average ratio (“PAR”) of 3 dB, if the aver-
age input power level is set to a value 3 dB lower than the linear power point (PLIN),
on the amplifier compression characteristic, no distortion will occur. As the level is
increased, the peaks of the envelope encroach into the compression region, and
show a symmetrical flattening. When the mean envelope power equals the cw 1 dB
compression power, very extended limiting is evident, this is the case shown in
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Figure 9.7 Two-carrier envelope distortion (dotted trace shows undistorted signal). Dotted line
indicates maximum linear power level.



Figure 9.7. It might be thought that if the same time magnifier could be used, such as
in Figure 9.4, the actual RF peaks in Figure 9.7 would also be showing similar clip-
ping behavior. But it is assumed here that the amplifier is tuned and filtered such
that only a narrow band of frequencies in the vicinity of the RF carrier are transmit-
ted to the output load. The key assumption in envelope distortion analysis, which
requires justification [2–4], is that if a bandpass amplifier characteristic is assumed,
then the output waveform can be assumed to be an RF sinewave with amplitude and
phase modulation as defined by the static AM-AM and AM-PM characteristics.

The distorted envelope shown in Figure 9.6 can be assumed to have the form

( ) { }v t A t t t to m m m= ⋅ + + + ⋅µ ω µ ω µ ω ω1 2 32 3cos cos cos cosK (9.17)

and the third order IM products are the result of the multiplication of the term

3cos3 mt and the RF carrier cos t,

( ) ( ){ }µ ω ω
µ

ω ω ω ω3
33

2
3 3cos cos cos cosm m mt t

A
t t⋅ =

⋅
+ + − (9.18)

So the IM3 levels can be determined by performing a Fourier analysis on the dis-
torted output envelope, which will give a value for 3. The result of performing such
an analysis, using direct computation in this case, is shown in Figure 9.8. This plot
shows the IM3 levels which correspond to the distorted time domain envelope char-
acteristics in Figure 9.7. For both of these plots, the amplifier characteristic has been
the intermediate compression gain model shown in Figure 9.6.

Figure 9.8 shows that the IM3 vanishes when the peak envelope power drops
below the onset of gain compression. In this case an overly optimistic amplitude
compression model has been assumed, whereby the amplifier reverts to perfect lin-
earity below the PLIN level (0 dB). In practice, weakly nonlinear effects will take over
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Figure 9.8 Two-carrier IM simulation, based on envelope distortion shown in Figure 9.7. IM3 dis-
tortion vanishes at the 3 dB backoff power, in accordance with the gain compression model
shown in Figure 9.6 (PCOMP = 2 dB case).



at lower power levels, and will cause IM3 levels to be asymptotic to a line with 3:1
slope. Such a line, shown dashed in Figure 9.8, is drawn such that it passes through
an intercept point which is 13 dB higher than the cw 1 dB compression power (+15
dB in this case, based on P1 dB = +2 dBm). Experimental points would be expected
to fall closer to the dotted line for power levels well below the compression point,
and closer to the solid line at higher power levels, where strongly nonlinear effects
will dominate.

In interpreting the IM3 levels shown in Figure 9.8, some generalization is neces-
sary in terms of what level of IM3 is acceptable. Clearly, this is a specification which
will vary widely between applications, but for the present analysis it will be assumed
that 20 dBc will usually be unacceptable for most applications. A representative
range of systems may tolerate a level of 30 dBc, so a 25 dBc level could be used as a
meaningful standard of comparison between different amplifer characteristics,
understanding that some systems will have much tighter requirements. For example,
Figure 9.9 shows three IM3 plots, each corresponding to the three different com-
pression characteristics shown in Figure 9.6. Despite having the same saturated
power level, there is a substantial difference between the three IM responses, which
is summarized in Table 9.3.

Clearly, the harder-saturating device shows lower IM3 levels than the softer
devices at any given power level. Significantly, however, the power output level for
the established comparison level of −25 dBc shows a fairly close correlation to the
value of PCOMP; in other words, the cw 1 dB compression point does give a useful rel-
ative indication for device IM3 comparison. Unfortunately, the −25 dBc criterion
represents an IM3 level that is much higher than many system applications will
tolerate.

9.4 Envelope Analysis with Variable PAR

So far, the envelope amplitude distortion has only been analyzed using a two-carrier
system as the excitation signal; this limits the peak-to-average RF power ratio to a
single case of 3 dB. In this section, the analysis will be extended to explore the varia-
tion of distortion characteristics with more complicated envelopes, which have dif-
ferent peak-to-average power ratios. This is an important intermediate step to take,
before considering some actual practical modulation systems such as OQPSK and
DQPSK.
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Table 9.3 Summary of Two-Carrier
Envelope Simulation for the Three Device
Compression Characteristics Shown in
Figure 9.6 (All Powers in dB Relative to PLIN)

PSAT PCOMP

P1dB

(Two-Tone)
POUT for –25dBc
IM3 level

3 2.5 0.7 0.0

3 2.0 0.2 −0.5

3 1.5 −0.3 −1.0



The easiest way in which the peak-to-average power ratio can be changed is to
include one or more higher harmonics in the modulating signal,

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ){ } ( )v t v t m t m t ts m m m= ⋅ + + + ⋅cos cos cos cosω ω ω ω2 32 3 K (9.19)

so that by suitable choice of the number of harmonics of ωm, and the value of the mn

coefficients, various kinds of envelopes can be investigated. [Note that now the mn

coefficients represent the envelope of the original signal, as distinct from the n dis-
tortion coefficients in (9.17) and (9.18).]

One issue, which is often the subject of idle speculation, is the case of envelopes
which have very high PARs due only to the random and very occasional occurrence
of the high peaks. This is a common situation in dense multicarrier communications
systems. The speculation concerns the appealing concept that if the high peaks are
fast enough and rather infrequent, the heavy clipping which they will incur will not
be “noticed.” This issue will be dispatched in due course, but initially a few cases
will be considered where just the second harmonic of m is added. This extends the
possible range of PAR up to a factor of 4 (6 dB). So the signal under consideration
can be represented as

( ) ( ) ( ){ } ( )v t v t m t ts m m= ⋅ + ⋅cos cos cosω ω ω2 2 (9.20)

which has a peak voltage amplitude of v m⋅ +( )1 2 , so the corresponding peak power
is

{ }P
v

mpk =






 +

2

2

2

2
1 (9.21)

As before, the mean power can be determined either by direct integration of the
squared RMS voltage amplitude or by expanding the time domain function into its
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Figure 9.9 Two-carrier envelope IM simulation, showing effect of compression model (see Figure
9.6 for model details).



frequency components. In this case, the latter approach is taken. Inspecting (9.20), it
is clear that this is a four-carrier system, with symmetrical sidebands appearing at

frequencies ω ± ωm having voltage amplitude
v
2

, and at ω ± 2ωm having voltage ampli-

tude
v m⋅ 2

2
. So the mean power, expressed as the sum of the individual powers at all

four frequencies is
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So the PAR is given by
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(9.23)

A representative set of values for the PAR, in dB, is given in Table 9.4.
Some of these envelopes are plotted out, as voltage magnitudes, in Figure 9.10.

All four envelopes shown in Figure 9.10 represent the same mean RF power; clearly,
those with higher peak values have amplitude functions which spend proportion-
ately more time below the mean value.

The amplifier transfer characteristic can now be applied to these envelopes,
using a chosen mean power level. Figure 9.11 shows the case which corresponds to
the intermediate amplifier compression characteristic in Figure 9.6, and a mean
power level which corresponds to the cw 1 dB compression point. Envelope (a) in
Figure 9.10 has a peak power level which is 6 dB above the mean level, and will thus
swing 6 dB into the compression region. The resulting envelope, shown in Figure
9.11(a) has most of its peak clipped away, but the remainder of the envelope, com-
prising about two thirds of the envelope cycle, is essentially undistorted. Lower peak
values incur less peak distortion, but the distortion occurs for a longer proportion of
the cycle.
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Table 9.4 Representative
Set of Values for Peak-
to-Average Ratio (Signal
Defined by (9.20))

m2 ( )
P

P
pk

m

= PAR, dB

0 3 dB

0.13 4 dB

0.25 4.7 dB

0.32 5 dB

1.0 6 dB



Figure 9.12 shows the corresponding third order intermodulation levels, where
it can be seen that despite the shorter distortion time, the higher peak envelopes
show higher IM3 at the same measured mean power levels. Unfortunately, this con-
tradicts the speculation that short, high peak envelope excursions will somehow go
unnoticed. The key issue is that waveforms with high PARs have more power
locked up in the high peaks, so conversely if the peaks are clipped then it has to be
expected that the effect will be substantial. Table 9.5 summarizes the amplitude dis-
tortion results in Figure 9.12.
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m2 =1

m2 =0.13 m2 =0

m2 =0.25

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 9.10 RF voltage envelopes with varying peak-to-average RF power ratios but equal mean
power levels: (a) 6 dB; (b) 4.7 dB; (c) 4 dB; and (d) 3 dB. Dotted lines indicate voltage amplitude
corresponding to mean power level.

m2 =1

m2 =0.13 m2 =0

m2 =0.25

(a) (b)

(d)(c)

Figure 9.11 RF voltage envelopes from Figure 9.10, showing gain compression on envelope
peaks.



Once again, there is little scope for optimism in these results. A basic rule seems
to apply for a given IM specification: as PAR varies, the mean power output has to
be backed off such that the peak envelope power swings up to the same compression
point. In other words, it is the clipping of the peaks that mainly determines the IM
levels. These results are based on the simplest possible simulation of variable
peak-to-average envelopes and show that there is perhaps 1 dB of leeway in making
power backoff estimates; the 6 dB peak signal has to be backed off by a further 2 dB
in order to obtain the same IM3 level as the 3 dB peak signal having the same mean
power.

9.5 AM to PM Effects

AM-PM effects seem to have something of a poor-relation status in the RF power
amplifier world. Amplitude distortion is well understood, and has an established lit-
any of rules of thumb and design guidelines. But phase distortion effects seem more
inscrutable, despite their obvious potentially disruptive effects in phase modulated
systems. One factor is that until recently, AM-PM was a tricky measurement to per-
form on an RF power amplifier. Older vector network analyzers had to be calibrated
at very low fixed power levels, and a change in the level could produce a phase error
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Table 9.5 Summary of Envelope Simulations for
Variable Ppk/Pm

m2 Peak/Av IM3 PIN POUT Compression

0 3 dB −25 dBc 0.0 −0.5 0.5

0.25 4.7 dB −25 dBc −0.4 −1.0 0.6

1.0 6.0 dB −25 dBc −2.0 −2.6 0.6

P
(1 dB/div)

OUTIM3 (dBc)
(10 dB/div)

P (1 dB/div)IN

0-5 +5

0 dB

POUT

IM3

0 dBc

PAR=3 dB

PAR=6 dB

Figure 9.12 Two-carrier IM response for three different values of PAR (6 dB, 4.7 dB, 3 dB cases
from Figure 9.11).



greater than the amplitude dependent phase change of the device under test. Fortu-
nately, modern instruments are much less susceptible to these effects, and the phase
of the transfer characteristic can be confidently swept over the same power range as
the Pin-Pout characteristic. But there is still an almost complete absence of calibration
points, such as intercept or 1 dB compression points, which provide a rough
roadmap for amplitude distortion effects.

There is also a good deal of mystery about exactly what causes AM-PM distor-
tion in the first place. Clipping on supply rails can, as we have shown, do quite a rea-
sonable job of explaining gain compression, but it is not clear where phase
distortion comes from, even when looking at well-clipped voltage and current
waveforms. A good starting point, therefore, is to look at some measured AM-PM
data. Figure 9.13 shows data taken for the actual amplifier designed and built in
Chapter 2. Although originally designed as a Class A amplifier, AM-PM data has
been taken for two Class AB conditions.

As might be expected, the best behavior is exhibited by the Class A condition.
The phase characteristic remains almost constant, or within a degree or so (which
may be the measurement limit), and only starts to climb when the drive level is at
about the 1 dB compression point. Although the maximum AM-PM excursion is
shown to be about 25°, this corresponds to a fully saturated condition. As the device
is biased down into deeper Class AB operation, the AM-PM phase change starts at a
lower power level, well back into what would appear to be the linear region based
on the amplitude characteristic. Indeed, the deep AB condition (AB2) shows an
almost linear phase change versus dB drive level up to the compression point, where
it starts a more rapid reversal. So here is a final twist in the reduced conduction
angle PA story; it seems that deep AB operation may cause substantial AM-PM
problems in the precompression zone. Such curves as are shown in Figure 9.11 are
quite typical for a device such as a MESFET which has a varactor-like input junc-
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Figure 9.13 Measured AM-PM for 1 watt 1.9 GHz PA. (Circles indicate input drive level for 1 dB
compression.)



tion. Insulated-gate type devices such as LDMOS will typically be better behaved,
although can show significant AM-PM which is derived from a larger nonlinearity
in the output capacitance. It pays to perform such measurements using a source-pull
test setup, especially during device evaluation and characterization, since unlike the
output compression characteristics, AM-PM behavior usually shows a strong
dependency on the input impedance environment (see Chapter 12).

A detailed analysis of the causes of AM-PM behavior, such as shown in Figure
9.12 is outside the present scope.2 In general, AM-PM effects can be traced to the
signal-level dependency of several key transistor model elements. For FETs the input
capacitance and both the depletion and junction resistance of the gate-source diode
can be primary culprits. It should be noted that nonlinear resistance, in the presence
of linear reactance, can cause AM-PM effects, just as much as nonlinear reactances.
For BJTs, the nonlinear base-collector capacitance adds an important additional
source of drive-dependent phase shift. All of these effects are detailed, interactive,
and highly complex in themselves, and pose great challenges for physical modeling,
such as that which is more successfully employed for compression and clipping
effects. So the only way that AM-PM can be treated in a concise manner is to resort
to empirical describing functions fitted to physical measurements.

Figure 9.14 shows, in a conceptual manner, the important features of the
AM-PM behavior for a device under variable amplitude envelope excitation. Even
with no attempt to model the precise shape of the phase characteristic a key feature
emerges. The phaseshifts which occur at envelope amplitude maxima have twice the
fundamental frequency of the double sideband modulation, as indicated by the
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Figure 9.14 Envelope amplitude variation (upper trace) and corresponding AM-PM phase varia-
tion (solid, lower trace). Phase variations occur at twice the amplitude modulation frequency
(dashed trace).

2. See Chapter 4 for further discussion on the effects of nonlinear input varactor effects.



dashed sinewave. For simplicity, therefore, the initial analysis will assume an RF
output signal which has the form

( ) ( ) ( )v t t t ts m m= ⋅ + ⋅ + ⋅







cos cos cosω ω
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ω
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1 2 (9.24)

where is the peak magnitude of the AM-PM phaseshift under the conditions being
considered, and it is assumed that << 1 radian. So as the envelope amplitude
reaches either a positive or negative amplitude peak, the phase of the RF carrier
shifts by φ radians. Equation (9.24) can therefore be expanded to give
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So the most significant effect of the AM to PM distortion is to generate addi-
tional terms at the same frequencies as the normal third order intermodulation

products, ω ± 3ωm. These additional terms, having a magnitude of
φ

8
, will be added

vectorially to the third order intermodulation products, generated by amplitude dis-
tortion. The amplitude distortion terms can be determined, following the formula-
tion of (9.24), by adding odd order amplitude distortion terms, giving
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Expanding just the term for the third order amplitude distortion, µ3 cos3ωmt,
gives
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Assuming that the cross term can be ignored in comparison to the others, the
third order intermodulation products each have a magnitude which is represented
by
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This shows the principal components of the third order IM products, with repre-
sentations from both amplitude and phase distortion mechanisms. Note that under
the ongoing assumption of small , the phase distortion contributions will remain
approximately in quadrature with the amplitude ones. So there is no possibility of
significant cancellation occurring between the components generated by the two dis-
tortion mechanisms. The AM-AM and AM-PM components will always combine to
produce IM3 sidebands which have a higher amplitude than either of these individ-
ual parts. Experimental measurement of the relative contributions of amplitude and
AM-PM contributions requires the measurement of the relative phase of the IM
sidebands; this is not a straightforward task.

Equation (9.28) also enables a quantitative estimate to be made on the relative
impact, or importance, of the AM to PM distortion. With AM distortion acting

alone, a C/I (carrier-to-intermod ratio) of 25 dB would correspond to a value of
µ3

2
= 0.056, so that an equal AM to PM contribution would indicate a value of θ = 0.45
radians, or about 25°. As can be seen in Figure 9.13, this is very much in line with the
kind of AM to PM phase variations which can be measured in practice, even in the
precompression region. If AM effects are ignored completely, it is worth noting that
even one degree of AM to PM distortion can cause IM3 at a level of −53 dBc, and
this will rise according to a law of 6 dB per doubling of the phase distortion. In prac-
tice, this can give rise to a situation in the precompression region where AM to PM
effects can have an important impact on IM3 levels, and can easily dominate higher
order IM levels. We will return to these computations in Chapter 14, where the
point is made that in order to reduce IM3 levels by any more than about 10 dB, a
linearization device must correct AM-PM as well as the more tangible AM-AM
effects, and this correction needs to be effective at well backed-off drive levels and
for phase errors measured in terms of just a few degrees.

Equation (9.28) also implies a departure from conventional wisdom concerning
the frequent observation of asymmetrical IM sidebands. This phenomenon is cor-
rectly attributed to the presence of both AM to PM and AM to AM, but the explana-
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tion frequently goes astray in asserting that the upper and lower AM to PM
sidebands have opposite polarity. Careful examination of (9.27) and (9.28) does
not reveal any difference, or asymmetry, between the upper and lower IM3 side-
band coefficients, even though the analysis takes account of both amplitude and
phase components. The actual explanation of this effect requires an additional fac-
tor that has not been included. Referring back to Figure 9.14, it has been assumed
all along in this analysis that the AM distortion and PM distortion mechanisms
occur with perfect time synchronism. Both are described in (9.24) as cosine func-
tions at the modulation frequency m, with no phase offset between them. Due to
the low frequency represented by m, it seems a reasonable assumption that even
though the AM and PM distortion effects arise through different physical mecha-
nisms in the device, any time delays will be measured on a timescale that is negligi-
bly small in comparison to a modulation cycle. In some cases, and for some types of
device, this may actually be incorrect. Surface states and dynamic thermal effects
can sometimes introduce a significant time hysteresis measured in microseconds or
even longer. This can cause the idealized amplitude or phase characteristic in Figure
9.14 to show some asymmetry, which in turn causes both in-phase and quadrature
terms to be generated in the subsequent analysis. So a more general version of (9.26)
would have to be used to include these effects,

( ) ( ) ( )[ ] ( ){ }[ ]v t a t a t t to = + + + + +1 3 3 2cos cos cos cosΩ ∆ Ω ∆ Φ ΩK ω (9.29)

where ∆ represents the effective phase difference between the mechanisms causing
AM and PM. The full expansion of (9.29) gets a little involved, and we quote here
the result (see [5], Chapter 3 for the full analysis), which gives the magnitude of the
upper (IM3USB at frequency 3U) and lower (IM3LSB at frequency 3U) IM3 sidebands:
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Evaluation of (9.30) shows that quite small values of ∆ will cause significant
asymmetry. Even if ∆ is negligible at the device level, there are additional mecha-
nisms in the external circuitry of most amplifiers which can contrive to make ∆ have
a nonzero value. The most important of these is remodulation of the amplifier out-
put caused by supply rail voltage variations. These are induced by the varying cur-
rent drawn from the DC supply by a Class AB type of amplifier, and have time
constants which are significant at envelope modulation timescales. These effects
have some important practical ramifications for bias network and decoupling
design, and will be discussed in detail in Chapter 11. It is also worth noting that the
above analysis is restricted to a special case, where AM-AM and AM-PM distortion
are caused by unique and orthogonal physical mechanisms. It can be shown more
generally that different distortion mechanisms, operating with different time con-
stants, can cause asymmetrical IM sidebands whether the distortion is uniquely
AM-AM or AM-PM in nature.
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9.6 PA Memory Effects

Any RFPA will show some dynamic deviations from its static characteristics. Such
deviations have become known, for better or for worse, as “memory effects.” These
effects are very troublesome for the process of predistortion, as will be discussed in
Chapter 14. Memory effects are an additional source of nonlinear behavior that is
typically not accounted for in PA models, and represent a source of error in attempts
to simulate the distortion characteristics of any PA. Memory effects can be traced to
three main causes:

• Dynamic thermal effects;
• Unintentional modulation on supply rails;
• Semiconductor trapping effects.

The second of these is probably the most common cause of asymmetrical IM
sidebands, and can be potentially cured by more attentive design of the biasing net-
works to the PA stage. Inasmuch as a whole chapter is devoted to this subject (Chap-
ter 11), this effect will not be discussed here. Suffice it to say that a circuit simulator
should be able to predict such “memory effects,” provided that the designer can be
bothered to include sufficient details of the bias circuitry, as well as the RF circuit
itself, in the simulation file.3

“Trapping effects” is another unsatisfactory generic term, which at worst can be
used to categorize just about any anomalous effect which is observed in a semicon-
ductor. The external manifestation is usually most apparent when observing the cur-
rent in a device whose input voltage is switched from below cutoff to a value which
places it into its linear conduction region. The corresponding current can show a
response which is characterized by several time constants: the expected “fast”
response from an RF device which may be measured in picoseconds, but some addi-
tional much longer time constants which can stretch the timescale required to reach
a final steady state current into microseconds, milliseconds, or even seconds in
extreme cases. A useful signature when making such a measurement is a strong sen-
sitivity of the response to light.

The more exotic the semiconductor, the more likely the effects will be trouble-
some. GaAs device manufacturers have struggled with this problem for three
decades and although the reputable suppliers seem to have eliminated most of the
visible manifestations, it is still a very clear and present danger. Trapping effects defy
analytical, or even behavioral, modeling, and can thus cause major headaches in the
development of predistortion algorithms. The best strategy, it seems, is to use a
device technology, and a supplier, who appear to be free of this affliction.

Dynamic temperature effects undoubtedly play a part in PA distortion mecha-
nisms [6, 7], yet the topic seems to generate perennial controversy. The central
theme in the ongoing debates seems to be whether heat moves around fast enough to
cause changes on a timescale that will give observable nonlinear effects. The short
answer seems to be yes, it can, in particular when the timescale is being measured in
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3. This is actually where time domain simulators such as Spice, show some benefits over the slicker harmonic
balance engines; this in turn may explain why designers seem frequently not to include the bias network in
their simulations.



a typical signal modulation domain of anywhere from tens of nanoseconds up to
milliseconds. This debate is best cut short by doing a simple calculation.

Figure 9.15 shows a one-dimensional model of an RF power transistor chip.
The heat equation can be solved for the case when a source of heat H, which is
assumed to be uniformly distributed across the upper surface, is turned on at time t
= 0. We assume that the underside of the chip is perfectly attached to an infinite
heatsink which is maintained at ambient temperature, for convenience this tempera-
ture will be normalized to zero. Taking a good engineering undergraduate mathe-
matics textbook [8] as a fast-track path to the solution, we obtain the following
expression for the temperature (z, t) at time t and distance z from the heatsink:
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where k is the thermal conductivity, s is the specific heat, and the density of the
semiconductor material. Clearly, there is a time constant , where

τ
ρ

π
= 4 2

2

L s

k

which characterizes the dynamics of the heat diffusion. The temperature finally set-
tles out to the steady-state solution of a linear temperature ramp, after a few units of
, as shown in Figure 9.15. These parameters are listed in Table 9.6, for GaAs, Si,

and SiC4:
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Figure 9.15 One-dimensional analysis of heat flow in a power transistor chip.

4. Gallium Nitride (GaN) devices are usually fabricated using either Si or SiC substrates, so the SiC column
would be applicable.



Taking a die thickness of 50 microns for GaAs, comes out to be about 50
microseconds. Silicon works out to be about 5 times faster, at 10 µsec, and SiC
somewhere between, around 25 µsec. The square-law dependency on die thickness
can significantly reduce these values; even 20 microns is common for GaAs power
transistor manufacturers when through vias are used. An alternative way of plotting
(9.31) is shown in Figure 9.16. Here the temperature at the heat source level is plot-
ted against time, in units of . This curve has a significantly sharper turn-on than an
exponential characteristic in the t / <1 region. For example at a time t = / 10, the
temperature has already risen to 20% of its final steady-state value. The key issue in
RF applications is the statutory assumption that thermal effects are very slow in
comparison to the variations in the heat source H. For once, faster means more trou-
ble. Figure 9.16 shows that based on the above estimates of , there is a possibility of
maybe 10° of temperature variation on a timescale of about 1 microsecond, which in
turn may cause about 0.1 dB of gain variation for most varieties of RF semiconduc-
tor [9].5 Once into the microsecond region, we are well into the modulation time
domain of typical communications signals.

It is therefore relevant to consider the other half of the problem, which is the
expected time variation of the heat source H. It is a feature of Class AB power opera-
tion that the power dissipated in any RF power transistor will vary considerably
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Table 9.6 Semiconductor Material Properties

GaAs Si SiC

k (thermal cond. cal/cm-sec-K) 0.1 0.35 0.8

s (specific heat, cal/g-K) 0.1 0.17 0.7

(density, gm/cc) 5.3 2.3 3.2

5. This estimate is based on the assumption that the power dissipation operating limits for most transistors
allow for an increase of at least 50°C above ambient for the active region.

0 τ 2τ 3τ 4τ 5τ

Tst

Channel
temp

Time

Figure 9.16 Dynamic temperature characteristic at heat source [z L in (9.31)].



with the input signal envelope amplitude, and on the same timescale. It is a straight-
forward modification to the classical Class AB analysis presented in Chapter 3 to
plot the variation of power dissipation versus input drive level, for various Class AB
settings. This is shown in Figure 9.17, which can be considered to be a direct deriva-
tive from Figure 3.11. As would be expected, the extremes of Class A and Class B
show the power dissipation heading in different directions as the drive level is
increased. There is however an intriguing condition, corresponding to a quiescent
setting of about 10%, where the dissipation remains virtually constant for any drive
level.

It should be noted that the power dissipation scale in Figure 9.17 has been nor-
malized to the ideal RF output power in Class A or Class B operation. This is a con-
venient normalizing parameter, but in practice this amount of dissipation would
take most higher power RF transistors well beyond their specified maximum rat-
ings.6 So the lower half, or even third, of the total plotted dissipation range will still
represent a dissipation level which may cause some tens of degrees of temperature
increase under steady state conditions. There appears to be a sensitive range of qui-
escent settings in the deep Class AB region where the dissipation function can devi-
ate rapidly from a flat characteristic.7 It is still regarded as a matter of conjecture as
to whether the linearity “sweet spot” which is frequently observed on the test bench
is caused by this effect. It is likely to be an important component in the linearity
behavior of most RFPAs, and will certainly come into play in more stringent appli-
cations which require ACP and IM levels to be below the −50 dBc levels.

One popular technique for assessing the presence of memory effects is to per-
form a dynamic gain measurement, where the gain of the amplifier is measured on
the fly with the relevant modulated RF signal as the input excitation. This turns out
to be quite a lot more difficult than it may at first appear, and such results need to be
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Figure 9.17 Device dissipation for ideal Class AB operation.

6. In other words, high power RF transistors cannot be assumed to run safely at full Class A bias; check this out
at your peril.

7. The characteristics in Figure 9.17 represent ideal Class AB behavior, and the actual value of the critical set-
ting will vary from one device type to another, and also with frequency band.



treated with some caution. Commercial vector signal analyzers (VSAs) are typically
not capable of performing a simultaneous two-port measurement and have limited
bandwidth. In order to see nonlinear effects that cause IM levels below the –40 dBc
level, the resolution of the gain measurement has to be at the 0.01 dB level, which
requires a more innovative approach than the simplest application of a commercial
VSA.8 There is an element of “Catch-22” in this area. Such high resolution typically
requires the averaging of a large number of measurements, and this is difficult when
the excitation itself has a random nature. Spectrum analyzers can resolve down to
this degree of resolution because they are in effect performing a massively averaged
measurement through the use of narrowband IF and video filters.

Some further comments on dynamic gain measurement and some data will be
presented in Section 9.8. The impact of memory effects on the “predistortability” of
an RFPA has been the main reason for the recent emergence of these effects as a
research topic, and will be further addressed in Chapter 14. As already stated, unin-
tentional bias modulation is probably the most common cause of the most serious
memory effects observed in practice, and will be given more detailed attention in
Chapter 12. This section has so far addressed the various possible physical causes of
memory effects in PAs. From a modeling viewpoint, bias modulation and thermal
effects would clearly lend themselves to a physically based modeling approach, but
anomalous semiconductor effects are a very different matter. Possibly for this reason
the “top-down,” or behavioral, approach seems to have been much favored for
modeling and correcting PA memory effects. It is a fairly straightforward matter to
extend the power series representation, discussed in some detail in the early sections
of this chapter for memoryless PA modeling, to include the possibility of memory
effects. Indeed, it is the inclusion of memory effects into the power series formula-
tion that elevates it into a fully fledged Volterra series. Essentially, the device output
is expressed as a sum of polynomial series, each using a progressively delayed value
of input voltage. Notwithstanding comments made in the preface about double Σs, it
is actually worth the effort of mentally unraveling this more generalized
formulation,

( ) ( )v t a v t ko k n in
n

nk

= −∑∑ , ∆

This closely resembles the formulation for a convolution integral over discrete
time intervals, which in turn resembles the formulation used in DSP to define the
characteristic of a finite impulse response (FIR) filter. This expression thus serves as
something of a bridge between the analog world of PA distortion effects and the dig-
ital world of DSP correction techniques. Much of the recent development work on
digital predistortion techniques (see Chapter 14) has been focused on streamlining
the number of ak terms, and also determining the appropriate choice of the “tap-
ping” interval, ∆. An obvious starting point is to use a value for ∆ that corresponds
to the sampling rate used to generate the baseband modulation signals. This can do a
reasonable job in modeling bias modulation, but poses problems in representing the
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8. Clearly, VSAs are just fine if the effect being explored causes gain variations of the order of a few tenths of a
dB or higher; this can occur very easily in cases of supply rail modulation.



longer time constants which characterize thermal and semiconductor effects. The
recognition that memory effects start to dominate PA nonlinear behavior at the
extreme levels of linearity that modern standards demand has been a major road-
block in the otherwise rapid progress of digital linearization methods.
Minimization of PA memory effects, through semiconductor process and circuit
development, has thus become an important area for ongoing research.

9.7 Digital Modulation Systems

9.7.1 Introduction to Digital Modulation

As already stated in the introduction to this chapter, this section is not a treatise on
digital modulation. This subject has been well covered elsewhere and is the subject
of many dedicated books (see bibliography). The goal here is to draw attention to
the key issues which affect the design and operation of typical PA designs using a
few standard modulation schemes encountered in wireless communications sys-
tems. The most important of these are the GSM (GMSK) system used throughout
Europe, the 2.5G EDGE derivative which is finding more widespread use than the
GSM replacement for which it was originated, and the various generations of
CDMA implementation, including the 3GPP WCDMA system. Orthogonal Fre-
quency Division Multiplex, or OFDM, is a more recent addition and is now stan-
dardized in various 802.11 and 802.16 variants aimed at Wireless Local Area
Networks (WLAN) and high speed data access (WiFi, WiMax). Unfortunately, the
standards associated with all of these systems are frequently updated, and whole
new systems are being created at a bewildering pace.

When making the step from analog to digital modulation, it is usually necessary
to make a conceptual step from mathematical functionality and analytical certainty
to random sequences and statistical probabilities. In principle, it is still possible to
employ the same envelope approach to estimate the distortion levels in RF power
amplifiers as was used earlier in this chapter to analyze simpler modulation formats.
The key word, however, is estimate. This can be a little frustrating to the RF
designer. Given a power transfer characteristic, and an envelope function (such as in
Figure 9.9), it is possible to state, with full mathematical certainty, what the IM dis-
tortion levels, and even phases, will be; the envelope repeats every modulation cycle.
But a QPSK signal based on pseudo-random bit sequences will never repeat, no mat-
ter how long the timescale.9 One enters a world where normal RF engineering con-
cepts of certainty and causality become unsatisfactorily blurred. The result of this is
that most discussions involving nonlinear amplification of these signals seem
always to retain a qualitative element. Simple questions such as how much power
backoff is needed to meet a given spectral mask specification are never given hard,
definitive answers.

Needless to say, CAD tools which purport to give such definitive answers are
widely available. In performing the most critical function of predicting the ACP
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9. This is not quite true of course when using a commercial signal generator, which will have a finite length to
its internal pseudo random bit generators, and for this reason some care has to be exercised in assuming
“real world” randomness will give the same results.



response of a PA using a stipulated modulation format as the excitation, the key
problem is how to model the PA characteristics. Most commercial packages still use
the envelope simulation approach, discussed and demonstrated in Section 9.3 for
two-carrier, and multicarrier, signals. These packages also, for the most part, make
the quasi-static assumption, that the PA can be entirely characterized by its static
AM-AM and AM-PM response, usually cast into a power series format. The power
series will have maybe around nine complex coefficients for a ninth degree model.
This has been shown to have sufficient complexity to model most PA characteristics
[5].

Given these PA characteristics, and the quasi-static assumption, it is actually
quite a straightforward process of computation to determine the spectral distortion.
The problem, and a wonderful source of income for software and instrument ven-
dors, is the creation of the signal itself. RF engineers are reluctant to spend many
hours digging into the vast mountains of regulatory documents that actually define
the modulation standards. One of the features of this chapter is to demonstrate the
use of some Excel spreadsheets, which have a representative data listing of a few
important modulation systems, from which useful quantitative tasks and calcula-
tions can be performed. These spreadsheets are not intended as a substitute, or com-
petition with, the various professional software packages and CAD simulators
which are now available, which can perform some of the same tasks with greater
precision. It should however always be recognized that the chain is only as strong as
its weakest link, and the weak link in this zone is the PA model and the quasi-static
assumption.

9.7.2 QPSK Modulation Systems

Quadrature Phase Shift Keying, or QPSK, is a modulation system which uses the
phase of the RF carrier to define a number of states, each of which is assigned a
binary symbol. A Binary Phase Shift Keying (BPSK) system has just two phase states,
denoted by a 180° phase shift, and in this simplest case each state would be a binary
1 or binary 0, respectively. QPSK systems, by definition, use four phase states, so
each state can denote a 2-bit symbol. 8PSK and 16PSK systems are also widely used
in the various mobile communications systems.

Digital modulation systems are normally defined using an IQ diagram, such as
that shown in Figure 9.18. Each point on the diagram represents a “constellation
point,” having a designated magnitude and phase, and is designated as a digital
“symbol.” This defines an important class of modulation systems which use con-
stant amplitude symbol states. The identity of each symbol is then entirely deter-
mined by its phase angle. Since the phase modulation is normally implemented using
a quadrature combining scheme, it is conventional to represent the Cartesian com-
ponents of any point on the constellation diagram as a pair of “I” and “Q” values,
representing the in-phase and quadrature components.

The trajectory which is followed during a symbol transition is critical in deter-
mining both the spectrum of the final signal and also the envelope amplitude varia-
tion. A diagram such as Figure 9.18 does not give a realistic indication of these
trajectories, or the time taken to make a transition in relation to the time spent at a
constellation point. Clearly, if the transitions were made very quickly, and the signal
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spent most of the time sitting at points on a constant amplitude circle, the overall
envelope variation would be minimal. This would be a most desirable situation
from the PA viewpoint, but unfortunately such a system would have a very broad
spectrum and would be most inefficient in terms of channel capacity.

Figure 9.18 represents, with the limitations already discussed, an “Offset Quad-
rature Phase Shift Keyed” system, or OQPSK. The significance of the “offset” term
is that the phase transitions are constrained to move around the square of constella-
tion points in either direction, but are not allowed to cross to a diametric point; this
is achieved in practice by offsetting the I and Q channels by one half of a clock cycle.
It should also be noted that successive symbols can be duplicated; movement does
not necessarily take place every clock cycle. The “nonzero-crossing” restriction is of
some benefit to the PA designer in that it restricts the dynamic range of the final RF
envelope. This might mean, for example, that a deep Class AB condition could be
considered for such a signal, since the small signal dropout of the transconductance
(see Chapter 3) may be below the low point of the envelope. This benefit of nonzero
crossing was seen as a major concession to the nonlinear devices in a system when
digital modulation systems were being originally developed. Unfortunately, the
advantage is quickly wiped out if there are multiple carriers present.

Figure 9.19 shows a different system, in which the phase transitions are con-
strained to move along a constant amplitude circle. So regardless of the speed of the
transitions, constant envelope amplitude will be maintained. This system is clearly
very favorable to PA design, since it is insensitive to amplitude distortion. With
some minor additional qualifications, such a system can be regarded as a frequency
shift keying system (FSK), and (with some further qualifications which are not
detailed here) is representative of the modulation scheme used in the European
GSM (Global System for Mobile Communications) mobile phone network. In prin-
ciple, even the most highly nonlinear, saturated PA designs can be used in this sys-
tem. There are actually some caveats in practice, such as imperfections in the
low-cost implementation of the handset modulators which introduce some AM
onto the signal, and the need to control the rise and fall times of the time-duplexed
transmission bursts. Both of these can cause AM-PM in highly nonlinear amplifiers
which in turn causes spectral distortion. The benefit of constant envelope also
comes at a price in that the GSM system is less efficient than, say, the NADC (North
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American Digital Cellular) system in terms of channel capacity. As a result, the lux-
ury of constant envelope operation has been short-lived and the next generation
along this path, the EDGE (Enhanced Data Rates for GSM Evolution) system, is
highly sensitive to PA linearity, as we will see later in this section.

A system which is something of a compromise between the conflicting require-
ments of high channel capacity and low envelope amplitude variation is the π/4
DQPSK system, shown in Figure 9.20. This is, in effect, two interlaced OQPSK sig-
nals having a π/4 offset between their phase constellations. Each successive symbol
transition jumps from one constellation to the other, so there will always be a phase
change at each beat of the symbol clock. Figure 9.20 shows the four possible transi-
tions from each constellation point. The net result is that, as in the OQPSK system,
there are no zero-crossing transitions; there will be either ±π/4 or ±3π/4 transitions.
This system was used extensively in the first generation of cellular telephone sys-
tems, notably the NADC network, and the Japanese Personal Handi-Phone (PHP).

It has already been commented that if the phase transitions in all of these QPSK
systems were abrupt, the signals would have very wide bandwidth. In practice it is
necessary to restrict the bandwidth of the signal, using a suitable filtering process.
The trick is to limit the bandwidth without compromising the information content.
Such a trick makes its inventor justifiably famous, since it is rare indeed that Nature
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Figure 9.20 π/4 DQPSK (NADC) constellation diagram.



allows such an apparent contradiction in the so-called “Conservation of Grief”
principle. The underlying theory behind the filtering of such signals was originally
derived by Nyquist, and can be found in almost any communications theory text-
book. The bandwidth can be restricted without any loss of information content, so
long as certain prescribed filter types are used. An example of how this works can be
seen in Figure 9.21. If the data stream is represented as a series of impulses, which
are either “1” or “0,” and this signal is fed into a filter whose impulse response has
an undulating characteristic that crosses zero at each symbol point, it is clear that
the filtering process will not generate any “inter-symbol interference,” or ISI. In
practice, this filtering is applied separately to the I and Q components of the final
phase-modulated signal. The digital elements are more likely to be continuous,
rather than impulsive, but the basic theory can be shown to remain intact. Although
the filtering process will modify the waveform of the original signal quite consider-
ably, the information remains untouched inasmuch as it can still be retrieved in its
prefiltered form.

Such filters are called, reasonably enough, Nyquist filters. The filtering is nor-
mally performed on the baseband data streams prior to upconversion to the RF car-
rier frequency, so the filters will be low-pass types. The rolloff frequency
characteristic of this filter is clearly critical in determining the bandwidth of the final
signal, and hence the capacity of the system. It is also equally critical in determining
the amount of envelope amplitude variation in the final signal. Figure 9.22 shows a
typical result of Nyquist filtering. The sharp trajectories of the original QPSK tran-
sitions have been smoothed out, but most significantly there is now amplitude mod-
ulation on the signal. Even worse, the peak amplitudes, which result from certain
critical combinations of symbol sequences, are significantly higher than the unity
circle amplitude of the original signal.

The occurrence of high peaks is a statistical issue, and will extend the discussion
started in Section 9.4 where some guidelines about the impact of clipping signal
peaks were proposed. Here we have a more difficult problem, due to the noncyclic
nature of the higher peaks. It is a feature of different modulation systems that some
may display very high PAR peaks, but the peaks occur infrequently enough that it
may be acceptable to allow the PA to clip them. Some versions of the WCDMA sig-
nal formats come into this category, as does the 802.11/16 OFDM format. Other
cases show lower PAR, but the occurrence of peaks is much higher. The EDGE sys-
tem is such a case, and is worthy of further consideration.
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Figure 9.23 shows the prefiltered EDGE constellation. It is somewhat analogous
to the π/4 DQPSK system, in that it is a pair of 8QPSK systems. Zero crossings are
eliminated by inserting a π/8 phase rotation at each symbol transition. An important
distinguishing feature is the use of a Gaussian filter whose characteristics are care-
fully prescribed so that an EDGE spectrum cannot be distinguished from that of a
GSM signal. This has the effect of spreading the original constellation points all over
the constellation space, as shown in Figure 9.24, which compares the effects of the
Nyquist and Gaussian filter responses on the NADC and EDGE constellations. An
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Figure 9.22 Effect of Nyquist filter on π/4 DQPSK signal. Solid line is post-filter trajectory, com-
pared to ideal prefilter (phase-only) transitions (dashed line).

Figure 9.23 EDGE constellation.



actual EDGE IQ trajectory plot, shown in Figure 9.25 cuts a rather striking pattern,
which has various void areas that are never visited. Such a plot indicates the cumu-
lative journey that the signal vector makes over the IQ plane, but gives little indica-
tion of which areas are visited more than others. A “CCDF” (Cumulative
Complementary Distribution Function) plot is the traditional format in which such
signal statistics are quantified. Figure 9.26 shows a CCDF for an EDGE signal,
where the probability of the signal having an instantaneous power higher than the
selected x-axis value is plotted.10 There is however a case for using the more humble
bar chart for plotting the same information, as shown in Figure 9.27. Either way, it
becomes clear that the EDGE signal is unusual in that the peak amplitudes show the
highest statistical occurrence.11 This makes linear EDGE PAs more challenging to
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Figure 9.24 Effect of filtering on constellation points: root raised cosine filter in π/4 DQPSK sys-
tem (left); and Gaussian filter in EDGE system (right).
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Figure 9.25 EDGE IQ trajectory (400 symbol transitions; see Excel file Edge_stats).

10. CCDFs sometimes plot the vertical scale logarithmically; here a linear scale is used.
11. The plots shown in this section were obtained using the Excel spreadsheet Edge_stats, available on the

accompanying CD-ROM.



design for high efficiency, since the normal practice is to place the peak power levels
well into the compression region.

Most QPSK systems use filters which do not move the constellation points. For
example, returning to the NADC (π/4 QPSK) system, this uses a raised root cosine
filter, giving a constellation trajectory plot shown in Figure 9.28. Here the ampli-
tude statistics, also shown in bar chart form in Figure 9.28, show a marked differ-
ence from the EDGE plot, with a much lower statistical probability of a value in the
PEP region. Partly for this reason, PAs for NADC handsets can be designed such that
1–2 dB range of power lies in the compression region. This gives good efficiency
(commercial products were often quoted above 40%) while maintaining acceptable
ACP. Figure 9.28 shows another key observation with this modulation system,
which is that the actual peaks always occur directly in between the constellation
points, so that a demodulator does not “see” the amplitude distortion on the signal
peaks. This was in fact one of the early motivations for the development of QPSK
modulation schemes of this type. There was an era, it seems, when the problems of
nonlinear PAs were treated with higher priority.

9.7.3 CDMA and WCDMA

The introduction of the IS95 standard in the United States, its subsequent rapid dis-
placement of the burgeoning NADC system, and its evolution into a worldwide
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mobile 3G (“Third Generation”) communications system is one of the more
remarkable stories in the recent history of radio communications. How a modestly
clever technical idea from academia was used to plan and execute such a wide-rang-
ing coup d’etat has been told elsewhere, and is not repeated here. The impact of this
revolution has been felt in the RFPA field just as much as any other, but from the PA
designer’s viewpoint it is not essential to have a detailed understanding of all the
digital magic that goes into the formulation of a 3G signal, and a detailed treatment
of that subject is well beyond our present scope. It is however within the stipulated
boundary conditions of this section to quantify some of the key technical aspects of
CDMA (“Code Division Multiple Access”) techniques, inasmuch as they have a
direct bearing on PA design.

The basic underlying principle of a so-called “direct sequence” CDMA
multiplexing system is illustrated in Figure 9.29. Each data stream is multiplied by a
pseudo-random “chip” sequence. The chip rate will typically be many times higher
than the original data bit rate, and can thus be considered to “spread” the data
stream over a much larger bandwidth than its original form. At any point in the pro-
cess, the original data stream can be retrieved by a suitable inverse process, provided
the pseudo-random “key” sequence is known. The chipping process is, in effect, a
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Figure 9.28 IS54 (NADC) IQ trajectory and power distribution bar chart (400 symbols, see Excel
file IS54_stats).



form of digital modulation and is usually encoded using one flavor or another of
QPSK. Figure 9.29 shows that to an outside observer, a single channel chipped
CDMA signal looks essentially the same as any other digital signal, albeit running at
a much higher bit rate than the original data stream. But the key point in the CDMA
process is that the various chipped data streams can now be literally added together,
with full confidence that the digital keys will be able to unlock the individual
components at any later stage in the process.

If we assume that the chipped data streams going into the summer each have
standard QPSK formats, the output can be written as

S mult n
n

= ∑ β

where βn is a complex number having one of four possible values: +1, −1, +j, −j, cor-
responding to the QPSK symbol states. The result can be represented as a matrix of
possible states on the IQ plane, as shown in Figure 9.30. The signal jumps randomly
around the points of the matrix, but the visits to the extremities of the matrix are
rare, due to simple statistical considerations. Taking a typical value of n=16, the
chances of a visitation to one of the extremities ( +16, −16, 16j, or −16j) will be 2−30,
which can only be expected in a data stream at least 109 symbols in length. This sta-
tistical bias on the frequency of visits to different parts of the matrix strongly differ-
entiates this system from the amplitude-phase symbol states of a QAM modulation
scheme. Thus as the number of channels is increased, the probability of registering
the highest possible peak values are very low. As with any digital modulation sys-
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tem, the digital signal is passed through a suitable bandlimiting filter which
smoothes out the transitions, but retains the intersections at constellation points.12

So despite all the digital magic going on, the signal which gets finally upconverted
to the RF band has an envelope amplitude which shows an increasing PAR as the
number of digitally multiplexed data streams is increased. Indeed, it could be specu-
lated that the final PAR using a single carrier, modulated with a multiplexed CDMA
signal, may be comparable to that observed using a more traditional multicarrier
approach. Such a comparison is fairly academic, and will not be pursued at this point.
The benefits of CDMA, it seems, have found great approval in the communications
world, but they do not necessarily include lower PAR for a given information rate.

Figure 9.31 shows the I-Q plane trajectory of an IS95 uplink (mobile, or hand-
set) signal, along with the amplitude distribution bar chart. In the IS95 CDMA sys-
tem, mobiles only transmit a single data channel, and thus the signal has the
outward appearance of an OQPSK signal. It can be seen to have negligible zero
crossings, and the trajectories are smoothed out by the Nyquist filter response. The
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Figure 9.31 IS95 uplink (handset) IQ trajectory and power distribution bar chart (see Excel file
IS95rev_stats).

12. In practice, this analysis will be further complicated by amplitude control on the individual data streams.



bar chart shows that although the signal has a 5 dB PAR, the incidence of the peaks
is low. This has resulted in some surprisingly efficient handset PA products, showing
over 40% efficiency. It should however be noted that in most cellular systems, the
ACP requirements for mobiles are considerably more forgiving than the basestation
specifications, due to the nonuse of the mobile transmit channel in adjacent cells.13

On the downlink, or basestation end, things quickly get more complicated. Fig-
ure 9.32 shows the I-Q trajectory and bar chart for a downlink transmitter which is
only sending a single data channel. It can again be recognized as a straight QPSK for-
mat, with zero crossings allowed and appropriate filtering. Figure 9.33 shows the
same plots for a case of eight data channels. The I-Q trajectories have been plotted
using about 150 symbols, which is not enough to ensure that all permitted points on
the IQ plane are represented. It is worth noting that within the timeslot structure of a
3GPP signal, these data burst lengths may in some cases be representative.14
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13. Hence the origin of the “ACP” term.
14. In comparing the “real” data shown in Figures 9.32 and 9.33 to the conceptual plot in Figure 9.31, it should

be noted that for convenience the QPSK constellation points were rotated by 90°.
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Figure 9.32 IS95 forward (basestation) IQ trajectory and power distribution bar chart; single
channel (see Excel file IS95fwd_stats).



In its basic form, “wideband” CDMA (WCDMA) follows much the same prin-
ciples and implementation as the IS95 system, the main change being the use of a
higher chip rate, now mainly standardized at 3.84 Ms/sec. This was the starting
point for the evolution of the international “3GPP” (Third Generation Partnership
Project) standard. The 3GPP standard has already evolved into a sumptuous cock-
tail of digital radio transmission techniques, an evolution which still continues. Fig-
ure 9.34 attempts only to give a general impression of the complexity of a 3G signal,
rather than a detailed definition which can be found elsewhere [10]. The main addi-
tional feature, in comparison to a basic CDMA system, is the introduction of a time
multiplexing dimension, so that a basestation transmits a 10 millisecond “frame”
which consists of 15 “timeslots.” Within a single timeslot, the signal comprises a
burst of CDMA-encoded data, which is further partitioned into user and system
management sub-timeslots. The system management data provides information on
synchronization and amplitude control for the mobile user, and is typically sent in a
“midamble,” which is about a third of each timeslot. Individual channels can have
numerous different formats, which allow for different spreading codes and data
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Figure 9.33 IS95 forward (basestation) IQ trajectory and power distribution bar chart; eight
channel (see Excel file IS95fwd_stats).



rates. There is a so-called “HSDPA” (High Speed Download Packet Access) format,
which reduces the spreading factor to enable data download rates up to 14 Mb/sec.

The difficulty a PA designer faces here is that the actual signal the PA has to han-
dle, in a given physical emplacement, has a bewildering range of possibilities, which
can change substantially on a millisecond timescale. It becomes less relevant to
examine IQ plots for specific timeslot configurations when they change all the time.
The timescale of likely changes is very significant, since it connects back to the ther-
mal analysis in Section 9.6. Now that we have the possibility of a signal changing on
a millisecond timescale, dynamic thermal effects will come into play, especially
given that the linearity of the PA is being maintained down to an equivalent gain dis-
crepancy of maybe 0.001 dB. This has important implications for linearization using
digital predistortion.15

Figure 9.35 shows a portion of the IQ trajectory for a timeslot which has just
two DPCHs (Dedicated Physical Channels). This is not a typical signal, but it shows
the basic underlying constellation pattern. Figure 9.36 shows how this develops as
more channels are added, eight in this case. The underlying diamond structure of
constellation points, as shown in Figure 9.30, can still be seen in both plots. These
signals have high PARs, and it is clear that some a priori peak clipping is desirable.
In many cases, it can be demonstrated that removal of the highest peaks will have a
negligible impact on bit error rates; the trick is to remove the peak in such a way that
there is also negligible impact on the spectral distortion. Crest Factor Reduction, or
CFR, has thus become a research topic in its own right [11]. In general, it is better to
remove the peaks on an a priori basis using DSP, rather than letting the RFPA clip
the final signal, but as always there’s never a completely free lunch.

The difficulty of specifying and testing PAs for 3GPP applications has been rec-
ognized in the form of test standards, which define configurations that are represen-
tative of typical expected operation. Unfortunately, early experiences with pilot 3G
installations has caused the concept of “typical” operation to change, to the ongoing
frustration of PA manufacturers.
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Figure 9.34 Basic structure of a 3GPP signal.

15. It should be clarified that this issue is addressed in the 3GPP standards, and considerable care has been taken
to maintain constant average power from burst to burst, but there are exceptions such as the HSDPA mode.



9.7.4 OFDM Modulation, 802.11/16 Standards

Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplexing, or OFDM, was originally devised as
a very secure method of encoding and transmitting data, and not surprisingly was
developed for military communications applications. Its ability to reduce sensitivity
to multipath effects and interference has launched it into mainstream use for the
higher data rates required in WLAN, and other related applications. Whether in fact
these newer wireless communications systems actually require all the attributes of
OFDM is something of a moot point, given the additional factor of powerful com-
mercial interests and the patented monopoly on the use of CDMA techniques. How-
ever, the 802.11b WLAN standard has come into widespread use, and the same
capabilities over greater distances (“WiMax”) are promised from implementation
of the 802.16 standard.

Figure 9.37 shows a starting point for a qualitative explanation of OFDM. In a
conventional FDM scheme, several separate signals, using nonharmonically related
carrier frequencies, and possibly different modulation systems, are spaced in the fre-
quency domain such that the individual spectra do not overlap. This is a necessary
requirement when it comes to the separation of the signals in the receiver, which
will use IF filtering to perform this task. Figure 9.38 shows the same set of signals
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with much closer spacing. In an OFDM scheme this is acceptable because the indi-
vidual carriers are generated using a common synthesizer, and are harmonically
related. This enables each individual carrier, along with its own modulation, to be
creamed out using a suitable FFT algorithm.

In the first instance, this is clearly a more spectrally efficient system than that
shown in Figure 9.37. The 802.11 and 802.16 standards exploit a further facility,
which is to distribute each individual data stream across the many carriers (52 in the
case of 802.11a). This frequency diversity reduces sensitivity to fading effects,
which are of much greater concern in high data rate systems. It also reduces the indi-
vidual carrier symbol transmission rate, by a proportion equal to the number of
subcarriers.16 From the PA designer’s viewpoint, the multicarrier basis is trouble-
some, since it inevitably causes high PAR, significantly higher than other single car-
rier QPSK systems so far encountered. This is illustrated in the standard format in
Figure 9.39. The PAR is in the region of 10 dB, but the statistics indicate that the
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16. The 802.16 standard will allow for a number of multiple users to be allocated an individual smaller group of
subcarriers, in order to lower the FFT processing time.
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Figure 9.39 OFDM IQ trajectory and statistics (see Excel file 802_11a_stats).



upper 2 dB or so of the range can probably be clipped without significant increase in
ACP or demodulation errors.

9.8 30 Watt LDMOS Test Amplifier Measurements

It seems that a chapter devoted to the nonlinear effects in RFPAs would not be com-
plete without showing some actual measurements. The difficulty is what to measure,
given the multitude of modulations standards and regulatory specifications, both of
which are in any case in a continuous evolution. When dealing with a real PA rather
than the more in-vogue virtual variety, there will always be effects which are visible,
do not comply with theoretical expectations, and demand further explanations. One
can thus quickly lose sight of the original objectives. The goal in this section is to
show a few typical measurements which illustrate some of the more theoretical con-
cepts discussed in this chapter, but it is not possible to do this comprehensively. The
sample amplifier is a two-stage 2 GHz LDMOS PA. At the 1 dB compression point
the output power is 45 dBm (30 watts), and the efficiency of the output stage is 55%.
These are typical numbers for an amplifier using LDMOS devices at this frequency.

Figure 9.40 shows a set of output spectra, measured using a single channel IS95
forward link signal, having a PAR of 6.5 dB (see Figure 9.32). The maximum drive
condition has been set such that the highest peaks cause the amplifier to reach its 1
dB compression point, causing an ACP level of about −35 dBc. The mean efficiency
is about 17% at this level, which represents about a 7 dB power backoff from the cw
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1 dB compression point. The subsequent plots show the effect of successive 3 dB
backoff power settings. Figure 9.41 shows the same conditions for an eight-channel
IS95 signal. The starting condition shows a higher ACP level, about −30 dBc, due to
the higher PAR.

Figure 9.42 shows a summary of power, ACP, and efficiency for the two cases,
and also includes a third case of 64 channels. For a basestation application, it is
most likely that the ACP level will be specified at −50 dBc or even lower. Clearly, in
order to reach this level by power backoff alone even the unrepresentative single
channel case would yield an efficiency barely above 10%. The multichannel cases
do not even give a convincing impression that the ACP level would ever drop below
−50 dBc, whatever the level of backoff. These results underline the need to engage
efficiency enhancement and linearization techniques in basestation applications.

Figure 9.43 shows the equivalent spectral plots for a single carrier EDGE signal
input to the same test amplifier. Due mainly to different characteristics of the
Gaussian filter, the in-band and out-of-band ACP levels are not as clearly differenti-
ated as in the IS95 plots. Of the three drive levels shown, only one clearly breaks the
spectral mask. Figure 9.44 shows the dynamic gain plots for the same three cases,
showing that the case which breaks the spectral mask has a heavily compressed
dynamic characteristic, with the peak power almost at the saturation level. This
may seem a more favorable result than expected, given our previous comments on
the EDGE signal statistics. The point here is that the criterion we are using, in the
form of one particular release of a regulatory specification, is not especially
demanding. It turns out that only the lowest drive case in Figure 9.43 meets the
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EDGE specification which relates to demodulation errors, or Error Vector Magni-
tude (EVM). Recalling the constellation plot shown in Figure 9.24, many constella-
tion points lie close to the outer radius, and these will be missed by the compressed
output signal, causing a serious increase in the demodulation error rate. It is a curi-
ous fact that regulators do not always write specifications which have consistency
between the spectral distortion levels and the demodulation error rates. Figure 9.45
shows the summary of power, efficiency, and ACP for the EDGE measurements.

The dynamic gain plots in Figure 9.44 were obtained using a pair of high speed
logarithmic detectors (AD8318) and a digital sampling oscilloscope (DSO). Each
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gain trace consists of 10,000 points taken at a rate of 100 samples per symbol. The
gain offsets can be assumed to be caused by different case temperatures for the three
measurements. It would appear that for the cases shown there is no visible looping
or hysteresis on the individual gain traces. The thickness of each trace is about 0.1
dB and represents the limit of the measurement resolution. There is however some
sign that the curves do not trace exactly the same path when the offsets are removed.

It will be noted that in this section we have slipped quietly out of the modeling
and simulation party and show results from physical measurements.17 This chapter
has addressed the two basic elements required for the simulation of the results pre-
sented in this section: a behavioral model for the PA and an envelope simulator.
There are many such commercial software packages available, either as stand-alone
items or adjuncts to more general mathematical analysis packages. It would seem a
logical conclusion to put these elements together and show that the test PA measure-
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17. It has been suggested that the physical measurement approach, in keeping with modern inclinations, should
be known as the “analog simulation” option.



ments can be predicted. Unfortunately, obtaining a suitable model for a given physi-
cal PA is the weak link in the process of predicting the kind of detailed measured
results shown in this section. Experience with digital predistortion has underlined
this problem. Although it seems quite a straightforward process to model the
nonlinearities of any PA for a given excitation, any significant change in the excita-
tion will require some modifications to be made to the modeling coefficients. Such is
the process used in adaptive predistortion linearization (see Chapter 14), and this
applies in particular to changes in the mean power level of signal. Simple models are
however quite useful for comparative purposes. Given the signal itself as a starting
point, the computational process for determining the output spectrum is fairly
straightforward. This can be illustrated using the Excel IQ files used in this chapter,
along with the resident Excel FFT routine, to perform some basic spectral distortion
computations (see Appendix B). In general, it seems that the success of techniques
for PA modeling and simulation at the system level have not advanced as
satisfactorily as component level simulators for RF design.

9.9 Conclusions

As stated in the introduction to this chapter, treating the subject of PA nonlinearity
is a challenge which usually delivers less than it might promise. Typical scenarios
can be analyzed to death, but the bottom line is much the same as that which can be
deduced using the simplest of heuristic arguments: any signal whose peak envelope
power exceeds the power level at which gain compression or AM-PM occurs will
cause distortion, which in the frequency domain will appear as intermodulation or
spectral regrowth. If the mean power level of the signal is backed off to the point
where about 1 dB compression occurs at the peak envelope power, the spectral
regrowth will drop to a level which is frequently acceptable for single channel appli-
cations, but probably unacceptable for multichannel applications. In the latter case,
external linearization will enable a compromise in the amount of additional power
backoff required in order to satisfy the regulatory spectral requirements.

This basic backoff guideline can be used for setting mean power levels with dif-
ferent peak-to-average ratio signals. In a case such as a CDMA uplink having 5 dB
PAR, this would mean operating the PA at a mean power level 5 dB below the 1 dB
compression point; a 3 watt transistor would be needed to deliver 1 watt of CDMA
power, at an efficiency down by a factor of 3 on the efficiency measured in a cw test
at the 1 dB compression point; this may typically be well below 30%. Such simple
rules of thumb can be questioned and refined, using more detailed analysis. There is,
simply, no holy grail to be found in analyzing distortion effects, no clues as to how
the mathematics of distortion can be defeated.

Chapter 10 will describe a range of techniques, many dating from the earliest era
in RF broadcasting, whereby higher efficiencies can be obtained from amplifiers
which operate in backed-off conditions with variable envelope signals. Chapter 14
will describe linearization techniques, which can enable amplifiers to meet regula-
tory specs without the maximum literal application of the backoff rule. These tech-
niques have become the new key to the development of high efficiency amplifiers for
modern wireless communications systems.
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C H A P T E R 1 0

Efficiency Enhancement Techniques

Introduction

The power amplification of amplitude modulated RF signals has two inherent prob-
lems. The first is that the envelope, and hence the modulating signal, will be dis-
torted to some degree, if the power amplifying device is used at its full rated RF
power level. The second is that conventional power amplifier designs only give
maximum efficiency at a single power level, which is dependent on the circuit design
but usually near the maximum rated power for the device. As the drive power is
backed off from this point, the efficiency drops sharply and the heat dissipation can
increase, even though the RF output power is also decreasing. The overall effect is
therefore to measure a mean efficiency which is much lower than the efficiency at
the maximum power, or PEP, level.

Solutions for the second of these problems have been available for many years
and can be quite effective; they will be termed “efficiency enhancement” techniques.
The first problem, which essentially requires the transfer characteristic of the ampli-
fier to be made more linear over a given power range, represents a bigger challenge,
and the solutions always have some limitations. In particular, higher linearity will
always come at a price, usually in the form of lower efficiency but also in baseband
frequency limitations. Such techniques are nevertheless widely used, and are quite
indispensable in many transmitter applications. Logically, the term “linearization”
should only be applied to this latter category. Inevitably, some implementations use
both efficiency enhancement and linearization techniques together, and conversely
some specific techniques can be implemented as either efficiency enhancement or
linearization as the primary goal. This chapter focuses on the techniques which pri-
marily improve or enhance the efficiency under modulated signal envelope condi-
tions, without specifically improving the linearity. Linearization techniques are
covered in Chapter 14.

Several efficiency enhancement techniques were invented in the early era of
radio broadcasting. The motivation at that time was thermal management and run-
ning costs. A shortwave broadcast transmitter delivering tens of kilowatts could
consume a large amount of electrical power, which constituted an important part of
the running costs. Three classical techniques fall into this category; the Doherty
Amplifier, the Outphasing Amplifier initially proposed by Chireix, and the Enve-
lope Elimination and Restoration (EER) technique demonstrated by Kahn in the
early days of single sideband (SSB) transmission.

This chapter will consider all three classical techniques, along with some more
recent derivatives. In particular Envelope Tracking (ET) has emerged as another
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important candidate under this heading. The basic underlying theory behind these
techniques will be analyzed in some detail in this chapter. It has been a matter of
experience in this industry over the last 10 years or so, that although promising con-
ceptually at the outset, specific implementation of any of these techniques typically
poses many problems, especially in high volume applications. This has led to a situa-
tion where there are many research papers but not many commercial products. Digi-
tal signal processing looks poised to come to the rescue in some of the troublesome
areas, although this introduces a new dimension of complexity and cost. It should be
noted that this has been a very active area for patents. Readers intending to pursue
commercial implementations for any of the techniques discussed in this chapter are
strongly advised to conduct a thorough patent search before releasing a product.

10.1 Efficiency Enhancement

A logical starting point for a discussion on efficiency enhancement is to return to the
idealized analysis of a classical Class B amplifier given in Chapter 3. Figure 10.1
shows the case normally considered, where the device is biased to its threshold point
and the RF drive has the precise magnitude required to swing the current up to the
maximum linear value for the device, Imax. The output load consists of a load resis-
tance at the fundamental frequency, shunted by a resonator which provides a short
circuit at all harmonics. The load resistor is carefully chosen so that the resulting
sinusoidal RF voltage has a prescribed maximum amplitude. In the ideal case, where
zero knee voltage is assumed, the value of the load resistor is given by

R
V

I
dc

opt
max

= ⋅2
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noting that the fundamental component of a halfwave rectified sinewave having a
peak value of Imax is Imax/2. The RF output power is given by

P
V I

RF
dc=

⋅ max

4

and the DC supply power is given by

P
V I

DC
dc=

⋅ max

π

so the output efficiency is π/4, or about 78.5%.
Let us now consider what happens when this amplifier has a lower incident RF

input level. Suppose that the voltage amplitude of the input RF signal is reduced by a
factor p from the ideal maximum level used in the design equations given above.
The assumed linearity of the device transconductance means that the output RF cur-
rent will still be a halfwave rectified sinewave, but with a peak value reduced by the
factor p. So the fundamental component of RF current will be

I
I

p1 2
= max

and, with the original design value of load resistance, the output voltage swing will
have an amplitude given by

V
I

p
R

V

pOPT
dc

1 2
= ⋅ =max

so the RF output power is

P
V I

p
RF

dc=
⋅ max

4 2
(10.1)

and the DC supply power is

P
V I

pDC
dc=

⋅ max

π
(10.2)

and the corresponding efficiency is

η
π=
4p

(10.3)

So, for example, a 3 dB reduction in drive power, corresponding to p = √2,
results in a 3 dB drop in RF output (from 10.1), but a corresponding reduction in
efficiency from 78.5% to 55.5%. At 6 dB power backoff, the efficiency drops to
39%. As noted in Chapter 3, the ideal Class B amplifier does have the virtue of
remaining linear as the power is backed off, although in practice the fading of the
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transconductance as the cutoff point is approached will cause a roll-off of gain at
low drive levels. This effect will be ignored in this analysis, which is mainly con-
cerned with maintaining efficiency at higher drive levels.

The reason for the drop in efficiency at reduced drive levels can be clearly seen in
Figure 10.1; the dotted waveforms represent a 6 dB backoff condition and the prob-
lem is that the selected value for the load resistor is now too small to allow a full
rail-to-rail voltage swing. If the load resistor value could be increased to 2.ROPT, just
for the 6 dB backed-off condition, the efficiency would return to the optimum value
of 78.5%. In general, if the load resistor has a value Rp at a drive level backed off by
the voltage factor p, then the efficiency will return to 78.5%, if

R
V

I
pp

dc= ⋅
max

2 (10.4)

The RF ouput power with the load resistor reset to a value of Rp will be

P
V I

pRF
dc=

⋅ max

4
(10.5)

The DC supply power will be invariant to the value of RF load resistance,

P
V I

pDC
dc=

⋅ max

π
(10.6)

so that, combining (10.5) and (10.6), the efficiency can be seen to remain constant at
π/4.

So the immediate speculation is that if the load resistance could somehow be
made to change its value dynamically, according to (10.4), maximum efficiency
could be maintained. In fact, the problem is yet more challenging, because (10.5)
shows that even if such a physical challenge could be met, such an amplifier would
be nonlinear; the RF output power would drop in proportion to p, not p2. Such a
response is shown in Figure 10.2. One could speculate about how useful such an
amplifier may be, but the central issue concerns the manner in which the load resis-
tor, or the matching network elements used to transform the load resistance from a
50Ω termination, could be dynamically altered on the same timescale as the ampli-
tude modulation carried by the input signal. It so happens that both the
drive-dependent resistor and the linearity issue can be solved simultaneously, using a
configuration of two separate amplifiers, originally proposed by Doherty in a classic
paper dating from 1936 [1]. Doherty’s invention, in its original form, only changes
the load resistor value optimally for a few dB of backoff from the maximum power
level, but it solves the linearity issue elegantly at the same time.

Before considering the Doherty amplifier in more detail, there are some other
observations which should be made concerning efficiency enhancement techniques.
The key issue, when dealing with a signal which has a time-varying envelope ampli-
tude, is that the full power capability of the PA is only needed at the peaks of the sig-
nal envelope. When the envelope dips down to much lower amplitudes, the
capability of the PA is wasted, to a greater or lesser extent. Reduced conduction
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angle modes, even in their original basic form, do alleviate this problem in that the
current peaks adapt to the amplitude of the incoming signal envelope. Due to the
rectified nature of a Class B, or deep Class AB current waveform, the DC supply will
also automatically reduce under low envelope excitation. This will not happen in a
Class A amplifier, and even a lighter Class AB mode will be particularly susceptible
to low efficiency during envelope minima, as shown in Figure 10.3.

Another general possibility that often comes to mind is somehow to control, or
adapt, the DC supply as a means of reducing the power capability during lower
envelope points. Such a strategy is sometimes introduced as a weaker implementa-
tion of Kahn’s envelope restoration technique, but is not in fact at all the same thing;
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it falls under a sub-category which will be known as envelope tracking and will be
considered in Section 10.6. Conversely, it may even be possible to modify dynami-
cally the effective periphery of the RF power transistor, so that only a smaller por-
tion of the whole device is active during low points of the envelope. This would
clearly not be possible for a single packaged device, where the internal cells are all
hard-wired together, but may be an option to consider in a circuit-combining
scheme.

10.2 The Doherty Amplifier

The Doherty amplifier was first proposed in 1936 [1], and is primarily an efficiency
enhancement, or power conservation, technique. The original paper was concerned
with very high power tube amplifiers generating kilowatts of RF power in a short
wave broadcast station. This may seem a rather remote application, both in terms of
chronology and relevance to modern wireless communications systems, and indeed
the modern wireless communications industry did seem a little slow on the uptake in
the early 1990s. The uplink, or handset, mobile transmitter in systems which have
an amplitude modulated signal and a peak-to-average power ratio anywhere
between 3 and 6 dB, is an obvious candidate for this technique. Despite a few orders
of magnitude reduction in power level from the original application, the key prob-
lem of maintaining efficiency during lower points of the envelope is solved, at least
to a very useful extent.

One of the interesting aspects of the Doherty configuration is that it uses what
would today be termed as an active load-pull technique. The concept that the resis-
tance or reactance of an RF load can be modified by applying current from a second,
phase coherent source is somewhat alien to RF designers, who usually think of RF
loads as passive lumps of metal and dielectric. It is therefore necessary initially to
introduce this concept. Referring to Figure 10.4, generator #1 “sees” a load resis-
tance of RL, if generator #2 is set to give zero current. Simple Kirchoff circuit theory
shows that if generator #2 supplies a current I2, and generator #1 supplies a current
I1, both currents flow into the load resistor so that the voltage appearing across the
load resistance is

( )V R I IL L= +1 2

so the effect at the terminals of generator #1 is the same as if there were a simple pas-
sive resistor connected across it, having a value given by
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Figure 10.4 Active loadpull using two signal generators.
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Simultaneously, the effect at generator #2 would be equivalent to a resistor hav-
ing a value

R R
I I

IL2
1 2
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=
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 (10.8)

Equations (10.7) and (10.8) can, in the usual manner, be extended to apply for
AC circuits if complex notation is used to represent the magnitude and phase of the
currents and voltages, and the resistive and reactive components of the impedances.
In this form, the equations show the possibility of changing, or “pulling” the imped-
ance seen by generator #1 by controlling the magnitude and phase of the current I2:
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IL1
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1

1= +






 (10.9)

So, for example, Z1 can be transformed to higher resistive values if I2 is in phase
with I1, and to smaller resistive values if I2 is in antiphase with I1.

Consequently, if the two generators are now considered to be the output
transconductance generators of two separate RF transistors, having co-phased
input drive signals, the effective output impedance of one device can be modified by
the other according to (10.9). In normal RF practice, identical devices are combined
in parallel with the assumption that the impedance seen by each is the common load
impedance scaled up by the number of parallel devices. This only works when the
devices are identical, both in terms of parameters, bias, and drive level. We will see
that there are some interesting possibilities for power amplifier design if the identity
condition is relaxed, and devices of differing periphery, different bias or drive levels,
are combined. In these cases, the impedance seen by each element is a function of the
other elements as well as the common load, and (10.9) is the key to analyzing such
configurations.

The Doherty amplifier is an example of the scope which opens up when devices
are combined together in a less orthodox fashion. The basic concept is illustrated in
Figure 10.5. The two devices will, for convenience, be termed “main” and “auxil-
iary.” The final maximum RF output power is the combined power of both devices.
As the input drive level is reduced, both devices contribute to the output power until
a certain point is reached, typically 6 dB down from the maximum composite
power, where the auxiliary amplifier shuts down and generates no more RF power;
it is assumed that it will also cease to draw DC as well (either through being in Class
B, or through external control circuitry). So below the 6 dB backoff point, the active
device periphery has been reduced by typically 50% (in the case where the two
devices have equal Imax values), which will significantly improve the efficiency at
lower power levels. Half of the device periphery is effectively shut down except for
the higher power levels where the full periphery is required. But the Doherty config-
uration has additional benefits, which arise through the load-pulling effects of one
device on the other, as discussed above and summarized by (10.9). It can be shown
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that under the correct impedance matching conditions, the main device can stay
close to maximum efficiency throughout the upper 6 dB of power range.

The key action of the Doherty amplifier occurs during the region where the aux-
iliary device is active and the main device is held in a constant maximum voltage
condition. This is achieved through the load resistance, whose effective value
decreases dynamically with increasing drive level due to the load-pulling effect of the
auxiliary amplifier, thus maintaining maximum voltage swing and efficiency. In this
regime, the output power increases in proportion to the input voltage drive level, so
that on a linear power scale, a square root characteristic is obtained. Meanwhile, the
auxiliary amplifier experiences an upward load-pull effect, so that it generates an
output power proportional to the cube of the increasing input voltage amplitude,
giving a “three-halves” power transfer characteristic. These two characteristics
combine to give a composite linear power response, as illustrated in Figure 10.5,
with close to maximum efficiency being maintained down to the 6 dB backoff point.

Figure 10.6(a) shows a schematic diagram for a Doherty amplifier, and Figure
10.6(b) shows the two device current amplitudes plotted as a function of input volt-
age drive. At this point, it will be assumed that these current characteristics can be
realized using the threshold characteristics of the devices, or by other suitable ampli-
tude controls on each input. Each device, for the time being, is assumed to have the
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Figure 10.5 Doherty PA, basic configuration, and performance.



same maximum linear current swing of Imax, so that in terms of fundamental ampli-
tude the maximum linear value for each device will be Imax/2. Note the important
addition of a quarter-wave transformer between the common load resistor and the
main device output. This acts as an impedance inverter, which causes the resistive
impedance seen by the main device to go down as the auxiliary device current I2

increases.
For the upper 6 dB regime, both devices are active, and their RF current ampli-

tudes can be expressed in the form

( )I
I

I
I

1

2

4
1

2

= +

=

max

max

ξ

ξ

(10.10)

where ξ has a value between 0 and 1, 0 corresponding to the 6 dB power backoff
point and 1 to the maximum power point.

The load-pulling relationship of (10.9) can now be applied for the effective
impedance each side of the load resistor,
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rent amplitude variation versus input drive
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(10.11)

This shows that in the maximum power condition, where I1T I2 ( Imax/2), then
Z1T = Z2 = ROPT, where ROPT is the conventional optimum loadline impedance for the
mode in use; so for an assumed Class B mode,

R V
IOPT dc=







2

max

(10.12)

The quarterwave transformer has a characteristic impedance ZT, yet to be deter-
mined, and the relationships between its input and output voltages and currents are
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(10.13)

(a 90° phaseshift between the input and output is noted, but for clarity is not
included in the formulation).

Equation (10.13) can be rearranged, giving

I
V

ZT
T

1
1=

and substituting for I1T in the expression for Z1T, (10.11), gives
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so the output impedance seen by the main device (#1) is
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from which the amplitude of the RF voltage swing at the output of the main device is
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and substituting for I1 and I2 in terms of the voltage drive level parameter ξ, from
(10.10),
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which, after some rearrangement, becomes
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+ −max ξ (10.14)

Examining (10.14), it appears that if the characteristic impedance of the trans-
former is set such that ZT = ROPT, then the main device voltage becomes independent
of ξ, and the output voltage amplitude remains constant at

V R
I

OPT1 2
= ⋅ 





max (10.15)

which, from (10.12), is the ideal maximum voltage swing of Vdc.
So the inverted load-pulling of the auxiliary device combines with the increasing

current swing, to give a constant voltage amplitude swing at the output of the main
device, just as originally conjectured in the previous section. The key point is that
maximum efficiency will be maintained for the main device throughout this 6 dB
backoff regime. The analysis in Section 10.1, however, showed that in this constant
voltage regime, the power output rises in proportion to the amplitude of the input
voltage drive, giving a nonlinear response. This is where the power contribution
from the auxiliary device comes into play; the total power is the sum of the power
generated by both devices.

Referring back to (10.9), the voltage across the load resistor, V1T, can be
obtained in terms of the main device current, I1:
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so that

V I ZT T1 1= (10.16)

and since ZT will be set to equal ROPT, the final composite RF voltage across the load
resistor is

V I RT OPT1 1= ⋅ (10.17)

Recalling that the main current is a linear function of the input voltage over the
entire power range (Figure 10.6), (10.17) shows that the output load voltage will
maintain a linear relationship with the input drive voltage over the entire range, a
remarkable result. The final output power at maximum drive will be a factor of 2
higher than each device acting individually, since the voltage in (10.17) is developed
across a resistor of value ROPT/2.

Figure 10.7 shows the main and auxiliary device RF current and voltage ampli-
tudes over the whole power range. It is clear that the main device will maintain max-
imum efficiency (i.e., 78.5% assuming Class B operation) over the upper 6 dB power
range. The RF voltage swing at the output of the auxiliary device shows a linear
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decrease from the maximum supply rail swing down to half this value at the 6 dB
backoff point. The auxiliary amplifier, therefore, will not have maximum efficiency
over this range. But its contribution to the overall efficiency is a function of the
amount of power it contributes, so in the region where the output voltage swing is
lower, the power contribution is also low and the impact on overall efficiency is
quite modest. An expression for overall efficiency can be determined, but it has to be
recognized that the mode of operation of the auxiliary amplifier will vary according
to how the input drive arrangements are implemented. Assuming that the efficiency
of both amplifiers is π/4 at full rail-to-rail RF voltage swing, corresponding to Class
B operation, then the efficiency of either amplifier will drop proportionately with
the RF voltage swing. So for the low power regime, where only the main amplifier is
active, the efficiency will be
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V
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< <
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4
0

2max

max, (10.18)

In the upper 6 dB regime, both amplifiers are active. The composite RF output
power is
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which, substituting from (10.12),
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can be written as a function of the input voltage drive amplitude vin,
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The DC power consumed by the main device in this regime, assuming Class B
operation, is
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and the corresponding DC power consumed by the auxiliary device is
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so the total DC power consumed by both devices is
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The overall efficiency, as a function of input drive level, is given by combining
(10.19) and (10.20),
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It can be seen that this function equals π/4 for both the maximum power condi-
tion, vin Vmax, and also the 6 dB backoff condition vin Vmax/2. The low power regime
efficiency (vin Vmax/2) will roll off like a conventional Class B amplifier. The overall
efficiency can now be plotted as a function of power backoff, in dB, as shown in Fig-
ure 10.8. The small dip in the middle of the upper power regime is due to the lower
efficiency of the auxiliary amplifier where it does not display a full rail-to-rail RF
voltage swing. In the original implementation of the Doherty amplifier, the auxiliary
amplifier would be operating more into Class C, and the dip would be less evident,
but the overall impact can be seen to be almost negligible even when Class B opera-
tion is assumed. It will be shown in the next section that a more modern implementa-
tion, using a variable attenuator to control the auxiliary amplifier, would have both
devices nominally in the same mode of operation, as represented in Figure 10.8.

10.3 Realization of the Doherty Amplifier

A modern implementer of a Doherty amplifier has some benefits, but also some disad-
vantages, compared with its 1936 inventor. Compared to a transistor, especially a
FET, a tube had considerably more flexibility in its characteristics. Tubes, in general,
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do not display either of the saturation mechanisms which are such important con-
straints in RF transistors, and they may also have extra grids which make the
transconductance into a controllable parameter. In particular, the gm and Imax of a tube
can be varied substantially. Doherty makes use of a few such old tube tricks in order
to approximate the required drive conditions for the main and auxiliary devices, and
direct transistor analogies are not all that obvious. Referring back to Figure 10.6(b),
obtaining the precise characteristic required from the auxiliary device is certainly a
more awkward proposition when dealing with transistors rather than tubes.

The most obvious approach is, nevertheless, to follow the original implementa-
tion and use Class C bias for the auxiliary amplifier. Figure 10.9 shows how this cre-
ates an immediate problem if two identical transistors are used for the main and
auxiliary PAs. The Class C device displays a useful approximation to the required
hold-off behavior, but will fall well short of the Imax/2 current swing when the drive
voltage reaches its maximum. The obvious solution is to scale up the periphery of
the auxiliary device, although this would in principle require a scaling factor as
large as 2.5. This would result in a power utilization factor (“PUF,” see Chapter 3)
of 2/3.5, or −2.4 dB, at maximum drive level. This is a large enough number to
detract from the Doherty concept, despite its other benefits.

There are some alternatives, but these all require the use of adaptive or control
devices. Such controls introduce a somewhat unwelcome baseband dimension to a
concept which is appealing in its ability to operate as a self-propelled RFPA without
the speed constraints that come along with video or digital processing. It is therefore
worth considering the performance of a so-called “Doherty-Lite” amplifier, which
uses two identical transistors, the auxiliary PA being realized by using a simple fixed
Class C bias setting. Such a configuration was analyzed in [2] as part of a more gen-
eral analysis of asymmetrical Doherty configurations, and some results are shown
in Figure 10.10. It can be seen that careful selection of the auxiliary PA bias can still
give some useful efficiency enhancement in the backed-off region. This performance
can be further optimized by arranging for some extra gain in the auxiliary PA driver
chain.

Given the growing use of DSP to linearize RFPAs in modern communication
systems, it is reasonable to assume that accurate control signals and adaptive bias
voltages can now be provided with relative ease. Figure 10.11 shows a simple adap-
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tive bias voltage which allows the auxiliary PA to be realized using a device of the
same periphery as the main PA, and still obtain full power utilization. The exact pro-
file of this adaption is not at all critical as far as efficiency is concerned, and the con-
trol signal could be modified to incorporate some linearization action.

The control of the auxiliary amplifier could alternatively be implemented using
RF control elements such as attenuators and switches, rather than a heavily
biased-off Class C mode, as shown in Figure 10.12. The required attenuation char-
acteristic can be obtained from the transconductance characteristic for the auxiliary
amplifier shown in Figure 10.6. If the input voltage for maximum unsaturated out-
put current is Vmax, the ideal transfer characteristic of the auxiliary device can be
expressed simply as
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If this characteristic is to be obtained using a similar device, with the same drive
level and bias as the main device (e.g., Class B), then the attenuator has to perform
all of the necessary cutoff and gain adjustment functions. In order to do this, the
effective transconductance of the auxiliary device, ga, has to have a dependency on
input voltage amplitude according to
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(10.22)

The “effective” transconductance ga gives the necessary attenuation characteris-
tic whereby the actual transconductance of the device can be fixed at the same value
as the main device, the changing characteristic being entirely handled by the input
attenuator. Clearly, below the 6 dB backoff point, the attenuation has to be infinite
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and may be supplemented by a switch. Over the upper 6 dB of output power range,
the attenuation characteristic, in dB, swings from infinity up to zero according to the
law
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(10.23)

In practice, a switch could be opened once the required attenuation drops below
about 13 dB, representing less than 0.2 dB error in overall linearity. Such an attenua-
tion characteristic (Figure 10.12) may not be too difficult to approximate using FET
control elements in an RFIC implementation, although the added complexity,
including input level sensing circuitry, would appear to be a substantial compromise
to the basic elegance and simplicity of the original system.

The matching arrangements, including the impedance inverter and common RF
load will present some challenges for the low impedance levels encountered with RF
power transistors. The inverter, especially, would probably be realized using
lumped elements, as discussed in Chapter 5.

Once the basic Doherty principle is fully understood, numerous variations
come to mind. Throughout this description, it has been assumed that the main
amplifier works in a Class B mode. The load modulation provided by the auxil-
iary amplifier would, however, work the same way for a Class AB, or even a
Class A, main PA. There is also scope for extending the concept to more than two
devices. If a suitable approach could be established for controlling the multiple aux-
iliary devices, it would be logical to consider a more generalized Doherty array,
where devices of smaller periphery successively become active as the drive level
increases. This would have the effect of greatly extending the range of maximum
efficiency.

Another variation is the use of a different break point. The analysis of an asym-
metrical DPA is not reproduced in detail here [2, 3] but a few highlights are worth
noting. Figure 10.13 shows the device voltages and currents for an asymmetrical
Doherty PA. By “asymmetrical” here we mean that the breakpoint is at a lower
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point in the power backoff characteristic than the conventional 6 dB value. This
variation would seem worth further investigation for signal environments where the
peak-to-average ratio is significantly higher than 6 dB. However, it can be seen in
Figure 10.13 that the use of a lower breakpoint requires that the auxiliary device has
a correspondingly higher Imax value. In the prepeaking regime, the main device
shows a steeply rising voltage characteristic which in practice will pose increasing
difficulties for a smooth transition into the peaking regime. It is necessary to be
quite sure that the efficiency benefit of such an arrangement will be worthwhile for
the particular signal environment in question. We will return to the issue of making
this quantification in Section 10.10.

So far little has been said about the linearity of a Doherty PA. Looking at the ide-
alized power transfer characteristic in Figure 10.5, it is clear that if ideal linear
transconductive devices are used, and the auxiliary PA control function is ideally
implemented, the Doherty combination will also be ideally linear. Unfortunately,
when real devices are considered, there are two factors which immediately change
this optimistic viewpoint. Firstly, in the upper regime the main device voltage
remains close to the clipping level, rather than backing away from it as would be the
case in a conventional amplifier. This will reduce the slope of the IM backoff which
would be observed in a conventional PA using the same device, where the RF voltage
peaks will back away from the clipping level monotonically. Secondly, in the lower
regime, a device of one-half the periphery and power capability is being used, in com-
parison to a conventional configuration. So for example, using a simple third degree
IM3 model, the relative IM3 levels for a given output would be 6 dB higher than for
the conventional PA which uses the entire periphery all of the time. So there are quite
fundamental reasons why a Doherty configuration cannot be expected to give com-
parable linearity for equal power levels in comparison to the equivalent Class AB PA.
The advantage of the efficiency characteristic, however, would seem to override lin-
earity considerations, especially where linearization will be employed.

In conclusion, the Doherty technique appears to offer some useful possibilities
for solving some of the problems which arise in both mobile and basestation ampli-
fiers in modern wireless communications systems, and it has gradually been receiv-
ing more attention, as witnessed by many research papers in the last few years [4, 5].
But actual commercial products still seem slow to emerge and from this it is has to
be concluded that some of the implementation details remain troublesome, for a
technique that at the outset looks tailor-made for such applications.

10.4 Outphasing Techniques

The term “Outphasing” is somewhat ambiguous in that it can describe both a
generic technique, as well as frequently being used to describe the classical high level
PA modulator originally proposed by Chireix [6].

The Chireix technique dates from the 1930s, and offers a radically different
approach to the PA efficiency problem. The technique was the origin of the term
“LINC” (LInear amplification using Nonlinear Components) to describe linear PA
systems which use highly nonlinear PAs. Indeed most LINC systems are really not
amplifiers as such at all, but basically construct the required signal at the high
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power level. Superficially, the Chireix PA system would seem to be another strong
candidate for reinvention, given the vastly improved capabilities of modern signal
processing electronics technology. In fact, it seems to attract less attention than most
of the other techniques described in this chapter, and has had something of a curios-
ity status in the context of GHz RF applications. It has to be said that Chireix’s origi-
nal analysis is difficult to follow, and appears to have left behind a legacy of
misunderstanding and misconception in the industry as to exactly what the tech-
nique has to offer. More recent papers [7–9] have provided some helpful clarifica-
tions and underscore the real possibilities the technique presents, although
successful implementations in the GHz frequency range are still quite scarce [10].

Two similar RF amplifiers are again used, but in this case both amplifiers will
operate at a fixed RF drive power level and can be highly nonlinear. This is an
important distinction from the Doherty technique, which requires the two constitu-
ent RF amplifiers to be linear.

The basic underlying action of the outphasing system can be simply described by
a well-known trigonometric identity:
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If an amplitude modulated signal Sin(t) is applied to a phase modulator, it is in
principle possible to generate two equal, fixed amplitude signals S1(t) and S2(t), such
that if
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So that if the amplifiers have a voltage gain of G, the combined output using
(10.24) will be
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1 2

2 cos
(10.26)

So the key element in an outphasing PA is the generation of two constant ampli-
tude input signals which have the amplitude modulation information encoded as a
differential phase shift. These signals can then be amplified by a nonlinear device
and the original AM is then recovered in a summing operation. Furthermore, this
procedure operates in an orthogonal manner to any phase modulation on the origi-
nal signal, so signals having both AM and PM can be fully reconstituted at the out-
put. So ideally the final distortion levels at the PA output depend on the integrity of
the AM to PM conversion process in the modulator, and not on the PAs themselves,
which operate at constant RF signal amplitudes.
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At this stage, the outphasing technique appears certainly to qualify as a LINC
scheme, but it is not yet clear how it can be described as an efficiency enhancement
technique. Although it permits amplifiers of higher efficiency to be used, the overall
efficiency will still scale with the envelope amplitude. This is illustrated in Figure
10.14, where the outputs of two efficient, saturated PAs are combined using a con-
ventional power combiner. If the two inputs are offset in phase, the output power
from the combiner will show the required amplitude control characteristic. How-
ever, in this configuration the amplifiers will consume the same power regardless of
the outphasing action. This results in a very poor PBO-efficiency characteristic, also
shown in Figure 10.14. Chireix’s critical innovation was to modify the properties of
the power combiner such that load modulation can take place between the two
active RF devices, which leads to a much improved PBO efficiency. Before consider-
ing this next step, it is worth noting that the configuration shown in Figure 10.14
does have some advantages over a conventional amplifier having a similar PBO-effi-
ciency characteristic. If the phase control is accurately implemented using digital
look-up tables (LUTs), the resulting amplifier can be very linear, and its efficiency
characteristics must be judged accordingly. It is also worth noting that the amplifi-
ers themselves remain efficient, and do not dissipate much heat. The “wasted”
power from the outphasing process could in principle be conducted away to a
remote point and used as a source of energy. The rectification of RF signals to gener-
ate DC power has become a subject of increased importance in recent times, with
applications in Radio Frequency Identification (“RFID”), and wireless power
transmission, and will be discussed further in Section 10.9.

Figure 10.15 shows a modified schematic diagram, which is in essence the con-
figuration proposed by Chireix [6]. The output voltages of the two nonlinear RF
power amplifers are connected differentially to a common series load resistance, so
the two RF generators have voltages of the form
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Figure 10.14 “Generic” outphasing amplifier: (a) schematic, and (b) PBO-efficiency characteristic.
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The differential output connection effectively forms the difference (V1 V2)
between the two output signals across the series load resistance. This actually has lit-
tle impact on the result; the RF voltage across the load resistor will now be propor-
tional to sin ; so that if the input modulator generates a phase shift such that

( )φ = −sin 1 A t

then the final differential voltage at the load resistor will show full recovery of the
original AM signal. Once again, for clarity, any phase modulation on the original
signal has been omitted in the analysis, but will in principle pass through the system
unmodified.

It must be noted that the original formulation used current generators, and we
have switched to voltage generators in Figure 10.15. The use of voltage generators
to represent the RF output of a transistor PA requires some justification. This point
is not always made clear in older references, which used tubes as the RF power
device. The key issue is that these amplifiers, whether tube or transistor, are assumed
to be heavily saturated, so that the device will inevitably have “rail to rail” voltage
swing. Under these conditions, as was discussed in Chapter 6, the device can be
approximated as a fixed RF voltage generator, having essentially the rail voltage as
amplitude, driving across the selected RF load. The actual RF voltage amplitude V in
(10.27) can be approximated to equal the DC supply voltage in the sinusoidal case
of shorted harmonics (Class B,C) or scaled up by 4/π for the square-wave case (Class
D) where a selective even harmonic short has been provided.

Referring to Figure 10.15, the circulating current, IO, is given by

I
V V

RO
L

=
−1 2

so that the effective RF load “seen” by the V1 generator is
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So the effect of the outphasing modulation on the RF load seen by the V1 genera-
tor can be represented by the circuit shown in Figure 10.16(a); a resistive compo-
nent equal to half the load resistance with an additional series capacitive reactance
which is a function of the phase modulation angle . So in this case, the phase differ-
ence between the two generators is causing a reactive component in the device load.
Clearly, = 90° corresponds to maximum in-phasing which is required to obtain a
peak envelope output, and the reactance is zero. As decreases towards zero, the
outphasing action reduces the composite output envelope amplitude, and the capac-
itive reactance component has a bigger impact on the RF load, causing lower effi-
ciency operation. If the series configuration in Figure 10.16(a) is transformed to the
parallel form, shown in Figure 10.16(b), it can be seen that the capacitive
susceptance shunts the voltage generator and can therefore be cancelled with a
shunt inductance, jXcomp, without affecting the AM reconstitution process. A similar
argument can be applied to the V2 generator, where a capacitive compensation of
the same magnitude is indicated. So the final outphasing amplifier schematic, as
proposed by Chireix, is shown in Figure 10.17.

The magnitude of the compensating susceptances requires careful selection,
since the optimum value will clearly vary with the phase angle . If Xcomp is too small,
good compensation will be obtained at low outphasing phase angles (corresponding
to low envelope amplitudes), but the efficiency at high phase angles (corresponding
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to higher envelope amplitudes) will be lower than in the uncompensated case.
Chireix computed PBO efficiency characteristics, similar to those shown in Figure
10.18. These curves make a number of assumptions and idealizations, which can be
summarized as follows:

• The outphasing angle can be converted into a resultant envelope amplitude
in dB, using the mathematical relationships in (10.24) through (10.26).

• The DC supply to each amplifier will reduce as the outphasing angle increases,
following a Vdc/π|Z1| relationship with the outphasing impedance Z1 [from
(10.28)].

• The final efficiency, at any particular value of the outphasing angle, will be the
base efficiency (with no outphasing) multiplied by the power factor of Z1.

These assumptions enable a direct comparison to be made between the Doherty
scheme described in the last section (shown dotted in Figure 10.18), and an opti-
mized outphasing system. On the basis of this very idealized analysis, the outphasing
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system would seem to be a conspicuous winner, being apparently able to hold its
efficiency close to the maximum efficiency over nearly a 10 dB output power range.
Unfortunately, both simulation and experimental results appear to fall well short of
the idealized analysis.

The schematic shown in Figure 10.17 is still some way from a realizable circuit
at GHz frequencies. Conspicuously, the whole analysis has assumed a differential
configuration, which is not favored at GHz frequencies. This situation is particu-
larly troublesome in that the action of the outphasing does not preserve a virtual
ground at the midpoint of the load resistor. This means that most of the balanced-
to-unbalanced transformers (baluns) commonly used at low GHz frequencies may
not work properly. An alternative configuration was reported by Raab [8], Figure
10.19, whereby quarter-wave transmission line transformers are used at the output
of each device to transform the assumed voltage generators into current generators.
Thus the two outputs can be summed using a common grounded load connection.
Simulation of this circuit seems to indicate that the classical behavior of a Chireix
outphasing system is preserved, although the action of the compensating reactances
becomes more difficult to realize [2].

The overhead requirements, in terms of generating the drive signals and inevita-
ble DSP corrections, have been something of a detraction from the Chireix
outphasing system, in comparison with other techniques described in this chapter.
Simulations of practical configurations show some significant deviations from the
idealized theory as presented in this section, especially in the action of the compen-
sating reactances. It seems however that useful performance can be obtained using a
basic uncompensated combining structure [10].

10.5 Envelope Elimination and Restoration (EER)

Both the Doherty and the Chireix techniques use concepts which are somewhat
unfamiliar to RF designers and require some effort to understand on a first pass.
Envelope elimination and restoration (EER) is, by comparison, quite easy to under-
stand. EER is a logical alternative to high level amplitude modulation, which was
for many years the standard method for modulating AM transmitters. Kahn [11]
originally proposed the EER technique as a more efficient alternative to linear Class
AB RF power amplification for single sideband (SSB) transmitters. The SSB modula-
tion technique was, in some respects, a forerunner of modern digital modulation
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systems in that some information was carried in the phase, as well as the amplitude
of the modulated RF carrier. This meant that the final RF power amplifier could not
be modulated by simple control of the DC supply as was common practice in tube
PAs, and the obvious alternative was to amplify the composite low level signal using
the same device operating in a linear Class AB mode, rather than the more efficient
Class C.

Kahn demonstrated a system, shown in Figure 10.20, where the phase modula-
tion of the input signal was preserved by passing it through a limiter. The limiter, ide-
ally, eliminates the possibility of AM-PM distortion in the nonlinear RFPA and so the
output of the PA still retains the original, undistorted, phase characteristics of the
input signal. The envelope amplitude can be “restored” at the output by using a con-
ventional high level voltage supply modulation, but in this case the modulating signal
is derived from an envelope detector, followed by suitable conditioning and
linearization functions. In principle, the high level AM modulation process is much
more efficient than a linear amplification approach; firstly because the amplifier itself
can be saturated and nonlinear, just as in the outphasing approach, but the efficiency
of such an amplifier remains essentially constant as the supply voltage (and conse-
quently the output power) is reduced. Recall once again, as discussed in the last sec-
tion and more extensively in Chapter 6, a well saturated amplifier can be modeled as
an RF voltage generator whose amplitude is equal, or proportional to, the “DC” sup-
ply voltage. So to a first order of approximation, the RF envelope amplitude will be
proportional to the modulating supply voltage, and no functionality needs to be
applied to the modulating signal to achieve the desired result.

In practice, things are not quite so straightforward. In particular, the process of
amplifying the detected envelope signal up to the necessary voltage and current
capacity to modulate the PA device will consume a significant amount of power. If
this conditioning process can be done with 100% efficiency, then high PA efficiency
could be maintained over a substantial range of envelope amplitude. This would
make the EER technique a clear winner among the three efficiency enhancement
techniques considered so far, and probably explains the level of resurgent interest in
EER [12–15]. Notwithstanding the challenge of implementing a suitable power con-
verter, it should be further noted that the EER technique is potentially immune to RF
bandwidth and matching issues, which become severe limitations of the Doherty
and Chireix techniques for bandwidths greater than 10%.
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Modern approaches to envelope restoration usually dispense with the limiter as
a means of generating the necessary constant amplitude,1phase modulated signal. In
a modern system, it is now the current trend to assume that the necessary phase and
amplitude modulation drive signals can be generated directly in the system digital
processor, giving a basic system block diagram as shown in Figure 10.21.2 Confus-
ingly, such modern derivatives of the Kahn EER technique have become known as
“Polar” PA systems, having some generic similarity to the “Polar Loop” feedback
linearization system (see Chapter 14), but with the notable distinction that in some
cases they remain open-loop configurations.

ER systems present a number of challenges, in addition to the obvious one of
realizing a high efficiency power converter. The assumption that the phase modula-
tion on the input to the nonlinear RFPA will be preserved is quickly invalidated
when the supply is varied, and there is a serious issue of dynamic range when
attempting to implement ER for a zero-crossing signal. The latter problem has
potential solutions, such as the use of tracking bias controls on the driver stages.
Linearity problems, as always, can in principle be handled using DSP techniques,
however this introduces some serious overheads to the cost and complexity of the
system. In particular, the need to calibrate each individual RFPA device characteris-
tics is a detraction from the ER and Polar techniques.

10.6 Envelope Tracking

In the EER configurations considered in the previous section, the amplitude modu-
lation was created by modulating the supply to a well-saturated RFPA stage. This
requires great accuracy in the generation of a suitable supply voltage and may have
dynamic range limitations. There are some interesting potential benefits in applying
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Figure 10.21 “Polar” modulation system.

1. Indeed, it is not clear as to how Kahn realized this function for zero-crossing modulation systems; his much
quoted publications gave no details on this critical item.

2. It is not clear why such systems are still given the generic label of “EER,” since there is neither elimination
nor restoration of the envelope, it is simply “constructed” by suitable amplitude modulation of the supply to
the RFPA. Replacing “EER” with “C” does not appear to have much support at present, and “ER” would
seem to be a good compromise in terminology.



a similar envelope-derived modulation to the supply voltage of a conventional linear
RF amplifier. Such a technique is generally termed “Envelope Tracking,” or “ET,”
and is shown schematically in Figure 10.22.

Recalling the analysis of a conventional Class B amplifier (Figure 10.1), we have
already seen that if the RF load resistor is decreased in inverse proportion to increas-
ing drive voltage amplitude, the efficiency remains constant at its maximum value
while the power increases as the square root of the drive power; this is an important
mode of dynamic behavior in the Doherty amplifier (Section 10.2). An alternative,
and considerably simpler, scenario is that the load resistor remains fixed and the
supply voltage is increased in proportion to the increasing drive voltage. In this case,
maximum efficiency is maintained (due to full rail-to-rail voltage swing) and the
output power increases linearly with input drive power. This process can be contin-
ued down to a selected point on the lower side, and up to a point where the RF swing
reaches breakdown level. In this manner, maximum efficiency can be maintained
over a wide linear power range.

One of the appealing aspects of this technique is that the modulation control
voltage does not have to replicate the signal envelope with great accuracy, as is the
case in the ER process. For example, the supply voltage could be tracked for just the
upper few dB of the signal envelope range; this would then show an overall PBO effi-
ciency characteristic somewhat comparable to a Doherty PA. The still-present chal-
lenge of the tracking power converter can also be further reduced by the use of a
power supply having two or more discrete switched output voltage levels. Problems
of dynamic range, particularly in zero-crossing signal environments, are essentially
eliminated by allowing for normal linear operation at a reduced supply voltage in
the small signal regime. An additional attraction of ET is that the efficiency enhance-
ment process is completely decoupled3 from the RF matching. This is in contrast to
the Doherty and Chireix configurations, which depend heavily for their operation
on resonant RF circuit elements.

It is instructive to consider a simple case, where two supply voltages are avail-
able, as shown in Figure 10.23. The supply switch can, in principle, be realized using
low cost and readily available semiconductors, which for envelope speeds in the
MHz range do not have to be exceptionally fast, by modern standards. The drive
signal to the switch would conventionally be derived by using an envelope detector
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3. Both literally and metaphorically; the physical integration of power converter and RFPA circuitry is one of
the less publicized challenges in implementing ER systems.



and a threshold circuit which sets the level at which the switch was activated. A
modern implementation would probably use a drive signal generated by the system
DSP, which could conveniently be time-synchronized with appropriate pre-
distortion of the input RF signal. This will include necessary compensation for the
small changes in gain and phase in the RFPA as the supply is switched. The “break-
point,” or envelope level at which the supply is switched, is clearly an important
design choice. This choice will have an optimum value, dependent on the statistics
of the signal environment. As with the selection of the breakpoint in a Doherty PA,
the intuitive choice would be to set the lower voltage to switch in at the mean power
level, the higher supply being used up to the peak power. The efficiency characteris-
tic shown in Figure 10.24 assumes that the PA follows the ideal Class B PBO/effi-
ciency characteristic for each supply voltage setting, reaching a maximum value of
70% at the onset of envelope clipping in each case.

In order to evaluate the impact of such a characteristic in a specific signal envi-
ronment, it is necessary to generate a representative signal burst and evaluate the
average efficiency. This process can be repeated for various breakpoint and PEP
backoff settings. For example, Figure 10.25 shows the results from performing this
exercise for a two-level supply voltage on an EDGE signal. The average efficiency
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for the two-level supply switch is plotted for a range of breakpoint values. It is clear
that a simple two-level switch, in this signal environment, can give a useful increase
in efficiency (53.5% at optimum break point) in comparison to a standard Class B
PA (45.3%), but falls significantly short of the Doherty PA result for the same signal
environment (60.3%). In the case of an EDGE signal, it will in practice be necessary
to back the PEP level down from the clipping point in order to obtain acceptable
ACP performance, this will reduce all of the efficiency results by a similar factor.
The efficiency gains in Figure 10.25 seem to deliver somewhat less than the PBO effi-
ciency curves might suggest. The returns are, however, quite critically dependent on
the signal environment. Some further details of the method used to perform the effi-
ciency computations contained in Figure 10.25, and some more simulation results,
will be presented in Section 10.10.

As is customary when promoting efficiency enhancement techniques, little has
been said about the possible effects of the technique on the PA linearity. As far as
envelope tracking is concerned, this has to be raised as a potentially serious issue.
The next chapter in this book, Chapter 11, is largely devoted to minimizing the
harmful effects of small amounts of unintended modulation on the supply voltage to
an RFPA. Clearly, when it is proposed that this same supply voltage be intentionally
yanked around over most of its allowable range in order to improve the efficiency,
questions about linearity have to be addressed. The standard answer, as always in
the modern era, is that DSP will save the day. The gain and phase variations which
the tracking will create can in principle be characterized and compensated by suit-
able adjustment (DPD) to the input signal. But there can be little doubt that the large
supply variations will make the DPD task more challenging.

10.7 Power Converters for EER and ET

The implementation of a high efficiency, broadband power converter design for
EER and ET implementation in RFPAs has been the focus of much research activity
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for many years. In older times, the converter only had an audio signal to track, and
the use of a modulated supply voltage and a Class C RFPA was normal practice in
the tube era for the generation of an amplitude modulated RF power. It is still
instructive to look at a typical tube AM transmitter schematic from the 1960s era,
such as that shown in Figure 10.26(a). The key components are a Class C RFPA
stage, probably operating in the region of 85% efficiency, a necessarily linear audio
power amplifier, and a “modulation transformer,” whose secondary winding is
connected between the decoupled RFPA supply point and the prime DC supply. The
audio power amplifier had to supply sufficient voltage swing, through the coupling
of the transformer, to modulate the RF output.

Glassware notwithstanding, this system has some features which are conspicu-
ously absent in most modern ER configurations. The use of a linear Class B
push-pull audio amplifier is of interest, but most noteworthy is the division of the
supply power between the PA “B+,” which is an unmodulated DC supply point, and
the entirely AC audio power supplied by the modulator amplifier. This configura-
tion is able to conserve the audio power requirement from the modulator through
the continued use of a simultaneous DC supply to the RFPA.

This is worth a brief quantification. If the mean DC supply (B+) to the RF tube
plate is Vdc, then the action of the audio amplifier and modulation transformer is to
provide a swing of Vdc around this mean value. Assuming that the RF tube presents
a high impedance RT to both the B+ supply and the modulating AC, the DC compo-
nent of power supplied to the RF tube will be

P
V

Rdc
dc

T

=
2

and the AC audio power will be
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for the case of a sinusoidal modulating signal, or “tone.”
Thus the audio component of the power supply to the RF tube is only one third

of the total power, 85% of which is duly converted into RF energy. So even if the
audio amplifier average efficiency is 33%, the overall efficiency of the modulator is
still a respectable 60%, assuming that the B+ voltage is a prime supply.

The recognition that a high percentage of the power supplied to the RFPA is still
at DC can be a major efficiency savior, so long as it can be separated from the AC
component. This concept becomes clearer in an alternative implementation, of con-
siderably greater antiquity,4 shown in Figure 10.26(b). This arrangement was super-
seded by the use of a modulation transformer, which gave the additional feature of
impedance matching between the audio stage and the RFPA supply. But there
remains an important lesson here, which is the value of removing the DC component
from the required envelope modulation drive signal and using a DC supply to
provide it.

This arrangement is quite distinct from a typical modern EER configuration
where the “modulator,” or power converter, is the sole source of supply for the RFPA.
Modern communications systems, of course, greatly extend the modulation band-
width requirement from audio frequencies into tens of MHz, which along with impor-
tant differences between tube and semiconductor RF power devices, has resulted in a
significantly different approach to ER implementation. Unfortunately much of the
extensive development work in this area has been wrapped in corporate secrecy, and
is only accessible through a mountain of patents. Techniques which have already been
mentioned, such as the use of multiple switched levels for envelope tracking, have
been an especially active area for patent seekers [16–18]. Echoing Figure 10.26(b),
perhaps, various schemes which make use of an inductor to provide selective routing
between different supplies have also been patented [19–21]. More conventional
approaches, which use so-called “Class S” switching power converters, are older in
genesis and can be adapted to work at higher frequencies if faster switching transistor
technology is employed. The logical choice is to use the same device technology for
power converter and RFPA [22], but this raises cost issues.

Two techniques appear to have been around long enough to qualify for safe-har-
bor status in this patented minefield. The split band modulator and the humble
source follower are therefore worthy of a little more detailed consideration. It has
already been noted that one of the challenges in designing an efficient power con-
verter for use in ER systems is the bandwidth required to replicate the envelope and
phase describing functions, which are usually much higher in bandwidth than the
final fully formatted signal itself. This is illustrated in the case of a single channel
EDGE signal, in Figure 10.27, which shows that the bandwidth of a power con-
verter used to generate the high power envelope tracking voltage would need to be at
least three times higher than the signal bandwidth itself. This requirement is moder-
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4. Such circuits can be found in many older radio textbooks which can still be found on library shelves; in this
case the source was the U.K. Admiralty Handbook of Wireless Telegraphy, Volume 2, U.K.: H.M.S.O.,
1938.



ated by the observation that a high proportion of the energy resides in a spectral
range significantly smaller than the signal channel.5

This will arguably be the case for the kinds of signals used for digital communi-
cations [23]. In any event, it can be asserted that the DC component alone will still
constitute a high percentage of the envelope drive energy. For example, using the
data in a spreadsheet such as EDGE_effy, it can be quickly shown that for an EDGE
envelope, the DC component is 85% of the total power.6

It has been proposed [12, 24, 25] that a split-band technique could therefore be
used for an ER power converter, as shown in Figure 10.28. Conventional high effi-
ciency switching power converters can be realized readily for frequency bands up to
about 20 kHz, and the upper band can use a linear broadband amplifier having
lower efficiency. The challenge in this approach appears to be the design of suitable
diplexing networks, coupled closely with the accuracy of the underlying assump-
tions in the selection of the break point frequency. Recalling the above discussion on
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tube modulation, it has to be speculated whether such systems are in effect reinvent-
ing the function of a modulation transformer, thus enabling the DC component to
be generated with high efficiency.

The most obvious and simple approach to the generation of a high current track-
ing signal, whose voltage tracks a low-level drive signal, is the source follower; a
configuration shown in Figure 10.29. It may appear that such a configuration will
be of little value, since the power that is saved by tracking the PA supply voltage is
dissipated in the “pass” transistor. Closer inspection however suggests that some
significant benefit can be obtained from this simplest of solutions, so long as the con-
trol voltage can be specified with reasonable accuracy. Figure 10.30 shows how the
supply to the PA can be tracked along a line of constant gain, taking account of the
typical variations of gain and gain compression of an RF power transistor. Such a
device operates in a twilight zone between ER and ET, and the possible outcome is
shown in Figure 10.31. A conventional Class AB PA operating with fixed bias will
show significant gain compression at, say, the 70% efficiency point. In most applica-
tions this will mean that the peak power level of the signal would have to be backed
off, as shown in Figure 10.31. The source-follower tracked device could possibly be
kept at a higher efficiency level, maybe 80%, in the supply-tracking regime. Thus the
two PBO-efficiency curves will be well separated, and for a signal with a PAR in the
6 dB region this could translate into an average efficiency difference of 10%.

Some additional comments on envelope-tracking converters will be made in Sec-
tion 10.9, under the heading of RF to DC conversion.

10.8 Pulse Width Modulation (PWM)

A more radical approach to solving the power converter problem is to dispense with
the analog drive signal to the PA altogether, and use pulse width modulation (PWM)
to encode the amplitude information. For example, in Figure 10.32, the RFPA is
pulsed either on or off by a suitably buffered 1-bit digital drive signal. This switching
can be implemented either as modulation on the input signal or (as shown in Figure
10.32) by switching the supply to the RFPA. As the pulse on/off duty cycle is varied,
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this will generate an output spectrum from the RFPA, which consists of a central
carrier now having amplitude modulation, as well as some modulation sidebands
which can in principle be removed using an output bandpass filter. Such techniques
have been widely implemented in the audio power amplifier industry, and the possi-
bility of applying the same concepts to high efficiency RFPAs has attracted some
commercial interest from this distant industry sector. It is, inevitably, another
patented minefield.

Whether these techniques justify the claims made for them still remains to be
seen. The manifestations and motivations for realizing high efficiency amplifiers are
quite different in the audio and RF sectors, and the role and requirements of the out-
put filter are very much at the center of this burgeoning debate. A point which seems
frequently to be missed is that the output filtering process will always reduce the RF
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voltage swing at the RF output device, which will in turn reduce the efficiency as the
PWM duty cycle is reduced. Indeed, this process is basically the same as that
observed in a conventional linear RFPA, and can be shown to give the same familiar
PBO characteristic considered in earlier chapters in this book. This troublesome
subtlety often seems to be overlooked, when at first sight it appears that the RFPA is
either off, or in a state of high efficiency, and nowhere in between. This misreading
of the true operation of the system has led to some wildly misleading claims about
the potential of such PA systems to give high efficiencies, in the 90% region, even for
amplitude modulated signals such as EDGE and CDMA.

Figure 10.33 attempts to show the current and voltage waveforms7 in a reduced
envelope power condition. The PA is driven by a pulse-width modulated signal,
which has a constant “on” amplitude. This amplitude is assumed to be sufficient to
drive the device into a full rail-to-rail Class B condition. The device current wave-
form therefore consists of a series of half-wave rectified sinusoidal pulses, having
amplitude Imax, during the on part of the PWM cycle, and of course both the RF and
DC components of current are zero during the “off” part of the cycle.
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The output circuit is familiar enough, and is much the same in schematic terms
as a normal Class B amplifier, the only difference being some added stipulations
about the passband of the fundamental matching resonator. The shunt capacitor,
Csh, is assumed to be a large capacitor, whose reactance is very low compared to RL,
the conventional loadline resistance for the device. Thus at all relevant frequencies
above, or in the vicinity of the fundamental, this capacitor terminates any
nonfundamental components of current with a short circuit so that no voltage is
generated. The series resonator cancels out this capacitive reactance at the carrier
frequency, and presents a resistive impedance RL to the device. The key point here is
that for the purposes of this analysis, the first sideband frequencies of the PWM
modulation, which will be separated from the RF carrier frequency by the PWM
frequency , are assumed to fall outside the fundamental resonator passband, and
thus also shorted by Csh.

Thus the voltage waveform at the device output is a sinewave at the carrier fre-
quency, whose amplitude is the product of the fundamental component of the mod-
ulated carrier, with the load resistor RL. The current waveform can be written in the
form
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The PWM amplitude function, p(t), can be expanded as a Fourier series,
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and by inspection, clearly we have p0 2
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the current waveform is
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π
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It is important to recognize that this component, if filtered out from the pulsed
spectrum, is a continuous cw carrier, just in the same way that the filtered carrier of
an amplitude modulated signal is continuous; the modulation appears only in the
sidebands8
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8. It is worth noting that the physical existence of cw carrier and modulation sidebands as separate entities in
the frequency band was hotly debated in the early days of radio, before receivers could be made selective
enough to prove that the mathematical analysis was correct. It seems that there is a residual reluctance in
some circles even today, in accepting that the voltage in Figure 10.33 will indeed be continuous across the
“off” condition of the PWM, due to the action of the filter.



So the device output voltage waveform shown in Figure 10.33 is a continuous
sinewave at the fundamental frequency, whose amplitude will vary in direct propor-
tion to the duty cycle, /2 , and will reach its maximum rail-to-rail value of Vdc

when = 2 . Thus RF power at PWM angle α is
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This shows that both the efficiency and the output RF voltage magnitude are
inversely proportional to the PWM duty cycle. Thus the PBO efficiency behavior of
this system is the same as an ideal, conventional Class B PA, a highly disappointing
result.

The PWM approach to improving PA efficiency has thus run aground9; in terms
of efficiency this system does not offer a comparable alternative to an ER or ET sys-
tem which uses an efficient power converter. On the other hand, the PWM PA does
have some interesting features. The use of an RFPA at only two distinct RF drive lev-
els has some attractions. The power and linearity become essentially decoupled from
the detailed quirks of the active device in question, and almost entirely controlled by
the single-bit drive signal, which in turn can be easily generated by the system DSP
and contain appropriate corrections for linear operation. Memory effects can likely
be minimized by ensuring that the power dissipation in the device is maintained con-
stant at the two drive levels. But such advantages are heavily offset by the need for
an output filter to clean up the spectrum. More detailed analysis on the requirements
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9. Protagonists for PWM techniques will argue that this conclusion is unfairly based on a specific circuit config-
uration which short-circuits all the PWM harmonic components. It is conceivable that configurations may
be proposed that yield better results.



of this filter in a typical case indicates that it would likely be a substantial
component, in terms of cost and size.

The use of PWM techniques in RFPAs continues to be a very active area for
R&D groups both in industry and academia, and it remains to be seen whether
these efforts will be justified.

10.9 Other Efficiency Enhancement Techniques

As the wireless communications revolution progresses, new modulation systems
seem to become ever more unfriendly, with escalating peak-to-average ratios and
widening signal bandwidths. The devising of yet more alternatives to the PA power
backoff efficiency problem continues to occupy the minds of PA designers, and this
section attempts to summarize some of these ideas.

10.9.1 The Sequential Power Amplifier

The basic requirement that the active periphery of the RF power transistor needs to
be reduced at lower power levels immediately suggests a configuration such as that
shown in Figure 10.34. A lower power device (“main” PA) handles the signal up to
a certain level, when a higher power device (“peak restoration” PA) is activated.
The lower power device will start to saturate, but the higher power amplifier can
generate the necessary additional power and maintain linear performance up to a
higher level. This configuration offers a comparable, but more pragmatic, solution
compared to the Doherty PA, but its viability depends critically on the means cho-
sen for combining the RF output power from the two devices. A conventional direc-
tional coupler can be considered, but presents problems in terms of the power loss
when one of the PA devices is shut down. A 3 dB hybrid coupler, for example,
would present 3 dB of loss in the path of the main amplifier, when the peak restora-
tion amplifier is shut down at lower power levels. Use of a higher coupling factor,
say, 10 dB, would lead to wastage of power from the peak restoration amplifier in
the higher power regions, due to the high coupling factor.

It is nevertheless worthwhile to consider the possibilities when a coupler in the 6
dB range is used in such a configuration. Figure 10.35 shows the voltages at the two
output ports of a conventional quadrature coupler, given two inputs, V1 and V2 at
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the input and isolated ports; V1 and V2 represent the amplitudes of two co-phased
sinusoidal signals, with a 90° phase difference. The output from the direct port of
the coupler will have a magnitude VD, given by

V V VD = − +1 21
1 1
α α

where is the coupling factor expressed as a power ratio; for example, for a 6 dB
coupler, = 4. The output voltage at the coupled port will be

V V VC = − −2 11
1 1
α α

so that for any given coupler there is a ratio between V1 and V2 which causes the cou-
pled port voltage to vanish, this ratio is given by

V

V
1

2

1= −α

so if the two signal magnitudes happen to have this ratio, the power at the direct port
will be equal to the sum of the two input powers. So for a 6 dB coupler, if the power
input at port 1 is 3W, and the power input at port 2 is 1W, the output taken from the
direct port will be 4W. So for this specific power ratio, the coupler behaves as a
lossless power combiner. Even for input power ratios which are significantly dis-
placed from the ideal value, the power delivered to the output port remains surpris-
ingly close to the total input power. This is quantified in Figure 10.36, which plots
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the power loss in dB for a range of port 2 input powers around the optimum value,
relative to the port 1 input.

Applying these results to the system in Figure 10.34, the peak restoration PA
can supply an equal power to the main PA, and only 0.3 dB will be lost in the cou-
pler termination. With the peak restoration PA shut down, the main PA output will
be attenuated, but only by 1.25 dB. Using the standard inverse square law PBO rela-
tionship for the efficiency of the two amplifiers, and assuming the peak restoration
PA is activated at the point where the main PA starts to saturate, it is possible to
construct a PBO efficiency relationship for this system, shown in Figure 10.37.
Although this may at first appear to be a poor relation to the equivalent Doherty
response, this system has some potential advantages. In particular, it is broadband
in nature, couplers being inherently very broadband devices. The two amplifiers are
self-contained and are connected to well-isolated ports of the coupler. Although
some further thinking is required in order to profile the necessary turn-on character-
istic of the peak restoration PA, much the same considerations apply to the imple-
mentation of the auxiliary PA in a Doherty configuration. Unlike the Doherty PA,
however, it may be advisable to limit the signal to the main PA in the upper regime,
to prevent excessive limiting behavior. Although potentially improving the effi-
ciency characteristics shown in Figure 10.37, the onset of AM-PM effects may be
worth restricting.

10.9.2 Pulse Position Modulation

With the availability of logic families that can generate binary signals having clock
rates in the tens of Gb/s range, it has become relevant to consider the possibility of
generating a fully formatted digital communications signal in the low GHz range,
directly from a digital source. A typical starting point would be a string of binary
pulses whose repetition rate corresponded to the original carrier frequency. Phase
modulation of the fundamental component can be applied by suitable variations in
the phasing of the bit stream, and amplitude modulation can be realized by drop-
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ping pulses strategically in order to reduce the magnitude of the fundamental com-
ponent. From an RFPA viewpoint, such schemes run into much the same problem as
described in the above section on PWM techniques. If the stream of pulses is fed into
an RF transistor, which is biased somewhat beyond its cutoff point, something
similar to a Class C PA will be created, as indicated in Figure 10.38.

Once again, it is the action of the output filter that rains on the parade. As the
pulse stream is modified to change the fundamental component, the sinusoidal volt-
age swing in the output of the RF power transistor will also modulate in magnitude,
thus reducing the efficiency in the case of reduced amplitude. Much like the base-
band PWM system analyzed in Section 10.8, the resulting PBO-efficiency character-
istic will be much the same as a regular Class C amplifier.

This system nevertheless does have some interesting possibilities, so long as
overzealous claims about its potential for 99% efficiency are quietly dropped. As
with the baseband PWM system, it has a major advantage over linear, or analog, RF
amplifiers in that the RF power device is only being used at a single “on” operating
point. Thus the characteristics of the final system can be almost entirely decoupled
from the quirky and nonreproduceable properties of the RF device. This is in con-
trast to the thousands, or even hundreds of thousands, of data points which are
required in the look-up tables of digital correction schemes which linearize and con-
trol conventional analog RF amplifiers.

10.9.3 RF to DC Conversion

When dealing with high efficiency techniques for RFPAs, there are often times when
it appears that RF power is being wasted, usually in a termination, which could be
put to better use. Rightly or wrongly, in a competitive commercial environment, big
orders can be won or lost on the basis of one or two percentage points of efficiency.
It is therefore quite justifiable that no stone should be left unturned in the quest for
higher efficiency, even when the return appears to be marginal. Two obvious exam-
ples of wasted RF power are the basic outphasing technique, described in Section
10.3 in this chapter, and the uncoupled power from the error amplifier in a
feedforward loop, described in Chapter 14. A more striking application, perhaps, is
the possibility of using a high efficiency PA in combination with an RF to DC con-
verter to implement a power converter in ET or ER systems. Using the RF signal to
hand, rather than introducing switching transients at kHz or MHz frequencies, has
obvious attractions.
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Rectification and smoothing of an alternating, sinusoidal, voltage into a “DC”
supply lies at the heart of most electrical and electronic power systems. It is there-
fore logical to proceed in the same manner to convert an RF signal into a DC power
source. One of the immediate differences between a 60 Hz and 2 GHz source is the
impedance level at which the alternating voltage presents itself. Line supplies are
“stiff,” and present a voltage source with very low impedance, whereas an RF volt-
age source will always have a significant impedance associated with it. If we have a
1 watt source of power at 2 GHz, in the RF world what we mean is that this is the
power that will be dissipated in a matched load. There is also the usual culture con-
flict in the use of balanced voltages at low frequencies (through the use of trans-
formers) versus the strong preference for unbalanced circuits at GHz frequencies.

A simple half-wave rectifier circuit, shown in Figure 10.39, can in principle be
used as a very efficient RF to DC converter. Such circuits are usually associated with
small signal detection, and efficiency is not considered to be as important as in the
case of a power converter. The key to efficient rectification is to recognize the need
for a harmonic short across the sinusoidal RF source, to provide a path for the har-
monic components of the nonsinusoidal rectified current. Another important design
issue is to determine what matching is required in order to obtain maximum power
transfer from the RF source into the rectification circuit.

Referring to Figure 10.39, the detector is initially assumed to be perfect, which
means it turns on with zero resistance at zero terminal voltage, and has no
parasitics. It is also assumed that we have contrived to present a fundamental
impedance match to the generator, so that the voltage at the diode input is

V V td = cos ω

or half of the input signal amplitude, indicating a matched condition.
In the steady state condition, the shunt capacitor will charge up to a voltage

marginally lower than V, so that the diode conducts pulses of current at the peaks of
the input voltage. With no energy being dissipated in the diode, and all harmonic
voltages short-circuited, it can be stipulated that the DC power in the load resis-
tance Rv will be equal to the available power from the RF source,

V
R

V
Rv o

2 2

2
=

giving the somewhat unexpected result that the matched RF condition occurs when
the DC load resistance has twice the value of the RF source impedance.

Clearly, higher DC output voltages can be obtained, for any given RF input
level, by suitable scaling of Rv. Appropriate impedance matching would then be
required on the input, so that the system interface impedance is transformed, proba-
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bly upwards, to Rv/2. This would appear to have the makings of a transformer-less
DC-to-DC converter technique, using a well saturated and highly efficient PA to
drive the rectifier circuit, as shown in Figure 10.40. Such a converter could be real-
ized using the same semiconductor technology as the main PA itself, and provide a
means of generating a higher voltage supply for use on amplitude peaks. The actual
RF power required from the converter PA could be estimated as being equal to the
system peak power, scaled down by the duty cycle of peak usage of the higher volt-
age. Thus it would seem that the converter PA transistor could be significantly
smaller than the main RFPA device.

Unlike the design of detectors for receiving applications, the choice of bypass
capacitance is uncritical, since in this application the detected output is being used to
establish a reservoir of charge at a fixed voltage.

In practice, the non-ideal characteristics of the diode will reduce the efficiency,
but measured values in excess of 80% have been reported [26, 27]. One of the prob-
lems associated with trying to design such circuits for higher power levels is the lack
of microwave detector diodes which are capable of handling currents higher than a
few tens of milliamps. It would seem quite feasible, in principle, to manufacture
multiple cell diodes, in much the same way that RF power transistors are designed. It
has to be assumed that diode manufacturers do not perceive this to be a profitable
area at the present time.

10.9.4 RF Switching Techniques

RF switching technology has advanced in recent times, driven mainly by the need
for switched frequency band coverage in mobile phones. Usually implemented
using GaAs PHEMT technology, multiple pole, multiway RF switches are available
which can pass several watts of RF power with low loss and introduce minimal
extra distortion. Although not typically fast enough to be able to implement config-
urational changes at envelope speeds, it would be quite feasible to shut down an
output stage and connect the driver to the antenna when the operating conditions
require low power. Changes could also be made to the matching network, by
switching to alternate paths between the PA output transistor and the antenna. Dif-
ferent matching in each path could effect a form of slow-tracking load modulation,
maintaining a high RF voltage swing at low power levels. These options are illus-
trated in Figure 10.41. Such slow-tracking techniques, which adapt the system to
changes in average power, can have as much impact in long-term PA power con-
sumption than the more exotic techniques which seek to operate at the much higher
envelope speeds.
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10.9.5 Smart Antennas

The use of so-called smart antenna systems is a growth area, especially in WLAN
and WiFi applications. It is therefore becoming a subject in its own right, but it is
worthwhile to consider one aspect of the subject, viewed from an RFPA perspective:
the ability of a pair of antennas to deliver a power-combined signal at a distant
receiver, regardless of the individual power levels. This is a function which, as we
have already seen in Section 10.9.1, can only be performed, frustratingly, at circuit
level for specific power ratios. The most common example of this is the 3 dB hybrid
combiner which will combine equal, co-phased signals without loss of power. Any
change in this power ratio will result in power being lost in the fourth port of the
hybrid.

Given that in the case of a radio transmitter circuit the final output will be radi-
ated from an antenna (i.e., the actual power is never used directly, other than to
measure the output with a power meter), it is reasonable to ask whether “space
combining” using two antennas, may be a better option. If this comparison is done
at the receiver end of the link, the power received will be proportional to the sum of
the two powers radiated from each antenna, regardless of the power ratio, provided
that the signals from each antenna are in phase with each other. For example, recall-
ing the configuration in Figure 10.34, where a larger PA output device is combined
with a smaller one, with the intent of using the larger device only on amplitude
peaks, we have seen that the circuit combining techniques available will always
result in some wastage of power. In particular, the smaller main device will have to
work through an attenuation anywhere between 1 and 2 dB before reaching the
antenna, when the peak restoration PA is inactive.

Figure 10.42 shows a plausible alternative, which from the viewpoint of a dis-
tant receiver, will perform the power addition in a lossless fashion. It has even been
suggested that this same configuration could be used to combine the main and error
signals in a feedforward loop (see Chapter 14) without incurring the coupling losses
inherent in a conventional implementation. Phasing issues and multipath effects
will of course complicate, and potentially exterminate, this possibility. In fairness,
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however, the more conventional smart antenna techniques that are being proposed,
which are mainly aimed at implementing directional selectivity, will have to combat
similar problems.

10.10 Case Studies in Efficiency Enhancement

It was already shown, in Section 10.6 (Figure 10.25), that some care needs to be
taken when assessing the value of a particular efficiency enhancement technique.
The value will be closely related to the modulation environment, taking due account
of linearity requirements. Based on experience to date with mobile phone and WiFi
PA designs, the regular Class AB PA still seems able to hold its own against heavily
promoted “smarter” designs, using one or another of the efficiency enhancement
techniques described in this chapter. One of the key issues, in making quantitative
comparisons between different approaches, is the assumption that the peak power
has to be lined up with the onset of clipping. Some modulation systems can tolerate a
certain amount of peak clipping, and this means that the efficiency roll-off starts at a
lower power level. This can result in quite respectable average efficiency perfor-
mance, say, greater than 40%, from conventional Class AB PAs.

For example, Figure 10.43 shows several choices for efficiency backoff charac-
teristics, using an OFDM (802.11a) signal. A straight Class AB PA with fixed bias
will give an efficiency characteristic which backs off from the peak value as the
inverse square root of the power. If the PEP is set to coincide with a peak efficiency
of 70%, the average power level will be approximately 10 dB lower, where the cw
efficiency will be 70/√10, or 22%. It can however be shown that the statistical prob-
ability of power levels above the 7 dB PAR is sufficiently low that these occasional
peaks can be allowed to clip, without any significant effect on the ACP or EVM.
Thus the second efficiency PBO characteristic in Figure 10.43 shows the upper 3 dB
being hard-clipped and the efficiency is assumed to remain at 70% in this region.
Then the efficiency backs off in the usual way, but is now 31% at the average power
level. In order to check how close these numbers are to the average efficiency in the
presence of the signal in question, it is necessary to generate a representative number
of envelope points, perform the efficiency calculation, and average the results.
Although some commercial RF system simulators will perform this task, it is useful
and instructive to perform the necessary computations using a simpler, and much
cheaper, spreadsheet.
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Referring to the Excel spreadsheet “OFDM_effy” on the CD-ROM, columns 3
and 5 are the I-Q components of an 802.11a OFDM signal. There are 4096 points,
sampled at a rate which gives a representative signal burst. Column 7 performs a
simple envelope amplitude calculation,

( )V V Vm I Q= +2 2

and at the head of this column, Excel informs us that the maximum and average val-
ues in this burst are 3.06 and 0.906, respectively, corresponding to a PAR of 10.6
dB.

Various efficiency options are computed in the subsequent columns. Column 11
uses the basic Class AB efficiency relationship, taking 70% as the peak efficiency
value:

η = ⋅70
V

V
m

pk

where the normalized envelope amplitude, Vm/Vpk, has been computed in column 9.
This gives an average efficiency result of 20.7%, quite close to the approximate

result obtained using the average power efficiency of 22%.
Moving over to column 27, a more general case can be defined, which simulates

a two-level supply ET system, for a stipulated clipping level (Vbk, r2c29) and peak
clipping level (Vclp, r3c29). For convenience, this column equation uses the absolute
values of the envelope amplitude, in column 7. The column function, r5c27, has the
clumsy but reasonably self-explanatory form
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This expression has some elements of optimism that could be easily changed; the
formula assumes that the lower supply voltage is switched in at the precise moment
that the RF voltage swing reaches the lower voltage supply value, and that the lower
supply is available without using a DC to DC converter.

The case Vclp = 2 corresponds approximately to clipping at 7 dB above the mean
power level, and the use of a regular single supply can be represented by setting Vbk =
2. The efficiency result for this case is 31.6%, a sizeable increase from the unclipped
value. If a voltage supply switch is now included as well, some experimentation
reveals an optimum level around Vbk = 1, giving an average efficiency of just over
45%. The spreadsheet also does the efficiency calculation for a classical Doherty
PA, giving a result of 40%. In this case, no clipping has been allowed; it may be
argued that this is an unfair comparison with the two-level supply switch which also
allows peak clipping. The ruling which has been applied here is that the behavior of
the Doherty PA in the clipping region is not as straightforward as for a regular Class
AB device, and in any case the ideal efficiency characteristic is not likely to be real-
ized in practice. Figure 10.44 shows a plot obtained using the spreadsheet data. It
plots a sample of the data points for the three cases discussed, which additionally
gives some indication of the statistical distribution of the envelope amplitudes,
through the density of the points in different regions.

The spreadsheet can also be used in a more abstract fashion, to propose possible
efficiency/PBO characteristics that are not as yet linked to physical PA configura-
tions. For example, an efficiency characteristic having the form
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has a peak efficiency deliberately set at the Vbk level, tailing off at higher and lower
levels. Intuitively, it seems logical to start with the average level for setting the peak
efficiency. In the OFDM case considered here, the efficiency at the peak power level
will have dropped to about 20% (see Figure 10.45). The average efficiency for this
characteristic is 49%, the highest yet obtained in this exercise for an OFDM signal.

Of course, this efficiency characteristic has been stipulated without any clear
idea as to how it may be implemented, but the result is clearly relevant to the design
of power converters, both for fully tracked ET and switched supply systems. It has
to be speculated that an optimum efficiency-power characteristic can always be
determined for a particular signal environment. This result shows that there may
be some value in taking a more a priori approach to the design of ET systems. The
spreadsheet OFDM_effcy can be used with different modulation systems, all that is
necessary is to paste an appropriate set of data points into columns 3 and 5.
EDGE system efficiency analysis, EDGE_effy, is already available on the accompa-
nying CD-ROM. As described in Appendix B, companion spreadsheets are also
available which provide rudimentary, but useful, ACP analysis for stipulated PA
nonlinearity characteristics. The results in this section are summarized below
(Table 10.1).

10.11 Conclusions

This chapter has considered many techniques, mainly old but some with newer
twists, that can be considered for efficiency enhancement of RFPAs in complex sig-
nal environments. It is a matter of experience and observation that although attrac-
tive on paper, actual implementation of these techniques seems to present
substantial problems, especially in high volume products. The interaction of any
efficiency enhancement technique with the system linearity always seems to be a
negative one, to the extent that there seems to be no single approach which does not
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carry with it the excess baggage of linearization, usually in the form of digital
predistortion. It is indeed ironic that the oldest efficiency enhancement technique in
the book, that of reduced conduction angle PA operation, still remains very much
the default approach in the industry.
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C H A P T E R 1 1

Power Amplifier Bias Circuit Design

11.1 Introduction

The oscillatory habits of RF power transistors are an infamous aspect of RF power
amplifier design. This much-dreaded skeleton jumps out of its closet at the most
inconvenient times, frequently causing destruction and panic in its wake. Its effects
are most prevalent at lower frequencies in the MHz to VHF range, where the termi-
nating impedances of an RF power device are mainly defined by the bias insertion
networks. The design of bias networks for any RF power amplifier therefore plays
an important part in establishing stable operation.

The subject has a curious history, which takes us into the murky waters of cul-
tural divides—not just the different world-views of low frequency analog and
microwave designers, but also the overlapping roles of circuit designer and lab tech-
nician. While the RF designer uses an array of advanced analytical tools and tech-
niques to design an RF matching circuit for a 2 GHz power amplifier, an oscillation
at 60 MHz is passed off as a minor irritation (smoke notwithstanding) that can be
removed using a shotgun-style artillery of capacitors and ferrite beads. The plot (not
necessarily the smoke) then thickens; having established a combination of randomly
soldered components that seem to stabilize a particular device, the same pot pourri
becomes enshrined as a standard for others to duplicate. Data sheets, application
notes, demonstration test boards, all start to recommend or use a bias network con-
figuration which is largely based on empirical design methods, without any real
appreciation of what the problem was in the first place. Needless to say, hand-wav-
ing explanations for the necessary functions of the various stabilizing elements are
readily available.

The irony of all this is that bias networks can be analyzed quite easily using the
same tools as are extensively used to do the RF design. Perhaps one of the reasons
this is still such a minority activity is that RF CAD programs like to use RF units:
GHz, pF, and nH, whereas bias network design requires to deal with MHz, nF, and
mH. RF designers are perhaps reluctant to type in so many zeros and wonder
whether the software will crash. But the analytical approach is the main theme in
this chapter, both in dealing with stability problems and establishing networks
which can, in principle, eliminate the problem.

More recently, the wireless communications revolution has reemphasized
another aspect of RFPA bias network design, which is the need to prevent vestiges of
the signal modulation from appearing on the supply rails to the PA device. Such
“remodulation” is almost certainly harmful, causing additional distortion of the
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conventional kind, with an unwelcome variation in the form of asymmetry in the
intermodulation sidebands. Although this is hardly a new problem in PA design, it is
worth noting that not so many years ago most mobile radio transmitters were
required to handle only a single analog voice channel, and in any case used mainly
constant envelope frequency modulation. This placed few restrictions on the kinds
of networks which could be used successfully to stabilize large RF power transistors.
Older manufacturers’ catalogs, still to be seen on shelves around engineering offices,
were often full of applications notes showing bias networks littered with large
inductors wound on ferrite rings, which were quite acceptable so long as the modu-
lation was either constant envelope, or had a very low signal bandwidth. Modern
wireless and satcom systems not only use amplitude modulated signals, but the
bandwidth can be well into the MHz, or tens of MHz, regions.

The very term “DC,” as applied to the supply requirements of a typical Class AB
RFPA becomes inappropriate. Any RFPA stage which is operating in a Class AB
mode will draw an alternating current through its supply circuitry, the variation fol-
lowing the peaks and dips of the amplitude-modulated signal envelope. Ideally, the
on-board biasing circuitry of any RFPA should smooth out these variations in sup-
ply current such that under all operating conditions the user, or system interface, is
not required to supply any alternating components. Unfortunately, physical limita-
tions on capacitor technology can make this a near-impossible task for higher power
RFPAs, and as a result problems of supply modulation can arise from the manner in
which an RFPA is connected to the primary power source, as well as the on-board
bias network itself.

In this chapter, stability issues will be treated first, in Section 11.2. Subsequent
sections will focus on various aspects of bias supply design, the deleterious effects of
unintentional bias supply modulation, and practical techniques for alleviating these
effects.

11.2 Stability of RF Power Transistors

The stability performance of electronic amplifiers is a vast subject, and the focus in
this chapter is on the specific problem of instability of an RF power device at low
out-of-band frequencies. As described in the introduction above, this is a particu-
larly troublesome issue, and the cause of much frustration, among PA designers at
GHz frequencies. In presenting a simplistic view of the theory behind such effects,
some liberties will be taken in terms of compliance with the very rigorous disserta-
tions on stability which have appeared in the literature over many years. The goal
here is to identify the principal mechanism by which large RF transistors are caused
to oscillate at low frequencies, when typical biasing and RF matching networks are
used. This is a pragmatic approach which in no way competes with, or refutes, the
intellectual stability edifice built by the likes of Rollett, Mason, and Nyquist, and
well summarized by Gupta [1].

Figure 11.1 shows a model for an RF power amplifier circuit, suitably stripped
down for low frequency analysis. The only elements which survive the cut in the
device model are the output transconductance generator and the feedback capaci-
tance. For simplicity, the input and output capacitances are assumed to be negligible
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at the frequencies of interest here. The RF matching networks are assumed to be
open-circuited through the use of low value blocking capacitors, and the bias net-
works are represented as large outboard decoupling capacitors with series imped-
ances connecting the bias points to the active device. It is the design of the series
impedance networks which determines the stability of the device, since the use of
large bypass capacitors at the bias terminals is mandatory for system interface pur-
poses. The stability analysis technique used here will be to unhook the input or out-
put bypass capacitor and to analyze the impedance seen with the opposite port fully
decoupled. The stability criterion, or assumption, is that any negative resistance
component at any frequency over the validity range of the analysis constitutes an
oscillation hazard when the decoupling capacitor at the port in question is replaced.
Of course, oscillation will in fact be restricted to the frequencies at which the reflec-
tion back from the decoupling capacitor has the appropriate phasing. In many prac-
tical cases such a frequency may not exist, and the device will operate without
oscillation despite the existence of negative resistance over certain frequency ranges.
The safest design approach, however, is to seek to eliminate the negative resistance
as much as possible, notwithstanding the probability that in many cases we would
get away with it.

The circuit of Figure 11.1 can be analyzed using simple linear circuit theory.
Taking initially the case where the output is fully decoupled, the impedance seen at
the input is
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Taking the two extreme but relevant cases of open and short circuit
terminations,
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neither of which gives immediate cause for concern. Unfortunately, there will
always be some significant inductance which connects the output of the device to
the decoupling capacitor, not to mention the parasitic inductance of the capacitor
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Figure 11.1 RF device model for low frequency stability analysis.



itself. So rather than an ideal short, a more realistic case to consider is ZL = j L,
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which has a global negative resistance component. Here, in symbolic form, is the
“skeleton” of low frequency PA instability.

Extracting the real part, and making the further approximation

g Lin ω >> 1 (11.4)
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Before putting some typical values into this equation, it is necessary to complete
this analysis by considering the reciprocal situation, where the input is decoupled
through a series load ZL. Somewhat remarkably, we obtain the same expression for
the impedance, Zout, measured at the decoupling point,
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so that there will be a similar negative resistance component at the output, for an
inductive input termination, as given in (11.5). The choice of the input value of ZL

will however in practice be much less restricted than the equivalent output value,
due to the large and usually modulated current which has to flow into the device
output. For example, it is clear from (11.5) that making the series bias inductance L
value arbitrarily large will reduce the negative resistance component to an accept-
ably low value for all relevant frequencies. This may be a viable strategy for the
input bias network, but would have some disastrous consequences if used on the
output, were amplitude modulation present. Nevertheless, it would seem that the
use of large series bias inductors, suitably wrapped around lossy ferrite to eliminate
resonances, was quite widely practiced in older RFPA designs.

Returning to the key expression for negative resistance (11.5), some care needs
to be exercised in making generalizations about the size of the negative resistance
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component in specific practical situations. It should be noted that the terms in the
first and second brackets will both change in inverse proportion to the peripheral
scaling factor of a particular device type. The key design parameter is the series bias
inductor L, which is the only parameter in (11.5) under design control, for a partic-
ular device. This inductor, on the output side, is also a critical design parameter for
minimizing bias modulation effects, as will be discussed in subsequent sections of
this chapter. So in any application using AM, and where the modulation bandwidth
is of the order of a few MHz, the output bias inductance will need to be as low as
practically possible, and preferably in the range of 10 nH. Figure 11.2 shows an
impedance plot of the input bias point impedance with this value of L for three val-
ues of device scaling, corresponding to transconductance values ranging between 1s
(1A/V) and 10s. All three cases show wide frequency ranges where there is a high
possibility of oscillation. In a formal stability analysis, the existence of a negative
resistance component is merely a necessary and not a sufficient condition for oscilla-
tion. The input termination has to present a load having a specific magnitude and
phase for oscillation to occur, and the analysis can be extended to consider this. But
in general the goal should be to eliminate the negative resistance region as much as
possible, especially at higher frequencies where the phase of the load will rotate
much more quickly as a function of frequency.

A simple cure for cases where the output bias inductor is being kept low is to
place a series resistor between the bias point and the decoupling capacitor, to
“quench” the negative resistance. For FET devices, this is quite satisfactory since the
gate draws little or no current. This solution is clearly not appropriate on the output
side, however, where the current will drop too much voltage across any series resis-
tance. Fortunately, the inclusion of some series resistance on the input port will
greatly alleviate the stabilization process on the output. If the input series imped-
ance in (11.6) is now reformulated to include a series resistance,

Z R L= + jω
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the real part of the output bias port impedance becomes
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which, assuming gmR > 1, will be positive if
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Taking some median values for L and C,

L = 10 nH, C = 1 pF

gives R > 100Ω.
This is quite a high value for a series gate resistance, even for a FET device. In

practice, a lower value of R than that specified by (11.8) can be used with adequate
effect, and simulation of specific cases will determine a suitable value.

The overall conclusions from this analysis are quite surprising and are worth
summarizing:

• Almost any RF power transistor (e.g., devices with gm > 1S) will show a nega-
tive resistance at the input bias port, over a wide range of baseband and VHF
frequencies, if the output bias is fed through an inductance anywhere between
10 nH and 1 mH.

• This is the primary culprit for low frequency oscillations in RFPAs.
• The same, precisely, applies to the output impedance in the reverse situation.
• A series resistor can be used to cancel the negative resistance on the input port.
• This in turn greatly reduces the magnitude of the output negative resistance.

The main purpose of this section has been to show how the oscillation problem
can be attacked using a systematic analytical approach. The models are some-
what idealized but the whole process can easily be repeated using any linear circuit
simulator, which can include more of the parasitic elements that may have some
impact on the final answers. The simple cure of using a series input resistance
between the RF bias point and the decoupling capacitor works well in many cases,
but there will be some more challenging situations where alternative or additional
networks will be required to achieve complete stability. One such addition is the
use of a feedback resistor which only comes into play at the lower frequency
bands, as shown schematically in Figure 11.3. Such a network is easily realizable
using good quality SMT components which will not introduce undesirable reso-
nances in the RF band. Examples of specific networks will be considered further in
Section 11.4.
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11.3 Bias Supply Modulation Effects

Class AB amplifiers draw a current from the main output bias supply which varies
from a low value, maybe 10% of the peak value, as the amplitude modulation on
the input signal swings the envelope amplitude over its full dynamic range. Any
impedance which is placed in the bias supply path will cause voltage modulation to
appear at the output terminal of the device; this will in turn modulate the gain and
phase of the amplifier and cause additional distortion products. The designer there-
fore has to ensure that this series impedance is sufficiently low that the resulting
voltage modulation has an acceptably low amplitude.

A simple numerical example is appropriate. A 100 watt PA stage, running from
a bias voltage of 28V draws a peak current of 7 amps from the bias supply. Suppose
that the modulation is a sinusoidal variation from zero to peak power with a fre-
quency of 1 MHz. If the bias supply has a total series inductance of 50 nH between
the device output tab and the main bias supply, the resulting voltage modulation at
the device output solder tab (drain/collector) will be 175 mV. If the modulation fre-
quency drops to 100 kHz, the voltage ripple will be 17.5 mV, and at 10 MHz it will
be 1.75V.

This very simple but representative case raises a multitude of questions:

• How much ripple on the supply can be tolerated?
• Is 50 nH a realistic number, given that it has to include the routing through the

on-board RF matching networks, the PC tracks and wiring to the nearest
bypass capacitor, and the internal inductance associated with the bypass
capacitor?

• How big does the bypass capacitor have to be in order not to contribute more
ripple itself, regardless of the additional effects of its internal series inductance
and resistance (“ESR”)?

• Where do voltage regulators fit in to this picture?

Possibly the most difficult of these questions to answer is the first, since it is both
application and device dependent. Different RF transistor types will show consider-
able variation in their sensitivity to bias voltage ripple, and to the actual effects such
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ripple will cause, in terms of increased or additional distortion products. For the
present purposes we will assume the following scale of impact on voltage ripple:

• 17.5 mV will be taken as “tolerable” in all but the most stringent applications.
• 1.75V will be assumed to cause major problems with PA distortion, almost

certainly including asymmetrical intermodulation sidebands and poor
predistortability.

• 175 mV may be tolerable in some cases, depending especially on the particular
device being used.

Thus we will take 100 mV maximum power supply ripple to represent a useful
design goal for a wide range of PA applications. Clearly, it is the stipulation of a 1
MHz baseband frequency that really swings the bias supply ripple issue. As dis-
cussed in the introduction to this chapter, when radio transmitters only had to han-
dle voice channels of a few kHz bandwidth, the results of such calculations were
very different and bias supply ripple was not a serious consideration. There is
another factor; in the GHz frequency range it is a fairly recent development that
solid state devices have become available to generate power in the 100 watt sector.
The ongoing need to use much lower supply voltage rails than used by tube prede-
cessors has made this issue, to some extent, uncharted territory which still catches
PA designers unaware. Most multicarrier PAs will require signal bandwidths well
into the MHz region, and even 2G and 3G mobile phone handsets, respectively,
straddle the 1 MHz bandwidth requirement.

In order to address the second and third questions above, some more detailed
analysis is required. Figure 11.4 shows a realistic model for the bias supply to an
RFPA. The PA itself is operating in a deep Class AB mode, so the supply current will
vary over about a 3:1 range as the signal amplitude modulation varies from peak to
minimum. This current is supplied to the output transistor from a bias network con-
sisting of a series inductance, a series resistance, and a bypass reservoir capacitor.
The inductance, as noted above, includes several physical components: the induc-
tance of the RF matching (microstrip) elements through which the bias is routed to
the device, additional PC board tracks which connect the RF subassembly to the
bypass capacitor, and the internal parasitic inductance and resistance associated
with the bypass capacitor itself.

For simplicity, a sinusoidal (two-carrier) modulation is assumed, and the effect
of each individual bias element on the device voltage is shown in Figure 11.5.
For analysis purposes, it will be assumed that the gain of the amplifier will decrease
with lowering bias supply. This may not always be the case, but is very typical.
Looking first at the effect of a series resistor, the voltage shows a flattening in the
peak region, very reminiscent of the effect of gain compression on a sinusoidal enve-
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lope (see Figure 9.7). This is a case where the effect of bias modulation will be very
similar to gain compression, and it is possible to obtain a quantitative estimate of
this effect at the peak power condition. The flattening effect can be modeled as a
third degree envelope component, whose amplitude is equal to the voltage drop
caused by the series resistance at the envelope peaks. So if the undistorted output
envelope has the form

( )e t V t tdc= cos cosΩ ω

where Ω is the modulation frequency and ω the RF carrier frequency, the peak flat-
tening can be modeled by adding a third degree term in the modulation function,
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where vb is the amplitude of the bias modulation caused by the series resistance.
This can be expanded to obtain the spectral components,
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which shows that the relative level of the IM3 products caused by the bias modula-
tion is
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So for a 100 mV ripple on a 10V supply, an estimate for the resulting IM3 level
would be –40 dBc. This is a nontrivial level for IM3s in most applications, and is suf-
ficient to trigger some thoughts on whether inherent device nonlinearities have been
unfairly blamed as the sole source of spectral distortion. The 100 mV of ripple in
question here can be generated by a bias current swing of 5A and a capacitor with an
ESR of 20 mΩ. We will see that this represents a low value for readily available
capacitor technology.

Figure 11.5(b) shows the corresponding effect of a series inductance. The inter-
esting aspect here is that the voltage ripple passes through zero at the peak of the
envelope and through opposed positive and negative maxima on the falling and ris-
ing portions of envelope. So the envelope distortion is asymmetric, again very simi-
lar to the asymmetrical envelope distortion postulated in Chapter 9. This case would
require more information on the PA gain/supply voltage characteristic in order to
make a quantitative estimate of the envelope distortion, but suffice it to say that this
is a clear physical mechanism by which asymmetrical spectral distortion can be
generated.

Figure 11.5(c) shows the possible effect of using a reservoir capacitor of insuffi-
cient size. This is again a difficult effect to quantify, since the ripple function is also
dependent on the time constant of the recharging supply from the prime power
source which will be located at a yet more remote point, with yet more board traces
and wiring. It is however important that the first reservoir capacitor in the chain
should be able to supply the current with minimal ripple for the upper portion of the
modulation bandwidth. In this case, the capacitance required can be estimated by
integrating the charge for a single modulation cycle.

Q I t dtpk= ⋅∫ sin Ω
Ω

0

π

where for estimation purposes Class B operation has been assumed, and Ipk repre-
sents the supply current at the envelope peak. Putting Ipk = 5A, Ω = 2π × 1 MHz, Q ≈
10−6 Coulombs, a capacitor which can supply this charge and show a voltage reduc-
tion of only 100 mV will have a capacitance of 10 µF (δQ = CδV). Such a value is
available as a small SMT component and can be placed very close to the point where
bias is inserted into the RF matching circuitry surrounding the transistor. It is neces-
sary however to examine what kind of series resistance values can be expected from
readily available capacitor types. Rather than relying on manufacturers’ data, which
can be misleading if not measured at the frequency and current density in question,
Figures 11.6 and 11.7 show details of some actual measurements on three SMT
capacitor types: regular tantalum, “Low ESR” tantalum, and a parallel pair of X7R
ceramic parts.

These measurements were performed using an RFPA under equal two-carrier
excitation, which drew a supply current of 3A peak (10% quiescent). Figure 11.6
shows the test board configuration. In these measurements it is important to note
there are two measurement points: the bias point, which is decoupled using the
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capacitor in question, and the actual drain of the RF transistor itself.1 Figure 11.7
shows the voltage measured at the bias point for the three capacitor types. The volt-
age ripple can be assumed to be caused primarily by the internal parasitics of the
on-board bypass capacitor. Trace (a), the regular tantalum capacitor, shows a large
inductive component as well as a resistive component. Trace (b), the low-ESR tanta-
lum capacitor, shows mainly a resistive drop which can be estimated to be due to an
ESR about 0.2Ω; this actually ties in quite well with the specified ESR value for the
component in question. Clearly, the only case which comes anywhere close to meet-
ing the design goal of 100 mV maximum ripple is the SMT ceramic part, case (c).
This however needs some additional qualification. Packing a capacitance of 4.7 µF
into a 1206 SMT package outline stretches conventional2 capacitor technology to
its limits. On the other hand, the small size allows two, or even four, parts to be
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Figure 11.7 Decoupling capacitor ripple caused by 1 MHz PA supply current variation: (a) 10 µF
regular tantalum, (b) 10 µF low ESR tantalum, and (c) 4.7 µF X7R 1206 SMT.

1. Clearly, some care is needed in the choice of a suitable probing technique to measure the baseband bias volt-
age variation in the presence of a high power RF voltage.

2. Recently, there have been some technological breakthroughs in capacitor technology, resulting in so-called
“super-” or “ultra-” capacitors which have higher storage capacity per unit volume than common batteries.
These devices usually have low voltage breakdown, and are currently quite expensive. They are not there-
fore included in the present discussion.



stacked in parallel, resulting in corresponding reduction in ESR and inductance. Fig-
ure 11.8 shows the same measurement, on a finer voltage scale, repeated for a paral-
lel pair of such parts, giving a capacitance which is now comparable to the two
previous cases. The voltage ripple shows that the main component is the recharging
transient, rather than series resistance.

Although the voltage ripple in Figure 11.8 is now just within the established
100mV maximum guideline, the picture changes dramatically when the voltage is
measured at the actual drain terminal, as shown in Figure 11.9. In this design, the
DC drain supply is inserted through a λ/4 SCSS, having a characteristic impedance of
90Ω. Although this bias stub has been located as near as possible to the device drain
pad in order to minimize the baseband inductance, the inductance of the stub itself is
enough to cause an additional ripple of 300 mV. This head-on collision between the
traditionally disparate worlds of baseband and microwave circuit effects comes as
quite a shock when first encountered. Once again, some simple rational analysis can
help the shock recovery process. The input impedance of a short-circuited stub,
characteristic impedance Z0 and electrical length is

X Z

Z
s =

≈
0

0

tan θ

θ
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at baseband frequencies where the line is obviously very short in comparison to a
wavelength. So at baseband frequency , the equivalent inductance is given by

ω
ω

L Z l
cs = 0

where l is the physical length, so that

L Z
l
cs = 0

In the above example, Z0 = 90Ω, l = 37.5 mm (λ/4 at 2 GHz), giving

Ls = × ×
×

=
−90 37 5 10

3 10
11 2

3

8

.
. nH

So at 1 MHz, a 1.5A amplitude sinusoidal current will show a peak-to-peak rip-
ple amplitude of 200 mV due to the SCSS inductance alone. This is a minimal esti-
mate, as shown in Figure 11.9, where the ripple is substantially higher due to the
higher harmonics present in the current waveform. So the much-used SCSS for bias
insertion into microwave circuits has to be carefully reconsidered in higher power
applications. This issue, and some potential alternatives, will be considered further
in Section 11.5.

The final question, posed at the start of this section, asks about the role of volt-
age regulators in reducing ripple. The previous analysis of the effects of even a sim-
ple SCSS at 2 GHz on adding voltage ripple between the bias point and the RF
device partially answers this question; clearly, it is not feasible to introduce a volt-
age regulator within the RF matching itself. But even at the bias point, the effective-
ness of an electronic regulator decreases rapidly as the speed of the ripple becomes
comparable to the time delay of the regulator action. This problem is entirely com-
parable to the limitations of envelope feedback techniques for PA linearization [2],
and becomes formidable once the signal bandwidth enters the MHz domain. Open
loop compensation, however, would appear to be viable but not yet widely prac-
ticed. Just as it is possible to predistort the input signal to a PA in order to compen-
sate for the PA distortion, it would seem equally possible to predistort the supply to
a PA in order to remove the impedance effects of known, fixed, passive elements in
the bias supply chain. This possibility will also be further considered in Section
11.4.

This section has attempted to quantify the possible effects of unintentional bias
supply modulation of the supply voltage to an RF power transistor. These effects
multiply rapidly as supply current and signal frequency step up through orders of
magnitude to a point where a device running in deep Class AB, drawing in excess of
10A peak current, with an envelope amplitude modulation having components
above 10 MHz may present problems of supply modulation that are essentially
intractable using conventional passive bias networks.
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11.4 Bias Network Design

Based on the results and analysis of the previous sections, this section presents some
design guidelines, and physical network options, for RFPA design. It is a difficult
subject to generalize, since the problems of bias network design and stability esca-
late with device periphery, which may not be quite the same thing as RF power level.
As discussed in the last section, the problems also escalate with signal bandwidth.

Figure 11.10 shows a schematic for an RFPA, showing the demarcation between
the RF matching and video biasing networks. The interface point will usually take
the form of an RF bypass capacitor, which provides a high quality short circuit, or
sufficiently low reactance, path to ground for the RF current components. On the
output side, there will be an intermediate biasing network which connects between
the RF decoupling point and a local voltage supply in the form of a suitably large
reservoir capacitor. On the input side, there is not such a requirement for a current
reservoir, but for system interface purposes a bypass capacitor which appears as a
near-short circuit over the whole signal bandwidth is desirable.

In its simplest form, the output bias network in Figure 11.10 could be simply a
short length of wire, or PC board track, which shunts the RF bypass capacitor with
the much larger reservoir capacitor. As discussed in the previous section, even a few
nH of inductance between these two capacitors can cause significant extra supply
ripple in higher power applications using larger signal bandwidths. However, such
an arrangement is quite satisfactory for smaller RF power devices and/or lower sig-
nal bandwidth applications. But in some cases there will be an increasing conflict
between the requirements for a larger reservoir capacitor, and a lower series induc-
tance in the supply path. As discussed in the previous section, capacitor technology
continues to advance, and the range of applications where satisfactory performance
from a simple shunt bypass capacitor, such as shown in Figure 11.11(a), is
expanding.

A common solution to this conflict is to use a multiple bypass network, such as
that shown in Figure 11.11(b). The basic reasoning behind such networks is that the
higher frequency components of the device current can be supplied by lower value
reservoir capacitors, which have smaller physical size, and thus lower series induc-
tance. Lower frequency components require higher value reservoir capacitors but a
higher series inductance can be tolerated. The impedance plots in Figure 11.11 show
the impedance presented to the device (excluding the RF circuit elements) assuming
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that the external prime power source appears as a highly reactive source due to its
remote location. It can be seen that the “graduated” bypass network has admirable
properties except for a resonance at 2 MHz. The impact of such a narrowband reso-
nance may not be too serious in broadband signal applications, and is in any case
somewhat exacerbated by the rather draconian assumption that the prime power
supply appears as an open circuit at baseband frequencies. In most cases, suitable
permutations of component values may be possible to move the resonance to a
point which is effectively above the signal bandwidth. Once again, the virtue of
using CAD tools to design a suitable bias network is apparent, rather than reliance
on ad hoc methods based on a combination of hearsay and possibly unrepresenta-
tive past experiences. The use of a network analyzer to measure the bias network
impedance characteristic is also a readily available, but seldom used, option.

It has already been discussed that in more extreme cases of high peak supply
current and MHz signal bandwidths, the ripple problem may still persist. Given the
technology which has been developed for the digital predistortion of RF signals to
linearize RFPAs, it would seem reasonable to consider the much less challenging
concept of predistortion of the supply voltage, as indicated in Figure 11.12. Unlike
RF predistorters, which have to compensate for a nonlinear PA property, the com-
pensation of supply ripple would appear to be an essentially linear process. Given
the luxury of a supply voltage which can be controlled, on the fly, by a DSP driver, it
would however be logical to attempt some PA linearization as well. The objection to
such an approach will always be the power loss in the pass transistor, but it is not
clear that this should be a fatal objection in some applications. Such a configuration
would be distinct from two other techniques described in this book; envelope resto-
ration (EER, Kahn) which actually creates the AM by modulation of the PA transis-
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tor supply, and envelope tracking (“ET”) which drops the supply voltage at low
envelope amplitudes in order to conserve efficiency. Both of these familiar tech-
niques require much larger swings of supply voltage in order to accomplish their
desired function, and the power consumption of the control element is indeed a
major consideration (see Chapter 10).

On the input side, the results of the analysis in Section 11.2 come into play, and
a series resistor is usually required between the separate RF and baseband decoup-
ling capacitors. Many low frequency oscillation problems are caused by misguided
attempts to combine these two functions with a single capacitor. The value of the
series resistor has to be chosen such that stability conditions are met, as described in
Section 11.2, but this can in some cases lead to a conflict if bias current needs to be
supplied. This can be an issue with higher power bipolar transistors, whose base cur-
rent is a scaled-down version of the output current in a Class AB amplifier. In such
extreme cases, it is usually possible to devise a bypass branch, as indicated in Figure
11.13, such that the resistive termination is still provided at frequencies above the
signal baseband, but is bypassed within the baseband down to DC. This is one appli-
cation where an antiparasitic ferrite bead can serve as a useful bypass inductor, as
indicated in the measured impedance plot shown in Figure 11.13.
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11.5 Bias Insertion Networks

Section 11.3 showed some surprising results concerning the inductance of micro-
wave networks at baseband frequencies. In more extreme cases of peak current
swing and high signal bandwidth, traditional biasing techniques for microwave cir-
cuits such as short-circuited stubs become problematic. In the example quoted, a 2
GHz SCSS with a 90Ω characteristic impedance was shown to present a series
inductance of 11 nH at low frequencies. An obvious way to reduce this is to reduce
the value of Z0, in particular through the use of a symmetrical parallel bias feed. The
physical width of lower impedance stubs can however limit the range of this
approach.

Another approach is to reduce the length of the stub. This becomes an admissi-
ble strategy when dealing with larger RF power devices, due to the low impedance
environment at the transistor output. For example a λ/8 SCSS has an RF impedance
of jZ0, which will be almost a negligible reactive component for higher power
devices. Even a λ/20 SCSS will present a shunt reactance of approximately j Z0/3,
which will still be a small reactive perturbation in many cases.

An alternative view, in the use of short SCSS elements to supply output bias, is
that they can be absorbed advantageously into the matching network. For example,
Figure 11.14 recalls a result from earlier chapters (see Figure 4.9), where it has been
noted that the device output capacitance has the effect of transforming the device
loadline impedance in the wrong direction, increasing the impedance transforma-
tion requirement from the output matching network. The use of a shunt inductance
to resonate the output capacitance, as shown in Figure 11.14, removes this undesir-
able feature and creates a convenient, and optimally positioned, biasing point. Such
an element could also be used as part of a broader-band matching network.

It is appropriate to include some comments here about the use of commercially
manufactured external biasing devices, traditionally called “bias tees” in RF labs.
Such components are frequently used when evaluating and characterizing devices,
for example, in load-pull measurements. These devices have acquired some mystical
connotations, rather like ferrite isolators, of allowing devices to be tested without
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having to confront the dreaded oscillation skeleton. The usefulness and cost of such
devices act as a formidable restraint on the desire to crack one open to discover its
inner secrets, a desire which just about any microwave designer will have experi-
enced at one time or another. The secret, such that it remains, is usually the use of a
large bias inductance which is cleverly designed to eliminate resonances over a very
wide band of frequencies, perhaps 10 MHz to 20 GHz.

This can be achieved, for example, by winding the coil on a conical former using
slightly resistive wire. So in higher power applications, the DC voltage drop can be
quite significant, and a separate bias sensing connection is often provided to allow
the correct voltage to be set. Such devices are therefore fundamentally unsuited for
use with modulated signals, since they use inductances which can typically be in the
mH range. As noted in Section 11.2, this is a viable and quite effective approach in
preventing oscillations, but is usually inadmissible in RFPA applications where the
output current is an AC signal of possibly several MHz bandwidth. Another hazard
is to place the bias tee too far, electrically, from the device under test; this applies to
any form of bias network in high current applications using modulated test signals.
One meter of 50Ω transmission line will add 167 nH effective series inductance in
the baseband bias current path.

11.6 Prime Power Supply Issues

Most RF designers treat power supplies as closed boxes, and satisfy themselves with
learning how to push the right buttons. It would be inappropriate to attempt to
cover what is in effect an entire branch of the electronics industry in a book such as
this one, given that many books are available which are entirely devoted to the sub-
ject of power supply design. There is however one important aspect of connecting an
RFPA to a source of prime power, which is the amount of “AC” that the RFPA still
requires, from a supply that has usually only been specified for supplying “DC.”

This is illustrated in Figure 11.15, which gives a more system-level view. It is
important to recognize that in any system, the RFPA will probably be the biggest user
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of prime power. Other than in the special case of mobiles, prime power will usually
come in the form of a line alternating voltage. There will usually be an intermediate
step between the rectification and filtering of the prime power and the power connec-
tion to the PA circuit board. This will usually take the form of a high efficiency
switching DC to DC converter, which converts the prime power to the PA supply
requirement. This converter will also have an electronic regulator which stabilizes
the output voltage between specified limits for a wide range of DC current output.

Note the emphasis on “DC.” Here the term is used in its strictest and most
inflexible sense; the manufacturers of DC supplies will not usually make any guaran-
tees that the specified voltage and current regulation will apply for currents having
an alternating component. In practice, of course, some specifications will be given
for the regulation performance over a low frequency range, perhaps from DC up to a
few kHz. Quite what will happen when a user attempts to extract a current which
has an alternating component in the MHz region will depend on the design of the
converter. In particular, it is unlikely that the electronic regulation will respond to
such “fast” variations in current drain. Suitable placement of a large auxiliary reser-
voir capacitor, possibly in the 10,000–100,000 µF range may be necessary in some
cases, as shown in Figure 11.15. Schematically speaking, this represents the addition
of a third branch to the overall bias network shown in Figure 11.11, and extra reso-
nances are a probable result. Such components are very large and are not usually
accommodated inside RFPA housings. But as a result of this, users of RFPAs should
probably consider placing specifications on the AC components of current which the
device will require under conditions of full drive, and expected signal modulation
environments, so that appropriate power supply provisions can be made.

11.7 Bias Control Circuits

This chapter has been concerned primarily with the routing of suitable bias voltages
to RF power transistors, in a manner that results in stable operation. The various RF
and video networks considered will be used regardless of the nature of the bias volt-
ages themselves, which in some cases may be generated by additional control cir-
cuitry. Such controls are implemented in practical PA designs for numerous reasons:

• Maintaining constant current bias conditions over a population of devices
having variable DC IV characteristics;

• Power control;
• Linearization.

Power control and linearization are covered as topics elsewhere in this book
(mainly in Chapters 10 and 14). The first item is worthy of further comment, since it
is an issue very much at the heart of modern electronic design methodology, and can
expose some culture conflicts between the RFPA designer and low frequency analog
and digital IC design principles.

A high power RFPA is still very much a board-level subsystem. Even if some
integrated components (RFICs) are being used in driver or gain stages, the whole
assembly can easily accommodate a couple of potentiometers for the purpose of set-
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ting critical bias voltages. Manual adjustments of this kind have become a universal
anathema in highly integrated electronic design, and many techniques have been
developed for sensing and accommodating process variations in the design of VLSI
chips, which may contain thousands up to millions of individual transistors. For
example, the circuit shown in Figure 11.16(a) can set the quiescent current in a FET
device as a fraction of its saturated level, whereby the accuracy of the setting
becomes a function of the accuracy of the ratio of the fixed resistance elements
rather than the device IV characteristics. Such a ratio will be determined geometri-
cally, and can be designed such that it will be virtually process independent. Figure
11.16(b) shows another technique, widely used in bipolar analog IC design, known
as a “current mirror.” The bias control device is connected up as a diode, so that the
base-emitter voltage can be applied to a device of similar type and the current will
“mirror” the control device current. This technique has been adopted by manufac-
turers of larger packaged bipolar power transistors who sometimes give external
access to a small segment of the RF transistor for bias purposes. The current mirror
circuit can then give a low impedance, temperature-regulated bias voltage for the
main transistor.

There is however a big difference between controlling the current in a Class AB
RF power amplifier, as compared to most analog or digital integrated circuit
requirements. As has been extensively discussed in this chapter, the current in a
Class AB amplifier changes substantially as the input signal amplitude varies. In a
sense, the Class AB configuration uses the RF signal itself as the control of current
through the RF device. Any attempt to use external bias controls will likely conflict
with the intended operation of the Class AB mode. Other than some circuitry to set
the quiescent level, perhaps using a small but otherwise identical transistor element
that does not have an RF signal applied, the control of transistor bias is still mainly
done using individual voltage controls. These controls may still take the form of
physical potentiometers, although it is becoming more common to use firmware
settings and DACs in modern PA system designs.

11.8 Conclusions

The use of broadband and multicarrier modulation systems in modern wireless sys-
tems has had a major impact on the design of biasing networks for RFPAs. This
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chapter has mainly emphasized the need for designers to use CAD circuit analysis
tools to design suitable bias networks for the required signal bandwidths and also to
ensure stable operation. Instability should not be regarded as a counter-serendipi-
tous effect, and can be explained and analyzed with considerably more ease, using
the same tools and techniques as the in-band stability considerations with which RF
designers are more familiar.
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C H A P T E R 1 2

Load-Pull Techniques
“Load-pull” is something of a euphemism when applied to PA design. The term
originated in the world of oscillators, where a key specification is the amount of fre-
quency change, or “pulling” the oscillator displays as the output load is tuned from
its nominal value. In PA design, the term is used to describe an empirical process by
which the matching requirements of a PA device are determined, using some form of
variable impedance tuning device.

It might be thought that load-pull techniques, along with the slide rule and the
slotted line, would be teetering on the brink of extinction due to the availability and
almost universal intrusion of the CAD approach into RF circuit design. Judging,
however, by the continuing evolution and availability of more complex and versa-
tile commercial load-pull hardware, it would seem that this is a preserve which has
successfully survived the CAD revolution. This chapter is therefore intended as an
update on current load-pull techniques and capabilities, rather than an extended
justification for its continuing use.

We pick up the story, in some respects, from Chapter 2, which describes the
basic loadline approach to Class A RFPA design. As long ago as 1983, this author
(Chapter 2, [1]) showed that the oval-shaped load-pull power contours which were
frequently measured using fundamental load-pull equipment could be predicted
using loadline principles. The use of a simple fundamental tuner was appropriate
for Class A design, where up to the onset of gain compression the harmonic imped-
ances can be expected not to play much part in the performance of the device. Basic
tuner design will be covered in Section 12.1. Class AB operation, which has been the
main focus in the intervening chapters, poses some more challenges for the load-pull
technique in that harmonic impedances will need to be adjustable as well. In pursu-
ing this goal, mechanical tuners become more complicated and the option of active
load-pull has to be considered. These techniques will be compared and contrasted in
Sections 12.2 and 12.3, along with some actual experimental data.

12.1 Tuner Design for Fundamental Load-Pull

Most microwave tuners are configured, and judged, based on their ability to “cover
the Smith chart.” To this end, a reactive discontinuity is introduced to a length of
50Ω transmission line such that the magnitude of the discontinuity and its position
along the line can be adjusted with suitably high precision. Such a tuner, even with-
out direct calibration, can give an intuitive feel for the impedance path which is
being followed, unlike the multiple stub tuners that can still be found lurking in the
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drawers of microwave labs. Two classical tuner designs dominate load-pull applica-
tions and are illustrated schematically in Figures 12.1 and 12.2.

The “slide-screw” tuner, Figure 12.1, has a metal plunger whose end can be
gradually moved closer to the inner conductor of a 50 ohm airline; the end of the
plunger can be profiled to surround, but never touch, the inner conductor. The
plunger is mounted on a carriage which can be moved along the line to control the
phase of the reflection introduced by the plunger. This form of tuner is intuitive in its
operation, and has the advantage that in any position of the carriage the discontinu-
ity can be moved out to return to a reasonable 50 ohm termination. The reflection
coefficient presented by the plunger will be frequency dependent; the reflection will
increase with frequency until a point is reached where the plunger length exceeds a
quarter wavelength, when the reflection will peak and start to decrease. For this rea-
son, commercial tuners of this type sometimes provide two separate plungers to
extend the useful frequency range.

The twin-slug tuner, Figure 12.2, is of simpler construction although less intu-
itive in its operation. The “slugs” are essentially lengths of transmission line, having
much lower characteristic impedance than the main 50Ω coaxial line, within which
they can be moved. Considerations of loss, and the realization of maximum imped-
ance tuning range suggest the use of metal tuning slugs, which slide along the inner
conductor and make contact with it. This however raises the thorny issue of engi-
neering a sliding metal-to-metal contact. Dielectric slugs remove this requirement,
but it becomes necessary to trade the dielectric properties of various materials. At
any particular frequency, the maximum reflection can be generated using two λ/4
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slugs, which are spaced λ/4 apart. Multiple application of the well-known transmis-
sion line transformer relationship quickly reveals that the minimum impedance will
be 50/εr

2, so that if Teflon (εr =2.2) is used, this impedance will be only about 10Ω.
Various materials having relative dielectric constants in the 3–4 range are available,
whereby the maximum reflection can be increased to around 0.9, but with increased
loss at higher GHz frequencies. So despite the engineering challenges, most com-
mercial computer controlled tuner systems use metal slugs, which are moved using
worm drives.

Such tuners are still widely used to determine the optimum load for an accept-
able tradeoff in the power, efficiency, and linearity of an RF power transistor.
Despite the extensive analysis and commentary in this book and others, on the
importance of tuning at harmonic as well as fundamental frequencies, it is a surpris-
ing fact that many successful products appear to be based on essentially a fundamen-
tal tuning characterization. Manufacturers of such tuning test systems will admit
that sales of fundamental tuners greatly exceed the now available systems that allow
for independent harmonic tuning as well. Harmonic tuning will be considered in the
next section; however it is worthwhile to take a somewhat more quantitative look at
the potential hazards of fundamental-only load-pull characterization.

Figure 12.3 shows a Smith chart plot of two typical tuner topologies. The key
point about the two impedance plots is that although in each case the fundamental
has been matched to the desired low resistance value, the individual tuners show
major divergences in the harmonic impedances which they present. Although the
two cases in Figure 12.3 represent the two standard tuner types shown in Figures
12.1 and 12.2, it becomes apparent that even tuners having the same basic geome-
try, but some differences in dimensions, can give wildly different responses at har-
monic frequencies despite being tuned to the same fundamental impedance.
Another manifestation of this effect is that the harmonic behavior from a given
tuner can fortuitously enhance, or degrade, the power performance at different
measurement frequencies.
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Figure 12.4 shows the kind of unsatisfactory results that this effect can cause. A
device, biased for Class A operation, has been tuned for maximum P1dB over a fre-
quency range of 1 to 6 GHz. Assuming that the measurements have been performed
with due care and attention, it appears that the power performance varies somewhat
randomly over this broad bandwidth and does not show the kind of decreasing
monotonic characteristic that would be expected. Figure 12.4 is derived from some
actual measurements on a GaAs MESFET device, and the variations probably repre-
sent the fortuitous peaking of the second harmonic impedance, giving some Class J
performance (see Chapter 4).

Such variations will be less apparent when measuring devices whose output
capacitance is large enough to provide a reasonable short circuit at harmonic fre-
quencies. This subject has been discussed and analyzed in much detail in previous
chapters and once again returns to prominence when using simple fundamental tun-
ers to optimize power performance. Most LDMOS transistors, for example, operat-
ing above 2 GHz will show low sensitivity to external harmonic impedance
variations due to their larger relative output capacitance.

Despite these caveats, it is still a fact that the high-density data packages that
come from lengthy computer controlled load-pull evaluations will always contain
some vestiges of the harmonic signature of the tuner. Recent commercial tuner sys-
tems typically provide calibration data for harmonic as well as fundamental tuning
states. When selecting specific tuning conditions as the basis for a design, designers
can therefore at least make some attempt to reproduce the harmonic conditions,
both in the subsequent simulations and also in the network realization.

12.2 Harmonic Load-Pull

In introducing the subject of harmonic load-pull, it is necessary to make a distinc-
tion. As discussed in the previous section, even the simplest form of tuner will always
have some measurable impedance characteristic at harmonic frequencies, even if in
some cases this is dominated by such things as cheap low frequency connectors,
lossy FR-4 board, or resonant tuning elements. The key point is that the user has no
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control of the harmonic impedances, and may in some cases be driven away from a
particular fundamental impedance setting due to undesirable, but essentially
unseen, harmonic effects in the tuner impedance characteristic. This scenario
becomes more likely when using a device at a frequency where the XCds/RL ratio (see
Chapter 5, Figure 5.25) is well above unity. It is also more likely as the device is
biased into deeper Class AB operation.

For some years several manufacturers have attempted to provide tuning systems
which allow the user to select one or two harmonic impedances (usually second and
third) independently from the fundamental. Such systems are necessarily more com-
plex, more expensive, and generate extra dimensions in experimental space that can
demand considerable skill on the part of the user to reap the stipulated rich rewards.

Figure 12.5 shows a possible configuration in schematic form. Following the
twin-slug fundamental tuning section, and placed on the same low loss 50Ω airline
section, are moveable elements which have bandstop characteristics at the selected
harmonic frequencies. In their simplest form, these elements could be λ/4 open cir-
cuit stubs at the respective harmonic; the use of a high characteristic impedance to
realize the OCSS will reduce the reactive loading at the fundamental. A commercial
manufacturer has to do a little better than this, in order to increase the useable
bandwidth of the system and further reduce the interaction between the harmonic
and fundamental tuning [1]. This becomes an ever-increasing challenge, given the
need to move the harmonic elements in order to shift the phase of the harmonic
reflections, and the need to keep losses to a minimum. In any event, such an arrange-
ment only allows for a high reflection coefficient, albeit with full phase control, at
the harmonic frequencies.

An alternative system is based on the properties of a microwave multiplexer.
Such devices have been staple items in ECM systems for decades, and their design
has been well covered in the literature. Figure 12.6 shows the swept frequency per-
formance of a typical multiplexer. Basically, each specified band transmits only
from the input port to a single designated output port, and is highly reflected from
the other ports, regardless of their terminations. In their more customary role of
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bandsplitting, the various transmission bands will intersect in a carefully prescribed
manner; the response of the “thru” port (port 1-5 response in Figure 12.6) will also
vary according to specification. It is clear that such a component can be used to con-
figure a harmonic tuning system, as shown in Figure 12.7. The isolation properties
of the multiplexer can be used to give independent tuning at however many har-
monic bands are deemed necessary. In particular, separate tuners on each port can
set impedances at any point on the Smith chart, rather than just a phase
controlled-reflection.

One disadvantage of this system is that the multiplexer will usually have signifi-
cant in-band insertion loss which will restrict the tuning range, especially when deal-
ing with high power devices that require very low impedance to match the
fundamental. Even though the band-pass attenuation may look reasonable in a 50Ω
environment, say, 1 dB, this can escalate alarmingly when the device is placed in a
high VSWR situation. Allowing for these losses becomes quite a challenge when
both magnitude and phase of the reflection presented to a high power device will
have a major impact on the loss correction on the measured power. This problem is
illustrated in Figure 12.8, where a lossy 50Ω device is modeled as a matched “L”
attenuator. Clearly, if the leading series resistance of the model equals the imped-
ance of an external device, 6 dB attenuation will occur due to the apparently “rea-
sonable” loss as measured in a 50Ω system.
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The potentially catastrophic effect of even just a few tenths of a dB loss in any
50Ω lines, connectors, and filtering elements between an RF power device and the
first physical tuning element is highlighted in Figure 12.8. This shows that when the
desired device matching impedance drops to the vicinity of 1Ω, even two or three
tenths of a dB of tuner loss will have a major effect on the observed performance,
reducing the gain by several dB as well as limiting the matching capability of the
tuner to a higher resistance value. This effect has been the cause of much confusion
and frustration to the unwary in the evaluation of larger RF power transistor perfor-
mance using external tuners. Although the values in Figure 12.8 represent a some-
what worst-case characterization of the problem, it is clear that the fundamental
matching device has to be placed physically very close to the device, with a mini-
mum of connecting cables, no matter how low loss the cables may be. It can be fur-
ther stated that any device which requires an impedance lower than about 5Ω will
cause serious loss issues in load-pull testing and should be prematched in the
immediate vicinity of the device chip.

12.3 Active Harmonic Load-Pull

The multiplexer system shown in Figure 12.7, and the associated problems of losses,
highlighted in Figure 12.8, form a good starting point to consider an alternative
approach to load-pull known as “active” load-pull. The various reflections which
are created by the tuners in Figure 12.7 could, from the viewpoint at the device
plane, be created by replacing the passive tuners by phase-locked signal generators,
and the tuner settings simulated by adjusting the amplitudes and phases of the indi-
vidual harmonic signals. Such a system is shown in basic form in Figure 12.9. The
simple argument already presented is convincing enough when the system is viewed
from the device plane. Things get a little more complicated when questions are then
asked about power flow. We now have a system in which multiple sources of power
are being fed into the device, variously reflected out again, back through the multi-
plexer, and finally put to rest in a very necessary isolation device at each generator
output. Although such a system, intuitively, would appear able to simulate the
effects of selected fundamental and harmonic loads at the device plane, how can the
equivalent of the device output power be measured in such a system?

As with so many old chestnuts in the RFPA business, this issue has been the sub-
ject of much debate over decades, rather than years. By far the most satisfactory
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approach appears to be to stay at the device plane and measure the voltage and cur-
rent waveforms at this point. In fact, any reference point in the 50Ω section between
the device and the multiplexer can be selected in order to establish the voltage and
current time domain waveforms using the forward and reflected waves which can be
measured directly using directional couplers. Fourier analysis of the waveforms
yields not just the effective power being generated by the device, but also the har-
monic and fundamental impedances. Such a system, shown in Figure 12.10, has the
added value that provided the device package and fixture are sufficiently well char-
acterized, the reference plane can be set to the actual device output plane, which
enables the current and voltage to be monitored. This can give valuable information
about the mode of operation, as well as details about the device operation, such as
dynamic IV characteristics at the actual frequency of use [2]. A key point about an
active LP system is that the detrimental effects of losses (for example, the additional
directional couplers that are now required) can be removed by making suitable
adjustments to the generator power outputs. Figure 12.11 shows a typical measure-
ment from such a system, showing remarkable detail in the current and voltage
waveforms under controlled harmonic loading.

Such a system can, in principle, set any number of harmonic impedances by suit-
able settings of the generators. Harmonic source terminations can also be simulated
by using a similar multiplexer and generators on the input, as shown in Figure
12.10. In practice there will be considerable interaction between the settings when
measuring a device in a nonlinear condition, and computerized search algorithms
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become almost essential in a practical system. Impressive results from such active
LP systems have been reported in the literature [2, 3], but the overall complexity,
along with challenging requirements for driver and calibration software, appears so
far to have deterred commercial manufacturers.

12.4 Variations, Results, Conclusions

The current generation of commercial LP systems can trace their origin to much
more basic manual tuning tests performed using simple, and in some cases crude,
tuning devices. The engineer or technician who “tweaks” the output of a PA by
moving a capacitor along a section of transmission line on a preproduction PC
board is engaging in a form of load-pull activity. At higher frequencies the capacitor
transmogrifies into a small piece of metal foil. Although much mocked as a
now-unnecessary activity by the CAD merchant community, it is still alive and well
in the back rooms and dark corners of RF development labs. It is therefore quite rel-
evant to consider load-pull systems that in cost and complexity lie between the two
extremes of a commercial harmonic system costing a significant fraction of $1
million, and a small piece of foil.

One variation on a low-cost system is to design a test fixture which includes
some harmonic matching. The rest of the experimental space can then be explored
using a tuner at the fundamental only. For example, the provision of a λ/4 SCSS
connected as close to the device output as possible, can in principle take care of the
all-important second harmonic for Class AB designs, while also providing a conve-
nient bias insertion point. Although this technique will become less useful, and less
effective, for larger devices at higher frequencies, in these cases it may be that the
device capacitance itself becomes large enough to act as an internal harmonic short.
These two possibilities however leave an intermediate zone where harmonic termi-
nations can still have an important effect, and the choice of tuner can give
misleading results, as described in Section 12.1.

A configuration which seems to have been overlooked, both by the user and
tuner manufacturers, is to design a fundamental tuner which is “transparent” at one
or more harmonic frequencies. Such a tuner can be used to ensure that only the fun-
damental is being tuned, and suitable harmonic terminations can be placed at any
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Figure 12.11 Waveform measurements using system of Figure 12.10. (Courtesy High Frequency
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point in the system. For example, Figure 12.12 shows a system where the fundamen-
tal tuner uses two slugs which are exactly one quarter wavelength long at the fre-
quency of interest. Such a tuner will be “transparent” at the second and fourth
harmonics. If the tuner is terminated by a broadband attenuator, as would normally
be the case, the harmonics are at least presenting a fixed invariant termination to the
device. This is in contrast to possible wild gyrations of harmonic impedances which
can be exhibited by some commercial tuners. An additional feature could be the
placement of a highly reflective element at the second harmonic, with a line stretcher
to vary the phase of the reflection. The key feature of such a system is that the effect
of the second harmonic phase rotation can be examined with a simple measurement.

Figure 12.13 shows the result of such a test on a deep Class AB GaAs MESFET
device at 2 GHz. The cyclic variations of power and efficiency are a reminder of the
importance of harmonic matching in amplifier designs of this type, and the value of
being able to characterize these effects using fairly simple experimental test
equipment.

In conclusion, it would be fair to state that the ever-increasing demands being
placed on RF power amplifiers in communications systems creates a situation where
models and simulators seem to be forever playing catch-up. The ability of CAD sim-
ulators to predict detailed PA performance, especially spectral distortion, has to be
regarded as a still improving, but as yet not totally adequate, area. Load-pull tech-
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Figure 12.12 Harmonic tuning using fundamental tuner having “transparent” tuning elements.
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niques are still widely used by PA designers, especially in higher power applications,
and show no signs of imminent retirement.
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C H A P T E R 1 3

Power Amplifier Architecture

Introduction

Most of this book has been concerned with the design of a single power amplifier
gain stage, using a single transistor. Any practical power amplifier will be a subas-
sembly consisting of several driver and gain stages, and the final power stage itself
will probably use some form of power-combining network. This chapter addresses
several of the specific topics which arise in designing complete amplifier assemblies.
These topics include balanced and push-pull configurations, multistage design,
power combining, biasing and stability considerations.

The previous focus on single transistor PA stages is easily justified. A PA stage
with 10 dB of gain is most likely to consume around 80% of the DC power of the
transmitter RF chain and dissipate about the same high percentage of heat. The
transistor itself will be by far the most costly individual item, and may be over 50%
of the total material cost of the final assembly. Due to its thermal requirements, the
final stage will demand the heaviest design and manufacturing overheads, with
physical size, mechanical integrity, and heat management requiring attention from
a wide range of engineering and manufacturing services.

Indeed, with all these justifications in mind, the design of even the PA driver
stage seems a relatively noncritical task. The contribution of the driver stages to the
overall efficiency of the assembly is reduced by the factor of the final PA stage gain,
and it is quite justifiable to design all the driver stages as simple Class A, or light AB,
amplifiers. This has great benefits in terms of linearity and AM-PM issues, and
avoids the demanding harmonic termination requirements of higher efficiency
modes. Ironically, the “walk-in-the-park” attitude toward driver stage design can
often lead to the biggest problems when the assembly is tested. Stability problems,
and driver linearity issues in particular, can ruin much good work on the final PA
stage design. The key problem in designing a PA driver chain is to limit the distor-
tion, or gain compression, of the drivers so that most of the distortion takes place in
the PA stage itself.

Power combination using circuit techniques is an important topic which will be
covered in this chapter. In particular, the status of the circuit combiner as a last
resort to achieve a specific power level, when all other options run out, will be called
into question. What can be achieved with circuit board costing $5 per square foot is
well worth leveraging in comparison to the continual invention of ever more exotic
semiconductor processes to meet the needs of modern communication systems.

Initially, two important techniques, push-pull and balanced amplifiers, will be
discussed. Both of these techniques feature prominently in almost any commercial
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PA assembly. There is a tendency, especially in the lower frequency PA regime, to
regard the push-pull configuration as mandatory, and to ignore the quadrature bal-
anced approach. Conversely, the microwave ECM amplifier community use quad-
rature balanced modules almost exclusively, and claim little or no benefit from
push-pull operation. The wireless communication bands occupy an interesting mid-
dle-ground position, and both techniques should be examined and well understood
before making any decisions on the architecture of a new PA assembly.

13.1 Push-Pull Amplifiers

Most of the RF power amplifiers built for operation below about 500 MHz are of
the push-pull type. Here again, an old technique which was invented in the early
days of tubes has survived well into the semiconductor era with its benefits largely
intact. Differential techniques are recognized throughout the entire electronics arena
as advantageous, and RF power amplification is no exception. There are important
differences, however, between a low frequency, or audio, push-pull amplifier and
one at GHz frequencies. Most notably, RF communications signals are fundamen-
tally sinusoidal in nature, the information being carried as much slower amplitude
and phase variations. In this case, it is quite acceptable to distort, or rectify, the RF
carrier provided the modulation is kept intact. The audio case is quite different, in
that the input signal consists of a highly complex time-varying signal whose form
has to be accurately preserved during the amplification process. A simple sin-
gle-ended Class B amplifier would be quite unacceptable for this application, since
the negative excursions of the signal would be wiped out. This was the original
motivation for the development of push-pull amplification.

Figure 13.1 shows the basic push-pull amplifier as seen in electronics textbooks.
The two devices are driven differentially so that the equivalent circuit shows the two
devices being driven in antiphase, both devices being biased to a Class B, or zero qui-
escent current. The output load resistor is connected differentially between the two
drains (or collectors), through a center-tapped transformer. Due to the differential
excitation, the positive excursions of current are linearly amplified by one device
and the negative excursions are amplified by the other. Each device is driven beyond
its cutoff point whenever the other is conducting, as shown in Figure 13.2. These
amplified upper and lower portions will be added back together again by the action
of the center-tapped transformer, and so the amplified signal is reconstructed at the
output load resistor. The most important benefit of this configuration at audio fre-
quencies is that some of the benefits of Class B operation can be leveraged while
maintaining broadband linear operation.

There are important differences between this kind of amplifier and the Class B
RF mode discussed in previous chapters. It is essentially a broadband signal ampli-
fier which requires a resistive output termination. The load is maintained constant
over the entire frequency range of the input signal; there are no harmonic shorts
since these would obviously corrupt the signal waveform. This means that the effi-
ciency will not be as high as 78%, but there are still considerable benefits from mak-
ing amplifiers in this way, which are mainly associated with power management.
Unlike a single-ended Class A amplifier, the DC consumption will rise and fall in
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synchronism with the varying input waveform amplitude, and the overall efficiency,
most conspicuously manifested as lower heat dissipation, will be much improved.
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Because of the essentially random nature of the signal it is not possible to derive sim-
ple expressions for the efficiency improvement, but it can be quite dramatic due to
the inherent power management capability of the Class B mode. There will also be
possible improvements in linearity over a Class A amplifier, due to the inherent can-
cellation of any second harmonic distortion in the transistor characteristics. Unfor-
tunately, as any audiophile will know, an additional new distortion process know as
“crossover” distortion, makes an unwelcome appearance.

Such an amplifier can still have applications at RF and microwave frequencies,
particularly for broadband amplifiers having an octave or more bandwidth. In these
applications, amplifiers have broadband matching circuits which cannot, for exam-
ple, filter out second harmonics such as would be the case in narrower band commu-
nications applications. The benefits of power management for variable envelope, or
multicarrier, signals would still result in lower long-term power consumption and
heat-sinking requirements than a Class A design. It is important, however, to make a
distinction between the traditional broadband push-pull amplifier of this kind, and
the simple push-pull connection of a pair of Class AB, B, D, or F stages designed
according to the principles in earlier chapters of this book. Such an amplifier, shown
in Figure 13.3, retains the even harmonic short circuit on each device in order to
constrain the individual drain-to-source voltages to a sine or squared-up sinewave
required by Class B or Class F operation. This kind of amplifier has the same effi-
ciency as each individual single-ended component, but has two important advan-
tages over single-ended operation: reduced common lead effects and impedance
doubling.

One of the key benefits of push-pull operation of this kind is that the fundamen-
tal frequency components of the two device currents will be equal and opposite (see
Figure 13.3). So if there is a common lead connecting the sources to ground, cancel-
lation will occur and no feedback voltage will be developed across the lead induc-
tance. This of course assumes that the two devices and the differential excitation are
exactly in balance. Thus in the ideal case, common lead effects are eliminated. Such
common lead effects are particularly troublesome to the RFPA designer, causing
substantial gain reduction at each doubling of transistor periphery in single-ended
designs. The second benefit is probably the most important in RFPA design. If it is
assumed, for the time being, that differential RF excitation is available, then the
composite impedance presented by the push-pull pair at both the input and the out-
put, is a factor of two higher than that which would be presented by one sin-
gle-ended device. This applies to the input impedance, where the two transistor
gate-source (or base-emitter) junctions appear series connected, and also at the out-
put where the usual loadline considerations can be used to come up with a value of
2.ROPT for the output load resistor for maximum linear power performance (where
ROPT would be the loadline match for a single device). This is in somewhat dramatic
contrast to the impedance of a parallel pair, where the impedances would be halved
in comparison to a single device. So there appears to be a 4:1 impedance benefit for a
push-pull combining scheme in an equal-power comparison to a simple parallel con-
nection. When device impedances are down in the 1Ω range, this becomes a highly
significant benefit.

This analysis would seem to indicate that push-pull connection offers the RF
designer enough benefits that its use would be widespread. This is very much the
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case at frequencies up into the UHF range. At higher frequencies, into the GHz
region, some problems start to appear. First and foremost, the assumption that a
differential signal is readily available becomes more questionable, and baluns must
be provided. This is not quite such a straightforward task for a power amplifier as it
is for other applications requiring baluns, such as mixers and antennas. There is
another issue which concerns one of the key benefits of push-pull operation, that of
the cancellation of common lead effects. Figure 13.4 shows that at higher frequen-
cies, the distributed nature of a typical microwave power transistor starts to dilute
this benefit. A typical device will have multicell construction, and the common lead
ground currents are distributed using multiple ground bonds around the periphery
of the chip. At higher microwave frequencies, the ground bonds can be replaced by
plated-through vias through the die itself. In this kind of layout, equal and opposite
currents from the two main antiphase devices will not flow in each and every
inductance.

Without attempting a more detailed quantitative analysis, it can be reasonably
concluded that differential operation will not necessarily result in higher gain at fre-
quencies where the on-chip interconnections have significant inductance. Another
way of looking at this issue is to note that any microwave power transistor has
already been designed, using technological aids such as via hole grounds, to mini-
mize common-lead inductance effects. So a push-pull connection seeks only to
reduce what may already be a small effect; microwave devices are always designed,
as a matter of necessity, to have low source inductance. It remains a moot point
whether such attention to grounding could be relaxed in a device designed specifi-
cally for push-pull operation, with possible cost and yield savings.
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The impedance benefit is probably the main motivation to persevere with
push-pull design at microwave frequencies. For example, it has been seen in earlier
chapters that a 20W transistor at 2 GHz may have an optimum output power match
of 1Ω. Four such devices can be connected as two parallel push-pull pairs, giving a
composite structure capable of 80W with the same 1Ω impedance. This would com-
pare very favorably to a simple four-way parallel connection, which would result in
a virtually unusable device requiring 1/4Ω match. In order to realize this benefit, it is
necessary to design baluns which can handle the power level, have the necessary
phase and amplitude balance, and have negligible insertion loss. The loss, in particu-
lar, becomes a critical factor in reaping the benefits of push-pull operation at higher
frequencies.

At lower frequencies, in the VHF and down into the HF range, RF balun design
is dominated by the use of multifilar-wound transformers on ferrite cores. These
transformers are typically ingenious applications of low frequency transformer con-
cepts harnessed at much higher frequencies through the properties of ferrite materi-
als and the transmission line coupling effects of multiple twisted wires. Much
practical and theoretical work has been published to assist in the design of such com-
ponents [1, 2], although their useful frequency range for PA applications would
seem to extend no higher than UHF. For higher frequency applications, particularly
above 2 GHz, other options must be considered.

Figure 13.5 shows a balun which is commonly used for higher frequency RF
push-pull amplifiers. It has its origins in antenna applications, where balanced
dipoles need to be fed with unbalanced coaxial feeder. The key requirement of any
balun structure is to float the ground connection such that the impedance back to
ground, as measured from either of the balanced outputs, is suitably high compared
to the currents flowing in the balanced termination. A length of 50Ω semi-rigid
cable, with a conventional unbalanced input termination, is suspended above the
ground plane to form a short-circuited stub between the outer sheath of the coaxial
cable and the groundplane. Viewed from the balanced outputs, this places the
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required open-circuit to ground at the resonant frequency of the stub. Some analysis
is required to determine how the characteristic impedance of the stub, and its elec-
trical length, affect the performance of the balun over a usable frequency range.

Although the problem lends itself to analysis using transmission line equations,
the performance is most easily evaluated using a linear microwave circuit simulator.
In order to analyze the circuit, shown schematically in Figure 13.6, it is necessary to
have a simulator which recognizes a transmission line as a 4-node element. The
analysis, also shown in Figure 13.6, computes the power division into two balanced
25Ω loads, which together comprise a single balanced 50Ω termination. For conve-
nience, each 25Ω load has been transformed up to 50Ω using an ideal 2:1 trans-
former. This would not be done in practice since the 25Ω termination in part
represents the advantageous impedance transformation property of push-pull oper-
ation. The power split is perfect at the resonant quarterwave frequency, and the
rolloff either side is largely a function of the characteristic impedance of the outer of
the co-ax to ground, higher values giving broader band performance. At lower fre-
quencies, such baluns can be made into very broadband devices by wrapping the
cable around a ferrite core. Figure 13.6 shows that the phase split, ideally 180°, has
a similar acceptable bandwidth to the amplitude response. The key feature to note
in the design of such a balun is that the center frequency is determined by the
quarterwave resonant frequency of the short circuit stub formed between the outer
of the co-ax and ground. This will usually be an airspaced line, or may include some
dielectric in PC board realizations. In either case, the length of the cable will be sub-
stantially greater than an electrical quarter wavelength of the cable itself, as
indicated in the parameters shown in Figure 13.6.

These simulations would seem to indicate that balun design is not much of a
problem. In practice, the manufacturing issues raised by this structure at higher fre-
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quencies are considerable, particularly regarding the accuracy required in the cutting,
stripping, and soldering of the cable. The search for a truly planar balun structure
which is compatible with conventional microstrip board manufacturing has been the
subject of many papers and patents, stretching over numerous decades [3]. The vener-
able magic tee, or rat race as it is called in microstrip format, has much to commend it,
as shown in Figure 13.7. Although occupying more board space than some 3-dimen-
sional structures, it has precision, repeatability, and zero assembly time in its favor. It
should however be noted that the terminations of this structure are all Z0 (50Ω) to
ground and in this respect the rat race is not a “true” balun, since the balanced ports
present a 2Z0 impedance level. This could be considered as a significant dilution of
some of the impedance transformation benefits of push-pull operation. The band-
width, shown in the analysis in Figure 13.8, is substantially lower than the coaxial
balun, but would seem to be adequate for communications band applications.

With the improved quality and low cost of surface-mount RF components now
available, the possibility of using a lumped element balun structure which incorpo-
rates some matching becomes realistic. Figure 13.9 shows a possible network, which
was originally used as an antenna balun [4]. If each arm of the bridge type network
has a reactance XB (either capacitive or inductive), then the balanced impedance ZBAL

is given, in terms of the unbalanced termination Z0, by

Z
X

ZBAL
B=
2

0

(13.1)

Such a circuit could be designed to combine the functions of matching and phase
inversion required for push-pull operation, as shown in Figure 13.10. In this form, it
can be seen that the circuit consists of complementary low-pass and high-pass sec-
tions on respective push-pull ports, each giving the same impedance transformation
but generating the required differential phase inversion. As a specific design exam-
ple, consider again a push-pull pair of unit devices, each requiring a 1Ω output
power match. Substituting ZBAL = 2Ω, Z0= 50Ω in (13.1), gives XB = 10Ω. So for a 1.9
GHz design, the inductor value is 0.84 nH, and the capacitor value is 8.4 pF. The cir-
cuit is analyzed in Figure 13.11, where for analysis purposes the 1Ω loads have been
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transformed back up to 50Ω using ideal transformers. The power split is maintained
within 0.5 dB over a bandwidth of 100 MHz, which is adequate for some communi-
cations band applications, and the 180° phase split is very flat over a much wider
band. Clearly, some care would be required in allowing for parasitic effects in real-
izing the ideal performance shown in Figure 13.11, but the advantages in board
space and assembly costs would appear attractive.
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Figure 13.10 Lumped-element balun with integral match form 2Ω (balanced) to 50Ω (unbal-
anced). Values for 1.9 GHz: LB = 0.84 nH; CB = 8.4 pF.



This brief survey of possibilities for the realization of suitable baluns at higher
frequencies would seem to indicate that push-pull operation is still worthwhile, but
requires some preliminary development effort to ensure that the required power and
phase characteristics are being obtained from whatever structure is chosen. It should
also be noted that the matching requirements of each device in a push-pull configu-
ration are still the same as in a single-ended connection, and this includes the appro-
priate harmonic termination in the case of amplifiers operating with shorter
conduction angles such as Class B. Essentially, all of the techniques and circuit con-
figurations discussed in Chapters 3, 4, 5, and 6 can be used with some benefits in
push-pull mode.

13.2 Balanced Amplifiers

Although the push-pull configuration may be considered to be balanced in the more
generic sense of the term, in the microwave amplifier world a “balanced” amplifier
is something quite different, and is shown schematically in Figure 13.12. Two identi-
cal amplifiers are fed from an input power splitter which produces two signals in
phase quadrature, the outputs being recombined using a similar device connected in
reverse. The principal advantage of this configuration is that any mismatch reflec-
tions from the amplifiers pass back through the couplers and appear in antiphase
and therefore cancel at the RF input (or output) port. Reflected energy is diverted to
the terminated coupler ports. Provided the two amplifiers are identical in their char-
acteristics, and the couplers have ideally flat amplitude and quadrature differential
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Figure 13.11 Simulation of lumped-element balun/match (Figure 13.10).



phase responses, the match seen at the input and output will be essentially perfect,
regardless of the reflective nature of the individual amplifier stages. Thus the func-
tional effect can be compared to the use of ferrite isolators on the input and output
ports of a single-ended amplifier having twice the transistor periphery.

The benefits of the balanced amplifier configuration were first recognized in
1965 in a classic paper [5], which in effect founded a new microwave amplifier
industry. It was an enabling technique which made octave and multioctave micro-
wave amplifier designs straightforward and manufacturable. The ability to design
gain “modules” which had flat, but imperfect VSWR, characteristics over wide
bandwidths and then by the emplacement of couplers create almost perfect
cascadability was a luxury which seemed almost to defy the normally unforgiving
laws of nature. This approach, teamed up with thin film hybrid technology, quickly
became the mainstay of a burgeoning ECM amplifier industry. Not only was the
balanced module a technical breakthrough for the microwave circuit designer, it
also greatly increased efficacy in manufacturing and production control. Different
amplifier specifications could be easily accommodated by using permutations of a
few standard balanced modules. These modules could be pretested and inventoried
in reasonable quantities. Intrepid marketeers could respond to customers’ changing
requirements through the use of simple spreadsheet cascading routines, which until
the advent of the laptop PC often took the form of a pencil and a used envelope.1

Given the major impact of the balanced amplifier on the microwave business, its
more detailed technical ramifications seems to get less than their fair share of treat-
ment in the literature. This is perhaps due in part to the unpalatability of a simple
pragmatic technique that instantly downgrades, although by no means invalidates,
some basic textbook results and teachings. For example, balanced amplifiers are
much more stable than their single-ended equivalents. So much so, in fact, that in
the balanced world some of the dire predictions of k-factor analysis can be quietly
set aside. This statement will be quantified in due course, but it is an issue which is
often missed by the RF communications amplifier industry, who tend to view the
balanced amplifier as an exclusively broadband technique.

Another related issue that has the greatest significance to power amplifier
design, whatever the bandwidth, is interstage matching. If amplifier stages are all
balanced, interstage matching becomes a redundant issue. Essentially, all balanced
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modules have a 50Ω impedance, and have performance designed and measured with
50Ω terminations. These terminations can be input and output 50Ω ports, or other
balanced modules. This is important in developing the architecture of a power
amplifier. A power module, with known power characteristics, can be confidently
expected to produce the same performance when used as a driver for a higher power
output stage if both modules are realized in balanced form. This is far from being
the case when a driver transistor output is matched directly into the PA device in a
single-ended configuration. Indeed, many such designs fail due to inadequate perfor-
mance of the driver device, and such a situation does not lend itself to easy
troubleshooting.

On the downside, it is commonly stated that the balanced approach is expen-
sive, consuming twice the number of components and higher current. For PA design,
this is not a fair assessment, because due account must be taken of transistor periph-
ery. Quadrature couplers are very effective power combiners, and a single-ended
design for a given power level will require a transistor having twice the periphery of
each device in a balanced equivalent. There is an additional issue of unfair compari-
son here; the matching Q-factors and consequent gain-bandwidth product of the
devices in the balanced module will be much more favorable than the single-ended
version. This may impact the cost of the matching and bypass capacitors which are,
for sure, twice in number in the balanced version.

Just as with the push-pull configuration, these benefits cannot be realized unless
a suitable power splitter and combiner can be implemented. In the push-pull case, a
balun is required, and for balanced operation a quadrature 3 dB coupler is needed.
Fortunately, the 3 dB quadrature coupler is a well-established component in the
microwave toolbox, and detailed design information is spread throughout the litera-
ture and CAD software libraries. Essentially, a pair of coupled quarter-wave trans-
mission lines does the job, providing certain well-documented physical criteria are
correctly met, see Figure 13.13. A pair of coupled lines are analyzed in terms of two
characteristic impedances, called the odd and even mode impedances. The odd
mode impedance, Z0o, physically represents the characteristic impedance of the two
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strips under differential excitation, and the even mode impedance, Z0e, represents
the characteristic impedance of the two strips in conventional unbalanced parallel
connection. (More precisely, Z0o is defined as half of the physical value of Zo under
odd-mode excitation and Z0e is defined as twice the even mode impedance of the two
strips in parallel.) Two key relationships enable values of Z0o and Z0e to be deter-
mined for a required mid-band coupling value, K:

Z Z Z K
Z Z

Z Ze o
e o

e o
0
2

0 0
0 0

0 0

= ⋅ =
−
+

;

For example, values of Z0e 125 , Z0o 20 for Z0 = 50Ω, give a coupling fac-
tor K 0.724, or −2.8 dB.

The 20Ω value for Z0o represents especially tight coupling between the lines,
such as cannot be obtained by simple edge-coupling, as shown in Figure 13.14(a).
Several solutions to the coupling problem are shown in subsequent frames in Figure
13.14. A symmetrical multilayer structure, Figure 13.14(b) is by far the most satis-
factory in terms of RF coupling and directivity performance, and is the structure
used for most commercially available “drop-in” coupler products. The widespread
availability of multilayer PC board and thru-via processing technology would
appear to make this structure compatible with board layouts used for modern wire-
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less systems, although low cost surface mount couplers are now commercially avail-
able as separate components.

The microwave hybrid industry had a requirement for a single-layer solution,
which was admirably provided by the interdigitated Lange coupler (Figure 13.14(c),
[6]), where the two coupled lines are broken up into a number of strips in order to
multiply the number of edges available for coupling purposes. Such a structure still
has fairly narrow gaps and is quite a challenge to realize using PC board etching
techniques, and there is the added issue of making interconnections between alter-
nate strips. Figure 10.14(d) shows a compromise approach, where a simple overlay
can provide the necessary increase in coupling factor. This would appear to be more
appropriate for manufacture using modern multilayer board techniques if the added
cost of drop-in couplers is a problem, although this structure will tend to radiate
more than any of the other structures shown. A 3 dB quadrature coupling can be
achieved in other ways. Figure 13.14(e) shows a simple in-phase Wilkinson
combiner with a 90° “jog” on one port. This lends itself to a convenient and com-
pact layout, as shown. There is also the so-called branchline coupler, shown in Fig-
ure 13.14(f). This has the disadvantages of fairly large size and narrow bandwidth.
It will be shown, shortly, that some of the side benefits of balanced operation will be
eroded if narrow band couplers are used, and both of the structures shown in Figure
13.14(e, f) may suffer in this respect.

Returning to the basic block diagram of the balanced amplifier, Figure 13.12,
the effects of nonideal coupling response on the gain and power needs to be analyzed
in order to determine the coupler specifications for a particular application. Figure
13.13 shows a typical coupler response. The midband coupling is usually set at a
value somewhat lower, or tighter, than the nominal 3 dB so that the 3 dB crossover
points occur at a suitable bandwidth spacing. The direct port has a complementary
response which can accurately compensate the coupled port response if the input
and output couplers are correctly orientated. The upper amplifier, for example, is
fed from the coupled port on the input side, but its output couples through the direct
port to the output. This built-in compensation mechanism of the coupled line struc-
ture is an important feature which is not displayed by some of the other coupler
options discussed above.

The equalization behavior works fine when both amplifiers are completely lin-
ear. If two such couplers are placed back-to-back to simulate a unity gain amplifier,
a broadband response is obtained, which extends well beyond the 3 dB coupling
range. When the amplifiers are driven into gain compression, the unequal coupling
response will cause one amplifier to compress more than the other, and the overall
impact on gain compression of the balanced pair needs more detailed analysis. If the
coupled port power coupling factor is KC, then the direct port coupling, assuming
good directivity, will be given by

K

K

D

C

=
−









1

1
1

(13.2)

So an input signal of voltage amplitude VIN will split into two incident amplifier
signals, VIC and VID, at the respective amplifier inputs, according to
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The measured transfer characteristic of a single amplifier, VO= (VI) can now be
applied to each respective amplifier, and then the output coupler will perform the
complementary voltage division and superposition, giving a final output voltage,
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Clearly, if (VI) is a simple linear function, so that VOUT = A.VIN, then

V
AV

K K
OUT

IN

D C

=
2

which simplifies to the gain of a single amplifier, A, if KD = KC = 2, and shows a
rather insensitive dependency on the coupling factors so long as they follow the cou-
pler relationship of (13.2). Figure 13.15 shows the power transfer characteristic
represented by (13.3) plotted for a few representative values of coupling factor and
a typical compression characteristic, as discussed in Chapter 9. It can be seen that
even the power characteristic is remarkably unchanged from the ideal 3 dB coupling
characteristic for coupling factors down to 1.5 dB. A coupling factor of 2 dB
appears to soften the characteristic by only a matter of 0.2 dB. Essentially the same
self-compensation mechanism is at work; the overcoupled input amplifier contrib-
utes correspondingly less to the output power than the undercoupled (direct) input
amplifier which, in turn, operates more linearly.

The above analysis confirms that the quadrature coupler makes an excellent
power combiner. For narrowband operation, it is usual to select a low amount of
overcoupling, maybe 2.8 dB as in the above example. Wider bandwidths are easily
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achieved with higher amounts of overcoupling. Successful designs up to 4:1 band-
width have been demonstrated with coupling factors in the region of 1.5 dB.

It has already been stated that the balanced configuration provides greater sta-
bility. This can be demonstrated quite dramatically by recalling the Class A ampli-
fier designed in Chapter 2, and sweeping its single-ended response over a wide
bandwidth. The corresponding k-factor plot shows the k value falling well below
unity at lower frequencies (Figure 13.16). There would be a serious stability issue if
this design were to be cascaded directly with another single-ended driver stage, and
some substantial lossy elements would have to be incorporated into the matching
and bias circuitry to reduce the out-of-band gain and increase the k-factor. This
would degrade the in-band gain performance, which would in turn necessitate the
use of a higher power driver. The alternative strategy would be to create a balanced
module using two such amplifier stages. This, of course, is not a direct comparison
with the single stage in that the balanced module would have 3 dB more power, but
Figure 13.16 shows that the k-factor of such a configuration, using the coupler
response depicted in Figure 13.13, displays impressive stability over a very wide
bandwidth. This is a dramatic demonstration of the stability benefits of the balanced
configuration. Figure 13.17 illustrates how the improved stability of a balanced
amplifier arises. A plot of the input match when both active coupler ports are termi-
nated by a short circuit shows a much more benign environment for interfacing with
other components. Figure 13.17 also shows that the use of narrower-band couplers
such as the branchline structure can seriously degrade this particularly valuable
property of the balanced configuration.

Throughout this section it has been strongly implied that balanced amplifiers
have such outstanding advantages over single-ended designs that they should be
considered for narrowband applications. The virtual elimination of stability and
interstage matching problems, along with the manufacturing and product flexibility
presented by a standard module set, would seem to outweigh the extra board space
and component requirements. The frequent use of interstage drop-in isolators in
narrow-band PA designs only serves to emphasize the advantages offered by a bal-
anced configuration, which provides better isolation, over much broader
bandwidths, than the isolator approach.
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13.3 Power Combining

The role of the power combiner in RFPA design is enigmatic. Multiway power
combiners at lower microwave frequencies should, in principle, be easy to build
with precision, low loss and low cost. Yet the circuit designer seems all too eager to
surrender this cheaper pathway to higher power levels in favor of bigger, more
exotic, more expensive, higher Q transistors as soon as they become available.
Obviously, if the higher power semiconductor technology simply gets better and
cheaper, then there is little to be gained by not using it. The reality, however, would
appear to be more convoluted. Semiconductor manufacturers seem to be prepared
to go to greater lengths to produce more power in a package than amplifier manu-
facturers are to design low loss combiners. The resulting situation is that combiners
tend to get used as a last resort, using the highest power transistors which are
available to reach yet higher power levels.

There would seem to be several reasons not to follow this conventional trend. It
has already been commented, in connection with the simple two-way combiner rep-
resented by a balanced configuration, that the lower periphery devices have lower
Qs and can be designed to give flatter gain and phase characteristics over given
bandwidth. Lower periphery devices also have significantly higher gain, due to the
less demanding requirements for source or emitter inductance. Logically speaking,
it should also be cheaper to purchase two devices of a given periphery, as compared
with a single device with twice the periphery, due to yield considerations. Unfortu-
nately, transistor manufacturers do not always show this in their small quantity
pricing structures, presumably due to differential profit margin strategy.2
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Different eras do see technology improvements which would ultimately result in
multiple power-combined modules being gradually replaced by single package solu-
tions. Higher voltage semiconductors, in particular, tend to give more power at a
similar price as they gradually enter the market place. But at any given time, it would
seem that there are power levels at which a greater use of power combining tech-
niques would result in a better power amplifier than would be obtained using a
smaller number of higher power transistors. Some possibilities for such large scale
power combining will be discussed in due course, but initially some of the simpler
building blocks will be reviewed.

Two forms of simple two-way combining have already been discussed in the
previous two sections. Both the push-pull and balanced configurations can be con-
sidered to be power combiners. The push-pull combiner has the advantage of dou-
bling the impedance which has to be matched; the balanced combiner has the
advantage of broadband external match and added stability. A third type of
two-way combiner, in which the two amplifiers are simply fed in phase, is known as
the Wilkinson combiner, shown in Figure 13.18. This form of power combiner is
essentially a pair of 2:1 impedance transformers which transform each 50Ω input up
to 100Ω, where the two are paralleled. The function of the isolation resistor is to ter-
minate any odd-mode signals; this also shows itself as a midband null in transmis-
sion between opposite combining ports. This port isolation is widely regarded as an
asset in RF power combiner design, mainly through its ability to suppress odd mode
instability between the combined amplifiers. In fact, the balanced quadrature hybrid
will also display similar isolation between the inputs and outputs of the separate
amplifiers, and over a broader bandwidth. Depending on the bandwidth required,
the Wilkinson combiner can have two or more quarterwave matching sections, as
shown in Figure 13.19. Although the single section would appear to be flat enough
for moderate bandwidth applications, it should be noted that the rolloff from
midband will accumulate with each combiner in the chain.

Such combiners have been described extensively in the literature [7] and will not
be analyzed in detail here. A critical issue in power combining applications is the
insertion loss of such structures, especially if realized in the cheapest and most con-
venient manner, using open microstrip lines. Radiation losses, and simple copper
losses due to the use of thin dielectric board material (and hence thin conductor
strips) at higher frequencies, can cause the losses of such structures, especially dou-
ble section designs, to creep up to unacceptable levels for RFPA work. The use of a
good low loss dielectric board material does not, unfortunately, guarantee low loss
performance in these applications. This problem may even be a part of the trend, dis-
cussed in the introduction to this chapter, to use higher power devices in preference
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to combiners. Much lower losses can be obtained using enclosed stripline, sus-
pended stripline, or coaxial construction, but these are not so convenient to
integrate with the amplifier matching circuitry.

Since the most common power combiner requirements are to combine two, or
at most four, individual devices or single stage amplifiers, it would be appropriate at
this point to review the relative merits of the three candidates discussed so far.
Push-pull combining is not commonly used to combine the power from separate,
matched amplifier modules. The advantage of common lead cancellation cannot be
realized if the devices are in separate packages, and the impedance benefit is much
less useful at the 50Ω level, rather than at transistor level. The final choice therefore
rests between the in-phase Wilkinson and the quadrature coupler. In all important
performance aspects, the quadrature coupler wins over the in-phase combiner, but
the Wilkinson lends itself to easy, if lackluster, realization using simple etched
microstrip lines. The availability of good, cheap, solder-in quadrature couplers may
well cause a change in the traditional preference for Wilkinson type combiners in
microwave PA designs.

Although there have been many other ideas for power combining techniques
published over the years, most of these refer to higher, microwave frequency opera-
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Figure 13.19 (a) Single section Wilkinson combiner; (b) two section Wilkinson combiner; and
(c) simulated power transfer and isolation responses (lossless models).



tion. In particular, the properties of waveguides can be used to make very effective
multiway power combiners that can have almost negligible losses [8, 9], but these
designs would appear to be impractical at lower frequencies due to the physical size
of the waveguide. The loss performance may nevertheless become sufficiently
attractive as the final power requirement reaches toward kilowatt levels. At millime-
ter wavelengths, quasi-optical techniques have been demonstrated, which can com-
bine the power from hundreds of individual devices to reach power levels of over 10
watts at 30 GHz [10].

Most of the remaining reported combiner concepts are effectively derivatives of
the cascaded Wilkinson type, particularly with the added generality of unequal
power division [11]. One interesting derivative in this category is the so-called “trav-
eling wave” combiner [12], which is effectively a string of unequal power dividers,
each succesive splitter being set to give an equal overall power division factor. The
benefit of this combiner would appear to be a more compact layout than an equiva-
lent cascaded Wilkinson “tree,” which often incurs extra losses through the need for
multiple wavelengths of 50Ω lines to distribute the various inputs and outputs.
Another, more straightforward, derivative of the multiple Wilkinson tree is the
“radial” combiner [13, 14], which again reduces the impact of distribution line
losses by adopting a more compact three-dimensional structure. The radial
combiner is still quite widely used to generate multiple watts of power at mm-wave
frequencies.

In pursuing the possibilities for combining a very large number of devices, it
pays to consider an analogous situation in large aperture antenna design. Here, just
as with microwave amplifiers, there is a clear choice between a single large aperture
antenna, such as a large parabolic dish having a single feedpoint, and a phased array
which may in some cases consist of hundreds of small individual elements with a
correspondingly more complicated corporate feed structure. Any antenna designer
will emphasize the benefits of the phased array approach. The large dish has very
limited and specialized uses whereas the phased array is more flexible and requires
much less structural engineering. Of course, antennas need to be steered and in this
respect the analogy has an important aspect missing, although the possibilities for
power management and linearization in a large array of power-combined transis-
tors are considerable and largely unexploited. The main point is that the techniques
used for feeding large antenna arrays are well established and usually differ signifi-
cantly from the conventional multiple-bifurcating 3 dB power splitters which are
conventionally used for high power amplifiers. Figure 13.20 shows a couple of
examples of antenna-style multiway combiners. If the λ/2 sections could be realized
using some form of enclosed structure, rather than lossy microstrip lines, it would
seem possible to make combiners extending into tens or even hundreds of individual
cells.

Although this seems an alien concept in power amplifier design, it is a highly
regarded technique in the antenna world. Such a structure would occupy more
boardspace than a smaller number of higher power devices, but would have much
better thermal management. Gain, bandwidth, phase linearity, and soft failure
would be additional benefits. As has already been commented, there would also be
new possibilities for linearization and efficiency enhancement, based on some of the
principles outlined in Chapter 14.
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13.4 Multistage PA Design

Any PA stage requires a driver, and before the details of circuit design are consid-
ered, it is important to decide how much drive power, and at what linearity, any
particular case requires. Clearly, in applications where nonlinear amplifiers are
acceptable, and the PA stage is a saturated design, there is correspondingly no issue
regarding driver linearity; the driver can be nonlinear too. In practice, however, it is
quite common to revert to linear designs in order to build up PA driver chains which
may extend to 40 dB or more in overall gain. This is due to the relatively low impact
of driver efficiency given a PA stage with over 10 dB power gain (see Figure 3.17),
plus the increased gain available from linear stages. Probably the only stage which
may still benefit from higher efficiency mode operation would be the driver itself;
subsequent predriver stages might as well be designed for maximum linear gain at
appropriate power levels.

Driver chains become more challenging when overall linearity is important. The
key issue is to control the generation of nonlinear products in the driver stages,
while maintaining efficiency and power supply specifications. At first sight, this
may seem a simple enough task of selecting the periphery of each driver and
predriver, taking due account of the gain in front of each respective stage. Assuming
the output PA stage is designed to run at a given level of backoff in order to meet a
given specification, it would seem obvious that the drivers all have to run at the
same level of relative backoff, but with some added margin in order to ensure that
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Figure 13.20 Possibilities for multiway combining: (a) simple halfwave paralleling, and (b) Bagley
Polygon. (From: [4]. © 1992 Peter Peregrinus. Reprinted with permission.)



most of the nonlinear effects come from the output stage; 3 dB extra backoff is a typ-
ical rule-of-thumb often used. Such a PA chain is illustrated in Figure 13.21. The
extra margin for driver linearity can be seen to run up a significant cost in terms of
device periphery and consequent current consumption. All too often, this has been a
traditional area for good sound engineering practice to be redlined by commercial
and competitive pressures, and a typical outcome is shown in a revised block dia-
gram shown in Figure 13.22. Here the driver stage reaches its 1 dB compression
point at the same amplifier input level as the output stage.

Curiously, this is one area where the evils of commercial pressure have been
known to trump sound engineering design principles. PA chains have a mysterious
habit of working better than conventional wisdom would predict, even when one or
more of the driver stages appear to be working at a similar relative level of gain com-
pression, or power backoff, as the final PA stage. This appears to be a contradiction
when taking a conventional power series viewpoint of amplifier performance. Enve-
lope simulation sheds some light on the process, as illustrated qualitatively in Figure
13.23. If each stage is assumed to be a hard voltage clipper, there is no loss in overall
linearity in performing the clipping function in a driver, rather than a PA stage. Pro-
vided the clipping levels of each stage are compatible with the subsequent gain, there
will be no additional clipping from subsequent stages. So if gain compression char-
acteristics were ideally sharp, it would be quite acceptable to have all the individual
stages in the chain running at the same relative level of gain compression, and the
final distortion characteristics would be the same as a single stage running at this
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level of compression. Unfortunately, this ideal picture will not be reproduced in
practice because the devices will not behave as ideal clippers. But the insight is valid,
and at least shows that over-zealous elimination of gain compression in driver
stages may indeed lead to unnecessary increases in cost and power requirements.

Related, although not identical, effects can be observed in the AM-PM charac-
teristics of drivers. Looking back at the measured AM-PM data in Figure 9.13, it is
clear that the AM-PM phase shift can be either positive or negative, depending on
the specific device characteristics, the input and output tuning, and the bias condi-
tions. In a given situation, it is quite possible to find a fortuitous cancellation
between the AM-PM characteristics of the driver and the PA stage. This cancella-
tion only becomes possible if the driver stage itself is driven into compression, and is
biased more towards cutoff. Well backed-off Class A drivers may be more linear in
themselves, but do not provide the opportunity for such helpful cancellation scenar-
ios. Such fortuitous cancellations are pleasing to observe, but have some dangers
associated with their long-term reproducibility.

The above analysis has been qualitative. Commercial system simulators can
now be used to explore possible cancellation effects and to obtain more quantita-
tive and objective choices for driver chain configuration. Having obtained a basic
device lineup it then remains to design the interstage matching networks. In princi-
ple, the output power matching for a driver stage can be treated in much the same
manner as has been considered in some detail in previous chapters, where it was
usually assumed that the target impedance would be the output 50Ω termination.
In a simple single-ended design, such matching networks (see Figure 13.24) will be
challenging for a number of reasons. The target matching impedance will have a
reactive component, being now the input impedance of another RF transistor. This
gives it a frequency-dependent characteristic, a figurative moving target. Such is not
the case when matching into a 50Ω termination. There is also a serious stability
issue. Even though a simple lowpass matching structure may appear to do a decent
job for the required in-band response, it is likely that the out-of-band response will
place the low, highly reactive PA transistor input impedance directly across the
driver output at some lower frequency, an odds-on stability conflict. Typically, sta-
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bility can only be restored by the placement of lossy elements which will increase
the driver power requirements (a common technique is the insertion of resistive
attenuator pads in the 1–3 dB range). There is an additional complication of bias
insertion. An interstage matching network has to include both output and input
bias insertion networks for the driver and PA devices, respectively, including a DC
block.

The design of the interstage match between a driver and PA stage can be just
as challenging as the matching of the PA output itself. Indeed, this is often a rea-
son for poor initial results in such amplifier designs. It is not uncommon to see
eleventh-hour insertion of interstage isolators, or even attenuators, to band-aid the
various problems arising from the interfacing of a driver-PA stage combination.
Drop-in isolators covering common communications bands have become readily
available at fairly low cost, and although their use in this application may seem to
some as an admission of shortcomings in the design process, the benefits they offer
can sometimes outweigh such philosophical considerations.

13.5 Conclusions

The techniques discussed in this chapter allow individual transistors and amplifier
modules to be combined to produce powers extending into the hundreds of watts.
Environmental issues notwithstanding, it is probably a reasonable assumption that
RF and microwave PA requirements will continue to demand more power at higher
frequencies. Up to a point, the rapid growth of wireless communications throughout
the 1990s has been sustainable with pre-existing technology. Fortunately, existing
technology included some more esoteric semiconductor materials and processes
such as Gallium Arsenide which came into being largely through military require-
ments. The emergence of high band gap semiconductors, in particular Gallium
Nitride is an important new development in this field. This material has been suc-
cessfully grown on both Si and SiC substrates [15] and offers substantial improve-
ments over GaAs in terms of current density and voltage breakdown. This may well
result in microwave power amplifiers breaching the kilowatt barrier, although
maybe not at bargain-basement prices.
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C H A P T E R 1 4

Power Amplifier Linearization Techniques

Introduction

PA linearization has become a subject in its own right in recent years, and has seen a
large investment of research and development funding in both the industrial and
academic sectors. It has been the subject of dedicated books [1–3] and on the confer-
ence circuit has grown from one or two papers into multiple sessions, and even
entire symposiums. It has also been a very active area for venture capital spending.
Every few months, it seems, a new start-up company lets out a press release pro-
claiming their totally new, disruptive linearized PA technique which will revolution-
ize the industry; another heavily patented area. This chapter is presented as an
update and an overview of PA linearization. More focused treatment has been
restricted to certain topics in digital predistortion and feedforward, these being the
techniques that are in current use and still undergoing intensive development for
wireless communications applications. Other techniques such as various kinds of
feedback will be described but not fully analyzed, since they have found less use in
modern wireless PA applications.

Chapter 13 described techniques which improve efficiency, without attempting
to quantify the impact on linearity or RF power output. Such techniques are of para-
mount importance in mobile systems, where battery lifetime and thermal manage-
ment are critical. There are other PA applications where efficiency becomes an
important, but secondary consideration, in comparison to linearity. Such applica-
tions would typically be single or multichannel basestation transmitters in ground
or satellite communications systems. Commercial competition, in particular
between system operators who have paid billions of dollars for the exclusive use of a
small frequency segment, has created a new generation of spectral regulations
which are so stringent that even the compliance of passive components cannot be
assumed. Traditionally “acceptable” spectral distortion levels, often specified in the
−30 to −40 dBc range, can typically be 30 or 40 dB higher than the specified require-
ments in modern mobile communications systems. Not only are the required levels
of intermodulation distortion tens of dB lower than in single channel applications,
but the envelope variations of the composite signals can have instantaneous ampli-
tude variations occurring at frequencies in the tens of MHz range.

These linearity specifications are so challenging for an RFPA that most first and
second generation systems used a channelized approach, shown in Figure 14.1. This
approach has the advantage of largely eliminating the possibility of
intermodulation distortion between the separate signals, and greatly simplifies the
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design of the individual amplifiers. The problem with the channelized approach is
the design and realization of suitable multiplexer networks. These monuments of
traditional microwave engineering are usually laden with precision-machined silver-
plated cavities, exotic dielectric materials, and galaxies of tuning screws which
require individual adjustment. The motivation to design amplifiers that can handle
the composite multichannel signal without channelization has been further com-
pounded by the rapid growth in the numbers of remote stations and the lack of
frequency agility in the passive multiplexers.

So the RFPA industry has had to tackle the challenge to design and manufacture
amplifiers which have to meet the same stringent spectral distortion specifications
without the facility of channelization. Such specifications can typically call for IM
and ACP levels of –60 dBc. Clearly, the required linearity cannot be realistically con-
templated using power backoff. If the IM3 for a two-carrier input is at –20 dBc for
an amplifier running at 1 dB compression point, to get this down another 40 dB
requires that the power is backed off by 20 dB; this means that a 100 watt transistor
would only be good for a 1 watt output, at an efficiency measured in fractions of one
percent. In the face of these numbers, linearization techniques can afford to be rela-
tively costly in power and hardware requirements.

Rapid advances in high-speed digital signal processing (DSP) technology have
brought a vast new resource, and an associated new culture, to the RFPA industry.
The possibilities this offers, under the generic heading of “Digital Predistortion”
(DPD, Section 14.2) are in the process of revolutionizing the traditional preserves of
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the analog RFPA designer. Even the more conventional, analog, and surprisingly
vintage feedforward technique described in Section 14.3, is enjoying a new lease of
life due to the use of digital techniques in the various control and monitoring
functions.

The new developments and new requirements have also caused some fallers by
the wayside. Feedback techniques, most notably those which use input and output
detection in order to form a corrective drive signal to the PA, have been largely
sidelined by the increasing bandwidths of modern communications signals. Even a
single carrier WCDMA signal has a bandwidth in excess of 1 MHz, which poses
great problems in a feedback linearization system due to the virtually irreducible
delays in detecting, differencing, and amplifying a corrective signal. Techniques in
this category, such as the Cartesian Loop, will thus be given a fairly brief overview
in Section 14.4.

14.1 Introduction to PA Linearization

Most PA linearization techniques use the amplitude and phase of the input RF enve-
lope as a template with which to compare the output, and so generate appropriate
corrections. It is the way in which the correction is applied which forms the main
distinction between the two most important linearization techniques currently in
use. This is shown conceptually in Figure 14.2, where two approaches are shown;
input and output correction. A linearizer which applies a corrective signal to the
output of the PA will need to generate a significant amount of power to perform its
function, but in so doing it will physically increase the peak power capability of the
linearized PA. If the correction is applied at the input, it clearly cannot in any way
increase the PA peak power. Input correction also poses an additional problem in
that the composite input signal will be subjected to the nonlinearities of the PA. We
will see in Section 14.2 that this can have some serious consequences, which can sig-
nificantly reduce the apparent benefits of the linearization process.
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In order to meet IM specifications in the order of −60 dBc, much of the required
action of a linearizer takes place in the lower left-hand region of Figure 14.2, where
the thickness of the printed curves make the linearized and unlinearized responses
appear coincident. In this extensive backed-off power range, a greatly magnified
scale would show small fractions of a dB of gain compression and fractions of a
degree of AM-PM distortion. Predistortion is the generic term given to techniques
which seek to linearize a PA by making suitable modifications to the amplitude and
phase of the input signal. Feedforward, a technique which has thus far dominated
multicarrier PA linearization, applies a corrective signal at the PA output. The
observation that an output corrective system such as feedforward can play an addi-
tional role in increasing the peak power capability of the target PA has long been the
source of confusion, and much debate. It is actually possible to identify three
sub-categories of feedforward PA systems: those which act primarily to linearize the
PA at backed-off levels, and usually require the PA to be used below its peak power
capability; those which act primarily in a peak power restoration mode; and those
which do some of both. The second of these subcategories can be considered to be an
efficiency enhancement technique in applications where the signal peak-to-average
ratio is very high (see Chapter 10, Section 10.9.1).

A feedback loop can also be categorized as a form of input correction, or
predistortion. A feedback system, working in a lower signal bandwidth application,
seeks to generate a corrective control which is usually applied to the amplifier input
signal. Given that the required predistorted signal at any specific signal input level is
unique, it is a temptation for the analog RF traditionalist to speculate on why the use
of digital techniques to generate the signal should be apparently immune from con-
siderations of loop gain and stability. The key difference in the two implementations
is that whereas the analog feedback loop computes the correction in real time, the
digital version relies on a data store, which remembers the correction previously
required for the same signal amplitude. Thus if for any reason the distortion proper-
ties of the amplifier have changed since the last calibration, the process will not
work to its full capability. Memory effects in RFPAs have become a subject of great
importance and close scrutiny, as further discussed in Chapter 9, and some kinds of
memory effects can be incorporated in the digital correction process. This issue will
be considered further in Section 14.2.

A quantitative analysis of the spectral distortion caused by the processes of gain
compression and AM-PM is useful in order to obtain some quantitative feel for what
a linearizer has to do. As always, a simple third degree model for the PA is helpful in
this thought process. Figure 14.3 shows the levels of third order IM products in rela-
tion to the corresponding gain compression, and Figure 14.4 shows the IM levels
which correspond to typical AM-PM distortion. These curves are based on a signal
envelope having 3 dB peak-to-average ratio. It becomes clear that AM to PM distor-
tion effects can contribute significantly to IM products in the precompression zone,
and in order to reduce the IM levels down to −60 dBc the linearizer has to reduce
gain compression down to 0.01 dB and AM-PM to well under 1°. The AM-PM
curve is probably less familiar, and very significant. It shows that correction of
AM-PM down to one or two degrees, over the whole dynamic signal range, will
always be necessary to achieve more than about 10 dB reduction in spectral distor-
tion products.
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14.2 Predistortion

14.2.1 Introduction to Predistortion Theory

Analog predistortion techniques have a long history, having been used extensively
to correct the nonlinear characteristics of Traveling Wave Tubes (TWTs), a combi-
nation still in use today for high power applications in the upper GHz frequency
bands [4–6]. Analog predistorters also still find use for more modest linearization
requirements. For example, an extension of the useable range of an RFPA into its
compression region can result in the gain of a few valuable percentage points of effi-
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ciency. Such applications include mobile, or handset, PAs, which frequently incor-
porate a simple analog predistortion network, often consisting of some kind of
diode gain expander.

The theory behind predistortion can get quite complicated, and is not treated in
detail here [1]. A few basic theoretical concepts are however worth noting. As usual,
these principles can be illustrated quite well using a simple third degree model for
the target PA. If the PA characteristic has the form

v a v a vo p p= +1 3
3 (14.1)

where the PA input voltage vp is the output of a predistorter, which in turn has a
characteristic

v b v b vp in in= +1 3
3 (14.2)

then the PA output, in terms of the predistorter input signal vin, is given by

( ) ( )v a b v b v a b v b vo in in in in= + + +1 1 3
3

3 1 3
3 3

(14.3)

which expands out to be

( )v a b v a b a b v a b b v a b b vo in in in in= + + + +1 1 1 3 3 1
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73 3 + a b vin3 3
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and contains some minor surprises. Clearly, if we carefully design our predistorter
so that

b
a b

a3
3 1

1

= −

the original third degree distortion which was exhibited by the PA will be removed.
Unfortunately, in so doing we have actually created some additional distortion
terms, extending all the way up to the ninth degree. This demonstrates the first
important “theorem” of predistortion:

A predistorter/PA combination will, in general, create distortion products that
were not present under the same signal drive conditions for the PA by itself.

As a result, the predistorter has to generate some higher degree components in
order to cancel the distortion which is caused by this process. This leads to a second
theorem:

The output from a predistorter will display a spectrum of distortion products
which equal, and in most cases significantly exceed, the spectral bandwidth of the
uncorrected PA output under the same drive conditions.

This second theorem has some important ramifications in all predistorter
design. The actual ratio of the necessary predistorter signal bandwidth to the
unlinearized PA output spectrum is a much-debated number, but a factor in the 3–5
range seems to be quite typical, if the full dynamic range of the PA is to be used. This
means that sampling and DSP clock rates may have to be as much as an order of
magnitude faster than those used to generate the original signal. The generation of
high order distortion by the predistortion process can be particularly troublesome
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when attempting to meet regulatory spectral distortion masks at higher frequency
offsets (“Alternate Channel” power), which may have originally been met by the
uncorrected PA, as indicated in Figure 14.5.

The above analysis has assumed that the linearization process is aimed entirely
at the in-band, or close-to-carrier distortion. In Chapter 9 it was shown that such
distortion is entirely the result of odd degree nonlinearity, so that in modeling the
PA only odd degrees of nonlinearity need to be considered. The use of an odd degree
nonlinearity in the predistorter, as analyzed in (14.1) through (14.4), therefore
seems a logical choice. It is appropriate however to consider the effects of reintro-
ducing the even degree nonlinearities when analyzing a predistorter-PA combina-
tion. In particular, if (14.1) is amended to include second degree distortion,

v a v a v a vo p p p= + +1 2
2

3
3 (14.5)

and we use a different flavor of predistorter which has just a second degree
nonlinearity,

v b v b vp in in= +1 2
2 (14.6)

the PA output becomes
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So if the square-law predistorter is designed such that

b
a

a2
3

22
= −
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the primary goal of canceling the harmful third degree PA nonlinearity can be
achieved. The interesting aspect of this approach is that although the predistortion
process again can be seen to generate several new and higher order nonlinearities,
only one of them this time, a fifth degree term, is potentially harmful in its ability to
generate additional close-to-carrier distortion products.

Unfortunately, the addition of second degree distortion, or “two-ness” to the
input signal cannot be done within a normal narrow bandwidth of a typical commu-
nications channel. Two-ness has to be introduced either as a baseband or a second
harmonic component. This basic principle has been used with some success as an ana-
log predistorter, and will be considered again under that heading in Section 14.2.3.

14.2.2 Digital Predistortion (DPD)

It has already been noted that DPD has become the most active area for PA
linearization development [7–9], and has been made possible mainly through
unconnected developments in high speed digital processing (DSP) technology.
Another enabling factor has been the addition of a new conceptual input socket on
the RFPA assembly; a digital representation of the baseband signal which, in
upconverted format, is being applied to the PA at any given time. This important
addition is illustrated in Figure 14.6, and clearly represents a significant restriction
in the range of potential RFPA applications. Such an input will only be available
within the confines of a complete transmitter system which generates all of the signal
information from scratch. Systems which use multiplexing at the RF band would not
have such a baseband signal format available, and although in principle a peak
detector and an ADC could be used to recover the envelope amplitude information,
the phase modulation component would present greater difficulties. We will, in this
section, make the same assumption that is now widely made in the linearized RFPA
community, which is that such signal information is available.

Figure 14.7 shows a basic DPD PA system flow chart. If the PA behavior is
quasi-static, it follows that the output amplitude has a fixed, monotonic relationship
to the input signal,

( ){ }V Vo i= F τ

where Vi and Vo are the magnitudes of the input and output modulated RF carrier,
measured at the same instant in envelope domain time, . Thus a static look-up
table, or LUT, can be compiled using a priori measurements on the PA.
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Such a system represents the first generation of DPD PA development, and has
obvious limitations. It is entirely open loop, and any change in the PA characteris-
tics will rapidly degrade the correction process. Nevertheless, implementers were
not quite prepared for the lackluster performance such systems gave, even for
short-term LUT calibration. Even with time and amplitude resolution beyond suspi-
cion, 10–15 dB reduction in the close-to-carrier spectral distortion would be a rep-
resentative result. The fundamental reason for these mediocre results was
recognized as short-term variations in the PA characteristics, which on closer exam-
ination appeared to be present on all timescales, from nanoseconds to seconds. The
term “memory effects” was coined to categorize these effects, as much as anything
to pass the buck back to the PA designer, as to provide an explanation of their
physical origins.

The various causes and manifestations of memory effects have been covered in
Chapter 9. Subsequent generations of DPD configurations [9–11] have gradually
got on top of this problem, through three main developments:

• Reduction of memory effects through more careful PA design;
• Addition of an adaption loop in the DPD system, enabling continuous moni-

toring of the linearization integrity, and LUT refreshing;
• Use of DPD algorithms which can correct shorter-term memory effects

through the inclusion of some of the recent “history” of the signal.

The second of these developments means in effect that the RFPA system has to
have its own receiver, as shown in Figure 14.8. With the ongoing developments in
DSP technology, it has even become possible to compare the signals in a digitized IF
format, thus avoiding some ambiguity issues when converting back to baseband.
The system of Figure 14.8 now starts to look suspiciously like a feedback loop, and
questions concerning its stability still arise. It seems that even using current DSP
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hardware, the LUT refreshment process is sufficiently slow that stability issues can
be sidestepped.

The third development, algorithms which use previous signal values, raises a
few eyebrows in the more traditional world of electrical circuits. A physical system
whose output is not just a function of the input excitation at the current time, but
also shows some dependency on previous input excitations, is hardly a new discov-
ery. For example, Figure 14.9 shows a simple electrical circuit containing resistors,
inductors, and capacitors. It is a matter of elementary electrical theory that the out-
put voltage at time t cannot be expressed as a function of the input voltage excitation
at time t alone. The known physical properties of capacitors and inductors lead
directly to a much more complicated function, which involves both differential and
integral functions of the input excitation. This in turn means that to determine the
current value of the output voltage, a considerable number of previous time values
of all of the voltages and currents are required. The simulator has to keep a record of
these multiple value sets as it progresses in the time domain, in order to compute
new updates on the output value.

It could be argued that this is a somewhat extreme and unrepresentative case of
a system which displays memory effects, in comparison to the response of an RFPA.
It could also be countered that the only difference is the 200 years of research into
the physical behavior of inductors and capacitors that has enabled us to formulate a
physically based model for electrical circuits. Physical modeling of memory effects in
PAs could be straightforward enough if, as discussed in Chapter 9, they can primar-
ily be attributed to dynamic thermal, and bias supply modulation, effects. Unfortu-
nately there is the much less tractable intrusion of semiconductor trapping effects,
which if present will make physical modeling much more of a challenge. Mainly for
this latter probability in many cases, there has thus far been a strong preference to
take a behavioral approach for PA memory effects, using the more general
formulation of Volterra as a starting point [12].
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Although the road to digitally predistorted Utopia has been a longer and more
arduous journey than originally anticipated by many, the present status is starting to
look impressive. Several stand-alone commercial DPD products are available, which
come with full development support [13, 14]. Manufacturers of RF power semicon-
ductors are starting to quote efficiency and linearity performance of their devices with
predistorted test drive signals. Results using a range of RFPA technologies show that
20–30 dB of ACP reduction can be achieved, at a hardware cost in the sub-$50 range.
This compares favorably in cost and performance to the only other linearization
option in this class, feedforward, which will be discussed in Section 14.3.

Digital predistortion, and in particular the methodology to handle memory
effects, is a heavily patented area [15–17].

14.2.3 Analog Predistortion

Despite a long history, analog predistortion techniques in RFPAs have never really
reached mainstream use. Here and there, the use of a cheap and simple circuit which
nudges the PA characteristic more or less in the right direction, for some part of the
power range, has found its way into commercial use. But the subject has something
of a lightweight status, and seems to have survived without much in the way of seri-
ous attempts to devise an a priori approach [1]. In the pre-DPD era, there was some
more substantial effort to devise configurations which could synthesize the pre-
scribed polynomial characteristic of a predistorter [1, 2], but such efforts would
today be reasonably viewed as a very tough way of doing what can be readily
achieved using DSP.

Analog PD circuits usually take the form of attenuators with an expansive inser-
tion loss characteristic. Figure 14.10 shows a conceptual circuit which can create an
expansion characteristic over a few dBs of dynamic range. At low signal levels, the
diodes do not conduct, and the attenuation is determined by the series resistor. At
higher drive levels, the diodes start to conduct and a lower value resistor is shunted
across the first resistor, giving lower attenuation, as shown in the response curve in
Figure 14.10. There have been many variations and derivatives of this basic circuit
[18, 19]. Suitable placement of small value capacitors can generate an approximate
phase characteristic in such circuits, as can the use of a varactor [20].

A more systematic approach is shown in Figure 14.11, in which some odd
degree distortion components can be generated, and then scaled in amplitude and
phase before being combined with the PA input signal. Such an arrangement has
been called a “cuber,” and can be arranged to work over a power range where the
nonlinear element generates mainly just third degree distortion. This approach rep-
resents an important step in analog predistortion techniques, since the final PD dis-
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tortion is not so closely coupled to the properties of the nonlinear element. For
example, a nonlinear element which has a gain compression characteristic can now
be used, and one useful implementation would be to use a lower power amplifier
whose characteristics are matched to those of the target PA [1]. This basic concept
can be extended to synthesize a polynomial characteristic with higher degree terms.
Other than the possibility of operating over much higher signal bandwidths, such
polynomial synthesis has now become the exclusive preserve of DSP techniques. It is
worth noting that the analog version would be unlikely to fare any better than a
memoryless DPD scheme in its ability to handle PA memory effects.

A more recent development in analog predistortion, which appears to show
results comparable to those obtained using memoryless DPD, is the use of second
degree predistortion [21, 22]. As already noted in Section 14.2.1, second degree
predistortion involves adding the PD component either at baseband, or in the form
of a second harmonic. The baseband option appears to be less demanding, although
the harmonic approach has been demonstrated [22]. Taking an RF carrier which has
a baseband sinusoidal modulation of frequency Ω,

v V t t= sin sinΩ ω

so the second degree predistortion component will have the form

( )( )b v b
V

t t2
2

2

2

4
1 2 1 2= − −cos cosΩ ω

from which it is desirable to discard the second RF harmonic, leaving a baseband
voltage which can be considered to be a variation on the DC bias applied to the sig-
nal in the amplifier, a conveniently accessible input. Figure 14.12 shows the some-
what unfamiliar-looking effect of this predistortion on a two-carrier signal. The
predistorted signal now has the form
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Figure 14.10 Conceptual gain expander for analog predistortion applications.
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2

24
2sin sin cosΩ Ωω

which will clearly generate a PA output component at the IM3 frequencies when
subjected to a second degree PA distortion,

v a
v

b b t tpIM 3 2

3

1 24
3= sin cos .Ω ω

This technique has produced some good results using an analog implementation
[21, 22], which compare favorably with the best-reported results using memoryless
DPD. The effectiveness will however be closely coupled to the individual PA device
characteristics. The underlying theory points to a relatively unexplored area, which
is the potential for linearization offered by the application of a suitably profiled bias
variation to the PA stage.
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14.2.4 Predistortion—Conclusions

DPD techniques will undoubtedly continue to sideline older analog methods. It
should be noted, however, that most current DPD configurations require not only a
priori knowledge of the signal modulation in digital form, but also a phase coherent
sample of the RF carrier used to perform the down conversion. There are applica-
tions where neither of these requirements can be met. There are also applications
such as in microwave links, where the individual signals are sufficiently widely
spaced that the composite envelope variations extend into hundreds of MHz, well
beyond the reach of DSP at the present time. Analog techniques, in principle, do still
have the potential to perform usefully over these extended bandwidths.

14.3 Feedforward Techniques

14.3.1 Feedforward, Introduction

Feedforward is an old technique, dating back to the same original feedback patent by
Black [23]. Its inventor saw it as merely a different implementation of the same basic
concept as feedback except that the correction is applied to the output, rather than the
input, of the amplifier. In this manner, the “time causality conflict”1 of direct feedback
is removed, and it could be fairly stated that feedforward offers the benefits of feed-
back without the disadvantages of instability and bandwidth limitations [24, 25].

Needless to say, this all comes at a price. In applying the feedback correction at
the output of the amplifier, outside the correction loop, the correction signals need
to be amplified up to the necessary higher power level. This necessitates an addi-
tional amplifier whose own distortion properties place an upper limit on the correc-
tion that can be obtained from a single feedforward loop. Great accuracy in gain and
phase tracking also needs to be maintained in the different elements of the system,
and the correction which can be obtained is dependent on the precision with which
this tracking can be maintained over frequency, temperature, and time. Notwith-
standing these difficult aspects, feedforward PA systems have been in volume pro-
duction and have been key elements in the implementation of mobile
communications infrastucture. Commercially available feedforward amplifier sys-
tems typically claim about 20–30 dB of ACP or IM reduction for a single
feedforward loop. To the considerable chagrin of the DPD camp, a feedforward
loop performs its error corrections in real time, literally at lightening speed, and as
such is essentially immune to PA memory effects.

Figure 14.13 shows a basic feedforward correction loop. A delayed sample of
the undistorted input signal is subtracted from a coupled sample of the PA output
signal. If the amplifier has no gain or phase distortion, this subtraction will produce
zero output. Any gain or phase distortion in the amplifier, in the form of compres-
sion or AM-PM effects, will result in an RF error signal at the output of the
combiner. This error signal is then amplified back to the original level at which the
output sample was taken, and recombined with the PA output, following a delay
line in the main signal path which compensates for the delay in the error signal
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amplifier. The key aspects to note in the basic correction process are that both
amplitude and phase errors are removed, and that the addition and subtraction pro-
cess is performed on the fully formatted RF signal, rather than detected or
down-converted derivatives. This means that the correction process operates over a
bandwidth which is limited only by the phase and amplitude tracking capability of
the various components of the system.

Although the basic operation of such a system is simple enough to understand in
a qualitative manner, it pays to examine certain aspects in more quantitative detail.
Particular issues which require quantitative analysis are the relative power capabili-
ties of the main and error amplifiers and their impact on the overall efficiency, the
related problem of the nonlinear contributions of the error amplifier, and the effects
of imperfect gain and phase tracking. Such analysis quickly gets complicated and
with the best of intentions, the wood and the trees can become somewhat indistin-
guishable [1–3]. A detailed analysis of all the tradeoffs is therefore not attempted
here. But following many years of discussion and development efforts in this area,
there appear to be a few causes célèbres which demand some more detailed
examination:

• Does a feedforward loop correct gain compression, or just cancel IM distor-
tion?

• Isn’t power from both amplifiers “wasted” in the output coupler?
• What are the benefits (or otherwise) of putting an adaptive control on the

sampled PA output in order to reduce the workload of the error amplifier?

Going boldly in the footsteps of Pandora, these topics form the subjects of the
next three sub-sections.

14.3.2 Feedforward—Gain Compression

The ability of the error amplifier (EPA) in a feedforward loop to restore, and even
enhance, the power output of the main PA (MPA) is not always used. Fundamen-
tally, any FFW loop will seek to correct gain compression, as well as removing the
other more visible spectral distortion products. The effectiveness with which it per-
forms the task is essentially a function of the power capability of the EPA and the
manner in which the loop is adjusted. In order to address this topic, it is important
to recall some basic theory from Chapter 9. Taking a basic two-carrier signal,
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v v t v tin = +cos cosω ω1 2

and using this as the input to an amplifier that has some third degree distortion,

v a v a vout in in= +1 3
3

so that

( ) ( )v a v t v t a v t v tout = + + +1 1 2 3 1 2

3
cos cos cos cosω ω ω ω (14.8)

from which it was determined that the two fundamental components at 1 and 2

both have output amplitudes given by

v a v a vo , ,ω ω1 2 1 3
39

4
= + (14.9)

and the amplitude of the upper and lower IM3 products are
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thus the PA output can be written in the form
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In Figure 14.13, the basic function of the first loop is to scale down the output by
the sampling factor , and then subtract the result from the appropriately delayed
(and hence time-coherent) input signal, which results in an input to the EPA, ve,
given by
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(14.12)

It is frequently asserted that the fundamental components are always cancelled
by this subtraction process, which can be adjusted by a suitable setting of the sam-
pling factor (or, more conveniently, usually using an additional variable
attenuator at this point in the system). Such a cancellation however will be a func-
tion of the signal amplitude v, as can be seen by examining the bracketed coefficients
of the two fundamental signals in (14.12). For example, at small values of v, the α
parameter would be set such that

α = 1

1a
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which is the logical and so-called “standard adjustment” for a feedforward loop,
whereby the loop does not attempt any correction when the MPA is linear. With
this setting, higher values of v will cause gain compression or expansion, depend-
ing on the sign of a3. This in turn will greatly increase the input power of the funda-
mental components to the error amplifier, given that the third degree distortion
terms are both proportional to v3, but the fundamental components are three times
higher in voltage magnitude than the IM3 components. Clearly, any particular
value of v can be chosen as the condition where the α value is set to null the funda-
mental components in the error signal. In general, such alternative settings will
enable the FFW loop to remove the IM3 distortion, but will no longer restore the
fundamental components to their original expected linear values. The dynamic
power transfer characteristics for two values of α are shown in Figure 14.14. By
suitable resetting of the parameter, the action of a FFW loop becomes more com-
parable to that of a predistorter; spectral distortion is removed, but the MPA
power is not increased.

When is set to the normal adjustment value, the FFW loop seeks to behave as a
power restoration system. The EPA will essentially top-up the power shortfall in the
MPA as it starts to show gain compression at higher drive levels. Although this may
have some attractions in terms of fully utilizing the power capability of both ampli-
fiers, it comes at a price. A FFW loop with this adjustment requires a higher power
from the EPA to perform the prescribed task, and in most practical implementations
a different α setting, as also shown in Figure 14.14, would be used. This alternative
setting represents a compromise between power utilization, efficiency, and
linearization limits. A full analysis of this tradeoff is a complicated problem which
has to take full account of the signal environment and use a more realistic PA model
[1]. But the overall conclusion, that the setting of the sampling ratio has a critical
bearing on the EPA power requirement, remains intact. Figure 14.14 shows also
how in this idealized analysis, the power requirement of the EPA can be significantly
reduced using different settings. For each setting, a dynamic linearized character-
istic is obtained, with different EPA requirements. In practice, the EPA power levels
will additionally be affected by the presence of AM-PM. A FFW loop does correct
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AM-PM distortion in the MPA, but anything more than about 10° will have a major
impact on the EPA power requirement [1, 3].

It is worth noting that the IM distortion generated by the EPA is caused primar-
ily by the residual fundamental carrier component in the expression for ve (14.12),
and will be proportional to the ninth power of the input signal magnitude. The
minimization of these components is of paramount importance in the successful
operation of a FFW loop, and cannot be optimized using a single fixed setting of .
This raises the question of making adaptable to signal conditions, and this will be
the subject of Section 14.3.4.

14.3.3 Feedforward—Effect of the Output Coupler

The analysis so far, and in particular the conclusion that a FFW loop can be set up
such that it literally restores the power lost through gain compression of the MPA,
has apparently ignored the transmission loss of the output coupler.2 Looking again
at Figure 14.13, it would appear that the addition of the corrective signal to the
delayed PA output will be an imperfect and possibly wasteful process. Superficially,
a high coupling factor appears desirable in order to prevent too much valuable PA
output power being lost into the unused port. Conversely, if the coupling factor is
made high, then the same coupling factor is presented in the EPA path and thus
increases the power requirement from the EPA; this is a critical issue for the effi-
ciency of a FFW loop. It pays, however, to take a closer look at the combining pro-
cess, assuming that the coupler is a conventional quadrature component.

In the presence of signals at more than one port, the properties of couplers are
not intuitively obvious, and the various power relationships have to be analyzed ini-
tially through voltage superposition. For example, Figure 14.15 shows a typical low
loss, high directivity, coupler. If we assume a typical coupling value of 10 dB (β =
10), and supply a 9 watt signal into port 1, and into port 3 a phase-coherent 1 watt
signal having the same frequency but in-phase quadrature to the port 1 input, it is a
fundamental property of this quadrature coupler that the power output at port 4
will be 10 watts, the sum of the two input powers. With this particular power ratio,
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2. The analysis required to plot the EPA power levels in Figure 14.14 did in fact assume the use of a 10 dB coupler.
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Figure 14.15 Terminated directional coupler with two sinusoidal co-phased input signals.



which was carefully chosen, there will be no power dissipated in the terminated port
2. So the power at port 4 is
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More detailed analysis shows that it behaves as a perfect power combiner for
signals at ports 1 and 3, if the relationship

P

P
1

3

1= −β

applies, where β is the coupling factor expressed as a power ratio. This is also
assuming that the two signals are phase coherent, and have a quadrature phase rela-
tionship; this will usually be ensured by originally splitting the two signals from a
single source, using another quadrature component. This relationship can be dem-
onstrated by reconsidering the coupler in Figure 14.15, and defining input voltages
v1 and v3 at ports 1 and 3, respectively. These voltages represent the amplitude of
phase-coherent RF carriers, having the same frequency and in phase quadrature.
The ports are all terminated with the appropriate characteristic impedance. The
voltage at port 2 is given by
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and the voltage at port 3 is given by
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So setting v2 = 0 in (14.13),

( )v v1 3

1

21= −β

hence the original result,
P

P
1

3

1= −β .

So, for example, recalling Figure 14.14, in the case where a FFW loop is
adjusted to give full MPA power restoration, it is possible to select a coupler ratio
such that the ideal combining property is utilized at a selected point in the character-
istic. One obvious point would be the 1 dB compression point of the main amplifier.
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Suppose the main PA has a cw output power of 80 watts at the 1 dB compression
point. The gain characteristic thus shows that the extrapolated linear power at this
point would be approximately 100 watts (1 dB ≈ 5

4). So if the EPA tops up the MPA
output with a 20 watt output into port 3, the full 100 watts will duly appear at port
4 as long as the coupling ratio is (80

20 1+ ), or about 7 dB. It is important to note that
although this result assumes a lossless coupler, this loss refers entirely to the resistive
and dielectric losses which result from the materials used in the coupler manufac-
ture. For example, good quality airline couplers at this coupling level should only
exhibit around 0.1 to 0.2 dB loss. The power at port 4 is fully restored even when

taking full account of the (1 −
1
α

) power transmission factor between ports 1 and 4,

which would be observed if a solitary signal were applied to port 1.
The concept that the output coupler in FFW systems causes power wastage due

to the port 1-4 transmission factor is a widely misquoted detraction, although the
ideal power addition only applies exactly at a single power level. At backed-off
power levels, which take the coupler away from its optimum power-combining
point, the coupler transmission factors come back into the equation, but now at
much lower power levels from the two PAs. The impact of the output coupling ratio
is illustrated in Figure 14.16, which shows that a wide range of selections, all the
way from 3 dB to nearly 20 dB, can make useful FFW systems for different applica-
tions. Lower coupling ratios can be used when there is an emphasis on peak power
restoration, where the EPA power becomes an important contributor to the main
power output. A compromise value of 10 dB is often used where maximum
linearization is required, and there is no requirement to restore or supplement the
MPA power.

The analysis in this section has assumed an idealized model for the MPA. In
practice, the effects of any AM-PM will have a significant effect on the calculated
EPA power levels, and this becomes a major issue if the AM-PM levels exceed about
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20° [1, 3]. It is also worth noting that whereas the coupling ratio can be selected to
give ideal power-combining action at a prescribed PA output compression level,
there is no such convenient choice available for the phase relationships of the two
signals. In conditions of higher AM-PM, the corrective signal from the EPA will not
track the AM-PM from the MPA in a linear fashion, and the coupler will no longer
act as a perfect power combiner, at any level.

14.3.4 Feedforward—Adaptive Controls

Recalling (14.12), is is clear that the FFW will always cancel the IM distortion,
regardless of the sampling coefficient ( ) setting, provided that the EPA is not gener-
ating any comparable levels of IM itself, and also assuming that the loop is kept per-
fectly gain and phase tracked. For any particular signal environment, it is usually
possible to find a setting which minimizes the error signal entering the EPA; in prac-
tice this is mainly an issue of arranging for cancellation of the amplified signal com-
ponent. Provided this is done slowly enough, so that it does not interfere directly
with the intended ongoing action of the FFW loop, significant improvement in
linearization performance, for a given EPA power, can be achieved.

Such dynamic adaption of the FFW loop settings are frequently employed in
commercial systems, and have become a good deal easier to implement using DSP
techniques [26]. The debatable issue is how far such an adaption concept can be
taken. Clearly, if the parameter is varied in envelope time, to keep track of the sig-
nal envelope, such that no error signal ever gets to the error amplifier, then the FFW
loop will not generate any corrective signal and no linearization action will take
place. On the other hand, if the settings are varied too slowly, some potential benefit
will be missed. It has been suggested that the EPA input can be minimized using a
small variable attenuator at the MPA input, as indicated in Figure 14.17. The issue
now is that if this adjustment is driven by a detector at the input to the EPA, what we
have effectively done is to build an envelope amplitude feedback linearization loop.
Such a loop is a linearization technique in its own right, and would probably be used
in the first place if it were not for limitations which will be discussed in Section 14.4.
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The problem with such a feedback loop is that the time delay associated with detect-
ing the difference signal and processing it to provide a suitable corrective drive signal
to the attenuator gain control, is typically too long when measured relative to the
excursions of a multicarrier RF signal envelope. This can typically result in making
the wrong corrections to the signal, and creating more distortion.

Assuming that a FFW loop can have the same special benefits that are given to
DPD systems, in particular being presented with an a priori sample of the signal in
digital form, it would be possible to derive a suitable time coherent drive signal to
the input attenuator, using DSP, also indicated in Figure 14.17. This, of course, is
nothing more nor less than a reinvention of the digital predistorter. It is worth not-
ing that such a hybrid combination of techniques could be beneficial. A basic
memoryless DPD could present a very linear signal to the FFW loop, which would
then focus on removing the memory effect distortion, possibly using a much lower
power EPA than that usually required for a stand-alone FFW system.

14.3.5 Feedforward—Practical Issues, Conclusions

FFW system practicalities are mainly focused around the need to maintain accurate
gain and phase tracking. These tracking errors will most likely come from gain and
phase variations in the error amplifier over frequency and temperature. Unlike the
main PA tracking errors, these errors occur after the error correction signal has been
defined, and cause unretrievable cancellation errors. Some basic amplitude and
phase arithmetic quickly generates some formidable tracking targets, as shown in
Table 14.1.

This table shows the degree of cancellation between two nominally equal ampli-
tude, sinusoidal signals expressed as a dB ratio between the resultant and one of the
original signals. The phase errors refer to the deviation from an exact antiphase con-
dition. It is clear that to maintain the cancellation greater than 40 dB, the output
gain and phase tracking errors have to be down in the hundredths of one degree of
phase and hundredths of one dB of amplitude. Maintaining even more modest track-
ing limits in the output cancellation loop, over frequency and temperature, remains
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Table 14.1 Gain and Phase
Tracking Errors in an FFW Loop

Gain
Error

Phase
Error

Cancellation
(dB)

1 dB 0 −19

0.5 dB 0 −25

0.25 dB 0 −31

0.1 dB 0 −39

0.01 dB 0 −59

0 10° −15

0 5° −21

0 2.5° −27

0 1° −35

0 0.1° −55



one of the most challenging aspects of feedforward amplifier design. Fortunately, in
a system which is already well provided with digital and software controls, the accu-
rate compensation of temperature effects is a fairly easy addition to the overall
control infrastructure.

Frequency variations represent a tougher challenge for the designer of the RF
elements of the system. Most commercial systems only operate to full specification
over quite narrow RF bands, typically less than 5%. There is an additional problem
that newer modulation systems generate signals with bandwidths stretching into
tens of MHz, such that the gain and phase variations even within the signal band-
width may start to degrade the performance, and will not respond to conventional
tracking adaption methods. Apart from the gain and power flatness requirements,
there is the issue of the tracking delay lines. It has already been noted in an earlier
section that the equivalent electrical length of a multistage microwave amplifier can
be several meters, but unfortunately the lumped element matching networks do not
have precisely linear phase-frequency characteristics, so that a simple length of
cable may not do an adequate job over the necessary bandwidth. Techniques to alle-
viate this problem have been reported [27]. Gain and phase tracking techniques
possibly form the largest of all the patent mountains in the linearized PA area. The
most popular methods are based on the use of pilot tones, as originally reported by
Seidel [24, 25].

It seems that despite the difficulties and challenges, feedforward solutions have
thus far dominated the MCPA mobile communications market. The linearization
performance seems to have been such that users have been willing to accept low effi-
ciencies, typically in the 10–15% range for MCPA applications. The extra cost of
the various couplers, delay lines, and the EPA itself all point to a need for an alterna-
tive solution capable of higher efficiency and lower cost. Clearly, DPD in principle
offers a solution which dispenses with all of these RF components, and only adds
about $10 worth of silicon. It would seem that the long reign of the feedforward
amplifier may be coming to an end.

14.4 Feedback Techniques

14.4.1 Introduction, Direct Feedback Techniques

The use of feedback techniques to reduce or eliminate the quirky and unpredictable
behavior of electronic devices has been standard practice for just about the full dura-
tion of the electronic era. It runs into problems, however, when the time delay of the
propagating signals becomes significant in comparison to the timescale on which the
signals themselves are changing. The point was made eloquently by Seidel [25]:

Feedback, in comparing input with output, glosses over the fundamental distinction
that input and output are not simultaneous events and, therefore, not truly capable
of direct comparison. In practice they are substantially simultaneous if device speed
is far faster than the intelligence rate into the system…if we could organize a system
of error control which did not force a false requirement of simultaneity, not only
would the problem of fabricating zero transit time device disappear, but so
would the entire problem of stability, another consequence of comparing the
incomparable.
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In particular, the use of direct negative feedback, such as that represented by the
evergreen textbook schematic shown in Figure 14.18, has diminishing value as the
signal frequency enters the GHz region. The composite gain G of an amplifier with
intrinsic gain of A, having a feedback network which subtracts a voltage ( .Vout)
from the input signal Vin, is given by

G
A

A
=

+1 β
(14.15)

where A is usually assumed to incorporate a 180° phase shift for a single stage low
frequency amplifier. At microwave frequencies, and especially in multistage cas-
caded chains, A will typically have a rapidly varying phase characteristic with fre-
quency, and the phase of the feedback network division ratio will have to be
adjusted to ensure subtraction at the point of feedback application. In practice, this
will usually lead to oscillation at a nearby frequency. At GHz frequencies, gain is
also a more precious commodity, and it is not as permissible to let A tend to infinity
with a wave of the hand. As such, direct application of classical feedback theory to
microwave amplifiers is somewhat irrelevant. It is worth noting however, that the
RF world is a little careless about assigning the term “feedback” to various configu-
rations which include some amount of lossy matching to improve bandwidth at the
expense of gain. Microwave circuit designers use the term “feedback” to categorize
amplifier designs that use a moderately high value resistor connected from the drain
to gate, or collector to base. This resistor acts mainly as a damping element, which
improves stability and decreases the Q-factor for broader bandwidth applications.
But these amplifiers do not usually show any significant linearity benefit from using
the feedback element.

14.4.2 Indirect Feedback Techniques—Introduction

The “linearity” of an RFPA, for the present purposes, is defined to be the integrity
with which it preserves the amplitude and phase variations of a modulated RF car-
rier. It therefore becomes clear that feedback techniques can be applied at baseband,
rather than at RF carrier, frequencies. An example of such a linearization scheme is
shown in Figure 14.19. A conventional RF amplifier has envelope detectors coupled
to its input and output ports, and a video differential amplifier forms an error cor-
rection signal which can be fed to a gain control on the amplifier. Provided the
amplifier is well below saturation, it would seem that such a loop would force the
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output envelope to replicate the input envelope, and substantial improvement in the
spectral distortion could be obtained.

This simple “envelope feedback” was a mainstay of the mobile communications
industry for many years. It enabled a few more valuable dBs of IM performance to
be obtained from VHF and UHF solid state power amplifiers [28]. One reason why
it does no more than a modest linearization job can be seen by recalling Figure 14.1.
The simple envelope amplitude correction cannot increase the intrinsic power satu-
ration of the device, so the effectiveness of the procedure will decrease markedly as
the envelope swings into the compression region. At much lower power levels, the
gain required from the video amplifier becomes much higher if any useful effect is to
be obtained, which leads to bandwidth and stability problems. In fact, IM levels can
in practice be reduced by useful amounts in the precompression range using this
technique, but obviously AM-PM effects are not corrected. In fact, one of the
catches in implementing this technique is to beware of creating extra AM-PM dis-
tortion through the action of the amplitude control device.

The delays in the detection and video signal processing are a fundamental limi-
tation which becomes ever more severe as signal bandwidths increase. The problem
is compounded by the fact that the detected signal envelope will have a bandwidth
several times higher than the signal itself, with a rather ill-defined sprawling spec-
trum, and the wide video bandwidth restricts the loop delay limits for stable or
effective operation. The video bandwidth problem can be somewhat alleviated by
using down conversion, rather than direct detection. This also allows for the possi-
bility of phase correction, and leads us into the most widely used technique in this
class, the Cartesian Loop.

14.4.3 The Cartesian Loop

Cartesian Correction has been widely used in the design of solid state radio trans-
mitters, and has an extensive literature [2, 29, 30]. It offers the possibility of 30 dB
of IM reduction for signal modulation bandwidths that are lower than about 100
kHz. It is a transmitter, rather than a PA technique, and requires the modulating sig-
nal in its baseband form as the main input. In a modern digital system, it is most
likely that the baseband signal will already be available in an I-Q format. This has
some benefits in that the resulting I and Q channels can be processed in
well-matched paths, each of which has a bandwidth which is comparable to the
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actual signal bandwidth. Figure 14.20 shows the essentials of a Cartesian loop
linearization system. The separate I and Q signals are fed through differential cor-
recting amplifiers, and into vector modulators which form the actual RF signal S(t),
where

( ) ( ) ( )S t I t t Q t tc c= +cos sinω ω

c being the RF carrier frequency.
The signal S(t) is then fed into the RF power amplifier, emerging with some dis-

tortion. A small portion of this output is coupled into a downconverter which has a
similar configuration to the upconverter used on the input and retrieves the now dis-
torted I and Q signals which are then directly compared with the undistorted input
baseband signals. The gain of the input differential amplifiers will force the loop into
generating an output signal which closely tracks the original I and Q signals, the
degree of precision depending not only on the gain and bandwidth of the video cir-
cuitry, but also on the linearity of the downconverter demodulators.

One of the advantages of the Cartesian Loop is the symmetry of gain and band-
width in the two quadrature signal processing paths. This will reduce the phaseshifts
between the AM-AM and AM-PM processes which are a prime cause of asymmetri-
cal IM sidebands. Although the video bandwidth and stability will limit the capabil-
ity to handle multicarrier signals, it should be noted that the use of a synthesized RF
source makes the system frequency agile. With the widespread availability of low
cost quadrature modulators and demodulators, the overall system appears to be an
attractive linearized transmitter architecture. Practical systems with linearity
improvements up to 45 dB, over limited bandwidths, have been reported.
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14.4.4 The Polar Loop

The Polar Loop [31, 32] is a complete modulator, rather than a linearizer, but it
includes some linearization in the modulation process. The basic Polar Loop system
is shown in Figure 14.21. The only actual input is the fully modulated signal at IF.
An RFPA is used in a supply modulated ER configuration to create the AM, and a
VCO source is phase-locked to the IF signal to create the PM on the RF carrier. The
output from the PA is down converted, where a control loop generates an error sig-
nal which feeds the baseband drive to the ER envelope modulator. All of the com-
ments made in this section about loop delays and video bandwidth apply to this
system, along with the additional issues relating to the implementation of an ER sys-
tem, which were discussed at some length in Chapter 10. This does not all add up to
an enticing prospect for practical implementation. The Polar Loop has nevertheless
come back into favor in the handset PA zone, especially for challenging modulation
systems such as EDGE, which make excessive demands on the efficiency-linearity
tradeoff in conventional Class AB approaches [33, 34]. Claims and counterclaims
seem to be made concerning the feasibility of making the system work for a 300 kHz
bandwidth signal in its original closed loop form.

One of the key issues with the Polar Loop is the bandwidth requirements for the
amplitude and phase error amplifiers. Splitting QPSK signals into separate envelope
amplitude and phase components results in a wide bandwidth for the phase chan-
nel. As with the simple amplitude envelope feedback loop considered in the last sec-
tion, the bandwidth and stability limitations of the video circuitry will limit the
usefulness of such systems to single carrier applications.

A problem which is quite commonly observed in feedback systems such as Car-
tesian or Polar Loops is that the IM specs are met comfortably for lower order prod-
ucts (IM3, IM5), but higher order products can be uncorrected or even enhanced,
often showing gross asymmetry. This is an inevitable effect of video circuit band-
width and phase delay limitations. Nevertheless, transmitters using Polar Loop cor-
rection have been demonstrated that have average efficiency greater than 50% and
IM3 products at 50 dBc [31]. Thus, it would appear possible to operate the PA stage
such that the envelope peaks are well into the compression region; this maintains
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the average efficiency above 50% and the correction loop is able to reduce the IM3
levels by as much as 25 dB in comparison with the same amplifier running
uncorrected.

Despite their universal impact in electronic engineering, feedback techniques are
of limited use for the linearization of RFPAs. An exception is the widespread use of
indirect feedback techniques, especially the Cartesian Loop, in single carrier trans-
mitter applications which have modulation bandwidths less than 100 kHz.

14.5 Other Linearization Methods

Figure 14.22 attempts to classify linearization techniques. PA linearization can
essentially be performed in three ways: modification of the input signal, modifica-
tion of the output signal, or dynamic modification of the amplifier characteristics.
As Figure 14.22 shows, the most heavily subscribed category appears to be the first
one, given that feedback techniques are essentially closed-loop implementations of
input signal predistortion. The feedforward loop is the definitive output signal mod-
ification technique, although it is somewhat debatable whether it should be classi-
fied as open or closed loop. To date, it seems that there is no mainstream technique,
other than some fairly crude analog bias adaption used in low cost handset prod-
ucts, which modifies the amplifier gain properties on a dynamic basis. One reason
for this is the two-dimensional nature of PA distortion. It is necessary to identify sep-
arate control mechanisms for the amplitude and phase corrections, and a typical
RFPA design does not readily supply such orthogonal controls. This seems to be the
main divide between techniques that give light correction, maybe up to 10 dB or so,
and the mainstream techniques which give over 20 dB correction. The graphs in Fig-
ures 14.3 and 14.4 show how correcting even a few degrees of AM-PM becomes
mandatory if more than about 10 dB reduction in IM products is required.

The other notable gap in Figure 14.22 is in the digital column for output signal
correction. It is easy enough to conceive of a “Digital Feedforward” system, whereby
the DSP directly generates the baseband error signal. Such a system could be given the
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same adaptive controls as a DPD configuration, and could handle gain and phase
tracking through the action of the adaptive process without the use of physical delay
lines. It is possible that “smarter” use of the EPA could give some efficiency benefits in
higher peak-to-average ratio applications, although there is an argument that such a
system will always have lower efficiency than a full DPD approach.

It seems probable that mainstream linearization techniques will remain as FFW
or DPD derivatives. For the less stringent applications, various miscellaneous tech-
niques appear in the literature, from time to time, which claim to reduce IM distortion
in an RFPA. These methods seem to catch short-lived attention, both in the literature
and on the symposium circuit. Typically, these techniques are tricks which provide
some degree of nonlinearity reversal over a limited power range. This limitation is
what sets them aside from mainstream linearization techniques. The polynomial
mathematics usually dictates that cancellation will only occur at one specific drive
level, and this causes a mixed reaction among the “serious” linearized PA commu-
nity. If the third order null can be set somewhere in the vicinity of the 1 dB compres-
sion point, a very useful dB or two increase in peak envelope power can be obtained
from the same device, and this can translate into some serious cost savings. But if the
goal is to reduce the IM or ACP by 40 dB or so, such tricks are of little real value.

One such technique is worthy of mention, which is the use of segmented, paral-
lel-connected device elements biased to different points on the DC characteristic.
This has been mainly categorized as “Derivative Superposition” [35], although this
refers to specific work aimed mainly at increasing the dynamic range of small signal
receiving amplifiers. Figure 14.23 indicates a possible implementation in a high
power device, where a small segment can be biased into a Class C condition to give
some gain expansion, which will potentially cancel the gain compression of the
main segment at higher drive levels. Such techniques suffer from the problem that
their success is very closely coupled to individual device sample characteristics, and
as such has not found much use outside the R&D labs.

14.6 Conclusions

Linearization techniques need to be judged according to the application. Closed
loop correction systems such as the Polar and Cartesian loops are worthwhile
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options for single channel transmitter designers looking for optimum power and
efficiency for a given device whilst maintaining spectral mask requirements. For
lower signal bandwidths, these techniques can give 30 dB correction in close-to-car-
rier ACP levels. Multicarrier applications usually have much more stringent
intermodulation specifications, and signal bandwidths that stretch into the tens of
MHz range. Such requirements dictate the use of feedforward techniques, or a
retreat back to multichannel system design, where closed loop techniques can be
used for each individual channel. Digital predistortion techniques appear to be
ready to replace feedforward systems in the mobile communications infrastructure,
although DSP speed is still a limitation for signal bandwidths above about 20 MHz.
Low cost, high volume PA applications such as handsets continue to make good use
of simple, cheap predistortion methods. Meanwhile, the higher frequency micro-
wave link and satellite communications system manufacturers still seek a viable
linearization technique which can handle multicarrier signals spaced out over hun-
dreds of MHz, each using high density QAM modulation formats, and with no base-
band signal information available. At the present time, they are still forced into
using inefficient Class A amplifiers, and must wonder whether they will yet be able
to participate in the great RFPA linearization party of the last decade.
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A P P E N D I X A

PA_Waves
This is a program which postulates, through user inputs, voltage and current wave-
forms for RFPAs. It is NOT a circuit simulator, and should not be judged as such.
PA_waves is termed a “postulator.” Rather than taking a device model and a pas-
sive circuit environment, and then engaging the necessary (and gargantuan) com-
puting resources to figure out the resulting nonlinear voltage and current
waveforms, PA_waves takes a complementary approach. It allows the user to pos-
tulate current and voltage waveforms which are consistent with the device IV char-
acteristics. It then computes the impedances required to support these current and
voltage waveforms. This is a very simple piece of computation, comparatively
speaking. The user needs to employ some physical reasoning in order to end up with
a set of impedances (fundamental, second, third harmonic at present) which are
realizable; this means eliminating negative real parts, and in the case of harmonics,
ideally eliminating resistive components altogether.

PA_waves analyzes any stipulated set of RF current and voltage waveforms for:

• RF output power (expressed as a normalized dB value);
• Output efficiency;
• Harmonic impedances which are “implied” by the inputted waveforms.

The user first selects a bias point and a drive level, using the “Ibias” and “Isig”
text entry boxes. These values are normalized such that pinchoff (zero bias) is
Ibias=0, and saturation Ibias=1. So for a conventional Class B amp, Ibias=0 and
Isig=1 is a good starting point.

The voltage can be constructed using fundamental (start off with unity for this),
and second and third harmonic components (start off with these set to zero). All
three voltage harmonic components can have any phase with respect to the current;
a conventional Class B amp would have fundamental phase of 180° and harmonics
set to zero (shorted).

A key feature of this program is the use of a realistic model for the IV “knee.”
The drain current has the form

( )I V e Id g
V Vd k= ⋅ − ⋅−1 max

where Imax is normalized to unity. The Vk (“Vknee”) parameter is normally set to
0.1. This effectively means that the device reaches 63% of its full value when the
drain voltage is 10% of the DC supply. This is about right for GaAs PHEMTs run-
ning off a 10v rail (Vk=1V).
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To get started, though, just set the Vknee box to zero.
So with these settings, you should get a classical Class B set of waveforms. You

may actually need to set V1 to 1.001 to avoid any knee glitches. Then the efficiency
should read the right value (78.5%). The power will now read close to 0 dB (maybe
−0.1 dB). This is the reference power level, to which all other results will be com-
pared using a dB value.

Now try setting Vknee to a realistic value of 0.1 and see the difference, both in
power and efficiency. You can now see another feature; the current waveform plots
show a “zero knee” trace, which shows how much the current has been modified by
the knee effect. You can try reducing V1 to pull the voltage out of the knee. But note
how the power increases a bit at first and then goes back down again; efficiency
degrades also.

You can try adding some third harmonic voltage to simulate Class F conditions;
(V3 values, 0.15 at 0 degrees); again, then see how much effect the knee has on
power efficiency and the third harmonic impedance. The impedance plots basically
show the magnitude and phase of the individual voltage and current components at
each harmonic. The key thing is that they must be at least 90° apart from each other;
they must never share a mutual relative quadrant, as this implies the device is
absorbing power and a negative resistance would be needed in the external circuit.

The original reason for writing this program was to explore second harmonic
voltage enhancement. The key thing with second harmonic is to watch the imped-
ance. This is conveniently done by watching the polar plot of the second harmonic
current and voltage vectors; they must not get within 90° of each other, since this
then requires a negative output resistance. An example of a “Class J” result (see
Chapter 4) is obtained with the following values (you could just load the paw_J_ex
file)

Vknee

Ibias Isig

Vdc

V1 V

=
= =
=

=

0077

0 1

0768

1 202 5

.

,

.

, . deg; 2 V3

I2 I3

= =
= =

027 41 0

0 0

. , deg,

,

This gives 80.2% efficiency and a relative power of –2.9 dB (this is not “bad”
power, it is always much less than 0 dB when knee effects are included). The key
thing is, you have to gradually step the phase of the second harmonic until the
impedance chart shows a right angle between voltage and current. The chart can be
a little bit optimistic, and you need to watch the blue box below V2; this must be
zero or negative.

One point to watch; if you let the voltage drop below zero, the program will
“clamp” it at zero, but this will in turn generate additional harmonics of voltage that
at the moment the program does not allow for. So keep the voltage above zero or
you will get some invalid (and good-looking) results. The blue “Vmin”box should
always show a positive number, preferably close to zero.

There is an additional feature which enables harmonic distortion of the input
current waveform, such as that which may be caused by the input nonlinear capaci-
tance, as discussed in Chapters 4 and 8. The parameters I2 and I3 control this fea-
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ture, which adds these harmonics to the input voltage waveform, but still clips at the
threshold point. They are probably best used in an empirical manner.

To run the program: click on the red “calculate” button.
When loading in Excel, a prompt will appear about running macros. Click the

“enable” option.
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A P P E N D I X B

Spectral Analysis Using Excel IQ
Spreadsheets

As commented in Chapter 9, it is certainly desirable to bring some quantification to
the qualitative descriptions of modulation systems given in Chapter 9 and their pos-
sible differences when sent through an RFPA. It is clear that such quantification
cannot be beneficially pursued using formal symbolic analysis, and computation in
some form or another is required. Bridging the gaps between a CCDF plot, a PA
behavioral model, and a regulatory specification in a quantitative manner is a task
which still challenges CAD manufacturers. In what follows, we do not in any way
attempt to compete with the still-emerging professional CAD simulation tools in
this area. But it is on occasion useful to be able to negotiate the gaps, even if it is with
a piece of string rather than a six-lane highway.

The CD-ROM accompaniment to this book contains a number of spreadsheets
which are prefixed by a modulation system. Two specific cases (EDGE.ACP and
OFDM.ACP) are set up to demonstrate how a passable spectrum can be obtained
using the Excel FFT routine, which is part of the data analysis package. These
spreadsheets also include some basic PA distortion models, which enable the effects
of PA distortion to be observed as ACP on the spectra. Readers can easily add their
own variations by using these spreadsheets as templates.

The .ACP spreadsheet template uses a 4096 data sample, which is taken at 10
samples per symbol. This represents a very short data burst, and in order to obtain a
meaningful spectrum, a suitable window function needs to be applied (hence the
“I*Hanning” and “Q*Hanning” headings on columns 4 and 8 adjacent to the high-
lighted I and Q data in columns 3 and 5). Two points should be noted about using
the Excel FFT analysis:

• It is not included in a standard Excel setup and usually needs to be loaded (fol-
low Tools/Add-ins on the main menu, it is called “Fourier analysis”).

• It does not update when parameters in the spreadsheet are changed. To run
the FFT, for example, after you have changed the PA distortion parameters,
you need to run it from the Tools/data analysis menu string.

• Using 4096 points, and depending on the speed of your computer, the FFT
computation can take somewhere between 15 and 45 seconds.

In order to run an updated FFT, first select Tools/data analysis/Fourier analy-
sis. You are then required to select the entire column of data headed “FFT input”
(column 15, highlighted in yellow), which is the windowed output signal in the
Excel format for a complex number I+iQ (it helps to use the shift/end/down key
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combination to select the whole column). You also have to tell the FFT function
where to place the result data block, so select the single cell (r4c17, highlighted red)
under the heading “FFT result” to denote the start of the FFT output computation.
It is important to get the FFT output data in the right place, so that the charts will
automatically update.

Sheet 1 represents a linear amplifier, by setting the “clip level” parameter to
unity. Note that the IQ data is “raw” and not normalized to the average level, as is
the case with the modulation format files used in Chapter 9. Sheet 3 shows a
hard-clipped signal, the clipping level being set by the clip level parameter in cell
r3c10. Sheet 2 implements a soft-clip PA function, having the form
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where Vsat (r3c10) is the saturation voltage level, and k (r4c10) is a parameter which
characterizes the sharpness of the saturation, usually a value between 2 and 4 being
representative. (The voltages represent magnitudes of the complex quantities repre-
sented by the IQ data; this model is quoted in 3GPP specifications and is attributed
to Rapp.) Clearly, more complex (literally, sorry) functions could be implemented
by intrepid readers for themselves, which would then include AM-PM effects.

The charts are to the right hand side of the sheet 1 data columns and show pri-
marily the spectrum plots, as well as an IQ and voltage gain plot, which illustrate the
PA compression characteristic. The gain plot is more useful if a smaller number of
points are used and the data points are plotted as well as the lines. This then gives
some indication of the statistical occurrence of the various signal levels.

Enjoy.
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Glossary
AC Alternating current; term used generically to describe any sinusoidal

signal.
ADC Analog-to-digital converter.
AM Amplitude modulation.
AM-AM Term used to describe gain compression in an amplifier, whereby a

given increase in input signal results in a different change in the out-
put level.

AM-PM Amplitude modulation to phase modulation; a distortion process in a
power amplifier, whereby increasing signal amplitude causes addi-
tional output phase shift.

ACP Alternate channel power; term used more generally to describe the
spectral distortion of spread spectrum signals, which appear as con-
tinuous bands.

AGC Automatic gain control.
BER Bit error rate; a measure used to quantify the transmission integrity

of a digital communications system.
BJT Bipolar junction transistor.
CAD Computer-aided design.
CDMA Code division multiple access; a digital communications system

which “chips” multiple signals in a pseudo-random fashion, making
them appear like random noise unless a specific coding is applied.

CFR Crest factor reduction. The process by which the PAR of a signal is
reduced by digital means.

DAC Digital-to-analog converter.
DQPSK Differential Quadrature Phase Shift Keyed; a variation of QPSK.
DPA Doherty Power Amplifier.
DPD Digital predistortion.
DSP Digital signal processing.
ECM Electronic countermeasures; a generic term for military broadband

microwave applications.
EDGE Enhanced Data rates for GSM Evolution; an evolution of the GSM

system, providing data rates up to 384 kbit/sec.
EER Envelope Elimination and Restoration.
EPA Error power amplifier; used in feedforward loop.
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EPR Ratio, usually expressed in decibels, of main PA power to EPA power;
higher values imply higher system efficiency.

EVM Error Vector Magnitude; a more comprehensive measure of amplifier
distortion which incorporates both gain compression and AM-PM.

FET Field effect transistor.
GaAs Gallium Arsenide; one member of a group of useful semiconductor

materials that are compounds between group 3 and group 5 elements
in the periodic table. These materials show higher mobility and
higher saturation velocity than Silicon and are therefore used in
higher frequency applications.

GaN Gallium Nitride; a newly emerging semiconductor material for high
power, high frequency applications.

GSM Global System for Mobile communication. Most extensively used
worldwide digital cellular network operating in the 900 MHz and
1900 MHz bands.

HBT Heterojunction bipolar transistor; most common variation of bipolar
device used for higher frequency applications.

HEMT High Electron Mobility Transistor; an FET device in which a “sheet”
of high mobility material is created by the interaction between two
epitaxial layers.

IF Intermediate frequency.
IM, IMD Intermodulation distortion.
LINC Linear amplification using nonlinear components.
LDMOS Laterally Diffused Metal Oxide Semiconductor; derivative of silicon

RF MOS technology for higher frequency applications.
LO Local oscillator.
LUT Look-Up Table.
MMIC Microwave Monolithic Integrated Circuit; a term now used, by con-

vention, to describe monolithic integrated circuits which operate
above 3 GHz.

MIC Microwave Integrated Circuit; a term used in the pre-MMIC/RFIC
era to describe a miniaturized chip-and-wire microwave hybrid cir-
cuit technology.

MCPA Multicarrier Power Amplifier.
MOS Metal Oxide Semiconductor; usually silicon-based semiconductor

technology.
NADC North Americal Digital Cellular; original digital cellular system used

in the United States.
OFDM Orthogonal frequency division multiplexing, used especially in the

802.11 and 802.16 standards.
PAE Power Added Efficiency; efficiency definition for an amplifier that

accounts for the RF input drive.
PAR Peak-to-average power of a signal.
PEP Peak Envelope Power.
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PUF Power Utilization Factor. A term introduced in this book to define
the “efficacy” of a PA design. Defined as the ratio of power delivered
in a given situation to the power delivered by the same device with
the same supply voltage in Class A mode.

PHEMT Pseudomorphic High Electron Mobility Transistor; a higher fre-
quency variant on the HEMT.

QPSK Quadrature Phase Shift Keyed; a generic term for a variety of modu-
lation systems which carry information only in the phase, not the
amplitude, of the RF carrier.

RFIC Radio Frequency Integrated Circuit; a monolithically integrated
device operating in the “RF” range, typically up to 3GHz.

RFPA Radio Frequency Power Amplifier.
RRC Raised Root Cosine; a filter of the Nyquist type, which allows a

QPSK signal to be bandlimited without losing any modulation infor-
mation.

SiC Silicon Carbide; a semiconductor material which offers high voltage
and high velocity saturation but low mobility. Potentially useful as a
high power RF device technology in the low GHz frequency range.

SCSS Short Circuited Shunt Stub; a distributed matching element used at
microwave frequencies.

SPICE A general purpose time domain nonlinear simulator, available in
many implementations including shareware.

SSB Single Sideband; a variation on AM developed in the 1950s, in which
only one modulation sideband of an AM signal is transmitted.

3GPP Third Generation Partnership Project.
WCDMA Wideband CDMA; a 3G system (e.g., UMTS, “CDMA2000”) based

on CDMA.
WiFi Wireless Fidelity; a technical nickname for high speed data links used

for the service available from WLAN networks, usually using the
802.11 standards. Typically short range, now widely available in air-
ports, shopping malls, and bookshops.

WiMax Worldwide Interoperability for Microwave Access; derivative of
WiFi using the 802.16 standards which potentially will offer WiFi
service over much greater range, giving comparable coverage to (but
competitive with) the mobile telephone networks.
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Index
3GPP signals, 272, 434

basic structure, 274
testing PAs, 274

π/4 DQPSK
constellation diagram, 264
root raised cosine filter, 267

A
Active harmonic load-pull, 365–67

concept, 366
defined, 365
practical, 366
See also Load-pull

Adjacent channel power (ACP), 236
defined, 236
test PA, 280

AM-AM
components, 254
distortion, 255
static response, 262

Amplitude
carrier, 239
compression, 240
cycle-to-cycle, 242
distortion, 253
individual carrier, 240
output voltage, 238
peak voltage, 247
RMS voltage, 247
single-carrier, 240
third-order intercept signal, 239
third-order intermodulation, 239
two-carrier, 240
voltage, 384

Amplitude modulation (AM), 231, 265
double sideband suppressed carrier, 235
envelope excitations, 232
envelope simulation technique, 232
of single carrier, 235

AM-PM
behavior, 252
cause analysis, 252
components, 254
contributions, 254
correction, 400

distortion, 251, 253, 254, 255, 400
effects, 232, 250–55
measurement, 250
nonlinearity, 232
phaseshift, 253, 393
phase variation, 252
static characteristics, 245
static response, 262

Analog modulation spectrum, 236
Analog predistortion, 401, 407–9

attenuators, 407
conceptual gain expander, 408
“cuber,” 407, 409
See also Predistortion

A priori RF design, 92
Asymmetrical Doherty amplifier, 302
Auxiliary amplifiers, 297

Class C bias, 299
implementation with adaptive bias, 300

B
Balanced amplifiers, 380–87

benefits, 381
block diagram, 384
compression statistics, 385
configuration, 381
defined, 380
equalization behavior, 384
impact, 381
power module, 382
quadrature couplers, 382, 383, 387

Bandwidth
characteristic impedance and, 104
EDGE envelope, 317
impedance transformation, 101
in-band mismatch compromise, 96

Bias circuit design, 337–57
control circuits, 355–56
introduction, 337–38
power supply issues, 354–55
RF power transistor stability, 338–43
supply modulation effects, 343–49

Bias insertion networks, 353–54
Bias networks

design, 350–52
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Bias networks (continued)
frequency/impedance response, 351
insertion, 353–54
passive, 349

Bias stabilization resistor, 352
Bias supply modulation

effects, 343–49
inductive, 345
predistortion, 352
questions, 343
resistive, 345
schematic, 344
supply capacitor, 345
test board, 347

Binary Phase Shift Keying (BPSK), 262
Bipolar current mirror, 356
Bipolar junction transistors (BJTs), 9

Class AB efficiency versus output power, 58
Class AB mode, 57
Class AB power transfer characteristic, 58
Class B, 61
exponential transfer characteristic, 56
linear audio amplifiers, 127
model reduced conduction angle mode

analysis, 55–59
output current, 55–56
use, 55

Bipolar transistors, 30
Branchline coupler, 383
Broadband power match, 34
Broadside coupled stripline, 383

C
CAD

drawing load-pull contours, 31
nonlinear device models, 9–11
RF programs, 337
simulators, 9, 88, 368

Cancellation effects, 393
Capacitance

differential, 82
feedback, 162
nonlinear effects, 81–89
output, 167, 171
reactance, 70

Capacitors
DC blocking, 108
decoupling, 341, 342, 347, 348
low ESR tantalum, 346
nonlinear, 81–84
on-board bypass, 347
regular tantalum, 346

shunt, 76, 103, 110
supply, 345
surface mount, 34

Cartesian Loop, 421–22
advantages, 422
defined, 421–22
feedback system, 422

CCDF (Cumulative Complementary
Distribution Function), 267

CDMA, 268–75
direct sequence, 269, 270
multiplexed, 271
summed chip streams, 270
wideband (WCDMA), 273, 399

Characteristic impedance, 295
bandwidth and, 104
quarterwave transformer, 294

Chebychev response, 96
Chireix technique, 303–4, 312
“Choke” modulator, 315
Class A amplifiers, 17–18, 48–49

backoff conditions, 49
bias point, 18
classical, 24
design example, 31–36
full drive, 49
gain, 35
illustrated, 25, 26
inputs, 48
load line value, 50
measured swept power data, 36
modified device characteristics, 80
with optimum loadline match, 23
overdriven, 134–39
PBO, 54, 80
Pin-Pout characteristic, 138
power transfer characteristic, 19
resistive output loads, 25
return loss, 35
tuned, 138
zero-knee baseline power, 226

Class AB amplifiers, 18, 49–51, 67–89
backoff, 50
bias, 72
BJT, 57
BJT, efficiency versus output power, 58
BJT, power transfer characteristics, 58
capacitive harmonic termination, 68–77
classical circuit, 68
efficiency, 67, 79
features, 46
full drive, 50
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gain compression, 170
at GHz frequencies, 67–89
harmonics removal, 87
harmonic termination requirements, 76
input parameters, 49–50
input varactor effects, 84–89
introduction, 67–68
linear dynamic range, 51
linearization, 80, 81
operation, 50
output power, 51
overdriven, 139–43
PBO efficiency characteristic, 289
power/efficiency sweeps, 55
quiescent settings, 259

Class B amplifiers, 51–53
2W for 850 MHz, 107–12
BJT, 61
classical performance, 71, 72
clipped voltage waveform, 159
current waveform, 202
current waveform with phase offset, 209
design, 107–12
efficiency, 62
features, 46
frequency sweep, 112
full drive, 52
fundamental matching network design,

110–11
fundamental voltage swing, 218
harmonic short, 110
harmonic trap, 111–12
idealized analysis, 286
input parameters, 51
I-V knee, 60
load resistor selection, 109
low-pass match, 110
operation, 52
output power, 52
PBO, 80
phase shift, 211
roll-off, 54
run simulation, 111
schematic, 110
second harmonic component, 114
simulation circuit, 108
starting-point computation, 220
voltage-clipped, 157, 158
with wave-shaped RF drive signal, 63

Class C amplifiers, 53–55
backoff, 54
classical design, 202

features, 46
full drive, 54
input parameters, 53
operation, 54
power/efficiency sweeps, 55
RFPA, 315

Class D amplifiers, 133, 134
defined, 149
squareness, 163
switching, 180–82

Class E amplifiers, 173, 182–99
classical, 174
conduction angle chart, 191
design example, 192–98
design illustration, 194
fundamental impedance analysis, 190
ideal switch, 191
introduction, 182–83
“lookalike” postulation, 223
mean voltage component, 189
measured performance, 198
mistuning element, 195
nonlinearity, 183
normalized design parameters, 192
operation downside, 191
output network modification, 196
power and efficiency simulation, 197
quasi-switching action, 196
RF waveforms, 187
schematic, 184
shunt capacitor current, 185, 187
simplified analysis, 183–92
smoothed current waveforms, 212
switch/capacitor voltage waveform, 187
switch current, 185, 187
switching, 173, 229
switching waveform, 212
switch/shunt capacitor voltage, 187
total current, 185
voltage and current waveforms, 194, 195
waveforms, 185

Class F amplifiers, 133–72
classical definition, 152, 155
clipped, analysis, 158, 161
clipped sinewave, 157
clipping model, 155–63
current waveform, 150
defined, 145
efficiency, 161
frequency performance, 167
ideal, 214
introduction, 133–34, 143–49
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Class F amplifiers (continued)
inverted, 214
matching network, 167
MWO simulation schematic, 166
open circuit termination, 214
optimum waveform, 157
PA_waves, 154, 164
power-efficiency contour, 161–62
power transfer characteristics, 161
in practice, 149–55
a priori design method, 153
quiescent bias setting, 170
realistic knee model, 154
simulation over 30 MHz bandwidth, 171
simulation results, 170
simulations, 164–71
simulation schematic, 168
“statically redundant,” 150
sub-species, 164
theory, 143–49
voltage harmonics, 149
voltage waveform, 150
waveforms, 145

Class FD amplifiers
clipping model, 155–63
continuum, 163
operation replication, 169
simulation schematic, 162
voltage-overdriven, 162

Class J amplifiers
circuit, 68
defined, 73
design example, 122–24
frequency response, 124
matching network, 74
mode analysis, 72
MWO file, 125
PA_waves, 122, 123
pi section, 124
schematic, 71
swept power performance, 126

Clipped sinewave formulation, 156
Clipping

angle, 141
heavy, 247
knee, 210
model, 155–63
output voltage, 209
region, 169–70
symmetrical, 159

Coaxial balun
analysis, 377

structure, 376
Code Division Multiple Access. See CDMA
Compensating susceptances, 307
Compression amplitude, 240
Conjugate match, 11–14
Constant power contours, 28
“Cuber” distortion circuit, 407, 409

D
DC blocking capacitor, 108
DC characteristics, 30
DC output voltages, 327
DC supply current, 47
DC supply power, 287, 288
DC supply voltage, 108, 127, 182
DC-to-DC converter, 328
Decoupling capacitors, 341, 342

negative resistance and, 341
ripple, 347, 348
See also Capacitors

“De-embedding” procedure, 26
Derivative superposition, 425
Device output voltage, 69–70
Differential capacitance, 82
Differential coupling ratio, 416
Differential phasing, 209
Digital modulation

CDMA, 268–75
GMSK, 261
introduction to, 261–78
IQ diagrams, 262
OFDM, 275–78
QPSK, 262–68
systems, 261–78
WCDMA, 268–75

Digital predistortion (DPD), 314, 404–7
adaptation loop, 405
adaptive, 406
commercial products, 407
configurations, 405
in linearization development, 404
memoryless, 408, 409
See also Predistortion

Digital sampling oscilloscope (DSO), 280–81
Digital signal processing (DSP), 299

high-speed technology, 398, 404
techniques, 311

Direct feedback amplifier, 420
Direct sequence CDMA, 269, 270
Doherty amplifier, 285, 288, 290–98

active load-pull technique, 290
analysis, 293, 296
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asymmetrical configurations, 299, 302
configuration, 292
defined, 290
device currents, 296
device voltages, 296
dynamic behavior, 312
effective transconductance, 301
efficiency versus input power backoff, 298
idealized power transfer characteristic, 303
input drive level, 291
key action, 292
linearity, 303
“Lite,” 299, 300
overall efficiency, 298
performance, 292
realization of, 298–303
schematic, 293
See also Efficiency enhancement

DPCHs (Dedicated Physical Channels), 274
Drain current, 429
Driver chains

challenge, 391
illustrated, 392

Driver stage efficiency, 64
Dynamic temperature effects, 256–58

E
Edge-coupled microstrip, 383
EDGE (Enhanced Data Rates for GSM

Evolution), 264
average efficiency, 314
CCDF plot, 268
constellation, 266
envelope bandwidth, 317
Gaussian filter in, 267
IQ trajectory, 267
linear PAs, 267–68
measurement summary, 281
power distribution plot, 268
test PA spectra, 280

Efficiency
average, 331
backoff characteristics, 330
Class AB amplifier, 58, 67, 79
Class B amplifier, 62
Class C amplifier, 55
Class E amplifier, 197
Class F amplifier, 161
Doherty amplifier, 298
driver stage, 64
drop in, 288
dynamic spreadsheet plots, 332

envelope magnitude versus, 331, 333
outphasing amplifier, 308
output, 45, 203
PBO, 57–58, 305
roll-off, 330
simulations summary, 334
switching amplifiers, 176–77
tuned switching amplifiers, 179, 180

Efficiency characteristic
PA with dynamic load variation, 289
PBO, 289
two-level switched ET system, 313

Efficiency enhancement, 285–334
case studies, 330–33
Doherty amplifier, 290–303

EER, 309–11
envelope tracking, 311–14
outphasing techniques, 303–9
power converters, 314–18
pulse position modulation, 325–26
PWM, 318–23
RF switching techniques, 328
RF to DC conversion, 326–28
sequential power amplifier, 323–25
smart antennas, 329–30

Electronic carbon measures (ECM), 15
Envelope analysis

PAR, 242
two-carrier, 240–46

Envelope elimination and restoration (EER),
285, 309–11

defined, 309
illustrated, 310
power converters, 314–18
technique, 309–11

Envelopes
amplifier transfer characteristic applied to,

248
with high PARs, 247
mean power, 244
PAR, 244
restoration techniques, 289
RF voltage, 249
two-carrier, 240–46, 247
Envelope tracking (ET), 285, 311–14
defined, 290
PBO efficiency characteristic, 313
power converters, 314–18
RF PA system, 312
with two-level switched supply, 313

Error power amplifier (EPA), 411
power capability, 411
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Error power amplifier (continued)
power levels, 416
power requirement, 413, 414

Error Vector Magnitude (EVM), 280
Excel IQ spreadsheets, 433–34

F
Feedback

Cartesian Loop, 421–22
defined, 420
direct, 420
indirect, 420–21
in input/output comparison, 419
introduction, 419–20
loops, 400
Polar Loop, 423–24
techniques, 419–24
See also Linearization
Feedforward
adaptive controls, 417–18
defined, 400
error correction loop, 411
gain compression, 411–14
introduction, 410–11
output coupler effect, 414–17
practical issues, 418–19
techniques, 410–19
See also Linearization
Field effect transistors (FETs)
disadvantage, 61
fading transconductance, 7
I-V characteristics, 59
quiescent current, 356
reduced conduction angle modes, 55
transfer characteristic, 6, 7

Fifth harmonic
maxima/minima, 147
optimum value, 148

Finite impulse response (FIR) filter, 260
Frequency Division Multiplexing (FDM), 275,

276
Frequency shift keying (FSK), 263
Fundamental frequency, 119

G
Gain
Class A amplifier, 35

dynamic response measurements, 281
GaAs MESFET, 165

linearity, 170
match, 19–20
maximum available (MAG), 4

Gain compression, 170, 345, 400
on envelope peaks, 249
feedforward, 411–14
model, 243

Gallium Arsenide (GaAs), 14–15
HBT, 51, 127
MESFETs, 32, 36
MMIC, 106
PHEMT, 51

Generic MESFET, 105–7
defined, 105–6
Spice model, 106
See also Metal semiconductor FETs

(MESFETs)
Grand unified model (GUM), 107
GSM (Global System for Mobile

Communications), 263

H
Half-wave rectifier circuit, 327
Harmonic load-pull, 362–65

active, 365–67
based on multiplexer, 364
power and efficiency tuning results, 368
tuner schematic, 363
See also Load-pull

Harmonics
removal, 87
shorting, 102–5
trap, 111–12
voltage, 149

Heterojunction bipolar transistors (HBTs)
benefits, 124
broadband resistive source termination, 129
design example, 124–29
GaAs, 51, 127
InGaP, 127
simulation, 126, 129
simulation schematic, 128, 130
swept input power simulation, 131

High efficiency amplifier modes, 39–65
HSDPA (High Speed Download Packet Access)

format, 274

I
Ideal strongly nonlinear model, 7, 22
Ideal transconductance characteristic, 77
Impedance

characteristic, 294, 295
harmonic, 188
input, 68
inverter, 293
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output, 13
output bias port, 342
PA_waves postulation, 225–26
second harmonic, 121
step-down transformation ratio, 76
trajectories, 103

In-band mismatch, 96
Indirect feedback, 420–21
Input drive requirements, 61–65
Input impedance, 68
Input match, 3, 35–36
Input varactor

analysis schematic, 84
Class AB amplifiers, 84–89

Intercept point (IP)
defined, 237
derivative, 238
two-carrier, 239

Interdigitated Lange coupler, 383
Intermodulation (IM)

asymmetrical sidebands, 255
levels, 400
predistortion and, 403
products, 235
single-point specification, 237
spectrum for band-limited digitally

modulated signal, 236
third order amplitude, 239
two-carrier response, 250
two-carrier simulation, 245
two-carrier spectrum, 235

Internal matching, 104
Interstage match, 394
IQ diagrams, 262
IQ trajectory

DPCH burst, 276
DPCH timeslot burst, 275
EDGE, 267

IS54, 269
IS95 forward, 272, 273
IS95 uplink, 271

OFDM, 277
IS95

forward IQ trajectory, 272, 273
forward test spectrum, 278, 279
uplink IQ trajectory, 271

I-V characteristics, 10
dynamic, 366
FET, 59
knee, 59–61
MESFETs, 30
nonlinearities, 67

I-V curves, 10, 11
I-V knee, 59–61

Class B operation, 60
effects, 67
illustrated, 59
impact, 73
realistic model, 429
waveshaping, 213

K
k-factor

analysis, 4
defined, 3

Kirchoff circuit theory, 290
Knee clipping, 210
Knee I-V characteristics, 59–61, 67, 73, 213,

429
Knee scaling factor, 217
Knee voltage, 22, 160

L
Laterally Diffused Metal Oxide Semiconductor

(LDMOS), 165
silicon, 76
test amplifier measurements, 278–82
test spectrum, 278, 279, 280
transistors, 362

Linearization, 397–426
channelized versus multichannel, 398
derivative superposition, 425
envelope feedback, 349
feedback techniques, 419–24
feedforward techniques, 410–19
introduction, 399–401
predistortion, 401–10
segmented bias for, 425
specifications, 397
techniques, 397–426
techniques summary, 424

Linear power amplifiers
BJT model, 55–59
design, 17–37

FET model, 47–55
with optimum loadline match, 23
output termination, 43–46
practical design, 91–131
reduced conduction angle mode analysis,

47–59
See also specific classes

Loadline
analysis, 22
match, 12
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Loadline (continued)
optimum match, 23
resistance, 226
theory, 21–27

Load-pull
active, 290
active harmonic, 365–67
data, 20, 21
harmonic, 362–65
measurements, 20–21
package effects and refinements, 27–31
techniques, 359–69
tuner design, 359–62
upward effect, 292
virtual measurement, 21

Load-pull contours, 24, 27
construction, 32
drawing, 31

Load resistors
selection, 109
voltage across, 295, 296

Load transformation, 119
Look-up tables (LUTs), 305

refreshing, 405, 406
short-term calibration, 405

Lowpass matching networks, 92–100
symmetrical pi form, 99
two-element, 99
use, 93

Lumped-element balun, 379
with integral match, 379
simulation, 380

M
Main power amplifier (MPA), 411, 413

AM-PM distortion, 414
idealized model, 416
output, 416
power restoration, 415
power supplement, 416

Matching compensation, 99
Matching networks

Class B amplifiers, 110–11
Class F, 167
lowpass, 92–100
lumped element, 100
multisection, 94
Pi section power, 112–15
RF, 93
two-section, 97, 98

Maximum available gain (MAG), 4
Maximum linear power, 21

Memory effects, 256–61
behavioral approach, 406
causes, 256
dynamic temperature, 256–58
impact, 260
minimizing, 261
physical modeling, 406
presence assessment, 259–60
trapping, 256
unintentional modulation, 256

Memoryless PA modeling, 260
Memoryless predistortion, 408, 409
Metal oxide semiconductor field effect

transistors (MOSFETs), 9
Metal semiconductor FETs (MESFETs), 9

device gain, 165
GaAs, 32, 36, 165
generic, 105–7
I-V characteristics, 30
Spice model, 106

Multiple bypass network, 350
Multisection matching network design, 94
Multistage PAs

chain compression, 393
design, 391–94
driver chains, 391–92
interstage match, 394

N
NADC (North American Digital Cellular), 264

constellation diagram, 264
handsets, 268
IQ trajectory, 269
power distribution, 269

Nonlinear capacitance effects, 81–89
characterization and analysis, 81–84
input varactor, 84–89
introduction, 81
simulation procedure, 83

Nonlinear device characteristics, 77–81
Nonlinear device models, 9–11
Nonlinear effects

AM to PM, 250–55
digital modulation systems, 261–78
envelope analysis with variable PAR,

246–50
LDMOS test amplifier, 278–82
PA memory, 256–61
RF PAs, 231–82
strongly, 6–9
two-carrier envelope analysis, 240–46
two-carrier power series analysis, 233–40
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weakly, 5–6
Nonlinearity
AM-PM, 231
Class E amplifier, 183
of RF power transmitter, 68

Nyquist filters
defined, 265
effect, 266
impulse response, 265

O
“Occam’s Razor,” 92
OFDM, 275–77

defined, 275
illustrated, 276

IQ trajectory, 277
Offset Quadrature Phase Shift Keying

(OQPSK), 263, 264
Open circuit shunt stubs (OCSS), 102
Optimum loading, 23
Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplexing

See OFDM
Outphasing

amplifier, 285
amplifier efficiency, 308
amplifier schematic, 306, 308
analysis, 307
angle, 308
generic amplifier, 305
techniques, 303–9
underlying action, 304

Output capacitance
quantification, 171
short-circuited, 167

Output efficiency, 45, 176–77, 203
Output impedance, 13
Output match, 3

manufacturing tolerances and, 35
topology, 33

Output power, 287
Output termination, 43–46
Output voltage, 233–34

amplitude, 238
clipping action, 209
swing, 160

Overdriven amplifiers, 133–72
Class A, 134–39
Class B, 139–43
Overdriven Class A amplifiers, 134–39

fundamental RF powers, 137
Pin-Pout characteristic, 138

symmetrically clipped sinusoidal current
waveform, 136

waveforms, 135, 136
See also Class A amplifiers

Overdriven Class AB amplifiers, 139–43
clipping angle, 141
DC supply power, 141
nominal conduction angle, 139, 140
output efficiency, 141
signal amplitude, 140
transfer characteristic, 140
See also Class AB amplifiers

P
PA_waves, 163–64, 429–31

analysis, 429
Class F analysis, 154, 164, 165
complementary approach, 429
defined, 216
impedances, 225–26
installation, 217
I-V knee, 429
postulation, 122, 124, 217
postulation using input nonlinearity to
waveshape, 225
program, 163
relative power computation, 219
running, 217
screen, 218
switching amplifiers (GHz frequencies),

216–25
Peak envelope power (PEP), 121, 242
Peak restoration PA, 325
Peak-to-average power ratio (PAR), 242

different, 246
increasing, 271
peaks, 265
range, 247
representative set of values, 248
variable, 246–50, 249

Peak voltage
amplitude, 247
amplitude swing, 144
variation, 118

Personal Handi-Phone (PHP), 264
Phase reversal, 241
Pin-Pout amplifier characteristic, 243
Pi section

analysis, 115–22
Class J amplifiers, 124
harmonic trap, 113
power match, 113
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Pi section (continued)
power matching network, 112–15
simulated PA frequency performance, 115

Plate supply modulation, 315
Polar Loop, 423–24
Polar PA systems, 311
Power Added Efficiency (PAE), 51

defined, 45
linear gain and, 51

Power amplifier (PA) architecture, 371–94
balanced amplifiers, 380–87
chain compression, 393
driver chains, 391–92
introduction, 371–72
multistage, 391–94
power combining, 387–91
push-pull amplifiers, 372–80
single-ended driver configuration, 394

Power amplifier (PA) linearization, 397–426
channelized versus multichannel, 398
derivative superposition, 425
envelope feedback, 349
feedback techniques, 419–24
feedforward techniques, 410–19
introduction, 399–401
predistortion, 401–10
segmented bias, 425
specifications, 397
techniques, 397–426

Power amplifiers (PAs), 1
1.9 GHz 1-watt linear, 33
bias circuit design, 337–57
board layouts, 73
conceptual, with 123% output efficiency,

203
corrective linearizing signals, 399
defined, 1
distortion, 349
distortion characteristics, 256
drive power effect, 62
driver stage, 64
error (EPA), 411, 413, 414
gain effect, 62
main (MPA), 411, 413
memory effects, 256–61
memoryless modeling, 260
operation modes, 73
overdriven, 133–72
peak restoration, 325
pi-section analysis, 115–22
polar, 311
power conservation, 329

practical, design of, 29
sequential, 323–25
See also specific amplifiers

Power backoff (PBO)
Class A amplifiers, 54, 80
Class B amplifiers, 80
Doherty amplifier, 298
efficiency, 305
efficiency plots, 57–58
efficiency versus, 56
sequential PA, 325

Power combiners, 387–91
forms, 388
in-phase, 388
multiway, 391
“radical,” 390
role, 387
Wilkinson, 388, 389

Power contours
constant, 28
match, 28
measured at reference plane, 29, 30

Power converters, 314–18
Power match, 19–20

broadband, 34
compression characteristics, 19
improvement, 20

Power series, 5
coefficients, 8–9
limitations, 5
weakly nonlinear device, 5

Power supplies
designer treatment, 354
issues, 354–55
for RFPA subassembly, 354

Power transfer
Class A amplifier, 19
Class AB amplifier, 58
Class F amplifier, 161
single-carrier, 237

Power utilization factor (PUF), 39, 108
Predistorters

output, 402
PA combination, 402

square-law, 403
Predistortion, 401–10

analog, 401, 407–9
conclusions, 410
defined, 400
digital (DPD), 404–7
flow chart, 405
intermodulation and, 403
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second degree, 409
theory, 401–4
See also Linearization

Pulse position modulation, 325–26
Pulse width modulation (PWM), 318–23

angle, RF power at, 322
in PA efficiency improvement, 322
use of, 318
waveforms, 320

Push-pull amplifiers, 372–80
audio, 373
benefits, 374
Class B RF mode versus, 372
coaxial balun, 376, 377
distributed common lead inductance, 376
illustrated, 373, 375
lumped-element balun, 379
RF, 375
waveforms, 373

Q
QAM modulation, 270
Quadrature couplers

drop-in, 383
illustrated, 383
input return loss, 387
response, 382

Quadrature Phase Shift Keying (QPSK),
262–68

constant amplitude, 265
defined, 262
filters, 268
illustrated, 263
Offset (OQPSK), 263
symbol states, 270
See also Digital modulation

Quarter-wave transformer, 101

R
Radio Frequency Identification (RFID), 305
Radio Frequency Power Amplifiers (RFPAs)

Class C, 315
high efficiency techniques, 326
high level modulation, 315
high power, 355
memory effects, 400
on-board biasing circuitry, 338
output spectrum, 319
power combiner role, 387
power transfer characteristics, 319
predistortability, 260
pulse-width modulated RF signal, 320

PWM, waveforms, 320
saturated, 327
supply of power, 354
tracking voltage supply, 318

Rat-race power splitter, 378
Rat-race simulation, 379
Reactance

conversion into equivalent capacitance
value, 226

series inductor, 110
shunt capacitor, 110

Reactive component, 68
Reduced conduction angle, 40–43

amplifier modes, 44
BJT model, 55–59
current waveform, 40
current waveform flows, 44
FET model, 47–55
waveform, Fourier analysis, 42

Resistance
loadline, 226
negative, 341
terminating, 92

Resistors
bias stabilization, 352
load, 109, 295, 296
series, 342

Resonators
LCR, 180
placement, 104
Q series, 157

RF current waveform, 41
RF fundamental output power, 45
RF matching networks, 93
RF matching problem, 92
RF power amplifiers, 1

AM to PM effects, 250–55
“back-to-front” design, 205
configuration for Gb/s digital input, 326
digital modulation systems, 261–78
envelope analysis with variable PAR,

246–50
LDMOS, measurements, 278–82
nonlinear capacitance effects, 81–89
nonlinear effects, 231–82
PA memory effects, 256–61
technology, 14–15
two-carrier envelope analysis, 240–46
two-carrier power series analysis, 233–40
unmatchability, 97
weakly, 233
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RF power transistors
low frequency stability analysis, 339
low frequency stabilization with feedback

network, 343
oscillation at lower frequencies, 338
stability, 338–43

RF push-pull amplifier, 375
RF switching techniques, 328
RF to DC conversion, 326–28
RF voltage, 151

S
Scaling factor, 217
Scaling parameter, 152
Second degree nonlinearity, 8
Second harmonic component

Class B amplifiers, 114
impedance, 121
imperfect, 119
phase offset effect, 222
power absorption, 203
quadrature, 118
reactive, effect, 116
voltage, 121
voltage amplitude, 118
voltage enhancement, 220, 221

Sequential power amplifier, 323–25
illustrated, 323
peak restoration, 325
power loss versus input signal power ratio,

324
theoretical PBO-efficiency, 325

Series inductance, 346
Series inductor, 110, 111
Series resistors, 342
Short Circuited Shunt Stub (SCSS), 74, 102

bandwidth, 75
for bias insertion, 349
dispersion effects, 75
even harmonic short, 157
inductance, 349
placement problem, 105
quarter-wave, 75, 87, 103
reactance, 105
shunt reactance, 76

Shunt capacitor, 76, 103, 110
Shunt reactance, 76
Sidebands

asymmetrical IM, 255
single (SSB), 285, 309
spectral regrowth, 236

Silicon Carbide (SiC), 15

Silicon (Si), 14, 76
Single quarter-wave transfer, 101
Single sideband (SSB) transmission, 285, 309
Slide-screw tuner, 360
Smart antennas, 329–30
Smith charts

defined, 102
impedance trajectories, 103

Source-follower supply tracking, 319
Space combining, 330
Spectral regrowth sidebands, 236
Spice model

generic MESFET, 106
simulation file, 226
simulation with GaAs MESFET and output

network, 227
Split band ER modulator, 317
Square-law predistorters, 403
Step-down impedance transformation ratio, 76
Strongly nonlinear effects, 6–9
Strong-weak transfer characteristic, 80
Switching amplifiers, 173–99

basic, illustrated, 174
basic, waveforms, 175
Class D, 180–82
current waveform power/efficiency plot,

215
DC supply voltage, 175
efficiency, 177
introduction, 173–74
linear power, 177
output efficiency, 176–77
relative power, 177
RF power, 177
simple, 174–78
tuned, 178–80

Switching amplifiers (GHz frequencies),
201–29

device output voltage, 206
implementation and simulation, 225–27
introduction, 201–2
PA_waves, 216–25
power/efficiency contours, 224
waveform engineering, 205–16

Switching Class D amplifier, 180–82
DC supply power, 182
illustrated, 180
peak current, 181
RF version difference, 182
waveforms, 181
See also Class D amplifiers

Symmetrical clipping, 159
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Tapered transmission line transformer, 101
Terminated directional coupler, 414
Termination resistance, 92

resistive impedance transformation, 92
third harmonic, 168

Thermal conductivity, 257
Third degree nonlinearity, 8–9
Third harmonic

maxima/minima, 147
squaring effect, 143
substantial amounts, 150
termination resistance, 168

Transconductance characteristic
ideal, 77
nonlinear, current waveform, 79
square law, 78

Transfer characteristic
applied to envelopes, 248
of single amplifier, 385
strong-weak, 80

Transformation ratio, 93
Transformers

single quarter-wave, 101
tapered transmission line, 101
two-section quarter-wave, 101

Transmission lines
elements, 102
matching, 100, 100–102
tapered, 101

Trapping effects, 256
Tuned switching amplifier, 178–80

illustrated, 178
output efficiency, 179, 180
output power, 180
sinusoidal voltage, 178
waveforms, 179
See also Switching amplifiers

Tuner designs, 359–62
harmonic performance, 361
slide-screw, 360
twin slug, 360
See also Load-pull

Twin slug tuner, 360
Two-carrier distortion products, 234
Two-carrier envelope

analysis, 240–46
distortion, 244
IM simulation, 247

Two-carrier IM
simulation, 245
spectrum, 235

Two-carrier power series analysis, 233–40
Two-carrier signal envelope, 241
Two-section quarter-wave transformer, 101

V
Varactors

analysis schematic, 84
characteristic for simulation, 86
effect on Class AB amplifiers, 84–89
FET, simulation circuit, 87
response to sinusoidal current excitation, 85
voltage, 87

Vector signal analyzers (VSAs), 260
Voltage

across load resistor, 295, 296
across shunt element, 190
adaptive bias, 299–300
amplitude, 384
clipped waveform, 158
clipping, 121
DC, 108, 127, 175, 327
device output, 69–70
drive level parameter, 295
fundamental component, 148
general form, 147
knee, 22
normalized knee, 160
optimum waveforms, 148
output, 160, 233–34, 238
peak, 118, 144
peak-to-peak, 145
phase-shifted waveform, 220
RF, 151
RF envelopes, 249
ripple, 348
RMS, 247
second harmonic, 121
sinusoidal, 178
varactor, 88
waveforms, 147

Voltage standing wave ratio (VSWR), 4
mismatch calculation, 4
output, 35–36

Volterra series, 6

W
Waveform engineering, 205–16
Waveshaping

on input, 213
I-V knee, 213
PA_waves postulation for, 225
power/efficiency contours with, 226
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WCDMA, 273, 399
Weakly nonlinear amplifier, 233
Weakly nonlinear effects, 5–6
WiFi, smart antennas, 329
Wilkinson combiner, 388, 389

cascaded, 390

single section, 389
two section, 389
See also Power combiners

Wireless Local Area Networks (WLAN), 261,
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